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Introduction 

The subject of this book is Turk~e, the language of the Republic of Turkey. 

When Turks wish to distinguish it from other members of its linguistic family, 

whose domains extend from the Mediterranean to China, they informally 

call it Turk~emiz 'our Turkish', and formally Turkiye Turkc;esi 'Turkey

Turkish'. This latter locution is followed by French and German scholars: 'Turc 

de Turquie', 'Turkei-Turkisch'. The practice among English-speaking scholars 

is to refer to the language of Turkey as 'Turkish', while calling the linguistic 

family to which it belongs 'Turkic' (which the Turks call Turki). 

Turkish is a member of the south-western or Oghuz group of the Turkic 

family, the other members being: the Turkic dialects of the Balkans and 

Cyprus; Azeri, spoken in Azerbaijan and north-west Persia; the Qashqai of 

south Persia; the Turkmen or Turcoman of Turkmenistan. 

The problem of the classification of the Turkic languages and dialects is a 

complicated one. The migrations of the Turkic peoples in the course of his

tory, and their consequent intermingling with one another and with peoples 

of non-Turkic speech, have created a linguistic situation of vast complexity, 

which has not yet been investigated sufficiently to permit the last word to be 

said. An indication of the provisional nature of the various solutions so far 

offered is that the editors of the first volume of Philologiae Turcicae Funda

menta (Wiesbaden, 1959) invited two scholars to write independent contri

butions to the chapter on classification. Johannes Benzing's scheme shows 

five main divisions comprising eight groups, while Karl Menges distinguishes 

six divisions comprising twelve groups. The map at the end of that volume 

shows six groups. 

It is still being debated whether or not the Turkic family is itself a branch of 

a larger 'Altaic' family, including Mongol, Tunguz, and possibly Korean. 1 The 

nineteenth-century concept of a 'Ural-Altaic' family, embracing Finnish and 

, A comparison of the Turkish and Mongolian numbers from one to ten, the only resemblance 
being between the words for 'four', shows why a relationship between these languages (apart from 
word-borrowings both ways) is by no means generally accepted. Turkish: bir, iki, li~, dort, bel, 
altl, yedi, seklz, dokuz, on; Mongolian: nigen, qoyar; gurban, dorben, tabun, jirgugan, da/agan, 
naiman, yisun, arban. 
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Hungarian as well as the 'Altaic' languages, no longer commands support. It 

was based chiefly on the fact that these languages share three features: 

agglutination, vowel harmony, and lack of grammatical gender. 

An introductory word must be said about agglutination, as it is this feature 

which English-speakers find most alien, although it does occur in English to a 

limited extent in such a word as carelessness. But in Turkish the process of 

adding suffix to suffix can result in huge words which may be the equivalent 

of a whole English phrase, clause, or sentence: sokaktakiler, 'the people in 

the street'; gelirlerken, 'while they are coming'; avrupahla~tJrJverile

meyebilenlerdenmi~siniz 'I gather that you are one of those who may be 

incapable of being speedily Europeanized'. Our English sentences are like 

drystone walls, with one chunk of meaning dropped into place after another. 

The Turk's ideas are laid in place like bricks, each cemented to the next. 

Unwieldy though we may find his massive ~ah~tlrllmamahyml~, we must 

remember that he/she finds equally unwieldy our fragmented and mono

syllabic 'they say that he/she ought not to be made to work'. 

A brief explanation is also necessary for the references that will be found 

thrvughout the book to the language-reform movement. The Turks had 

begun to convert to Islam and to adopt the Arabo-Persian alphabet from 

the tenth century onward, in the course of their migration into western 

Asia. In the eleventh century, when under the leadership of the Seljuk 

dynasty they overran Persia, Persian became the language of their adminis

tration and literary culture. Persian had by this time borrowed a great many 

words from Arabic. These, together with a host of Persian words, were now 

at the disposal of educated Turks, who felt free to use any they wished as 

part of their vocabulary. The bulk of these Arabic and Persian borrowings 

were never assimilated to Turkish phonetic patterns. More, with the foreign 

words came foreign grammatical conventions. To offer an English analogy, 

it was as if we said not 'for obvious reasons' but 'for rationes obviae', or 

'what is the conditio of your progenitor reverendus?' instead of 'how's your 

father?' 

This hybrid idiom, which Turks call Osmanhca and we call Ottoman, 

became the official language of the Ottoman dynasty, who at the end of the 

thirteenth century entered upon the inheritance of the Seljuks. The only 

language ever to approach English in its wealth of vocabulary, it attained a 

remarkable degree of expressiveness and grandeur, but it was caviar to the 

general; the speech of the majority of Turks was dismissed by the writers and 

speakers of Ottoman as kaba Turk~e, 'crude Turkish'. 
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The rise of journalism in the nineteenth century led to a movement in 

favour of a simplification and 'purification' of the literary language, but this 

movement did not become truly effective until the establishment of the 

Republic. A requirement of the populism which was one of the cardinal 

principles of Atatlirk's Republican People's Party was to reduce and eventu

ally to eliminate the gap between the language of the administration and 

that of the people. Moreover, Ataturk wanted his people to turn their backs 

on their Asian past, which is why in 1928 he introduced the Latin alphabet in 

place of the Arabo-Persian. The Turkish Language Society (Turk Dil 

Kurumu) churned out lists of 'pure Turkish' (Ozturks:e) replacements for 

Arabic and Persian words. Some were old words that had survived in spoken 

Turkish; some were obsolete words resurrected, some were borrowed from 

other Turkic languages, some were regularly made from Turkish roots and 

suffixes; others, however, were deliberate inventions. The Society was a pri

vate body, but thanks to Atatlirk's patronage it was able to channel its 

neologisms to the Press and the schools, and so to the general public. It 

is this aspect of the reform that has attracted most attention, but no less 

effective was the official encouragement given to the elimination of non

Turkish grammatical constructions. 

Despite certain excesses and absurdities, the success of the movement was 

such that even its critics found it hard to express themselves without using 

some of the neologisms, at least if they wanted to appeal to a mass audience 

or readership. In August 1983, however, a half-century of conservative 

hatred of the Language Society culminated in its being brought under State 

control. The era of sustained-though seldom systematic-tampering with 

the language appeared to have ended, though it was generally agreed that 

most of the changes already wrought were irreversible. Nevertheless, now 

that the flood of neologisms has subsided, more and more of the old words 

are reappearing, so the reader of Turkish newspapers should not be surprised 

to come across words described in this book as obsolescent or even as obso

lete. But danger to the purity of Turkish had long threatened from the oppo

site quarter, in the form of a steady flow of English and French words. Ask for 

your bill (hesap) in a restoran, and the odds are that what the garson brings 

you will be headed Adisiyon. The borrowing of French words began in the 

nineteenth century and continued into the twentieth, though since the 

1960s it has not matched the deluge of English. Before then, kilosikl was far 

commoner than kilosaykl, but it no longer appears in Turkish dictionaries. 

Some French borrowings persist, such as restoran, garson, and adisyon; 
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'detergent' is still deterjan, and before a bridge or a dam is built it is normal 

prosedur for the engineers to prepare a fizibilite raporu. 

Although this book is, in principle, concerned with written Turkish, it will 

be found to contain a good many references to the colloquial, for two 

reasons. The first is that the gap between written and spoken language has 

been considerably narrowed in recent years, so that it is not always possible 

to draw the line. The second reason is reminiscent of the problem that vexed 

the Islamic theologians concerning the utterances of Satan quoted in the 

Koran: as Satan's lies are part of Holy Writ, must they not therefore be true? 

Now if a novel or a newspaper happens to report conversations between 

speakers of sub-standard Turkish, it can scarcely be argued that the sub

standard is thereby rendered literary; nevertheless students are entitled to 

expect some guidance on how to translate it, if they have bought what 

claims to be a Turkish grammar. For the same reason, some obsolescent and 

even obsolete features of the language are discussed, as they may occur in 

quotations or in Ottoman texts transcribed into the modern alphabet. The 

aim in fact has been to present every form and construction that readers may 

meet in print, especially if they want to read anything written before the 

language reform got under way. 

Although our familiar Latin-based grammatical terms do not exactly fit the 

facts of Turkish, they have been used as far as possible. The Turkish adjective, 

for example, although it does not behave in all respects like the English 

adjective, resembles it closely enough to be permitted to share its name. 

Occasionally I have used the word 'substantive' to include nouns and adjec

tives and sometimes pronouns. Any less familiar terms are explained at their 

first occurrence. 

In translating the examples I have made extensive use of word-for-word 

renderings; for the peculiarity of the resulting English I must ask the reader's 

indulgence. 

The value of the Turkish lira, for many years twenty-five to the pound 

sterling, is now in six upwardly mobile figures. Examples in which sums of 

money are mentioned have therefore not been modernized for this revised 

edition. 

The changes brought about by the reform have been given due weight in 

this edition. For the full story, see the present author's The Turkish Language 

Reform: A Catastrophic Success (Oxford University Press, 1999). 

I am indebted to Dr Ann Bayraktaroglu who read the book in proof, for her 

perceptive and helpful comments. 
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partly too, I must confess, because I was not consistent about recording the 

authors of the extracts with which I filled so many notebooks. 
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xx INTRODUCTION 

Hungarian as well as the 'Altaic' languages, no longer commands support. It 

was based chiefly on the fact that these languages share three features: 

agglutination, vowel harmony, and lack of grammatical gender. 

An introductory word must be said about agglutination, as it is this feature 

which English-speakers find most alien, although it does occur in English to a 

limited extent in such a word as carelessness. But in Turkish the process of 

adding suffix to suffix can result in huge words which may be the equivalent 

of a whole English phrase, clause, or sentence: sokaktakiler, 'the people in 

the street'; gelirlerken, 'while they are coming'; avrupahla~tJrlverile

meyebilenlerdenmi~siniz 'I gather that you are one of those who may be 

incapable of being speedily Europeanized'. Our English sentences are like 

drystone walls, with one chunk of meaning dropped into place after another. 

The Turk's ideas are laid in place like bricks, each cemented to the next. 

Unwieldy though we may find his massive ~ah~tlrllmamahyml~, we must 

remember that he/she finds equally unwieldy our fragmented and mono

syllabic 'they say that he/she ought not to be made to work'. 

A brief explanation is also necessary for the references that will be found 

throughout the book to the language-reform movement. The Turks had 

begun to convert to Islam and to adopt the Arabo-Persian alphabet from 

the tenth century onward, in the course of their migration into western 

Asia. In the eleventh century, when under the leadership of the Seljuk 

dynasty they overran Persia, Persian became the language of their adminis

tration and literary culture. Persian had by this time borrowed a great many 

words from Arabic. These, together with a host of Persian words, were now 

at the disposal of educated Turks, who felt free to use any they wished as 

part of their vocabulary. The bulk of these Arabic and Persian borrowings 

were never assimilated to Turkish phonetic patterns. More, with the foreign 

words came foreign grammatical conventions. To offer an English analogy, 

it was as if we said not 'for obvious reasons' but 'for rationes obviae', or 

'what is the conditio of your progenitor reverendus?' instead of 'how's your 

father?' 

This hybrid idiom, which Turks call Osmanhca and we call Ottoman, 

became the official language of the Ottoman dynasty, who at the end of the 

thirteenth century entered upon the inheritance of the Seljuks. The only 

language ever to approach English in its wealth of vocabulary, it attained a 

remarkable degree of expressiveness and grandeur, but it was caviar to the 

general; the speech of the majority of Turks was dismissed by the writers and 

speakers of Ottoman as kaba Turk~e, 'crude Turkish'. 
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The rise of journalism in the nineteenth century led to a movement in 

favour of a simplification and 'purification' of the literary language, but this 

movement did not become truly effective until the establishment of the 

Republic. A requirement of the populism which was one of the cardinal 

principles of Ataturk's Republican People's Party was to reduce and eventu

ally to eliminate the gap between the language of the administration and 

that of the people. Moreover, AtatLirk wanted his people to turn their backs 

on their Asian past, which is why in 1928 he introduced the Latin alphabet in 

place of the Arabo-Persian. The Turkish Language Society (Turk Oil 

Kurumu) churned out lists of 'pure Turkish' (OztUrkc;:e) replacements for 

Arabic and Persian words. Some were old words that had survived in spoken 

Turkish; some were obsolete words resurrected, some were borrowed from 

other Turkic languages, some were regularly made from Turkish roots and 

suffixes; others, however, were deliberate inventions. The Society was a pri

vate body, but thanks to AtatLirk's patronage it was able to channel its 

neologisms to the Press and the schools, and so to the general public. It 

is this aspect of the reform that has attracted most attention, but no less 

effective was the official encouragement given to the elimination of non

Turkish grammatical constructions. 

Despite certain excesses and absurdities, the success of the movement was 

such that even its critics found it hard to express themselves without using 

some of the neologisms, at least if they wanted to appeal to a mass audience 

or readership. In August 1983, however, a half-century of conservative 

hatred of the Language Society culminated in its being brought under State 

control. The era of sustained-though seldom systematic-tampering with 

the language appeared to have ended, though it was generally agreed that 

most of the changes already wrought were irreversible. Nevertheless, now 

that the flood of neologisms has subsided, more and more of the old words 

are reappearing, so the reader of Turkish newspapers should not be surprised 

to come across words described in this book as obsolescent or even as obso

lete. But danger to the purity of Turkish had long threatened from the oppo

site quarter, in the form of a steady flow of English and French words. Ask for 

your bill (hesap) in a restoran, and the odds are that what the garson brings 

you will be headed Adisiyon. The borrowing of French words began in the 

nineteenth century and continued into the twentieth, though since the 

1960s it has not matched the deluge of English. Before then, kilosikl was far 

commoner than kilosaykl, but it no longer appears in Turkish dictionaries. 

Some French borrowings persist, such as restoran, garson, and adisyon; 
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name Kazlm); mahkOm 'condemned', kabu5 'nightmare', pronounced 

/mahkYum/, jkYabOs/. The circumflex in these words is solely to indicate 

palatalization and has nothing to do with vowel length. 

Some inconsistency arises from the fact that k may stand for both the 

Arabo-Persian ,!j and ~ (respectively k and q in English transliteration). 

The second of these letters represents a k articulated at the uvula, the nearest 

English counterpart being the sound of c in cough. Further, initial 9 may 

represent Persian 9 or Arabic gh. In the combinations ga < gha and ka < qa, 
the circumflex cannot be used to show that the vowel is long because it 

would be taken rather as showing-falsely-that the g or k is palatalized. To 

avoid ambiguity in such cases, the length of the a used to be shown by 

writing it twice katil 'murder', kaatil'murderer'-but this useful conven

tion is now obsolete. See also § 30 (c). 

Another complication arises from the fact that it is no more natural for 

Turks than for English-speakers to pronounce a back consonant with a front 

vowel; e.g. if one tries to pronounce king with the initial consonant of 

cough the resulting sound is as much un-Turkish as it is un-English. Con

sequently Arabic qi is transcribed as kl, while qi (written qiy in Arabic let

ters) ought to be transcribed as kiY. In fact, however, although Arabic 

qimat- 'value' appears as klymet, in other Arabic borrowings in which q is 

followed by long i, such as f}aqiqat- 'truth' and ta/:lqir 'contempt', the 

convention is to use dotted i: hakikat, tahkir. The phonetic spelling 

haklykat, occasionally seen in the early years of the new alphabet, is no 

longer in general use. 

In Anatolian dialects, initial k is generally pronounced like g, medial and 

final k as the velar fricative kh, the sound heard in German ach! So korkma 

'don't be afraid' may be heard as /gorkhma/, ~ok 'much' as /chokh/. In 

urban speech the g of galiba 'presumably' is often pronounced as k, perhaps 

by people who think the 9 is a provincialism and do not want to sound 

provincial. 

10. g. Yumu~ak ge is a concession to the traditional spelling of Turkish in 

the Arabo-Persian alphabet. It represents two separate letters of that alpha-
. re 

• bet,' 9 and t gh. The latter represents the voiced velar fricative, the 

gargling sound of the Parisian' or Tynesider's r, the 'Northumbrian burr'. 

1 Raglp Ozdem, Tarihsel Baklmdan OzWrkt;e ve YabanCl 56zlerin Fonetik Ayrat;lof/, 2. FasikUi 
(Istanbul, 1939), p. 15, having indicated that {I no longer has this sound in standard Turkish, 
employs it to show the pronunciation of French programme as pgogam and carte postole as kagt 
postil. 
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Arabic initial gh becomes g: ghazT'warriorfor the Faith' > gazi; ghOfi/'heed

less' > gafil. Medial or final gh becomes g: maghfDr 'forgiven' > magfur; 

tablTgh 'communication' > teblig. This g, whether in borrowings or in 

native words, though audible as a 'Northumbrian burr' of varying intensity in 

dialect, serves in standard Turkish to lengthen the preceding vowel, a follow

ing vowel being swallowed up. Thus gidecegim 'I shall go' is pronounced as 

/gidejem/; alacaglz 'we shall take' as /alajaz/; aglr 'heavy' as /ar/; aglz 

'mouth' as /az/; aga 'master, landowner' as /03/. Note particularly agabey 

'elder brother', pronounced /abi/; Bogazi~1 'Bosphorus' pronounced 

Iboazichi/ or, inelegantly, /bazichi/. Between 0 and a, or 0 and u, it may be 

heard as a weak v or w: sogan 'onion', soguk 'cold', The verbs kogmak 'to 

chase away', ogmak 'to rub', and ogalamak 'to crumble' are pronounced, 

and usually written, kovmak, ovmak, ovalamak. The same change occurs 

after 0, in dogmek 'to beat', ogmek 'to praise', and sogmek 'to curse', 

mostly written dovmek, ovmek, and sovmek. The 9 is generally retained, 

however, in gogermek 'to become blue', ogun 'portion', and ogur 'accus

tomed, tame'. Otherwise, 9 in conjunction with front vowels is heard as a 

weak y: ogle 'noon', deger 'worth'. In two common Persian borrowings, 

diger 'other' and eger 'it', the original hard 9 is sometimes heard instead of 

y, but never in meger 'apparently', degil'not' is pronounced /deyil/, /deil/, 

or /dil/. Once peculiar to the dialect of Rumelia, this last is increasingly 

common. 

Intervocalic k regularly becomes g: ayak 'foot' + -1m 'my' > ayaglm 

'my foot', 

11. h. In conjunction with any of the narrow vowels I, i, u, u, particularly 

when it ends a syllable, h is sometimes pronounced more heavily than 

otherwise, like the Arabic pharyngal unvoiced fricative C 1;1:' mlh 'nail', 

Ihlamur 'lime-tree', hlyar 'cucumber', ihtiyar 'aged', ruh 'soul'. This is not 

due, as some Arabists suppose, to a memory of the spelling of such words in 

the Arabo-Persian alphabet; it is a popular and not a learned pronunciation. 

The h in the common masculine name Mehmet is silent in standard Turk

ish, there being a compensatory lengthening of the first vowel. The spelling 

and pronunciation Muhammed are reserved for the name of the Prophet, 

while the intermediate stage Mehemmed is used in scholarly works for sul

tans of the name. In some regional dialects the h is pronounced in Mehmet 

, This sound may be achieved by uttering in a stage-whisper any word beginning with h. A 
useful sentence for practice is Has Harry heard? 
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but is silent in Ahmet, with a compensatory lengthening of the first vowel. 

The h of the name Ethem is also liable to be lost in pronunciation. The final h 

of sahih 'correct' is dropped in writing as well as speech when it is used as an 

adverb meaning 'really'; in speech the first h is sometimes dropped too. In 

slipshod speech intervocalic h is sometimes dropped, together with its pre

ceding vowel, so muhafaza 'protection' may be heard as /mafaza/. Allah 

a~klna 'for the love of God!' is pronounced as one word without the ah. The 

expletive Allahlm seversen 'if you love your God, for Heaven's sake' is even 

further contracted, to /allasen/. The h of hamm 'lady' regularly disappears, 

together with the preceding vowel, when following a name ending in e or a: 

Ulviye hamm, Fatma hamm are pronounced /ulviyaOim/, /fatmaOim/. So 

too in Persian borrowings compounded with khiina 'house': postahane 

'post office', hastahane 'hospital', eczahane 'chemist's shop' are nowadays 

spelt and pronounced postane, hastane, eczane, all with long a in the 

middle syllable. 

English-speaking students must take care not to mispronounce the letter

combinations ph, sh, and th: e.g. ph in klitliphane 'library' is pronounced 
• 

as in uphill; sh in Ishak 'Isaac' as in mishap; th in methetmek 'to praise' as in 

nuthatch. 

12. I. As in English, this letter represents two totally different sounds, the 

'clear I' of list and the 'dark I' of wool. Clear I is formed towards the front of 

the mouth and is naturally produced in conjunction with the front vowels, 

while dark I, formed in the hollow of the palate, comes naturally with back 

vowels. Thus we find clear I in yel 'wind' and kole 'slave', dark I in Yll'year' 

and yol'way'. In foreign borrowings, however, a complication arises, such as 

we have met in conSidering 9 and k. In Arabic, I is clear except in the name of 

God, Allah.' In French it is always clear. In borrowings from these languages, 

I should be pronounced clear even when in conjunction with back vowels 

and, as with 9 and k, the circumflex is used as a reminder of this. Thus the I of 

lazlm 'necessary' and plan 'plan' is pronounced as in list not as in lad, and 

the best way to learn to pronounce it accurately is to insert a faint y after it. 

The y-sound is not so marked as in the British pronunciation of lurid, but is 

quite audible; in Turkish spelling, the British and American pronunciations 

of this word would be shown as lurid and lurid respectively. It cannot be 

1 That is why the Arabic name 'Abdullah 'slave of Allah' is spelt Abdullah in Turkish, whereas 
masculine names incorporating other divine names have ii: Abdiilkadir, Abdiilaziz, Abdiillatif, 
the clear I fronting the original Arabic u into ii. 
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overemphasized that the primary function of the circumflex is to indicate 

palatalization and not vowel length; e.g. in mutalaa 'study' the first and not 

the second a is long. 

Another of the Language Society's recommendations in 1975 was that the 

circumflex should be written over a long a following an I in Arabic and 

Persian borrowings, but not in Western-i.e. French borrowings. So plan 

'plan' lost its circumflex, and its clear I is fast becoming dark, but lazlm [A] 

'necessary' (often replaced by its Turkish synonym gerek) retains both. 

13. r. Turkish r is an alveolar, produced by the vibration of the tip of the 

tongue against the gums just above the top teeth. In the Rumelian dialects 

it is trilled, a practice to avoid. Finally it may be heard as a fricative, accom

panied by a heavy aspiration, not unlike the sound of Welsh rh; this pro

nunciation is most commonly observable in var 'there is'.' 

14. y. Following a front vowel and preceding a consonant, y is barely 

audible but lengthens the preceding vowel: teyze 'maternal aunt', oyle 

'th us'. 

15. The glottal stop. This is not native to Turkish but occurs in Arabic 

borrowings. It is the sound which replaces the t in the Cockney and Glasgow 

pronunciations of, for example, Saturday and which occurs in standard 

English between a final and an initial vowel; the glottal stop is what makes 

the difference in pronunciation between siesta and see Esther; 'personal loan' 

and 'person alone'. In Turkish it may be primary, standing for an original 

Arabic glottal stop (hamza), or secondary, standing for 'ayn. The latter is a 

voiced pharyngal gulp; to produce it, students of Arabic are advised to sing 

as far down the scale as they can and then one note lower. It is as difficult for 

Turks as for other non-Arabs. The glottal stop, both primary and secondary, is 

preserved in spelling: 

(a) To avoid ambiguity: telin 'of the wire' (gen. of tel) but tel'in (talTn [AD 

'denunciation'; kura (kura [AD 'villages' but kur'a (qur'a [AD 'lot' (as in 

kur'a ~ekmek 'to draw lots'). Although kura is obsolete, kur'a still keeps its 

apostrophe. 

(b) In high style, out of respect for the traditional Arabic spelling particularly 

of religious terms: ~er'i 'pertaining to the sacred law' (shorT), Kur' an 'the 

Koran' (Qur·on). 

lozef Blaskovics, in '''R'' Sessizinin Sbyleni~i', X. TUrk Dil Kurultaymda Okunan Bilimsel Bildiriler 

(Ankara, 1964), pp. 5-10, likens it to the Czech (. He describes it as particularly frequent afterfront 
vowels, which does not square with the present author's observations. 
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It is preserved in pronunciation but not in writing when intervocalic, as in 

mudafaa 'defence' (mudofa'a), teessiif 'regret' (ta'assuf). Otherwise, the 

modem practice is to omit the apostrophe in writing and to neglect the 

glottal stop in speaking: sanat 'art' ($an'at-), memur 'official' (ma'miir), 

mesele 'problem' (mas'alat-).' If the glottal stop is heard it is because the 

speaker is elderly, pedantic, or speaking slowly and deliberately. 

16. Doubled consonants. These are not pronounced separately, but their 

enunciation is spread over a longer time than that of a single consonant: batl 

'west' but battl 'it sank'; eli 'his hand' but elli 'fifty'; gitti mi 'did he go?' but 

gittim mi 'did I go?' 

The final consonant of the accented syllable of interjections is sometimes 

doubled: yaz.k or yazz.k 'a pity!', bravo or bravvo 'well done!' Similarly 0 

saat 'straight away', the 0 being accented, is regularly pronounced with a 

doubled s, though not so spelt. 

Doubled final consonants in Arabic borrowings are simplified into a single 

consonant, except when the addition of a suffix consisting of or beginning 

with a vowel makes the doubled consonant pronounceable: f)aqq 'right' > 
hak, ace. hakk.; /:Iadd 'limit' > had, acc. haddi; kull'totality' > kUl, acc. 

kiillO. 'afw 'pardon' > af, acc. aft., with the original w assimilated to the f. 
The doubled s is lost in tamoss 'contact' > temas, acc. usually temas., 

pedantically temasi. 

17. Consonant-clusters and epenthetic vowels. Two consonants never occur 

together at the beginning of native words, if we except the colloquial brak

mak for blrakmak 'to leave'. Within a word, it is rare to find more than two 

consonants adjoining. When consonant-clusters occur in foreign borrowings 

they are simplified by the insertion of what grammarians call an epenthetic 

vowel, (a) before or (b) within an initial cluster, or (c) within a final cluster: 

(a) French station > istasyon; statistique > istatistik; splendide > 

ispilandit (name of an apartment-building in Istanbul). Italian scala > 

iskele 'quay'; sgombro > uskumru 'mackerel'; spirito> ispirto 'alcohol'. 

English screw> uskur; steam > istim or islim. 

, The ending -at· of these examples represents the Arabic ta' marbata 'linked t', a feminine 
ending pronounced as a except if followed by a vowel, when it is pronounced at; d. the French iI a 
but a-t-i/. The Arabic short a appears in Turkish as a or e, according to the quality of the neighbour
ing consonants. As some Arabic words in -at- were taken into Turkish with the t, others without it, 
this ending appears in four forms: a, e, at, et. There are a few instances of differentiation of 
meaning by the retention or non-retention of the t: e.g. lzafe 'attribution' but izafet 'nominal 
annexation'; mallye 'finance department' but maliyet 'cost'. 
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(b) German Schlepp > ~ilep 'cargo-boat'; Groschen > kuru~ 'piastre'. Eng

lish train > tiren. French sport > slpor; club > kulOp; closseur 'file' > 
kllasor. The time-honoured kuru~ and ~ilep remain as they were, but the 

other words are now universally written tren, sp~rl klOp, klasor, though 

some people still find it necessary to insert a vowel when saying them (and 

not everyone bothers to write the circumflex). 

(c) Numerous borrowed nouns end in two consonants, which Turks have 

difficulty in pronouncing unless the first is I or r or unless a vowel is suffixed: 

Arabic ism 'name' > isim, ace. ismi; 'odl'justice' > adil, ace. adli; qism 

'part' > klSlm, ace. klsml; 'oql'intelligence' > akll, ace. akh; motn 'text' > 

metin, ace. metni; 'umr'life' > omiir, ace. omrii; fikr'thought' > fikir, 

ace. fikri. Persian shohr 'city' > ~ehir, ace. ~ehri. 

Some borrowings of this shape, however, retain the epenthetic vowel even 

when a vowel is suffixed: Arabic $inf 'class' > Slnlf, ace. Slnlfl; sotr 'line' > 

satlr, ace. satin; shi'r 'poetry' > ~iir, acc. ~iiri. Persian zahr 'poison' > 
zehir, ace. zehiri; tukhm 'seed' > tohum, ace. tohumu. ~ehir is fast enter

ing this category; one often hears ~ehire for 'to the city'. It is seldom seen in 

newspapers, most of them having rejected ~ehir in favour of kent, of Sog

dian origin-i.e. one Iranian word has been replaced by another. This 

exemplifies some of the reformers' happy-go-lucky way of purifying Turkish 

of its foreign borrowings. 

Conversely, some native words ending in consonant + vowel + consonant 

drop the original vowel when a vowel is suffixed: ogul 'son', ace. oglu; 

beyin 'brain', ace. beyni. 

18. Foreign diphthongs. The Arabic ai diphthong, written 0y, is treated in 

Turkish as consisting of vowel + consonant. It may appear as ay or ey; in 

either event an epenthetic vowel appears before a following consonant 

unless that consonant is followed by a vowel: khayr 'good' > haYlr, ace. 

hayn; f:{usayn (masculine name) > HOseyin, ace. HOseyni; meyl'tendency' 

> meyil, ace. meyli. Exception: the Arabic dual ending -ayn > -eyn, with 

no epenthetic vowel. 

The Arabic au diphthong, written ow, similarly appears as av or ev, the 

former generally taking an epenthetic vowel: qawm 'people' > kavim; qawl 

'word' > kavil'agreement'; qaws 'bow' > kavis; fJawr;J 'pool' > havuz; the 

accusatives being kavmi, kavli, kavsi, but havuzu. Three English sporting 

terms, foul, round, and knockout, appear as fav" ravnt, and nakavt, with no 

epenthetic vowel, the v being pronounced as a semivowel. The combination 
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ev + consonant generally has no epenthetic vowel: mawt 'death' > mevt; 

sawq 'driving' > sevk; shawq 'desire' > ~evk; dhawq 'taste' > zevk. 

Exceptions: jawr 'tyranny' > cevir, ace. cevri; jawz 'walnut' > ceviz, ace. 
cevizi; naw' 'sort' > nevi (for nevi'), ace. nev'i. 

19. Alternation of consonants. k/g. Final postvocalic k in polysyllabic sub

stantives becomes 9 when a vowel is added: ayak 'foot', ace. ayagl; ekmek 

'bread', ace. ekmegi; sokak 'street' « Arabic zuqiiq), ace. sokagl; elektrik 

'electricity', ace. elektrigi; trafik 'traffic, traffic-police', ace. trafigi. A few 

monosyllables exhibit the same phenomenon: ~ok 'much', ace. ~ogu; gok 

'sky', ace. gogu as well as goku. Most, however, follow the pattern of kok 

'root', ace. koku, and dok 'dock, ware-house', ace. doku. 

g/k. Final postconsonantal 9 in foreign borrowings (d. § 4, end) becomes 

k but reappears if a vowel is added: Persian rang 'colour' > renk, ace. rengi; 

iihang 'harmony' > ahenk, ace. ahengi. In borrowings from western lan

guages the 9 is usually retained in writing but pronounced as k except by the 

learned: kliring 'clearing' (a financial term), miting 'political meeting'. 

gig. Final postvocalic g, vulgarly pronounced k, used to change to 9 
before an added vowel, the accusatives of katalog 'catalogue' and jeolog 

'geologist' being katalogu and jeologu. Now, however, the written forms 

are katalogu and jeologu, though the older forms may still be heard. 'Foot

ball league', officially lig, ace. ligi, is colloquially lik, ace. ligi or liki. 

blp, c/~, d/t. An original b, c, or d becomes p, ~, or t at the end of most 
polysyllabic borrowings and some monosyllabic, but reappears before a 

vowel: Arabic kitab 'book' > kitap, ace. kitabl; ifJtiyiij 'need' > ihtiya~, ace. 

ihtiyacl; Persian tiij 'crown' > ta~, ace. tao; diimad 'son-in-law' > damat, 
ace. damadl; French serenade> serenat, ace. serenadl. 

Final p, ~, and t are voiced before vowels into b, c, and d, regularly in 

polysyllables, occasionally in monosyllables: dip 'bottom', ace. dibi; aga~ 

'tree', ace. agaCl; Arabic shortt 'tape' > ~erit, ace. ~eridi; French groupe > 

grup, ace. grubu; principe 'principle' > prensip, ace. prensibi (the accusa

tives grupu, prensipi are pedantic). Care must be taken not to confuse at 

'horse', ace. atl, with ad 'name', ace. adl, or ot 'grass', ace. otu, with the 

archaic od 'fire', ace. odu. 

A few verb-stems change final t to d when a vowel is added, e.g. et- 'to 
do', aorist eder; git- 'to go', aorist gider; gut- 'to pasture', aorist guder. 

Final p and t may arise from a doubled final band d in Arabic borrowings. 

When a vowel is added, the original voiced double consonant reappears: 
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mU/:1ibb 'friend' > muhip, ace. muhibbi; radd 'rejection' > ret, ace. reddi. 

There is no current example of the change from jj to ~; /:1ajj 'pilgrimage' 

becomes hac, ace. haccl, thus avoiding confusion with ha~ 'crucifix', acc. 

ha~1 « Armenian khach). The original voiced consonant is similarly pre

served in had 'limit' (§ 16, last paragraph), which is thus distinguished from 

hat 'line', ace. haUl « Arabic khan). The normal unvoicing occurs, how

ever, in serhat 'frontier' « Persian sar 'head, chief' + Arabic badd 'limit'), 

ace. serhaddi. 

In foreign words which have become part of popular speech the original 

voiced consonant does not reappear before a vowel: Arabic lJabb 'pill' > 
hap, ace. hapl; French tube > Hip, ace. tOpO. set 'parapet' « Arabic 

sadd) has alternative learned and popular forms: ace. seddi and seti 

respectively. 

There was a short-lived fashion in the nineteen-fifties for consistently spell

ing (though not pronouncing) with b, c, and d the absolute forms of all 

nouns subject to the alternations b/p, c/~, d/t: kitab, muhib, ihtiyac, tac, 

~erid, red, etc. This fashion is reflected in the second edition of OTD (1957) 

and the third edition of TS (1959), but had faded out by 1960. Survivals of 

the practice may be regarded as idiosyncratic. 

20. Consonant assimilation in suffixes. When a suffix beginning with c, d, or 

g is added to a word ending in one of the unvoiced consonants ~, f, h, k, p, 

s, ~, t, the initial consonant of the suffix is unvoiced to ~, t, or k. The suffix -ci 
denotes occupation: eski 'old', eski-ci 'old-clothes dealer', but elektrik-~i 

'electrician'.' The suffix of the locative case is -de: Izmir'de 'in Izmir' but 

Paris'te 'in Paris'. The locative case of i~ 'work' is sometimes spelled i~de 

to avoid confusion with i~te 'behold'; similarly the locative of Os 'base' 

(naval, ete.) is spelt Osde to avoid confusion with the dative case Oste of 

Ost 'top'. The adjectival suffix -gen: ~ekin-gen 'retiring' but unut-kan 

'forgetfu I'. 

Those writers who followed the fashion mentioned at the end of § 19, i.e. 

who did not, in writing, recognize the unvoicing of final b, c, and d, did not 

unvoice the initial voiced consonant of suffixes either; e.g. kitap~1 'book

seller' they wrote as kitabcl, and sevin~te 'in joy' as sevincde. 

21. Vowels: general observations. Turkish vowels are normally short but may 

be long in three situations; see § 30. The difference between short and long 

, Suffixes are not hyphenated except in grammars, to illustrate the processes of word·formation. 
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25. u. A back, close, rounded vowel, between the vowels of English put and 

pool. Short, burun 'nose'; long, ugur 'luck'. 

26. e. A front, open, unrounded vowel, like French e in etre. Short, sever 'he 

loves'; long, tesir 'effect'. It also has a closer pronunciation, verging on the 

sound of i, which is sometimes heard especially in the first syllables of ver

mek 'to give' and gece 'night'. These two sounds of e are not separate 

phonemes in standard Turkish. In dialect, however, el 'hand' and el 'people', 

homophones in the standard language, are pronounced differently, with 

open and close e respectively. 

27. i. A front, close, unrounded vowel, as in French si, closer than in English 

pin. Short, di~ 'tooth'; long, igne 'needle'. 

28. o. A front, open, rounded vowel, as in German; the French eu in peur. 
Short, gormek 'to see'; long, ogrenmek 'to learn'. 

29. ii. A front, close, rounded vowel, as in German; the French u in mur. 

Short, iiziim 'grapes'; long, diigme 'button'. 

30. Vowel length. The three situations in which long vowels occur are: 

(a) In foreign borrowings: ghiizT [A] 'warrior for the Faith' > gazi (pro

nounced /gazT/: bariibar [P] 'together' > beraber (long a). Many originally 

long vowels, however, are shortened: kabiib [A] 'roast' > kebap; baqqiil 
'greengrocer' > bakkal'grocer'. This tendency is still in progress, as may be 

seen in the more recent borrowing jeep > cip, with short i. 

A long vowel in Arabic borrowings may represent an original short vowel 

+ hamza or short vowel + 'ayn: ta'thTr 'effect' > tesir (e long); ma'lOm 
'known' > malOm (both vowels long). 

A large number of Arabic borrowings retain an original long vowel in the 

last syllable when a vowel is added, but shorten it otherwise; tesir is one 

such, ace. tesiri pronounced /tesTri/. Others in common use include hayat 

'life', ace. hayatl; zaman 'time', acc. zaman!; mal 'property', ace. mah; 

cevap 'answer', ace. cevabl, all the accusatives with long a. All such words 

are indicated in OTD. 
Rarely one sees an idiosyncratic use of iy to denote long i, particularly in 

the pietistic spelling iyman for iman 'faith'. Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu 

(1889-1974), one of Turkey's most eminent writers, habitually spelled ilan 

'notice' and itibar 'regard' as iylan and iytibar; he also used the spelling klY 

for the Arabic qr (see § 9, penultimate paragraph). 
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(b) Any vowel followed by 9 + consonant (except when 9 is interchange

able with v; see § 10), or any back vowel followed by 9 is pronounced long: 

degdi 'he touched', igne 'needle', yagmur 'rain', ~Ig 'avalanche', bogmak 

'to choke', kugu 'swan'. 

(c) When it is desired to emphasize a word, one vowel may be dwelled on, 

i.e. lengthened. This lengthening may be shown in writing by repeating the 

vowel-letter, often to an extent that would surprise an English printer: asia 

'never', aslaaa 'never!'; ~ok 'much', ~oook 'much too much'; ~oktan 'for a 

long time', ~oktaaan 'for ages and ages'; fakat 'but', fakaaaaaat 'but'. vay 

anam, literally 'alas, my mother', an expression of distress, may be spelled 

vayanaam. 

Doubled vowels originally separated in Arabic by homzo or <oyn, as well 

as doubled vowels arising from compounding words, are pronounced 

separately: ~a~aa 'glitter' < sho'sho'o [A]; karaaga~ 'elm' < kara 'black' + 
aga~ 'tree'. 

31. Vowel harmony. The principle of vowel harmony, which permeates 

Turkish word-formation and suffixation, is due to the natural human 

tendency towards economy of muscular effort. It is expressed in three 

rules: 

(0) If the first vowel of a word is a back vowel, any subsequent vowel is also a 

back vowel; if the first is a front vowel, any subsequent vowel is also a front 

vowel. 

(b) If the first vowel is unrounded, so too are subsequent vowels. 

(c) If the first vowel is rounded, subsequent vowels are either rounded and 

close or unrounded and open. 

The first rule is based on the phenomenon of palatal assimilation: that 

part of the tongue which interrupts the breath-flow over the palate in the 

production of the first vowel of a word remains in use for the production of 

the subsequent vowels of the word. 

The second and third rules are based on labial assimilation: if the lips are 

rounded for the first vowel they may stay rounded for subsequent vowels, 

whereas if they are unrounded for the first vowel the speaker does not make 

the effort to round them subsequently. There is a partial exception to the 

second rule: the special case of words whose first vowel is a followed by b, 

m, p, or v, as the lip-position for the production of these labial consonants 

is not far removed from the rounded position necessary for the production 

of u. 
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The practical effect of these rules may be set out thus: 

a may be followed by a or I. 

It may also be followed by u, if b, m, p, or v intervenes. 

I may be followed by a or I 

0 " " " " U " a 

U 
" " " " 

U " a 
• e " " " " e 

" 
I 

• • 
I " " " " 

e 
" 

I 
•• .. 
0 " " " " 

U 
" 

e 
.. .. 
U " " " " 

U " e 

If the vowel of the first syllable is, say, e, that of the second will be e or i, so, 

for example, gelen and gelin are possible' words but gelan and gelon are 

not. To find the possible third vowels of a word beginning gelin, we look at i 

in the first column and see that it can be followed bye or i; thus geline and 

gelini are possible but gelino and gelinl are not. It will be observed that, as a 

rule, 0 and 0 occur only in first syllables. 

Vowel harmony is a process of progressive assimilation, the first vowel 

affecting the second, and so on. There are some instances of regressive 

assimilation; for example, in 0 bir 'the other' the 0 is fronted to 0 by regres

sive assimilation to the i, which it in turn rounds to U, giving the form obur. 

See also bu gun > bugun in § 32 (b) and imparator, menecer, madalya, 

apolet, and UtOv in § 33. 

32. Exceptions to the rules of vowel harmony. These are of four classes: 

(0) Native words, simple. The following words contain both back and front 

vowels: dahi 'also', ela 'light brown', elma 'apple', hangi 'which?', hani 

'where?', haydi 'come on!', inanmak 'to believe', karde~ 'brother' (see 

IV, 10), katmer 'the state of being folded', ~i~man 'fat'. Note also anne 

(§ 22). 

(b) Compound words, e.g. bu 'this' + gUn 'day' > bugUn 'today', some

times heard as bUgUn and even bUgUn; ba~ 'head' + mUfetti~ [AJ 

'inspector' > ba~mUfetti~' chief inspector'. 

(c) Invariable suffixes: -da~, -yor, -ken, -Ieyin, -imtrak, -ki, -gil, and -gen 

By 'possible' is meant possible as a standard modern word of native origin. In dialect, excep
tions to the second rule are not uncommon, e.g. hanuk 'stubborn', karuk 'stalk'. In the older 
language, u and i.i regularly followed unrounded vowels: ic;lin 'for', now ic;in; yazup 'having 
written', now yazlp. 
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(XIV, 10, last paragraph). -ki and the obsolete suffixed form of ic;:in 'for' 

sometimes exhibit an exceptional variation i/Li, appearing as -ki and -c;:in 

after unrounded vowels, -kLi and -c;:i.in after rounded vowels. 

(d) Foreign words, e.g. beyan [A] 'declaration', ferman [P] 'command', 

mikrop (French) 'microbe', feribot (English) 'car- or train-ferry', piskopos 

(Greek) 'bishop'. 

33. Vowel harmony in foreign borrowings. The effect of vowel harmony 

extends to non-Turkish words too, bringing as many vowels as possible of a 

foreign borrowing into one class, or pressing a foreign borrowing whose 

vowels happen to be all of one class still further into Turkish form. Thus 

Serbo-Croat imperator 'emperor' > imparator. English manager, in the 

special sense of manager of a football team, appears as menecer, while a 

'penalty' in football is penaltl. Italian medaglia 'medal' > madalya. French 

epaulette > apolet; etuve 'sterilizer' > etLiv > i.iti.iv. Arabic mumkin 'pos

sible' > mi.imkin > mLimkLin; mudrr 'administrator' > mi.idir > mLidi.ir; 

muftr 'jurisconsult' > mLifti > mi.ifti.i; qibtf'Copt' > klpti > klptl 'gipsy'. 

34. Vowel harmony of suffixes. Apart from the exceptions noted in § 32 (c), 

all suffixes are subject to the rules of vowel harmony, the quality of the last 

syllable of the word determining the quality of the vowel of the suffix. Some 

suffixes are twofold, their vowel appearing as e after front-vowel words, as a 

after back-vowel words. Others are fourfold, their vowel being i or i.i after 

unrounded and rounded front vowels respectively, I or u after unrounded 

and rounded back vowels respectively. The suffix of the dative case, for 

example, is twofold: -e with front-vowel words, -a with back-vowel words. 

The suffix of the genitive is fourfold: -in after e or i, -Lin after 0 or Li, -In after a 
or I, -un after 0 or u. As for words with more than one suffix, the two tables 

below show the possible vowels (a) of a twofold suffix after a fourfold suffix, 

and (b) vice versa. It will be seen that these tables contain no new informa

tion but are based entirely on § 31. 

(0) Last vowel 

of word 

Vowel of first 

suffix: fourfold 

• • e or I I 

•••• •• ooru u 

a or I I 

o or u u 

Vowel of second 

suffix: twofold 

e 

a 
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If the vowel of the second suffix is also fourfold it will be as shown for the first 

suffix. 

(b) Last vowel Vowel of first 

of word suffix: twofold 

• •• •• e, I, 0, U e 
a, 1,0, U a 

Vowel of second 

suffix: fourfold 

• 
I 

I 

If the vowel of the second suffix is also twofold it will be as shown for the first 

suffix. 

The tables also hold good for suffixes of two syllables; e.g. reference to 

table (a) shows that the suffix -ince will appear as -unca after a word whose 

last vowel is u, while reference to (b) shows that -esi will appear as -asl after a 

word whose last vowel is I. 

The convention followed in this book is to refer to suffixes in their e or i 

forms; thus we shall speak of the plural suffix, which is -Ier after front vowels 

and -Iar after back vowels, as -Ier. Similarly the genitive suffix will be 

referred to as -in, which must be read as short for 'the appropriate close 

vowel + n, i.e. -in, -Un, -In, or -un, according to the nature of the preced

ing vowel'. Some grammars indicate whether a suffix undergoes the two

fold or the fourfold mutation by the use of indices; e.g. the plural suffix may 

be shown as -ler 2, the genitive suffix as _in4 (note that these figures do not 

refer to footnotes), but there is no need for this once the principle has been 

grasped. 

The consonant-alternations described in § 20 add to the protean nature of 

the Turkish suffix. The suffix conventionally referred to as -d, for example, 

has eight possible forms, illustrated in these eight words: kahved 'coffee

maker', gozcO 'oculist', kapici 'janitor', sporcu 'sportsman', bekc;i 'watch

man', sOtC;O 'milkman', c;anakC;1 'potter', topc;u 'artilleryman'. 

35. Vowel harmony of suffixes with foreign borrowings. Some foreign words 

with a back vowel in the last syllable nevertheless take front-vowel suffixes. 

These may be grouped as follows: 

(a) Arabic or French words ending in I (§ 12): mahsul 'produce', acc. mah

sulO; rol 'role', acc. rolO. The fact that gol 'goal' is similarly treated-acc. 

golO-shows that it is borrowed from French and not directly from English. 

(b) Arabic words ending in k: idrak 'perception', ace. idraki; i~tirak 'partici

pation', ace. i~tiraki. But Arabic words ending in q take back-vowel suffixes: 
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sharq 'east' > ~ark, ace. ~arkl; see the penultimate paragraph of this section. 
(c) Arabic words ending in tor -at- (p. 7, footnote): dikkat 'attention', ace. 

dikkati; saat 'hour, clock', ace. saati. But Arabic feminine plurals in -iit take 

back-vowel suffixes: edebiyat 'literature', ace. edebiyatl; ruhiyat 'psycho

logy', ace. ruhiyatl. So too do words ending in t derived from the unvoicing 

of Arabic final d: iqti?iid 'economy' > iktisat, ace. iktisadl; maq~ad 'purpose' 

> maksat, ace. maksadl. 

(d) Arabic monosyllables with an a followed by two consonants, the second 

of which is a front consonant: /:Iarb 'war' > harp, ace. harbi; /:Iarf'letter 
of the alphabet' > harf, ace. harfi; gharb 'west' > garp, ace. garbi. When 

the two consonants in such words represent a sound-combination 

unpronounceable by Turks, the epenthetic vowel is a front vowel, because of 

the final front consonant; d. kavil, kavim, and kavis in § 18, and note also: 

waqt 'time' > vakit, qabr 'tomb' > kabir, ba/:lth 'discussion, topic' > bahis; 

accusatives vakti, kabri, bahsi. 

(e) The Persian yar 'friend, beloved' (confined to poetry) has front-vowel 

suffixes: ace. yari, gen. yarin, dat. yare, and yarim 'my friend'. The expla

nation that this is to avoid confusion with the native words yara 'wound', 
yan, yanm 'half', and yarm 'tomorrow' is too facile; it could never have 

happened if yar had not ended in a front consonant. 

Some such foreign words, however, have become completely naturalized, 

because they conform to Turkish phonetic patterns, and they therefore take 

back-vowel suffixes: sanat 'art' (§ 15) could perfectly well be a native word, 

like kanat 'wing', whereas saat, with its double a, could not. Similarly kanal 

(French canale) looks as Turkish as kartal 'eagle' and its accusative is kanah. 

So too aS11 'origin' (Arabic a?/), ace. ash. Partly by analogy with this word, 

partly through its frequent use as a musical term, fa~1 [A] 'division' > fasll, 

ace. fash, although its initial f marks it as non-Turkish. Likewise rahat 'ease, 

comfort', though marked as non-Turkish by its initial r, belongs to the back

vowel class because of its everyday use. 

Arabic words ending in q, even if they have a front vowel in the last 

syllable, take back-vowel suffixes: fawq 'top' > fevk, ace. fevkl; Oiiliq 'the 

Creator' > halik, ace. halikl; siiriq 'thief' > sarik, ace. sarikl. 

There is a tendency to eliminate more and more of these exceptional 

vowel harmonies. Some elderly people still give sanat, or rather san' at, 

front-vowel suffixes; for a young person to do so would be regarded as 

affectation. 
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36. Alternation of vowels. If a suffix consisting in or beginning with a vowel 

is added to a verb-stem ending in e or a, a y is inserted before the suffix: 

bekle- 'to wait' + -ecek > bekleyecek 'he/she will wait'; anla- 'to under

stand' + -acak > anlayacak 'he/she will understand'. In speech, the e or a 

of the stem is usually heard as i or I; this used to be shown in writing

bekliyecek, anhyacak-but that is no longer the rule. The following, how

ever, still stands: if the first or only vowel of a suffix and the first vowel of the 

stem are both rounded, the e or a of the stem is rounded: tlire- 'to derive' + 
-yor > tlireyor > tUruyor 'it derives'; yolla- 'to send' + -yor > yollayor > 

yolluyor 'he/she sends'. 

37. Accentuation: general observations. There is little unanimity about 

accentuation among writers on Turkish grammar. As one listens to Turkish 

being spoken one notices that some syllables are more marked than others. 

The problem is to identify the way they are marked; is it by stress or a change 

in musical pitch? In the present work 'accent' means a rise in the pitch of the 

voice. But apart from the nature of the accent, there is some disagreement, 

even among native authorities, about which syllable in a given word is 

accented. The reason why such disagreement is possible is, firstly, that word

accent in Turkish is not so powerful as in English, where the accented syllable 

often swamps the unaccented ('Extr'6rd'n'ry!'), or as in Russian, grammars 

of which have to give rules for the pronunciation of unaccented syllables. 

Secondly, group-accent and sentence-accent (i.e. intonation) both override 

word-accent so completely that some authorities have denied the existence 

of word-accent altogether. An English parallel will make this clearer. If one 

were asked to mark where the word-accent comes in machine, one would 

naturally put it on the second syllable: machine. But if the word is used as the 

second element of a compound noun its accent is lost and the group-accent 

prevails: sewing-machine. If a manufacturer of sewing-machines tells his wife 

that he has bought one for her, her reply may well be an incredulous 'You've 

bought a sewing-machine?' with both word- and group-accent lost and the 

sentence-accent on 'bought' prevailing. 

38. Word-accent. With the exceptions stated below, Turkish words are 

oxytone, i.e. accented on the last syllable; when an oxytone word is 

extended by suffixes the accent is on the last syllable of the word thus 

formed: c;ocuk 'child',l c;ocuklar 'children', c;ocuklanmfz 'our children', 

The acute accent here used to indicate the accented syllable is never written in Turkish. 
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~ocuklanmlzfn 'of our children'; oda 'room', odada 'in the room', odadakf 

'that which is in the room', odadakiler 'those who are in the room', odada

kilerden 'from those who are in the room'. Non-oxytones keep the accent 

on the original syllable: teyze 'aunt', teyzeniz 'your aunt', teyzenize 'to 

your aunt'; Ankara'da 'in Ankara'. 

39. Exceptions: 

(a) Place-names are not oxytone: Anadolu 'Anatolia', istanbul. Most are 

accented on their first syllable: Paris, Z6nguldak. This rule is particularly to 

be noted with regard to place-names which are spelt the same as common 
- -nouns: mlsfr 'maize', Mfslr 'Egypt'; sirkeci 'vinegar-seller', Sirkeci, a district 

of Istanbul; bebek 'doll, baby', Bebek, a village on the Bosphorus; karaman 

'fat-tailed sheep', Karaman, a city of southern Anatolia; ordu 'army', Ordu, 

a city on the Black Sea. 

Polysyllabic place-names of non-Turkish origin generally retain their ori

ginal accentuation: Ingiltere 'England', ispanya 'Spain', Antalya, Malatya. 

There is, however, a tendency for the accent to go back to the beginning of 

the place-name; residents of Malatya, for example, generally accent the 

name of their city on the first syllable. 

(b) Foreign nouns usually retain their original accentuation: lokanta 'res

taurant' (Italian loeanda); 61ta 'fishing-line' (Greek p6i.ra); radyo 'radio'; 

taksi 'taxi'; k6kteyl 'cocktail, cocktail-party'; gazete 'newspaper' (Italian 

gazzetta). 

(c) A number of nouns denoting relatives and living creatures: anne 
-'mother', abla 'elder sister', gorumce 'husband's sister', yenge 'brother's 

wife', hala 'paternal aunt', teyze 'maternal aunt', amca 'paternal uncle', 

~ekirge 'grass-hopper', karfnca 'ant', kokarca 'pole-cat'.1 

(d) Adverbs are usually accented on the first syllable: ~imdi 'now', s6nra 

'after', evvelii 'firstly', anslz or anslzm 'suddenly', ancak 'only'. This applies 

also to adverbs formed from nouns with the addition of a case-suffix: 

ger~ekten 'from the truth' but ger~ekten 'truly'. In several adverbs the 

suffix of the old instrumental case appears: kf~m 'in winter', yazm 'in sum

mer' (the genitives, 'of winter, of summer', are spelt identically but are 

accented on the last syllable). The nouns of place (XII, 12) are accented on 

1 Banguoglu (p. 184) gives fourteen examples of names of living creatures which are not oxy
tone, while recognizing that they may also be heard as oxytone. It is a measure of the elusiveness of 
the word-accent that oro agrees with him on only one of the fourteen and rs only on three, both 
dictionaries tacitly showing the remainder as oxytone. 
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the first syllable: blira 'this place', ora 'that place', burada 'here', oraya 

'thither'. So are nouns used adverbially without suffixes: nihayet 'end' but 

nihayet 'finally'; ~okluk 'multitude' but ~okluk 'often'; artiJ< 'residue' but 

artlk 'henceforth'. So too are some, but not all, adjectives used as adverbs: 
-yalnfz 'alone' but yalnlz 'only'; sahih 'correct' but sahi 'really' (§ 11). On 

the other hand, iyi 'good', fena 'bad', and ~abuk 'quick' remain oxytone 

even when used to mean 'well, badly, quickly'. The third-person singular 

of the aorist of olmak 'to become', olur, means not only 'becomes' but 

also 'all right, O.K.'. In this sense it may be accented on the first syllable as 

an adverb. 

(e) In compound words the accent usually falls on the end of the first 

element: ~Iplak 'naked', ~lril~lplak 'stark naked'; ba~ 'head' + bakan 
-'minister' > ba~bakan 'prime minister'; bir 'a' + takfm 'set' > birtaklm 

'several'. 

(f) Diminutives in -cik are accented on the first syllable: ufaclk 'tiny', evcik 

'little house'. 

(g) Polysyllabic suffixes, except -Ieyin and -cesine (§ 40) are accented on 

the first syllable: gid-ince 'having gone'; yap-arak 'by doing', 

So too are interjections and vocatives: haydi 'come on!' aferin 'bravo!' 

garson 'waiter' but garson 'waiter!' 

40. Enclitic suffixes. The following suffixes are enclitic; i.e. they themselves 

are never accented but throw the accent on to the preceding syllable: 

(a) -Ie 'with': memnuniyetle 'with pleasure'; onunla 'with him/her'. 

(b) -ken 'while': yazarken 'while writing'. -(c) The adverbial suffix -ce and its extension -cesine: iyice 'well', hayvanca-

sma 'bestially'. 

(d) The adverbial suffix -Ieyin (compounded with the instrumental -in): 

geceleyin 'by night', ak~amleyin 'at evening'. 

(e) The negative suffix -me: gel 'come', gelme 'do not come'; anladf 'he 

understood', anlamadl'he did not understand', 

(f) The suffix -yor of the present tense: gelfyor 'he is coming'. 

(g) The suffixed forms of the verb 'to be'; see § 41 (a). 

(h) The vowel of the Persian izafet; see II, 26. 

Part of the controversy about Turkish accentuation is over the question 

whether these suffixes are properly described as enclitic or atonal, i.e. with

out accent. The former seems correct, as we see if we take a non-oxytone 

such as ba~bakan (§ 39 (e» and add -Ie: ba~bakanla, with the accent before 
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-Ia at least as noticeable as that on ba~. Those who take the opposing view 

adduce, e.g., sadece 'simply' from sade 'simple' and aynca 'separately' 

from ayrf'separate', in which the syllables immediately before the suffix are 

not accented; these words, however, have the accentuation normal in 

adverbs. 

41. Enclitic words. The following words are enclitic: 

(0) Those parts of the verb 'to be' which are not formed from the stem 01-; 

they are enclitic both when independent words and when suffixed: arka-
- -da~fm idi or arkada~fmdl 'he was my friend'; evli ise or evliyse 'if she is 

married'; kfmse 'person' 0/, 24); memnunum 'I am glad'. 

(b) The interrogative particle mi. The rise in pitch before this particle is most 

noticeable, predominating over the word-accent: anlamadl 'he did not 

understand' but anlamadi ml? 'did he not understand?' When the present 

tense, however, is followed by this particle it sometimes retains the accent on 

the penultimate: gelfyor 'he is coming'; gelfyor mu? 'is he coming?' 

(c) The postpositions: sizin gibi 'like you'; benlm i~in 'for me'. 

(d) The conjunction ki: diyorlar ki 61mlyacak 'they are saying that it will 

not happen' (note also the accent before the negative suffix in the last word). 

(e) The adverb de: biz de 'we too'. 

If more than one of these words come together, the accent is on the word 

preceding them: biz de mi gidelim? 'shall we go too?' 

42. Group-accent. The two most obvious features of this are: 

(0) In izafet-groups (II, 17) the accent is normally on the first element, on 

the syllable which carries the accent when the word is spoken in isolation: 

TOrkiye Cumhuriyeti 'Republic of Turkey'; yemek odasl 'dining-room'. 

(b) Demonstratives are accented when they qualify nouns: bu ~ocuk 'this 

child' but ~ocuk bu 'it's only a child' 0/, 5). 

43. Intonation. Sentence-accent or intonation is partly emotional, depend

ing on the feelings and emphasis which the speaker wishes to convey, and 

partly syntactical and automatic. The general rule is that a rise in pitch 

denotes that the thought is not yet complete, whereas a fall in pitch marks its 

end. Thus the subject is uttered with a rising intonation, the predicate with a 

falling. The protasis (the 'if' clause) of a conditional sentence likewise has a 

rising intonation, the apodosis (the following clause) a falling. Questions and 

exclamations have a rising intonation. 



II 

The Noun 

1. Gender. Turkish is devoid of grammatical gender, nor does the sex of 

persons affect the forms of words. The third-person pronoun 0 does duty for 

'he', 'she', and 'it'; gelir means 'he/she/it comes'. 

There are totally distinct names for the male and female of most domestic 

animals: ayglr 'stallion', klsrak 'mare'; bog a 'bull', inek 'cow'. The gender 

of other animals is indicated if necessary by the use of di~i 'female' or erkek 

'male': di~i kedi 'female cat'; erkek aYl'male bear'. 

With nouns which may denote persons of either sex, femininity may be 

shown by using klz 'girl' or kadm 'woman' in apposition: klz talebe 'girl 

student'; kadm garson 'waitress', kadm kahraman 'heroine'; karde~ 

'brother' or 'sister', klzkarde~ (written as one word) 'sister'. 

Advantage is also taken of the facilities possessed by French and Arabic for 

showing gender: 'actress' is aktris; 'female dancer' is rakkase [A] or dansoz; 

'female clerk' is kiltibe [AJ. 

The Serbo-Croat feminine suffix -ica appears in three old borrowings: 

klrali~e 'queen', imparatori~e 'empress', c;aric;e 'tsarina' « kraijica, 

imperatorica, carica). Modelled on these is the neologism tanrl~a 'goddess', 

from the name of the old Turkish sky-god Tanrl. 

The word hanlm 'lady', originally 'wife of a Khan (han)" is held by some 

to contain an ancient Turkish feminine ending; ct. the Chaghatay begum 

'begum', though the evidence is slight. The ending is more probably the 

possessive suffix of the first-person singular.' 

2. Number: the Turkish plural. The plural is formed by adding -Ier to the 

singular: ogrenciler 'students', klzlar 'girls'. The 'singular' form of the noun, 

however, is numerically neutral (hence its use after numbers), denoting a 

category or an individual member of that category: polis 'the police' or 'the 

policeman', bir polis 'a policeman', polisler 'the policemen'; ~iir yazar 'he 

writes poetry', bir ~iir yazar 'he writes a poem', ~iirler yazar 'he writes 

Saadet ~agatay in her article 'Turks:ede "Kadln" I~in Kullandan Sozler', TDAYB, 1962, pp. 13-49, 
suggests that hamm may derive from Persian khanumiin 'househOld'; and begum from begnill) 
'ot the Beg' (,lord'), With an ellipsis of a word meaning 'wife', 
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poems'; casusluk 'espionage', bir casusluk 'a case of espionage'; kahra

manhk 'heroism', kahramanhklar 'deeds of heroism'; iyilik 'goodness', iyi

likler 'benefactions'. Thus padi~ahm biri, lit. 'one of sultan', means 'one of 

the category "sultan", a certain sultan' and may well begin a fairy-tale. But 

padi~ahlarm biri means one out of all the historical individuals who have 

held the title, 'one of the Sultans'. 

The rule that inanimate plural subjects take a singular verb-people are, 

things is-is not as widely observed as it once was. The use of a plural verb 

with a singular subject, second or third person, is a mark of respect. See 

further XVI, 1 and 3 (b). 

Personal names may be used in the plural like our 'the Joneses' to refer to a 

family; in Turkish the plural may be of a given name as well as of a surname: 

Mehmetler 'Mehmet and his family'; d. § 15, end, and IV, 11. 

The plural word erenler was used as a form of address among dervishes, 

even when speaking to a single person. Popularly supposed to be the plural 

of the present participle of ermek 'to attain', it is in fact the plural of eren, 

itself an ancient irregular plural of er 'man'. 

Numerals are usually followed by a singular noun: kirk harami 'forty 

thieves', UC; silah~or 'three musketeers', on iki ada 'twelve islands'. The use 

of a plural noun after a numeral shows that the persons or things in question 

form a particularly well-known and distinct entity: kirk haramiler 'The Forty 

Thieves', UC; silah~orlar 'The Three Musketeers', on iki adalar 'the Dodeca

nese'.l The plural suffix may be added directly to the numeral: 'fourteen' is 

on dart and the fourteen officers dropped from the Committee of National 

Unity in November 1960 were referred to in the press and in conversation as 

ondartler 'The Fourteen'. 'Forty' is kirk, and the name of the town Klrk

lareli means 'Land of the klrklar, the Forty (Saints)'. 

3. Arabic plurals. Arabic has two types of plural. 

(a) The external or sound plural masculine is made by adding -On for the 

nominative, -In for the accusative and genitive. Turkish borrowed only the 

latter form, using it as a nominative (as in colloquial Arabic): memur 

'official', pI. memurin; this ending is obsolete in Turkish, except that this 

particular word is still, very rarely, used by archaizing writers, although for 

most people it has been dealt two deathblows, first by memurlar, then by 

garevliler. 

1 Now that the Dodecanese are not often in the news, On iki Ada is more usual. 
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The external or sound plural feminine is formed by adding -Cit; Arabic uses 

it as Greek and Latin use the neuter plural. Turkish still retains a few words 

embodying it, such as ha~arat 'vermin', varidat 'revenues', and mUlahazat 

'observations'. At the beginning of the twentieth century it was much used 

to make new names for sciences: ruhiyat 'psychology', iktisadiyat 'econom

ics', klireviyat 'spherical trigonometry'. In two jocularformations it has been 

added to Turkish words: gidi~ 'manner of going', gidi~at 'goings-on'; 

sa~ma 'nonsense', sa~maviyat 'stuff and nonsense'. Both have something of 

the quasi-learned flavour of English shambolical < shambles. 

(b) The internal or broken plural is made not by suffixation but by wresting 

the singular out of shape: waqf, pI. awqQf, 'pious foundation'; sultan, pI. 

salatTn, 'sultan'; 'filim, pI. 'ulama', 'scholar'. Many broken plurals survive in 

Turkish, most being treated as Turkish singulars: talaba 'students', pI. of talib, 

appears as talebe 'student'; . amala 'workmen', pI. of . amil, as amele 

'workman'; khadama 'servants', pI. of khadim, as hade me 'man-servant'; 

tujjar'merchants', pI. of tajir, as tliccar 'merchant'. The reason is that the 

Arabic broken plural, unlike the sound plural but just like the Turkish singular, 

can denote a class (in Arabic it can be construed with a singular verb) and 

therefore it fitted naturally into place in Turkish as a singular. The Arabic 

sound plural, on the other hand, denotes a number of individuals and was 

therefore felt by the Turks to be a true plural, not requiring the Turkish plural 

suffix. ' 

Some Arabic broken plurals are used in Turkish with a sense different from 

that of their singulars: juz' 'part' and its plural ajza' appear respectively as 

cliz 'fascicle' and ecza 'the unbound fascicles of a book' or 'chemicals, 

drugs'; shay' 'thing' and its plural ashya' appear as ~ey 'thing' and e~ya 

'luggage, belongings', the latter usually with the plural suffix, e~yalar. 

4. Other plurals. In Ottoman, the Persian plural suffix -an was frequently 

attached to Arabic singulars: mebusan 'Deputies to the Ottoman Parliament' 

< mab'Qth. Still in occasional use is zabitan 'officers' < diibit. 
• • 

domates 'tomatoes' and patates 'potatoes' are both direct borrowings 

from modern Greek and both are treated as Turkish singulars. 

One quasi-Mongoloid plural, erat, a product of the language reform, has 

replaced the Ottoman efrat 'private soldiers and NCOs' < afriid [A]. It is a 

. One ancient exception, ra~idinler 'the Rightly-GUided' (rashidTn being an Arabic plural), may 
be explained as an honorific plural, referring as it does to the first four Caliphs; ct. the last para
graph of § 2. A modern parallel-ha~a huzurdan-is Beatles'ler 'the Beatles'. 
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cross between efrat and er at 'men and horses', an ancient expression for 

'troops'. ' 

5. The Arabic dual. Arabic has a dual number, indicated by -an in the nom

inative, -ayn in the accusative and genitive: taraf 'side'; tarafan, tarafayn 
'two sides'. As with the sound plural masculine, only the accusative-genitive 

form was taken into Ottoman; it barely survives in ebeveyn 'father and 

mother', even less in valideyn with the same meaning, and tarafeyn 'the 

two parties'. 

6. The cases. There are six. The simplest form of a noun, with no suffixes, is 

termed the absolute case; it is used not only for the nominative and vocative 

but also for the indefinite accusative. The term accusative will be applied to 

what should strictly be called the defined accusative. The other cases are: the 

genitive denoting possession; the dative denoting the indirect object and the 

end of motion; the locative denoting place where; the ablative denoting 

point of departure. Their commonest functions are illustrated below; for a 

more detailed examination see §§ 9-14 and XVI, 4-6. 

ABSOLUTE ev satlld. the house has been sold 

ACCUSATIVE 

GENITIVE 

DATIVE 

LOCATIVE 

ABLATIVE 

bir ev anyoruz 

evi aldlk 

evin bah~esi 

eve geldim 

evde kaldl 

evden uzak 

we are seeking a house 

we have bought the-house 

the garden of-the-house 

I came to-the-house 

he has stayed in-the-house 

far from-the-house 

As will be seen from these examples, the suffix of the accusative is -i, genitive 

-in, dative -e, locative -de, and ablative -den. The first two are subject to the 

fourfold, the others to the twofold harmony. The case-suffixes follow the -Ier 

of the plural. 

To prevent those suffixes which consist in or begin with a vowel from 

being lost when added to a word ending with a vowel, a separator or 'buffer

letter' is used, n for the genitive, y for the accusative and dative. The sole 

exception is su 'water', which in the ancient language was suw and now has 

y before the suffix of the genitive as well as of the accusative and dative. 

Another relic of the original final w is the v in the verb suvarmak 'to water an 

animal'. 

1 Occurring in the Orkhon Turkic of the eighth century A.D., the oldest known form of the 
language. 
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Examples will now be given to illustrate the changes wrought by vowel 

harmony and the other alternations described in Chapter I. 

(0) Front-vowel class, consonant-stems; el 'hand', koy 'village': 

SINGULAR 

ABS. el koy 

ACC. eli koyu 

GEN. elin koyun 

OAT. ele koye 

LOe. elde koyde 

ABL. elden koyden 

PLURAL 

ABS. eller koyler 

ACe. elleri koyleri 

G EN. ellerin koylerin 

OAT. ellere koylere 

LOe. ellerde koylerde 

ABL. ellerden koylerden 

Reference to the tables in I, 31 or 34 will show that suffixes after i have the 

same forms as after e, so that the declension of el serves as a model for 

consonant-stems whose last or only vowel is i, such as deniz 'sea', di~ 

'tooth'. Similarly, the declension of koy serves as a model for consonant

stems whose last or only vowel is U, such as tUtun 'tobacco', gun 'day'. 

(b) Front-vowel class, vowel-stems; gece 'night', oh;:u 'measure': 

SI NGULAR 

ABS. gece ol~i.i 

ACe. • geceYI ol~i.iyi.i 

GEN. • gecenm ol~iinun 

OAT. geceye ol~i.iye 

LOe. gecede ol~i.ide 

ABL. geceden ol~iiden 
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PLURAL 

ASS. geceler ol~uler 

ACC. geceleri ol~uleri 

GEt\!. ogceJerjn oLd!Lerjn .. 

OAT. gecelere ol~Ulere 

Lac. gecelerde ol~Ulerde 

AS L. gecelerden ol~Ulerden 

Like gece are declined vowel-stems in i, such as gemi 'ship', sergi 'exhib

ition'. Like ol~u are declined vowel-stems in 0, of which the only examples in 

common use are two French borrowings: mosyo 'Monsieur' and banliyo 

'suburbs'. 

(c) Back-vowel class, consonant-stems; ak~am 'evening', son 'end': 

SI N GULAR 

ASS. ak~am son 

ACC. ak~aml sonu 

GEN. ak~amm sonun 
OAT. ak~ama sona 
Lac. ak~amda sonda 

ASL. ak~amdan sondan 

PLURAL 

ASS. ak~amlar sonlar 

ACC. ak~amlan son Ian 

GEN. ak~~mlarm sonlarm 

OAT. ak~amlara sonlara 

Lac. ak~amlarda sonlarda 

ASL. ak~amlardan sonlardan 

Like ak~am are declined consonant-stems whose last or only vowel is I: 

kadm 'woman', ~Ig 'avalanche'. Like son are declined consonant-stems 

whose last or only vowel is u: sabun 'soap', ku~ 'bird'. 
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(d) Back-vowel class, vowel-stems; tarla 'field', korku 'fear': 

SI NGULAR 

ABS. tarla korku 
Ace. tarlaYI korkuyu 
GEN. tarlamn korkunun 
OAT. tarlaya korkuya 
LOC. tarlada korkuda 
AS L. tarladan korkudan 

PLURAL 

ASS. tarlalar korkular 
ACC. tarlalan korkulan 

etc., as type (c). 
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like tarla are declined vowel-stems in I: kapi 'door', dan 'millet'. Like 
korku are declined vowel-stems in 0: palto 'overcoat', kadro 'staff, cadre'. 
(e) Nouns exhibiting alternation of consonants; kitap 'book', aga~ 'tree', 
damat'son-in-Iaw', renk 'colour', ekmek 'bread' (I, 19): 

b/p 

SI NGULAR 

ABS. 
ACe. 
GEN. 

OAT. 
LOe. 
AB L. 

PLURAL 

ABS. 
ACe. 

kitap 
kitabl 
kitabm 
kitaba 
kitapta 
kitaptan 

kitaplar 
kitaplan 
etc. 

c/~ 

v 

aga~ 
v agaci 
v agacm 
v agaca 
v 

aga~ta 
v 

aga~tan 

aga~lar 

aga~larl 

etc. 

d/t 

damat 
damadl 
damadm 
damada 
damatta 
damattan 

damatlar 
damatlan 
etc. 

g/k 

renk 
• reng. 
• rengm 

renge 
renkte 
renkten 

renkler 
renkleri 
etc. 

k/g 

ekmek 
ekmegi 
ekmegin 
ekmege 
ekmekte 
ekmekten 

ekmekler 
ekmekleri 
etc. 
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(f) Foreign borrowings with exceptional vowel-harmony; hal 'case', rol 

'role', saat 'hour', harp 'war' (I, 35 (d»: 

SI NGULAR 

ABS. 

ACe. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LOe. 

ABL. 

PLURAL 

ABS. 

ACe. 

hal 

hali 

halin 

hale 

halde 

halden 

hailer 

halleri 

etc. 

rol 

rolli 

rollin 

role 

rolde 

rolden 

roller 

rolleri 

etc. 

saat 

saati 

saatin 

saate 

saatte 

saatten 

saatler 

saatleri 

etc. 

harp 

harbi 

harbin 

harbe 

harpte 

harpten 

harpler 

harpleri 

etc. 

(9) Nouns which add or drop a vowel in the last syllable; isim 'name' 

(I, 17 (c», aglz 'mouth', koyun 'bosom', ogul'son', aim 'forehead' (I, 17, 

end): 

SI NGULAR 

ABS. 

ACC. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LaC. 

ABL. 

PLURAL 

ABS. 

ACe. 

• • ISlm 
• • Isml 
• • Ismm 
• Isme 

isimde 

isimden 

isimler 
isimleri 

etc. 

-aglz 
-agzi 
-agzm 
-agza 

aglzda 

aglzdan 

aglzlar 
aglzlan 

etc. 

koyun 

koynu 

koynun 

koyna 

koyunda 

koyundan 

koyunlar 

koyunlan 

etc. 

ogul 

oglu 

ogulun 

ogula 

ogulda 

oguldan 

ogullar 

ogullan 

etc. 

aim 

aim 

alnm 

alma 

ahnda 

ahndan 

ahnlar 

ahnlan 

etc. 
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Most native nouns of this sort are names of parts of the body. Of the 
examples, aglz and koyun are typical, whereas ogul and aim retain the 
vowel of the second syllable in the dative, as does burun 'nose'; ogul retains 
it in the genitive too.' As well as 'son', ogul can mean 'swarm of bees'; as 
well as 'bosom', koyun can also mean 'sheep'. In these latter senses, both 

retain the u in all cases. There is yet another word koyun, the genitive of koy 
'bay'. 
(h) Nouns originally ending in . ayn (I, 15) are increasingly treated as vowel

stems except by the learned. Examples: mevzu 'topic, subject' < Arabic 
mawejiJ; cami 'mosque' < Arabic jami'. 

Learned Popular 

SI NGU LAR 

ASS. 

ACe. 

GEN. 

DAT. 

LOe. 

ASL. 

PLURAL 

ASS. 

ACe. 

mevzu 

mevzuu mevzuyu 

mevzuun mevzunun 

mevzua mevzuya 

mevzuda 
mevzudan 

mevzular 

mevzularl 

etc. 

camiler 

camileri 
etc. 

Learned Popular 

• caml 
" camll camiyi 
" • • camlln cammm 

camie • camlye 

camide 

camiden 

(I) Nouns originally ending in a doubled final consonant (I, 16, 19); hak 

'right', muhip 'friend', hat 'line', serhat 'frontier'. Note that the dative and 
locative of hat are identical in shape; hatta can represent hatt + a or 
hat+ tao 

1 The word ogul 'son' is seldom used except with a personal suffix, and the genitive ogulun 
happens to be of particularly rare occurrence; d. § 23. 
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SI N GU LAR 

ASS. 

ACe. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LOe. 

ASL. 

PLURAL 

ASS. 

ACe. 

hak 

hakkl 

hakktn 

hakka 

hakta 

haktan 

haklar 

haklan 

etc. 

muhip 

muhibbi 

muhibbin 

muhibbe 

muhipte 

muhipten 

muhipler 

muhipleri 

etc. 

hat 

hattl 

hatttn 

hatta 

hatta 

hattan 

hatlar 

hatlan 

etc. 

serhat 
serhaddi 

serhaddin 

serhadde 

serhatte 

serhatten 

serhatler 

serhatleri 

etc. 

II, 6 

(k) Nouns combining the characteristics of types (f) and (g); in this type 

are included nouns which in Arabic have medial or final 'ayn or medial 

hamza. Examples: vakit 'time' < Arabic woqt, nevi 'sort' < Arabic naw', 

yeis'despair' < Arabic yo '5, kalr 'profundity' < Arabic qa'r (I, 17 (c), 18). 

51 NGULAR 

ASS. 

ACC. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LOe. 

ASL. 

PLURAL 

ASS. 

ACe. 

vakit 

vakti 

vaktin 

vakte 

vakitte 

va kitten 

vakitler 

vakitleri 

etc. 

• nevI 

nev'i 

nev'in 

nev'e 

nevide 

neviden 

neviler 

nevileri 

etc. 

• yels 

ye'si 

ye'sin 

ye'se 

yeiste 

yeisten 

yeisler 

yeisleri 

etc. 

kalr 

ka'n 

ka'rtn 

ka'ra 

kalrda 

kalrdan 

kalrlar 

kalrlan 

etc. 

To this type belong ~eri 'Muslim religious law', acc. ~er'i; defi 'repulsion', 

acc. def'i; refi 'elevation', acc. ref'i; beis 'harm', acc. be'si. 
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There are two nouns in use which in the original Arabic have hamza as 

their final consonant: ~ey 'thing' < shay'; cliz 'part' < juz'. These are 

declined as type (a), except that cliz may be spelled with an apostrophe 

before vowel endings: acc. cliz'li, gen. cliz'lin, dat. cliz'e. 

7. Summary of case-endings. The letters in brackets appear after vowel

stems. The table is valid except for nouns of type (f) and for su 'water', which 
declines: sing. su, suyu, suyun, suya, suda, sudan; pI. sular, etc. 

LAST VOWEL OF 

ABS. SING. 

SINGULAR 

ACe. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LOe. 

ABL. 

PLURAL 

ACe. 

GEN. 

OAT. 

LOe. 

ABL. 

• e or I a or li 

-(y)i -(y)li 

-(n)in -(n)lin 

-(y)e 

odette 

-den/ten 

-Ieri 

-Ierin 

-Iere 

-Ierde 

-Ierden 

a or I o oru 

-(Y)I -(y)u 
-(n)m -(n)un 

-(y)a 

-da/ta 

-dan/tan 

-Ian 

-Iarm 

-lara 

-Iarda 

-Iardan 

8. Uses of the cases. A case-ending is attached only to the final element in a 

nominal group; in this respect the Turkish case-endings behave like English 

prepositions and not like the case-endings of inflected languages such as 

Latin: 'good citizens', iyi vatanda~lar, boni cives; 'of good citizens', iyi 

vatanda~lar-m, bon-orum civ-ium. dart kere dokuz 'four times nine'; dart 
kere dokuz-un kare kakli 'the square root of four times nine'. 

9. The absolute case. This has five functions: 

(a) Nominative, as subject of a sentence or as complement of a verb mean

ing 'to be, to become' or the like: kapi apldl 'the door was opened'; ben 
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Ba~bakan olmlyacaglm 'I shall not become Prime Minister'. See also § 10, 

end. 

(b) Vocative: Ahmet! Taksi! 

(c) Indefinite accusative, i.e. as the undefined object of a verb: gazete 

~Ikarmak zor bir i~ 'to publish newspapers is a hard job'; bilet satlyorlar 

'they are selling tickets'; sigara i~mez 'he does not smoke cigarettes'; oki.iz 

aid I 'he bought oxen'; bir okuz aldl 'he bought an ox'. 
(d) It may stand for any case in suspended affixation, i.e. when one gram

matical ending serves two or more parallel words: slhhat ve afiyet-te 'in 

health and well-being'. One can put the case-ending on both words

slhhat-te ve afiyet-te-just as one can repeat the preposition in English-'in 

health and in well-being'-but this is less usual. 

(e) Many adverbs of time are originally nouns in the absolute form, e.g. 

bugun'today'. 

10. The accusative case. It marks the definite object of a verb, i.e. an object 

defined: 

(0) Bya demonstrative adjective: bu gazete-yi ~Ikarmak zor bir i~ 'to pub

lish this newspaper is a hard job', 

(b) Bya personal pronoun, suffixed or independent: ev-imiz-i or bizim evi 

kiraladl 'he has rented our house'. 

(c) By its nature, e.g. as a place-name, a personal name or title, a personal or 

demonstrative pronoun: Adana'YI gezdik 'we toured Adana'; Hasan'l 

hemen tamdlm 'I recognized Hasan immediately'; Profesor-u selamladl 

'he greeted the Professor'; slz-i ilgilendirmez 'it does not concern you'; bu

nu nl~ln yaptm 'why have you done this?' 

(d) By having been mentioned previously, i.e. in situations where English 

uses the definite article: okuz-u aldl 'he bought the ox'; kitab-I okumadlm 

'I have not read the book'. 

(e) By being otherwise adequately defined, e.g. by a participle. The use of 

bir, the 'indefinite article', in such circumstances does not necessarily make 

the object indefinite; see XVI, 4. 

A descriptive adjective is not in itself sufficient to make an object definite; 

compare bir mavi kuma~ istiyor 'she wants a blue material' with mavi 

kuma~-I se~ti 'she chose the blue material'. 

The second object of a factitive verb, i.e. a complementary object, remains 

in the absolute form: onu Vall tayin ettiler 'they appointed him Governor'; 
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istanbul'u istanbul yapan budur 'what makes Istanbul Istanbul is this'; 

seni arkada~ samrdlm 'I used to think you a friend'. 

11. The genitive case. The genitive suffix shows that the substantive to 

which it is attached stands in a possessive or qualifying relationship to 

another substantive; see § 17. 

The substantive in the genitive case can also stand predicatively: hakimi

yet millet-in-dir 'sovereignty belongs to ("is of ") the nation'; biitiin sue; siz

in 'all the guilt is yours' ('is of-you'). 

Certain postpositions are construed with the genitive of personal 

pronouns; see VII, 3. 

12. The dative case. This expresses: 

(0) The indirect object of a verb: mektubu Ali'ye gosterdim 'I showed the 

letter to Ali'; hizmete;i-ye bir palto verecegiz 'we are going to give the 

servant a coat'. It may translate the English 'for' as in hizmete;i-ye bir palto 

alacaglz 'we are going to buy a coat for the servant'. 

(b) Place whither: Tiirkiye'ye dondiiler 'they returned to Turkey'; yer-e 

dii~tii 'it fell to the ground'; ~i~eyi masa-ya koydu 'he put the bottle on the 

table'; borc-a batmlyahm 'let us not plunge into debt'; sandalye-ye otur

dum 'I seated myself on the chair' (but the locative is used in sanda lye-de 

oturuyordum 'I was Sitting on the chair'); bir orman-a gizlendiler 'they 

hid in a forest'. 

(c) Purpose: klZ, e;ie;ek dermeg-e e;lklyor 'the girl is going out to pick 

flowers'; ogrenci, slnav-a hazlrlanlyor 'the student is preparing for the 

examination' . 

(d) Price: bunu kae;-a aldln? 'for how much did you buy this?'; goz-e goz, 

di~-e di~ 'eye for eye, tooth for tooth'. 

Turkish idiom requires a dative with a number of verbs whose English 

equivalents take a direct object, among the commonest being: aClnmak 'to 

be sorry for'; ba~lamak 'to begin', degmek and dokunmak 'to touch', ben

zemek 'to resemble', devam etmek 'to continue', ermek and varmak 'to 

reach', girmek 'to enter', inanmak 'to believe', yardlm etmek 'to help'. 

For postpositions with the dative, i.e. postpositions modifying or narrow
ing down the meaning of the dative, see VII, 4. 

13. The locative case. This expresses location, which may be: 

(0) In place: tiyatro-da 'at the theatre'; su-da 'in the water'; yer-de 'on the 
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ground'; ben-de para yok 'I have no money on me'; radyo-da bir vazo var 

'there is a vase on top of the radio'. 

(b) In time: Ramazan-da 'in Ramadan' (the month of fasting); be~ eylOI-de 

'on 5 September'. 

(c) In an abstract: radyo-da bir konu~ma var 'there is a talk on the radio'; 
ihtiyarhk-ta 'in old age'; slhhat-te 'in health'; gitmek-te 'in (the act of) 

going'. The locative is used with expressions denoting shape, size, colour, 
and age, where English idiom varies between 'of' and 'in': yumurta ~eklin

de bir ta~ 'a stone in the shape of an egg'; on metre uzunlugun-da bir ip 'a 
cord of (lit. "in") ten metres' length'; kahve rengin-de bir ~apka 'a hat of 
coffee-colour'; yirmi ya~mda 'twenty years old' ('in the age of twenty'); bu 

fikir-de degilim 'I am not of this opinion'. 

14. The ablative case. This case expresses point of departure: 

(0) Place from which: ~ehir-den aYrlldl'he departed from the city'; rag bet

ten du~tu 'it fell from esteem, ceased to be in vogue'; bu gidi~ onu yerin

den edecek 'this behaviour will cost him his job' ('will make him (away) 
from his position'). 

(b) Place through which: pencere-den girdi 'he entered by the window'; 

hangi yol-dan gidilir? 'by which road does one go?'; sizi telefon-dan an

yorlar 'you are wanted on the telephone' ('they are seeking you through the 

telephone'); haber radyo-dan yaYlldl 'the news was broadcast' ('was 
spread through the radio'); hlrslZl kolun-dan tuttum 'I caught the thief by 

his arm'; kitabl bir yerin-den daha a~tlm 'I opened the book at another 

page' ('through one place more'); sahilden gittik 'we went via the coast'; 

cografya-dan tam numara aldlm 'I got full marks in ("from") geography'. 

In such uses as 0 klz kafa-dan sakattlr 'that girl is weak in the head' and 

ihtiyar bobreklerin-den rahatslzdlr 'the old man has kidney-trouble' ('is 

ill through his kidneys'), the ablative is to be explained as indicating the 

point through which someone or something is affected, rather than as 

causal. 

(c) The causal use is very frequent: muvaffaklyet-ten sarho~ 'drunk from 
success'; a~hk-tan bitkin 'exhausted from hunger'; ne-den? 'why?' ('from 
what?'); on-dan 'for that reason' ('from that'). Hence the use of the ablative 

with verbs such as korkmak 'to fear', ~uphelenmek 'to suspect', nefret 
etmek 'to loathe', ho~lanmak 'to like'; what in English would be the object 
of the emotion is in Turkish its source. 
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(d) The second member of a comparison is put in the ablative: Turkiye 

LUbnan'dan buyuktur 'Turkey is bigger than Lebanon', i.e. Turkey is big if 

we take Lebanon as our point of reference. 

(e) The ablative denotes the material from which something is made: 

naylon-dan yapllml~ bir bahk agl 'a fishing-net made of nylon'; soz 

gumu~-ten, sukOt altln-dan 'speech is silver, silence is gold'; ate~-ten 

gomlek 'shirt of fire' (a proverbial expression; ct. 'shirt of Nessus'). 

(f) The partitive use: kom~ular-dan biri 'one of the neighbours'; uyeler

den birka~1 'several of the members'. Under this heading belongs hafif-ten 

almak 'to take lightly', lit. 'to take from the light', i.e. to take as belonging to 

the light. 

(g) The ablative expresses price, but not synonymously with the dative: 

bu elmalarl ka~-tan aldln? 'at what price did you buy these apples?' i.e. 

at what price each or per kilo. With the substitution of the dative ka~-a 
the meaning would be 'what was the total amount you paid for these 

apples?' 

For postpositions with the ablative see VII, 5. 

15. Personal suffixes. The suffixed personal pronouns, indicating possession, 

are: 

After 

consonants 

SINGULAR 

1 
2 

3 

PLURAL 

1 
2 

3 

• -1m 
• 

-In 

• -I 

• • -Imlz 
• • 

-InIZ 

-Ieri 

After 

vowels 

-m 

-n 
• -SI 

• -mlz 
• -mz 

Thus a singular nOlln with the third-person plural suffix, e.g. el-Ieri, 

~ocuk-Iarl, is identical in form with the plural of the noun with the third

person singular suffix (eller-i, ~ocuklar-I), and with the accllsative plural. 

Consonant stems with the third-singular suffix have the same form as the 
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accusative singular, while with the second-singular suffix they have the same 

form as the genitive. 

Consonant-stems: 

el ak~am koy ~ocuk 

hand 
• 

village child evening 

elim ak~amlm koyum 
~ 

my ~ocugum 

your (sing.) elin ak~amm koyun 
~ 

~ocugun 

his, her, its eli ak~aml koyu 
~ 

~ocugu 

elimiz ak~amlmlz koyumuz 
~ 

our ~ocugumuz 

your (pl.) eliniz ak~ammlz koyjjnuz 
~ 

~ocugunuz 

their elleri ak~amlan koyleri ~ocuklan 

Vowel-stems: 

anne kapi ol~jj korku 

mother door measure fear 

my annem kaplm ol~jjm korkum 

your (sing.) annen kapm ol~jjn korkun 

his, her, its • kapisl ol~jjsjj korkusu annesl 
• kaplmlz ol~jjmjjz korkumuz our annemlz 

your (pl.) • kapmlz ol~jjnjjz korkunuz annenlz 

their anneleri kapllan ol~i.ileri korkulan 

Two anomalies: su 'water' is treated as a consonant-stem (d. §7), while 

agabey 'elder brother' (pronounced /abT/, with the accent on the a) behaves 

like a vowel-stem, though in the spelling this is acknowledged only with the 

suffix of the third-person singular: 

Pronounced 

my suyum agabeyim abim 

your (sing.) suyun agabeyin abin 

his, her, its suyu agabeysi abTsi 

our suyumuz agabeyimiz abTmiz 

your (pl.) suyunuz agabeyiniz abTniz 

their sulan agabeyleri abTleri 

The personal suffixes follow the suffix of the plural, except that two -Iers 

never occur together in the same word (except in words containing 

-ki; see V, 3, second paragraph), so that -i and not -Ieri is used for the 

third-person plural suffix after plural nouns: 
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eller ~ocuklar 

hands children 

my ellerim ~ocuklanm 

your (sing.) ellerin ~ocuklann 

his, her, its elleri ~ocuklan 

our ellerimiz ~ocuklanmlz 

your (pl.) elleriniz ~ocuklanmz 

their elleri ~ocuklan 

Thus ~ocuklan can mean 'his/her children', 'their children', or 'their child', 

as well as 'the children' (ace), while ~ocuklarln can mean 'your children' or 

'of the children'. 

In the colloquial, karde~imler means 'my brother and his family', teyzem

ler 'my aunt and her family' (d. §2, third paragraph), whereas karde~lerim 

is 'my brothers' and teyzelerim 'my aunts'. 

16. Personal suffixes followed by case-suffixes. An n appears between the 

suffix of the third person and any case-suffix, the result, with the singular of 

consonant-stems and all plurals, being identical in shape with the second

singular suffix plus the case-suffix. Thus the locative of el-i 'his hand' is el-I-n

de and of el-In 'your hand' el-in-de, while the dative of eller-i 'his hands' is 

eller-i-n-e and of eller-in 'your hands' eller-in-e. This ambiguity does not 

arise with the singular of vowel-stems: 'from his mother' is anne-si-n-den 

but 'from your mother' is anne-n-den; 'at his door' is kapl-sl-n-da but 'at 

your door' is kapl-n-da. 

As late as the eighteenth century, the third-person suffix with the suffix of 

the accusative could be -in as well as -ini. 

Some examples are given of the declension of nouns with the third-person 

suffix. There is no need to set out the declensions with the other personal 

suffixes, since ellerimlz 'our hands', koyunuz 'your village', ~ocuklanm 'my 

children' decline exactly like unsuffixed consonant-stems. Cf. the declen

sions of el, koy, and ak~am respectively in §6 (0) and (c). 

el-i anne-si koy-u 

his hand his mother his village 

ACe. elini annesini koyiinii 

GEN. elinin annesinin koyiiniin 

OAT. eline annesine koyiine 

LOe. elinde annesinde koyiinde 

ABL. elinden annesinden koyiinden 
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ad-I 
his name 

ACe. adml 

kan-sl 

his wife 

kansml 

v 

~ocug-u 

his child 
v 

~ocugunu 

GEN. admm kansmm ~ocugunun 

OAT. adma kansma ~ocuguna 

LOe. admda kansmda ~ocugunda 

A B L. admdan kansmdan ~ocugundan 

II, 1 7 

The principle of suspended affixation (§ 9 (d» must be borne in mind: 

tebrik ve te~ekkurlerimi sunanm 'I offer my congratulations and thanks', 

the -Ier-im-i applying to both nouns. 

The suffix of the first-person singular added to guzel 'beautiful' and can 

'soul' makes guzelim and camm, used as adjectives of endearment even 

with nouns with suffixes of other persons: guzelim piyano-su 'her lovely 

piano'; camm Turk~emiz 'our beloved Turkish'. 

17. The izafet group. The commonest function of the suffix of the third 

person is to link one noun to another in a relationship most conveniently 

described by the Turkish term izafet 'annexation'. (Two replacements, 

bagmtl and gorelik, have been proposed for this Arabic borrowing, but 

neither has supplanted it.) In English one noun may qualify another in two 

ways. In the first, the qualifying noun is put into the genitive: Land's End, St. 

Antony's College, soldiers of the Queen. In the second, no grammatical 

mechanism but simple juxtaposition is involved: Lane End, Oxford Uni

versity, Palace guard. The two types of izafet correspond fairly closely to 

these two English patterns, with the difference that in both Turkish types the 

qualified noun takes the third-person suffix. 

The classical Turkish grammarians recognize a third type of izafet in which 

neither noun has a suffix, namely, when the first is a noun of material: altm 

bilezik 'gold bracelet', demir perde 'iron curtain'.l If we are concerned only 

with the facts of modern Turkish, however, it is more practical to regard 

names of materials as being indifferently used as nouns or adjectives, as in 

English. Leaving the 'izafet of material' aside, therefore, the two types of 

izafet are the definite or possessive and the indefinite. 

1 This view is shared by S. S. Mayzel in his exhaustive monograph fzafet v turetskom yazyke 

(Akademia Nauk S.S.S.R., 1957). He states (pp. 98-99) that the suffixless izafet is used only with 
nouns denoting worked materials, but his example of mercan terlik 'coral slippers' as opposed to 
mercan klyllar-I 'coral shores' is irrelevant in that these slippers are not made of coral but derive 
their name from the Mercan quarter of Istanbul. 
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The definite izafet is employed when the first element is a definite person 

or thing to which or within which the second belongs.l The first noun has the 

genitive suffix, the second has the suffix of the third person: uzman-In 

rapor-u 'the expert's report' ('of-the-expert his-report'), hafta-nln gunler-i 

'the days of the week', uzman-In kendi-si 'the expert himself' ('of-the

expert his-self'), istanbul'un kendi-si 'Istanbul itself'. 

The indefinite izafet is used when the relationship between the two elem

ents is merely qualificatory and not so intimate or possessive as that indicated 

by the definite izafet. The second noun has the suffix of the third person, but 

the first noun remains in the absolute form. As a working rule, an indefinite 

izafet group can be turned into intelligible (though not necessarily normal) 

English by the use of a hyphen: Ankara ~ehr-i 'Ankara-city'; se~im kurul-u 

'election-committee'; Turkiye Cumhuriyet-i 'the Turkey-Republic'. 

The distinction between the two types is seen in the following pairs of 

examples: Oniversite-nin profesorler-i 'the professors of the University', 

Universite profesorler-i 'university professors'; Orhan'm ism-i 'Orhan's 

name', Orhan ism-i 'the name "Orhan" '; kimse-nin cevab-I 'nobody's 

answer', kimse cevab-I 'the answer "nobody" '; Sultan Ahmed'in turbe-si 

'Sultan Ahmet's tomb', Sultan Ahmet cami-i 'the Sultan Ahmet Mosque'; 

Ataturk'un ev-i 'Ataturk's house', AtatUrk Bulvar-I 'the AtatLirk Boulevard'; 

~oban-m klz-I'the shepherd's daughter', ~oban klz-I'shepherd-girl'. 

Suspended affixation operates in izafet too: halk-In aCI ve sevinc;leri 'the 

sorrows and joys of the people', i.e. aCI-lar-1 ve sevin~-Ier-i. 

A special use of the indefinite izafet with proper names is seen in Bekir 

c;apkln-I 'that rascal of a Bekir'; Nuri serseri-si 'that vagabond of a Nuri'; 

Ethem hlrslz-I'that thief of an Ethem'. 

The qualifier may be indefinite in expressions denoting family relationships 

such as Bedri e~-i Fatma 'Bedri's wife Fatma'; Hasan klz-I Sevim 'Hasan's 
• 

daughter Sevim'; Ismail oglu Mehmet 'Ismail's son Mehmet'. Hence a 

common type of surname ending in -oglu; ct. our Johnson. Conversely, 

villagers use personal names without the third-person suffix after the father's 

name or family name in the genitive: Ahmed'in Mustafa 'Ahmet's son Mus

tafa'; Arifler'in Abbas 'the Arifs' son Abbas'; Kara Ahmetler'in leyla 'the 

Black Ahmets' daughter Leyla'. In the last two examples, the 'family name' is 

the father's name with the plural suffix. 

1 The term 'belongs' here implies grammatical possession; e.g. in ev-in sahib-i 'the house's 
owner' the first element, though legally and logically the property of the second, is grammatically 
its possessor. 
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When an adjective, a demonstrative, or an adverb comes between the two 

elements of an izafet group, the first element must be in the genitive; d. the 

English 'committee-meeting' but 'the committee's next meeting'. istanbul 
• 

camiler-i 'the Istanbul mosques' but Istanbul'un tarihi camiler-i 'the 

historic mosques of Istanbul'; mahkeme karar-I 'court decision' but 

mahkeme-nin bu karar-I 'this decision of the court'; su donma-si 'freezing 

of water' but suy-un birdenbire donma-si 'the water's suddenly freezing'. 

This rule does not apply when the intervening adjective is part of a com

pound noun such as buyukeh.i 'ambassador' (lit. 'great envoy'): Turkiye 

Buyukelc;i-si 'the Ambassador of Turkey'. Compare, however, Turkiye'nin 

buyuk ~ehirler-i 'the great cities of Turkey'. 

ordu subaylan 

bu ordu subaylan 

bu ordu-nun subaylan 

bu ordu-nun bu subaylan 

army-officers 

these army-officers 

the officers of this army 

these officers of this army 

18. Words indicating nationality. Those formed by suffixing -Ii (IV, 6) to the 

name of a country, e.g. Klbns-h 'Cypriot', Danimarka-h 'Danish', may be 

nouns or adjectives. All other words indicating nationality, e.g. Turk, ingiliz, 

Franslz, Alman, are nouns and are therefore joined to a following noun by 

an indefinite izafet: ingiliz edebiyat-I 'English literature'; Franslz askerler-i 

'French soldiers'. As the singular denotes a class, as well as one member of 

that class,' such expressions must be regarded as meaning not 'the

Englishman his-literature', 'the-Frenchman his-soldiers', but 'the-English 

their-literature', 'the-French their-soldiers'. A definite izafet may be used 

instead if it is desired to show a more intimate relationship: Turk ruh-u 'the 

Turkish soul' but Turk-un ruh-u 'the soul of the Turk'. 

The colloquialism Turk i~, used in self-disparagement when something 

goes wrong, as we might say 'a typical piece of British muddle', is rather 

puzzling, since one would expect Turk i~-i 'Turkish work'. One explanation is 

that this expression is not Turkish at all, but German; a relic of the days when 

German officers were training the Ottoman Army. That is to say, it is an 

expostulatory TUrkisch! originally accompanied by a heavenward rolling of 

the eyes. Alternatively, it might be an imitation, deriving from the same 

period, of an attempt to say 'Turkish work' on the part of a foreigner 

I Thus 'Girls' Lycee' is Klz (not Klzlar) Lise-si. 
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unacquainted with the finer points of the language. The former explanation 

seems more likely. 

For 'American' two words exist, Amerikan and Amerikall. The former is a 

noun, used only in izafet, and means 'the body politic of all the Americans'; it 

bears the same relationship to Amerikalilar as 'the English' does to 'the 

Englishmen' and is used to qualify things, whereas Amerikall is an adjective 

or noun denoting persons of American nationality: Amerikan hukumet-i 

'the American government', bir Amerikan m.ag-I 'an American aircraft'; but 

bir Amerikall 'an American', Amerikall subaylar 'American officers'. 'Amer

ican Ambassador', however, is Amerikan Buyukel"i-si, for Amerikall 

Buyukel"i would mean' Ambassador of American nationality'. 

A similar pair of words existed for 'Italian' -italyan and italyall-but the 

latter is obsolete. 'Roman' is Romall, but 'Roman numerals' is romen 

rakamlan. 

Nouns of nationality may be used in apposition with other nouns, 

instead of in izafet, when denoting membership of a people rather than of 

a nation: Turk liderler-i and Turk liderler both mean 'Turkish leaders', but 

the first denotes leaders of the Turkish nation whereas the second denotes 

leaders of the Turkish community in Cyprus. Similarly, bir Yahudi asker-i is 

a soldier of the Jewish nation, an Israeli soldier, while bir Yahudi asker is a 

soldier of any nation who happens to be a Jew. An apposition is also pos

sible if the nationality of the person is not stressed, or if the second element 

is personified; e.g. bir Rus jeolog is a geologist who happens to be a 

Russian, while bir Rus sozcu-su is 'a Russian spokesman'; Turk istanbul 

'Turkish Istanbul'. 

There was some fluctuation of usage with the words Sovyet and kom

unist; some referred to the Soviet government and the Communist bloc as 

Sovyet hukUmet-i and KomUnist blok-u; others preferred Sovyet 

hUkUmet and KomUnist blok. 

Names of continents are used as qualifiers of things: Avrupa ba~kentler-i 

'European capitals' ('Europe its-capitals'), Afrika nehirler-i 'African rivers', 

Asya memleketler-i 'Asian countries', The forms in -Ii are used only of per

sons: Afrikalilar 'Africans', Asyall gazeteciler 'Asian journalists', Avrupall 

turistler 'European tourists', 

19. The izafet chain. An izafet group may itself be qualified by a preceding 

noun: il se"im kurul-u 'province election-committee'; Ankara KIZ Lise-si 

'Ankara Girls' Lycee'. Only the last noun in the chain has the third-person 
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suffix, which does double duty: not only does it link kurul and lise to their 

immediate qualifiers sec;im and klz; it also links the groups sec;im kurulu 

and klz lisesi to their qualifiers iI and Ankara. 

A definite izafet is also possible in such situations: hakem-in favl karar-I 

'the referee's decision of "foul" '; gun-un dedikodu konu-su 'the gossip

topic of the day'. In Bulgaristan'm istanbul Ba~konsoloslug-u 'the Istan

bul Consulate-General of Bulgaria' the first qualifier is in the genitive because 

its relationship with the qualified word is closer than that of the second 

qualifier. 

An izafet group may qualify a following noun: Diyanet 1~ler-i Bakanllg-I 

'Religion-Affairs Ministry'. Here it will be seen that both qualified nouns have 

the third-person suffix; that of i~ler links it to its qualifier Diyanet, while that 

of Bakanllk links it to its qualifier, the group Diyanet i~ler-i. Another 

example: sene son-u imtihanlar-I (which we may modernize to yll sonu 

smavlan) 'year-end examinations'. The distinction between this pattern and 

that of Ankara KIZ Lisesi may be seen by comparing Ford aile araba-sl 'the 

Ford family-car' with Ford aile-si araba-sl 'the Ford-family car'. Other possi

bilities are: Ford aile-si-nin araba-sl 'the car of the Ford-family', Ford'un 

aile-si-nin araba-sl 'the car of Ford's family', and Ford'un aile araba-si 

'Ford's family-car'. 

As a rule (but see §§ 20, 21, 24), any noun in an izafet chain which does 

not have the third-person suffix is not qualified by a preceding noun. In 

Cumhuriyet Halk Parti-si 'Republican People's Party',' as Halk has no suffix 

we know it is not in izafet with Cumhuriyet, so the literal meaning is not 

'Republic-People Party' but 'Republic People-Party'. In Turk Dil Kurum-u, 

the fact that Dil has no suffix shows that it is not qualified by Turk, so the 

phrase means not 'Turkish-Language Society' but 'Turkish Language

Society'. Turk Dil-i Dergi-si, however, means 'Turkish-Language Journal'. So 

too in uzay gemi-si yaklt-I 'space-ship fuel'. 

The izafet chain can be extended as required: istanbul Oniversite-si Ede

biyat Fakulte-si Turk Edebiyat-I Profesor-u 'Istanbul-University Literature

Faculty Turk-Literature Professor', i.e. 'Professor of Turkish Literature of the 

Faculty of Letters of the University of Istanbul'. izmir 6rme Sanayi-i i~c;iler-i 

Sendika-sl'lzmir Knitting-Industry Workers' Union'. 

The rules and examples given should enable the student to unravel any 

1 Abbreviated to CHP. The English translation is abbreviated to RPP. 
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izafet chain, but one may sometimes encounter a definite izafet where an in

definite might have been expected, or vice versa. It is entirely a matter of taste 

whether one writes CHP aday-I 'the RPP candidate' or CHP'nin aday-I 'the 

RPP's candidate'. Most writers keep the number of genitives in an izafet chain 

down to the minimum that is consistent with intelligibility. For example, in 

Bohemya Klrallar-I saraY-I-nm yeni sakin-i 'the new inhabitant of the pal

ace of the Kings of Bohemia', Klrallar-I-mn might have been expected as 

denoting the owners of the palace. But saraY-1 had to be in the genitive 

because the adjective yeni separates it from sakin-i, and the juxtaposition of 

two genitives is avoided as far as possible. The partitive use of the ablative 

makes it possible to dispense with one genitive, e.g. in komite uyeler-i-n

den bir-i-nin oy-u 'the vote of one of the members of the committee'. 

20. Place-names consisting in an izafet group. These tend to drop the third

person suffix. Kadlkay on the Asiatic shore of the Bosphorus was Kadl-kay-u 

('judge-village') three generations ago, the kayu declining as shown in § 16. 

Now the koy declines as shown in § 6 (0). This tendency is doubtless helped 

by the existence of some other place-names similarly compounded of a noun 

and kay which, if they ever had the third-person suffix, lost it long ago, e.g. 

Arnavutkoy and Baklrkoy, and of some compounded of an adjective and 

koy, e.g. Ye~ilkoy. Another contributory factor may be that the accent in 

izafet groups is always on the first element, and in place-names is towards 

the beginning of the word, so that the third-person suffix in the absolute 

case would tend to be swallowed up. Indeed, the norm nowadays is for 

sokak 'street' not to take the third-person suffix when it follows a name. 

'Grocer Street' is no longer Bakkal Sokagl; everyone, except for a few pur

ists, says and writes Bakkal Sokak. The suffix is secure for the moment in 

names of roads, squares, hills, and impasses: Bablali Cadde-si, Hurriyet 

Meydan-I, Fincancllar Yoku~-u, Korsan <;lkmaz-1. 

European influence has for some years been helping this tendency (which 

is, however, native in origin), e.g. in names of new office-buildings (han), 

banks, restaurants, and hotels: BoyaCilar Han, Pamuk Bank (with the west

ern Bank instead of the Turkish Banka), Ylldlz lokanta, Paris Otel, in place 

of Ham, Bankasl, lokantasl, Oteli. Gallicisms such as Restoran Ylldlz, Otel 

(or even Hotel) Paris, and Butik Neda (Necla being the name of the owner 

of the boutique) are everywhere to be seen. 

21. Culinary terms without izafet. The third-person suffix is lacking in some 

time-honoured names of dishes, such as ~i~ kebap 'skewer roast', Izgara 
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kofte 'grill mincemeat', kuzu pirzola 'Iamb chop', all originally cooks' and 

waiters' jargon and therefore as untypical of ordinary speech as 'eggs and 

chips twice'. 

22. Third-person suffix with substantivizing and defining force. The third

person suffix is used as a syntactic device for creating and defining nouns. 

The stages in the development of this use are exemplified thus: 

(0) i~-in fena-si ~u 'the bad (part) of the business is this'; edebiyat-m 

iyi-si 'the good (part) of literature, good literature'; geceler-in guzel-i, 

ylldlzh-sl'the beautiful night is the starry one' ('of-the-nights, their-beautiful 

is their-starry'). 

(b) dogru-su 'honestly, to tell you the truth' ('the true-of-it'). Here the ante

cedent is vaguely the matter under discussion. 

(c) zengin-i aym ~eyi soyluyor, fakir-i aym ~eyi soyluyor 'the rich man 

says the same thing, the poor man says the same thing', lit. 'the-rich-of-it, 

the poor-of-it'; i.e. of people at large. In sizden akllllSl yok 'there is none 

cleverer than you' sizden akllh 'cleverer than you' is an adjectival phrase. 

The addition of the third-person suffix makes it into a noun-phrase: 'some

one cleverer than you', lit. 'the cleverer-than-you of it'. ct. bir-i 'one of them, 

someone' 0/, 7). 

(d) bundan soma 'after this'; bundan somasl 'that which is after this, what 

happens next', lit. 'the after this of it', where the 'it' is the scheme of things 

entire. Probably under this head is to be sought the explanation for burasl, 

~urasl, etc. (XII, 12). 

23. The Janus construction. By this term is meant the curious facing-both

ways construction wherein, when two people who are related or otherwise 

closely connected are mentioned in one sentence, each is defined by a third

person suffix linking him to the other: 

ogl-u baba-sl-na bir mektup yazdi 'the son wrote a letter to the father', 

lit. 'his-the father's-son wrote a letter to his-the son's father'. 

babalar-I-nm cezasml ogullar-I ~ekecek 'the sons will suffer the fathers' 

punishment' ('their sons ... their fathers"). 

hasta-sl doktor-u-nu anyor 'the patient is seeking his doctor' ('his patient 

... his doctor'). 

hoca-sl talebe-si-ne bakar 'the teacher looks after the pupil'.1 

I The last two examples are from El6ve, p. 1053. It must be noted that El6ve, at this point, has 
quite misunderstood Deny, p. 168. 
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24. Suffixes with izafet groups. We saw in § 19 that in izafet chains the third
person suffix does double duty and is not repeated. There are two small 
classes of words which can have two personal suffixes: pronouns such as 
bir-i-si 01, 7; and d. ~eysi < ~ey-i-si V, 20) and frozen izafet groups such 
as yuzba~1 'captain'. Originally this was yuz ba~-I 'hundred its-head' 
but through frequent use has come to be treated as a simple noun, declining 
like tarla (§ 6 (d» and not ad-I (§ 16), e.g. the plural is yuzba~llar not 
*yuzba~lan. It can therefore take personal suffixes: yuzba~lm 'my captain', 
yuzba~lsl 'his captain', etc. Other such frozen forms include Cumartesi 
'Saturday', once Cuma erte-si 'Friday its-morrow', and Pazartesi 'Monday', 
once Pazar ertesi (XII, 15). 'The first Friday of the month' is ay-m ilk 
Cumartesi-si. See also XIV, 33. These two classes apart, no word can have 
more than one personal suffix-in the standard language, that is. One 
does hear kadm klsm-l-sl for kadm klsm-I 'the female sex', lit. 'the 
woman section', and there may be other examples. When a third-person 
possessor of an izafet group is to be indicated, the third-person suffix is not 
repeated: yaz 'summer', tatil 'holiday'; yaz tatil-i 'summer holiday' or 'his 
summer holiday'. When a first or second person is the possessor, the third
person suffix of the izafet gives way to the suffix of the first or second person: 

summer holiday summer holidays 

my yaz tatilim yaz tatillerim 
your yaz tatilin yaz tatillerin 
his yaz tati I i yaz tati lIeri 
our yaz tatilimiz yaz tatillerimiz 
your yaz tatiliniz yaz tatilleriniz 
their yaz tatilleri 

All the possible ambiguities can be resolved by the use of a noun or 
personal pronoun in the genitive: 

Ahmed'in yaz Ahmet's summer holiday 
onun yaz tatili his/her summer holiday 
onun yaz tatilleri his/her summer holidays 
onlann yaz tatili their summer holiday 
onlarm yaz tatilleri their summer holidays 

• 
Similarly, Izmir buro-su may mean 'the Izmir office' or 'his Izmir office': 

onun izmir burosu 
~irket-in izmir burosu 

his Izmir office 
the company's Izmir office 
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When the suffixes -Ii and -ci (IV, 5,6) are added to an izafet group, the 

third-person suffix is dropped: Gece ad-I 'the name "Night"'; Gece ad-II ~iir 

'the poem named "Night"'. asker iiniforma-si 'army uniform'; asker 

iiniforma-II bir gen~ 'a youth in army uniform'. demir yol-u ('iron road') 

'railway'; demir yol-cu 'railwayman'. Residents of Ku~adasl ('bird-island') 

are Ku~adall. But see IV, 6, end. 

25. The vocative use of the third-person suffix. In English a woman may, in 

the presence of her child, address her brother as 'Uncle', just as the child 

would do. In Turkish she would address him as daYI-sl 'his uncle'. Similarly, if 

an English-speaking child is being teased by another and runs off calling 

'Mummy!' or 'Mom!' the other child may mockingly echo his cry. In Turkish, 

however, the mocker calls not Anne! but Annesi! 

26. Persian izafet. It was because of the extensive use of this alien grammat

ical feature, coupled with the borrowing of an immense Arabic and Persian 

vocabulary, that the literary and administrative language of the Ottoman 

Empire was largely unintelligible to most of its Turkish subjects. In Persian the 

qualifier follows the qualified, the opposite of Turkish usage, and the quali

fied is joined to its qualifier, noun or adjective, by an i, as in koh-i-nur 'moun

tain of light' and koh-i-bozorg 'great mountain'. This device was used in 

Ottoman as in Persian, to link Arabic as well as Persian words: nokta-i nazar 

'point of view'; Abdiilhamid-i sani 'Abdulhamid the Second'. The linking i 

was usually subjected to the Turkish vowel harmony and was separated from 

a preceding long vowel by a y: ~ura-yl Devlet 'Council of State'; in Turkish 

izafet these words would be Devlet ~ura-sl. 

As if this was not enough, Ottoman followed Persian in borrowing from 

Arabic the curse of grammatical gender, from which Turkish and Persian 

were born free. In Arabic, dawlat- 'state, dynasty, empire', whence Turkish 

devlet, is feminine. In Ottoman, therefore, the Arabic adjectives meaning 

'high' and 'Ottoman' C alT > ali, . UthmiinT > Osmani) took their Arabic 

feminine forms in the name of the Empire: Devlet-i Aliye-i Osmaniye 'The 

Sublime Ottoman State.' 

The few Persian izafet compounds that linger on are treated as single 

words-e.g. aksiseda 'echo' (lit. 'reflection of voice') and akllselim 'com

mon sense' (often replaced nowadays by yankl and sagduyu respectively). 

When Ottoman texts are being transcribed, the best practice is to separate 

the elements of such compounds, with a hyphen between the first and the 

vowel of the Persian izafet: vuzuh-u beyan 'clarity of exposition', iifGl-ii 
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nabehengam 'untimely demise'. Some producers of transcriptions, how

ever, omit the hyphen-vuzuhu beyan, iifulii nabehengam-while others 

restrict the vowel harmony, rejecting -u and -ii and writing vuzuh-I beyan, 

ilfOI-i nabehengam, as being closer to the original Persian. 

The words for 'some' and 'same', bazl and aym, are respectively 

the Arabic bO'q 'part' and 'ayn 'counterpart' with the Persian izafet, and 

mean literally 'part of' and 'the counterpart of'. 

Purists condemned the use of native Turkish words in Persian izafet, but 

many Turkish words were in fact so used in Ottoman phraseology, e.g. ordu 

'army' and sancak 'banner' in ordu-yu hilmayun and sancagl ~erif,l 

'Imperial Army' and 'Noble Banner', i.e. the standard of the Prophet. Such 

phrases were classed as galat-I me~hur 'widely disseminated mistake', i.e. 

solecism legitimized by usage. The plural of this term, incidentally, was 

galatat-I me~hure, the adjective being made feminine to agree with the 

feminine plural noun. An oft-quoted saying runs: galat-I me~hur lugat-i 

fasihten yegdir 'the generally used solecism is better than the chaste 

locution', 

1 Originally sancak-I ~erif; see I, 10, at end. 



III 

The Adjective 

1. General observations. The dividing line between noun and adjective is a 

thin one, but is still worth drawing. If we take as the criterion of a noun the 

permissibility of using the plural, case, and personal suffixes after it, or the 

indefinite article bir before it, very few of the words classed as adjectives in 

the dictionary will be excluded. biiyiik 'big, old', biiyiiklerim 'my elders'; 

hasta 'ill', bir hasta 'a sick man'; gen~ 'young', gen~lerin 'of the young'; 
Avrupah 'European', Avrupahya 'to the European'. The only large class of 

exceptions, i.e. of adjectives which are not used as nouns, are those formed 

with the Turkish suffixes ·si, -(i)msi, and -(i)mtrak, the Arabic -i, and the 

Persian -ane and -vari, to which may be added more recent borrowings like 

demokratik and kiiltiirel. At least two adjectives formed with the misbegot

ten neologism -(s)el (IV, 12), the replacement for -i, are also used as nouns: 

evrensel, the new word for 'universal', and sorunsal, from sorun 'problem', 

which translates the French 'Ia problematique', English 'problematic(s)'. 

Bear in mind that much of the work done in English by adjectives is done in 

Turkish by nouns. 'Maritime Bank' is Denizcilik Banka-sl 'Seafaring its-Bank; 

'mathematical terms' is matematik terimler-i 'mathematics its-terms'; 

'literary prize' is edebiyat [A] armagan-I [P] (in 'pure Turkish', yazm 
odiil-ii) 'literature its-prize'. 

2. Attributive adjectives. These precede their nouns: cesur adamlar 'brave 

men'; uzun yol'the long road'. Two exceptions: 

(a) kare and kiip, 'square' and 'cubic', follow names of units of length, as in 

French from which they are borrowed: Klbns'm yiiz ol~iimii 3.572 mil 

kare (9.251 kilometre kare) dir 'the area of Cyprus is 3,572 square miles 

(9,251 square kilometres)'. bir metre kiip or bir metrekiip 'one cubic 

metre'. 

(b) merhum [A] 'the late' and its feminine merhume sometimes come after 

the name of the deceased, in imitation of Arabic usage. 

3. The indefinite article. bir 'one' may be so termed although the name is 

not entirely appropriate. One reason is that the noun introduced by bir may 

be in the defined accusative; see XVI, 4. Another difference from what we 
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understand in English by the indefinite article is that bir may introduce 

a noun in the plural, the effect being vaguer than with a singular noun: bir 

~ey mmldandl 'he mumbled something', but bir ~eyler mmldandl 'he 

mumbled something or other'; bir zamanlar ben de ~ocuktum 'once I too 

was a child', where bir zaman would be too precise: 'at one time'. In this 

latter example it should also be noted that bir is not used before ~ocuk, 

although the English has 'a child'; its omission is customary with the 

complement of such verbs as 'to be' and 'to become'. 

When it serves as an indefinite article, bir normally comes between adjec

tive and noun: buyuk bir tarla 'a large field', eski bir oyku 'an old story'. 

When it means 'one', it precedes the adjective, as do all other numerals: iki 

ku~uk tarla sattl, bir buyuk tarla aid I 'he sold two small fields, he bought 

one large field'. This is not to say that bir preceding an adjective and noun is 

always to be translated as 'one'; English idiom may call for' a' or 'any' (see 

XVI, 4). The key to understanding this point lies in the first principle of Turk

ish syntax: whatever precedes, qualifies. The difference between buyuk bir 

araba and bir buyuk araba, both of which may translate 'a big car', is that 

the first is a big member of the category 'car', while the second is a member 

of the category 'big car'. buyuk bir araba means a big car as distinct from a 

small car; bir buyuk araba means a big car as distinct from anything else: 

bisikletiyle degil, bir buyuk araba ile geldi 'she arrived not on her bike but 

in a big car'. 

4, Comparison of adjectives. The comparative degree is expressed by 

putting the second member of the comparison (introduced in English 

by 'than') in the ablative case: aglr 'heavy', kur~un-dan aglr 'heavier than 

lead'. 'Less ... than' is translated by putting az 'little' between the second 

member, in the ablative case, and the adjective: kur~undan az aglr 'less 

heavy than lead'. daha 'more' may be inserted for emphasis: kur~undan 

daha aglr, kur~undan daha az aglr. It is not essential, however, except in 

the absence of a second member, e.g. in 'this hammer is cheaper, that one is 

stronger' bu ~eki~ daha ucuz, oteki daha saglam, or in such 'floating 

comparatives' as 'For Whiter Washing' daha beyaz ~ama~lr i~in. 

The ancient comparative suffix -rek, which appears in a few diminutives 

(IV, I (0)), retains its original force in yegrek 'better, best', from yeg 'good'. 

yeg and yegrek, also spelled yey, yeyrek, survive only in proverbs. 

The superlative degree is expressed by en 'most': istanbul en buyuk 

~ehrimizdir 'Istanbul is our greatest city'; bu toprak, en az verimli toprak 
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'this soil is the least fertile soil'. Note also this locution: ° adamm dili, 

eskinin eskisidir 'that man's language is terribly old-fashioned' ('is the 

oldest of the old'). 

5. Arabic and Persian comparatives. The Persian beter 'worse' occurs mostly 

in proverbs. The Arabic elative, which serves as both comparative and 

superlative, is familiar to us from the slogan Allah akbar 'God is most great'. 

In Turkish it is currently represented by elzem 'essential'. (a/zarn < /azirn 

'necessary'), enfes 'delightful', and, especially in proverbs, evl§ 'preferable'. 

These words may be reinforced: daha beter 'even worse', en enfes 
, delectable'. 

6. Intensive adjectives. The only regular use of prefixation is to intensify the 

meaning of adjectives and, less commonly, of adverbs. The prefix, which is 

accented, is modelled on the first syllable of the simple adjective or adverb 

but with the substitution of m, p, r, or s for the last consonant of that 

syllable. It is hard to discern any principle governing the choice of consonant, 

except that p is commoner with back vowels than with front vowels. The 

following list includes the commonest of such formations; the meaning of 

the intensive is not given when it is obvious from the meaning of the simple 

word, as apa~lk 'wide open, manifest' from ae;lk 'open', or yepyeni 'brand 

new' from yeni 'new'. 

ae;lk open apae;lk 

ba~ka other bamba~ka totally different 

belli evident besbelli 

beyaz white bembeyaz 

bok ordure bombok utterly useless 

bo~ empty bombo~ 

biitiin whole busbutUn entirely 

~abuk quick ~are;abuk 

cavlak naked, bald cascavlak 

dlzlak 1/ II dlmdlzlak 

dogru straight dosdogru 

dolu full dopdolu 

gene; young; gepgen~,gepegene; 

gok blue gomgok 

kara black kapkara 

katl hard kaskatl 

klrmlzl red klpklrmlZI 
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k,z,l 

koca 

kotUrUm 

kuru 

kUtUk 
• mavi 

mor 

san 

s.k. 

siyah 

tak.r 

tamam 

taze 

red 

large 

paralysed 

dry 

drunk 

blue 

violet 

yellow 

tight 

black 

(imitates tapping) 

complete 

fresh 

k'pk,zll 

koskoca 

koskotUrUm 

kupkuru 

kUskutUk 
• masmav. 

mosmor 

sapsan 
slms,k, 

simsiyah 

tamtak,r 

tastamam 

taptaze 

temiz clean tertemiz 

toparlak round tostoparlak 

uzun long upuzun 

yassa flat yamyassl 

yeni new yepyeni 

ye~i1 green yemye~iI 
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quite empty 

Irregular are: c;.plak 'naked', c;.rllC;lplak as well as c;lrcrlplak; saglam 

'healthy', sapasaglam; yalnaz 'alone', yapayalnaz as well as yapyalnaz; 

crevre 'circumference', c;epec;evre as well as c;epc;evre 'all around'; gUndUz 

'(in) daylight', gupegundUz 'in broad daylight'; dUz 'flat', dUmdUz 'abso

lutely flat' and dupeduz 'downright, openly'; parc;a 'piece', paramparc;a 

'broken to bits'. The intensive s.rs.klam or s.rtls.klam 'sopping wet' is cur

rent, although the simple s.klam 'wet' is no longer in use. From eyU, an 

earlier form of iyi 'good', come epey and epeyi, 'very much'. 
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Noun and Adjective Suffixes 

This chapter deals with the suffixes whereby nouns and adjectives are 

derived from other nouns and adjectives. 

1. Diminutives. The diminutive suffixes are -rek, -cek, -cegiz, -cik, and -ce, 

of which the first two are no longer productive. Before these suffixes, 

adjectives invariably and nouns usually drop final k. 

(a) -rek, the ancient comparative suffix (111,4), survives with diminutive force 

in aClrak 'rather bitter' (a.CI 'bitter')." bozrak 'liqbt qr:..e< (Qoz 'qr:..ey')." 

kO~Orek 'rather small' (kO~Ok 'small'), ufarak 'rather tiny' (ufak 'tiny'), 

al~arak 'Iowish' (al~ak 'low'). 

(b) -cek survives in oyuncak 'toy' (oyun 'game'); in yavrucak (also 

yavrucuk), the diminutive of yavru 'the young of an animal'; in buyucek 

'biggish' (buyuk 'big') and ku~ucek 'very small'. orayacak 'all that way' 

(oraya 'thither') is provincial. 

(e) -cegiz, an extended form of -cek, is particularly common with nouns 

denoting living beings, and conveys affection, sometimes mixed with pity: 

adamcaglz 'the poor wee man', klzcaglz 'the dear little girl', hayvancaglz 

'the poor little creature' (hayvan 'animal'), koycegiz 'the dear little Yillage'. 

(d) -cik, the most widely used diminutive suffix, throws the accent on to 

the first syllable: babaclglm ('my little father') 'daddy'; Mehmet~ik 'little 

Mehmet', the affectionate term for the private soldier; evcik 'little house'. 

Final k is usually dropped before this suffix. From al~ak 'low, humble', 

al~aclk; from ku~uk 'small', ku~ucuk; from ufak tefek 'tiny, insignificant' 

(see XIV, 46 (b», ufaClk tefecik. From bebek 'baby' and kopek 'dog' come 

bebecik and kopecik, less commonly bebek~ik, kopek~ik. 

A few monosyllables vary slightly from the regular pattern: az 'little, few' 

makes azaclk and aZlclk as well as azclk; dar 'narrow' makes daraclk; bir 

'one' makes biricik 'sole, unique'. 

(e) -ce has a modifying effect on adjectives: guzelce 'quite good' (but not so 

good as the simple guzel), seyrek~e 'rather infrequent', uzunca 'rather 

long', gen~~e 'quite young'. It makes a few nouns from verbal nouns in 

-me (X, 7): from bilme 'guessing', bilmece 'riddle'; from bulma 'finding', 
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bu!maca 'puzzle', especially 'crossword-puzzle'; from kapma 'catching', 

kapmaca 'the game of puss-in-the-corner'; from ~ekme 'drawing', 

~ekmece 'drawer'. This suffix, which is accented, must not be confused with 

the enclitic -ce which makes adverbs; see § 4, and XII, 2. It may be followed 

by -cik as in geni~~ecik 'pretty wide', yakmcaClk 'quite near'. 

2. Diminutives of personal names. Apart from those formed with -cik, these 

do not seem reducible to a rule; there is no obvious reason why people 

named Mustafa should be addressed as Mlstlk, or Mi.ikerrem as Miki. 

Commonly the first syllable only of the name is retained and to it is added i, 

0, or a syllable ending in r Erci.iment > Erci; Neriman > Neri; Mehmet > 
Memi~ or Memo; Metin > Meti~; Fatma > Fato~, Fatl~ or Fatl; Hasan > 
Hasso; Ali and Aliye > AIi~; Cerna! > Cemo; ibrahirn > ibo. The forms in 

-0 are accented on the first syllable. They are more familiar and socially less 

acceptable than those in -~; d. the difference in English between Alf and 

Freddie as diminutives of Alfred. 

3. -(i)rnsi, -(i)mtrak, -si. These three suffixes in some contexts have 

diminutive effect but essentially they mean 'resembling', like English -ish in 

womanish. The initial i of the first two is lost after vowels. 

(a) -(i)mtrak, the a of which is invariable in the best authors, is used with 

adjectives of colour and taste; beyazlmtrak 'whitish'; ye~ilimtrak 'greenish'; 

ek~imtrak 'sourish' (ek~i 'sour'); aClmtrak 'rather bitter'. This suffix is 

sometimes spelt with what seems to be an epenthetic vowel-e.g. 

beyazlrntlrak-but may be a survival of an older form. 

(b) -(i)msi is added to nouns and adjectives: magara 'cave', magaramsi 

'cavernous'; duvar 'wall', duvanmsl 'wall-like'; rapor 'report', raporumsu 

bir yazl'a report-like writing', 'a feeble attempt at a report'. 

(c) -si is attached only to nouns and adjectives ending in a consonant, so 

cannot be confused with the post-vocalic form of the third-person possessive 

suffix; erkek 'male', erkeksi 'mannish'; ~ocuk 'child', ~ocuksu 'childish'. 

But 'foolish', from budala 'fool', is budalarnsl, while budalasl means 'his 

fool' . 

4. -ceo One of the several functions (see XII, 2) of this enclitic suffix is 

to make nouns denoting persons into adjectives: ~ocuk 'child', ~ocuk~a 

'childish'; kahraman 'hero', kahramanca 'heroic'. 

5. -ci. This suffix is added to the singular of nouns and occasionally to adjec

tives and adverbs, to denote persons who are professionally or habitually 
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concerned with, or devoted to, the object, person, or quality denoted by the 

basic word: 
• 
I~ 

sOt 

di~ 

orman 

Ataturk 

halk 

guru I tu 

milliyet 

yol 

inat 

yalan 

ka~ak 

~ikayet 

Roentgen 

staWko 

slflr 

~aka 

merhum 

eski 

toptan 

be'e~ 
ne 

ezber 

work 

milk 

tooth 

forest 

people 

• nOise 

nationality 

road 

obstinacy 

falsehood 

contraband 

complaint 

(di5coverer of X-rays) 

status quo 

zero 

joke 

'the late' 

old 

wholesale 

(slang) free, gratis 

what? 

'by heart' 

• • 
I~~I 

sut~u 

di~~i 

ormanCi 

AtaWrk~u 

halk~1 

gO ru Itu eu 

milliyet~i 

yolcu 

inat~1 

yalanCi 

ka~ak~1 

~ikayet~i 

rontgenci 

staWkocu 

workman 

milkman 

dentist 

forester 

Ataturkist 

populist or 

adherent of 

the People's 

Party 

noisy (of people) 

nationalist 

traveller 

obstinate 

liar, deceiver 

smuggler 

complainant 

radiographer or 

Peeping Tom, 

voyeur 

conservative 

schoolteacher 

who is lavish 

with zeros 

~akael joker 

merhumcu devotee of the 

eskici 

toptanel 

be'e~~i 
• neel 

ezberci 

late Adnan 

Menderes1 

old-clothes man 

wholesaler 

scrounger 

of what 

profession? 

'student who learns 

parrot-fashion' 

1 Current for a while after Prime Minister Menderes's execution in 1961. 
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It may be attached to a phrase: hazlr 'ready', elbise 'clothing', hazlr 

elbiseci 'dealer in ready-made clothing'; evet efendim 'yes, sir', evet 

efendimci 'yes-man'. 

In popular speech it is used redundantly with nouns denoting occupation 

such as ~ofor 'driver', kasap [A] 'butcher', garson 'waiter': ~oforcu, 

kasap~I, garsoncu. Note also herif~ioglu 'tiresome brute', from the dis

paraging herif 'fellow, bloke, villain'. 

Ct. -ici, XlV, 2. 

6. -Ii. This is added to the singular of nouns to make nouns or adjectives 

which denote: 

(a) Possessing the object or quality indicated by the basic word: 

~eker 

at 
• reslm 

umit 

akll 

bulut 

sugar 

attention, care 

horse 

picture 

hope 

intelligence 

cloud 

~ekerli 

dikkatli 

ath 

resimli 

umitli 

akllh 

bulutlu 

giirultU noise gurUltUlu 

rahmet divine mercy rahmetli 

(b) Possessing the object or quality in a high degree: 

~ene 

paha 

hlz 
• sevgl 

ya~ 

• price 

speed 

affection 

age 

(c) Belonging to a place or institution: 

~eneli 

pahah 

hlzh 

sevgili 

ya~h 

koy village koylU 

~ehir city ~ehirli 

istanbul istanbullu 

~in China ~inli 

Nicerya 

lise 

Osman 

Nigeria 

Iycee 

(founder of the 

Ottoman 

dynasty) 

Niceryah 

liseli 

Osmanh 

sweet 

attentive, careful 

horseman 

illustrated 

hopeful 

intelligent 

cloudy 

noisy (of things) 

deceased 

talkative 
• expensive 

rapid 

beloved 

aged 

villager, peasant 

city-dweller 

citizen of Istanbul 

Chinese 

Nigerian 

Iycee student 

Ottoman 

(subject of the 

dynasty) 
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Added to the name of a colour, it makes an adjective or noun meaning 

dressed in that colour: 

siyah 

klrmlZl 

black 

red 

It may be added to a phrase: 

uzun boy long stature 

geni~ omuz broad shoulder 

orta ya~ middle age 

klrmlZl yanak red cheek 

bir mart tarih-i the date 

I March 

c,;amur mud 

c,;amurlu yuz muddy face 

kullanl~ use (X, 11) 

yaygm kullanl~ wide use 

siyahh 

klrmlZlh 

dressed in black 

dressed in red 

uzun boylu tall 

geni~ omuzlu broad-shouldered 

orta ya~h middle-aged 

klrmlZl yanakh red-cheeked 

bir mart tarihli dated 

I March 

c,;amurlu muddy 

c,;amurlu yuzlU muddy-faced 

kullanl~h serviceable 

yaygm kullanl~h widely 

used 

Exceptionally (see II, 24, last paragraph), someone who lives on the 

Bosphorus is not *Bogazic,;li but Bogazic,;ili. 

7 .... -Ii ... -Ii. Pairs of words of opposite meanings, each with a suffixed -Ii, 

are used adverbially and adjectivally: gece-li gunduz-IU c,;ah~mak 'to work 

night and day'; klz-h erkek-h ogrenci gruplan 'groups of pupils including 

both girls and boys'. The basic words may be adjectives: uzak-h yakm

h kahkahalar 'bursts of laughter both far and near'. The -Ii in this use is 

historically distinct from that discussed in the preceding section.' 

8. -siz. This suffix means 'without': umitsiz 'hopeless', sonsuz 'endless', 

~apkaslz 'hatless', gurultUsuz 'noiseless', dikkatsiz 'careless', tarihsiz 

'undated'. It may be added to pronouns as well as nouns: onsuz 'without 

him/her/it', sensiz 'without you'. See also XI, 12. 

9. -lik. 

(0) Added to nouns or adjectives, it makes abstract nouns: 

guzel beautiful guzellik beauty 

kolay easy kolayhk ease, facility 

1 The proof is that these paired forms in -Ii were in use in the ancient language side by side with 
-lig, from which the single adjectival-Ii subsequently evolved. See Gabain, p. 159. 
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• • Iyl 

asker 

~ocuk 

iki 

igi 

ka~ak-~I 

Atatii rk-~ii 

i 
dikkat-siz 

evrensel 

good 

soldier 

child 

two 

workman 

smuggler 

Ataturkist 

careful 

careless 

universal 

• • Iyl 

askerlik 

~ocukluk 

ikilik 

i~~ilik 

ka~ak~lhk 

Atatii rk~iiliik 

dikkatli 

d ikkatsizlik 

evrensellik 

NOUN AND ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES S9 

goodness, 

good deed 

military service 

childhood, childish 

action, childishness 

duality 

workmanship 

smuggling 

Ataturkism 

ca refu I ness 

carelessness 

universality 

Vulgarly it is added to Arabic abstract nouns: insaniyet 'humanity' > 

insaniyetlik; ct. ~ofarcii, etc., § 5, end. 

When -lik is added to nouns of rank the resulting word is not invariably 

abstract but exhibits the same ambiguity as 'the President's office' (the office 

he holds or the office in which he works): kaymakamhk may be the rank of 

lieutenant-governor or his official residence or the district he administers; 

klralhk may be kingship or kingdom or reign. 

(b) Added to nouns it makes nouns and adjectives meaning 'intended for or 

suitable for ... ': 

•• on 

tuz 

kira 

gaz 

~ama~lr 

baba 

~ehit 

hastane 

mahkeme 

gelin 

front 

salt 

hire 

eye 

linen 

father 

martyr 

hospital 

law-court 

bride 

anliik 

tuzluk 

kirahk 

gazliik 

~ama~lrhk 

babahk 

~ehitlik 

hastanelik 

mahkemelik 

gelinlik 

pinafore 

salt-cellar 

for hire, to let 

spectacles 

laundry 

adoptive father, 

paternity 

military 

cemetery, 

martyrdom 

hospital-case 

(person) brought before a 

court 

marriageable girl, nubile, 

bridal, wedding-dress, 

the state of being a bride 
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(c) Added to numerical expressions it makes nouns and adjectives: 

seksen eighty seksenlik octogenarian 

on ten onluk tenner; coin or note of 

ten piastres or pounds 
•• hundred yOz lirahk hundred-lira note yuz 

YII year Yllhk yearling 

yOz yllhk hundred-year-old 

bir saat one hour bir saatlik a place one 

biryer hour's journey away 

on Iki twelve cars on iki a twelve-car 

araba arabahk convoy 

bir konvoy 

The numerical expression may be a noun in the locative case: 

yOz-de in a hundred 

on-da in ten 

ct. gOnde in the day 

(d) Added to adverbs of time: 

~imdi 

bugOn 

now 

today 

ondahk 

gOndelik 

,imdilik 

bugOnliik 

percentage 

tithe, ten per cent. 
• • commission 

daily wage 

for the present 

for today 

Although these may be translated as adverbs, as in bugunliik bu kadar 

yeter 'that's enough for today', they really belong in (c) above; bugOnliik 

means 'the today-amount'. 

1 O. -da~. This suffix is not affected by vowel harmony but it does appear as 

-ta~ after unvoiced consonants. Added only to nouns, it denotes common 

attachment to the concept expressed by the basic noun, like English prefixed 

or suffixed 'fellow'. 

vatan homeland vatanda~ compatriot, fellow-citizen 

okul school okulda~ schoolmate 

meslek profession meslekta~ colleague 

din religion dinda~ co-religionist 
~ 

time, epoch ~agda~ contemporary ~ag 

(adj. or noun) 

Two exceptions: karde, not -da, is the standard Turkish for 'brother' or 

'sister' « kann-da, 'womb-fellow'), and 'namesake' is ada~ with a single d 
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although 'name' is ad. A possible explanation for the latter anomaly is that its 

second element is not -da~ but e~ 'mate'. This ada~, in older Turkic also 

'fellow', may have been the origin of -da~, which was an invariable suffix 

until the language reformers made it conform to vowel harmony in the 

neologism i~-te~-lik 'co-operation' (i~ 'work') and in the antiquated 

goniilda~ 'sympathizer' (goniil'soul'), which they resurrected as gonUlde~, 

apparently through a misreading of the phonetic spelling used by 

Redhouse. 1 

11. -gil. This invariable suffix is a provincialism. Added to titles or personal 

names it denotes 'the house or family of ... ': Kaymakamgil, Mehmetgil, 

also in the plural Kaymakamgiller, Mehmetgiller. It may be suffixed, after a 

personal suffix, to nouns denoting relatives: teyzemgil 'my aunt's family', 

the standard Turkish for this being teyzemler (II, 15, end). 

It has been used by the reformers to coin names of plant and animal 

families: gul 'rose', gUlgilier 'Rosaceae'; kedi 'cat', kedigiller 'Felidae'. 

12. -(s)el. Arabic words ending in the adjectival suffix -f have greatly 

enriched the Turkish vocabulary; witness such words as tarihi 'historical', 

dint 'religious'. Arabic nouns ending in -at- drop it before adding the -I, 

hence siyasi 'political' (siyaset 'politics'), iradt 'voluntary' (irade 'will'), m 

'national' (millet 'nation'). The language reformers, in their desire to purge 

Turkish of foreign elements, advocated the replacement of this useful suffix 

by -sel or, when added to words ending in s or z, -el. This they employed 

with foreign borrowings and with Turkish words, both existing and 

manufactured: 

tarih [AJ history tarihsel historic 

siyaset [AJ politics siyasal political 

cebir [AJ algebra cebirsel algebraic 

kimya [A] chemistry kimyasal chemical 

fizlk physics fiziksel physical 

oz self ozel private 

bilim science bilimsel scientific 

anayasa constitution anayasal constitutional 

In this last example the suffix has been reduced to -I to avoid the cacophon

ous -sasal. 

1 A Turkish and English Lexicon (Constantinople, 1921), p. 1598; ct. TS, p. 314. 
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To justify this innovation the reformers unconvincingly cited three time

honoured words: uysal 'compliant' (uymak 'to conform'), kumsal 'tract of 

sand, beach' (kum 'sand'), and yoksul 'destitute' (yok 'non-existent'). The 

real inspiration of it, however, was in such French words as culturel and 

social.1 

13. -vari. This Persian suffix, meaning '-like', is still productive in Turkish to a 

limited extent: ~ekspirvari 'Shakespearian'; <;6r~ilvari 'Churchillian'; Don 

Ki~otvari bir mizansen 'a Don Quixote-ish mise en scene'; James Bondvari 

bir casusluk 'a James Bond-ish case of espionage'. 

14. -cil. This occurs in a few words with the sense of 'tending towards, 

accustomed to, addicted to': 

ak white ak~11 faded 

klr grey kl r~11 grizzled 

adam man adamcil tame2 

bahk fish bahk~11 heron 

tav~an hare tav~anCiI eagle 

6li.im death 6li.imclil moribund 

Some neologisms have been made with this suffix: 

ben I bencil selfish 

ana 

ev 

kitap 

mother 

house 

book 

anaCiI 

evcil 

kitap~11 

mother-bound 

domesticated 

bookish 

15. -hane. The Persian khano 'house' is not quite dead as a suffix in Turkish. 

It is added to a few Turkish words, e.g.: slithane 'dairy', buzhane 'ice

house', dikimhane 'tailoring workshop', a~hane 'cook-shop'. An ephemeral 

slang word of the 1950s was kazlkhane 'clip-joint' from kazlk 'swindle'. 

16. -ane. This Persian suffix, in which the a is long, serves (0) to make 

adjectives or nouns into adverbs: mest 'drunk', mestane 'drunkenly'; (b) to 

turn nouns and adjectives indicating persons into adjectives describing 

things: ~ah 'king', ~ahane 'regal'; ~air 'poet', ~airane 'poetic'; dost 'friend', 

1 T5 marks as a French borrowing the noun kliltlir, but not the adjective kliltl.irel, the implica
tion being that the latter is derived from the former by the addition of the Turkish suffix -el. In the 
1983 and subsequent editions, however, kUltlirel too is shown as borrowed from French. 

2 The dictionaries also give 'ready to attack man', but few if any Turkish-speakers use the word in 
this sense. 
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dostane 'friendly' (as in 'a friendly word') or 'friendlily'. All these are in use, 

but modern writers do not make the Ottoman distinction between e.g. the 

two words for 'prudent' in mudebbir bir pa~a 'a prudent Pasha' and 

pa~anm mudebbirane hareketi 'the Pasha's prudent action'. 



1. Personal pronouns: 

SINGULAR FI RST 

ABS. ben 

ACe. beni 

GEN. benim 

OAT. bana 

LOe. bende 

ABL. benden 

PLURAL 

ABS. biz 

ACC. blzl 

GEN. bizim 

OAT. bize 

lOe. bizde 

ABL. bizden 

SECOND 

sen 
• sem 
• senm 

sana 

sende 

senden 

siz 

sizi 
• • sizm 
• size 

sizde 

sizden 

TH I RD 

0 

onu 

onun 

ona 

onda 

ondan 

onlar 

onlan 

onlann 

onlara 

onlarda 

onlardan 

V 

Pronouns 

In pre-nineteenth-century texts the usual forms of the third person are: 

(sing.) 01, am, amn, ana, anda, andan; (pI.) anlar, anlarl, etc. 

It will be noticed that the table exhibits some anomalies: the m in the 

genitive of the first-person singular and plural; the change from e to a in the 

dative of the first- and second-person singular; in the third person the n 

before the case-suffixes of the singular and before the -Iar of the plural. The 

most plausible explanations of these anomalies are: the original benil) and 

bizil) became benim and bizim under the influence of the pronominal suf

fixes -im and -imiz, helped perhaps by the labial b. The original suffix of the 

dative was not -e but -ge; benge, senge became bel)e, sel)e, and the influ

ence of this nasal brought about the change to bana, sana, a change pos

sibly helped by analogy with the old third-person dative al)a > ana; this very 

form al)a may have been due to the influence of the I) in an earlier *ol)a. The 

n appears in the third person also when 0 takes the suffixes -siz (IV, 8) and -ce 
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(XII, 2): onsuz 'without him/her', onca 'according to him/her'. All one can 

say about this n is that it is the 'pronominal n' which appears after the third

person suffix and in the declension of -ki and kendi (§§ 3, 4). The plural 

onlar of 0 looks and sounds identical with the plural of on 'ten'; see XXIV, 

35. 
o is a demonstrative as well as a personal pronoun; see § 5. 
siz is the regular polite form for 'you', singular or plural, and biz is used 

colloquially for '1' (XVI, 3 (c»; they may therefore take the plural suffix in the 

colloquial-bizler, sizler when referring to more than one person. In 

Karaba~ and Ye~iI~ay's book, the source of the sentence analysed in XXIII (d), 

researchers conducting fieldwork in rural Turkey are advised not to address a 

potential informant as siz; the polite plural would at once create a barrier

you and your lot as distinct from us intellectuals. 

In courtly speech, which is steadily becoming rarer, ben may be replaced 

by bendeniz 'your slave' ( < banda [P]; the resemblance to ben is coinci

dental), the full meaning of which has become somewhat abraded, so that a 

following verb nowadays is usually in the first and not the third person, and, 

for example, 'my humble opinion' is bendenizin fikrim 'your slave's my 

opinion'. Similarly, siz may be replaced by zat-I aliniz or zat-I alileri (Persian 

izafet), literally 'your high person, their high person', which are followed by a 

verb in the second-person plural. 

2. Uses of the personal pronouns. As they are definite by nature, we may 

call ben, sen, 0, etc., the nominative instead of the absolute case; there is no 

question of their being used as an indefinite accusative. 

The persons of verbs are shown by suffixes but a pronoun in the nomina

tive may be used for emphasis: 0 gitti, ben gitmedim 'he went; I did not 

go'. 

The pronoun object of a verb is generally omitted if it can be understood 

from the context: kitabl dun aldlm, daha okumadlm 'I bought the book 

yesterday; I have not read (it) yet'. 

The use of seni 'thee' with terms of abuse is conventionally explained by 

the ellipSiS of a verb such as '1 dislike/deplore/warn': seni gidi! 'you scoun

drel!'; seni afacan seni! 'you cheeky little urchin you!' More precisely, the 

reason there is no verb is that the speaker does not have in mind any specific 

verb but only an inarticulate emotion of displeasure of which seni is the 

object. 

In the genitive the pronouns can be used predicatively; d. II, 11: bu 
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memleket ni~in bizim? 'why is this land ours?'; bu para benim 'this money 

is mine'; senin olsun 'keep it' (lit. 'Iet-it-be of-you'); mesuliyet sizin degil 

'the responsibility is not yours'. 

They may reinforce the personal suffixes: ev-imiz or bizim ev-imiz 'our 

house'; sokag-mlz or sizin sokag-mlz 'your street'; ad-lor onun ad-I 'his 

name'. 

The genitive of the third-person pronouns can resolve ambiguities which 

might arise from the various possible senses of, for example, ~ocuklan 

(d. II, 15): 

onun ~ocuklan 

onlarm ~ocugu 

onlann ~ocuklan 

his children 

their child 

their children 

Pronouns of the first and second persons in the genitive are also used 

informally as attributive adjectives, i.e. replacing the personal suffixes: 'our 

house' can be bizim ev; 'your street' sizin sokak. The genitive of the third

person pronouns cannot, however, replace the personal suffixes in standard 

Turkish: onun ad instead of adl or onun ad. is a provincialism (d. Ahmed'in 

Mustafa, II, 17, third paragraph from end). 

3. -ki. The pronominal or 'mixed' suffix -ki is exceptional in the matter of 

vowel harmony, not changing except after gun 'day' and dun 'yesterday', 

when it becomes -ku. Added to the genitive case of a noun or pronoun, it 

makes a possessive pronoun: hizmet~i-nin-ki 'the one belonging to the 

servant'; ~ocug-un-ki 'the one belonging to the child'; benimki 'mine'; 

seninki 'thine'; onunki 'his, hers, the one belonging to it'; bizimki 'ours'; 

sizinki 'yours'; onlannki 'theirs'. bu kalem benim degil and bu kalem 

benimki degil may both be translated 'this pen is not mine'. The former is a 

simple denial of ownership, the latter implies 'I have a pen but this is not it'. 

The noun in the genitive to which -ki is suffixed may be in the plural and 

may have a personal suffix. The -ki also can be in the plural. 

arkada~-mlz-m-ki 

arkada~-Iar-.mz-In-ki 

arkada~-Iar-I n IZ-I n-ki-Ier 

the one belonging to your friend 

the one belonging to your friends 

the ones belonging to your friends 

Added to an expression of time or place, which may be an adverb or a 

noun in the locative case, -ki makes a pronoun or adjective: yazm 'in sum

mer', koylunun yazmki kazanCi 'the peasant's summer earnings'; bugun 

'today', bugunku gazete 'today's newspaper', bugunkuler 'those who are 
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today, people nowadays'; yarm 'tomorrow', yannki toplantl 'tomorrow's 

meeting'; ~imdi 'now', ~imdiki durum 'the present situation'; okul ~ag-I 
'school-age', okul ~agmdaki ~ocuklar 'children of school-age' ('who are in 

school-age'). izmir'deki bOromuz kO~iik, Adana'daki daha biiyuktiir 'our 

office which-is-in-Izmir is small, the-one-in-Adana is bigger'. 

In the singular the case-endings of -ki are preceded by the pronominal n, 

but this does not appear in the plural. Thus the declension of benimki is as 

follows: 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

benimki benimkiler • 
ABS. mine 

benimkini benimkileri • 
ACe. mme 

GEN. benimkinin benimkilerin of mine 

DAT. benimkine benimkilere to mine 

benimkinde benimkilerde • • 
LOe. In mine 

ABL. benimkinden benimkilerden from mine 

~ocugun boyu babasmmkini ge~ti 'the child's stature has passed his 
father's'; resimlerimiz karde~lerinizinkilerden klymetlidir 'our pictures 

are more valuable than your brothers' '. 

4. kendi. As an adjective it means 'own': kendi oda-m 'my own room', 

kendi klz-I 'her own daughter', kendi memleket-iniz 'your own country'. 

With the personal suffixes it makes the emphatic or reflexive pronouns 

'myself', etc.: kendi-m, kendi-n, kendi or kendi-si, kendi-miz, kendi-niz, 

kendi-Ieri. For 'himself' with reflexive meaning, kendi is far more usual 

than kendisi; indeed, purists maintain that kendisi should never be used 

reflexively. Both forms take the pronominal n before all case-endings: 

ABS. kendi kendisi 

ACe. kendini kendisini 

GEN. kendinin kendisinin 

DAT. kendine kendisine 

LOC. kendinde kendisinde 

ABL. kendinden kendisinden 

As a reflexive pronoun kendi is usually repeated, the first time in the abso

lute with no suffix, the second time with the appropriate personal and case 

suffix: kendi kendi-m-i mudafaa ettim 'I defended myself'; i~i kendi 
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kendi-m-e yapamadlm 'I could not do the job for (or "by") myself'; kendi 

kendi-n-i tenkit ediyor 'he is criticizing himself'; kendi kendi-miz-den 

korkmlyahm 'let us not be afraid of ourselves'. 

kendisi and its plural kendileri are commonly employed as simple third

person pronouns with no reflexive or emphatic sense: kendisi evde 'he is at 

home'; kendilerini gordunuz mu 'have you seen them?' 

As kendi-si literally means 'his self', it may stand in izafet with a preceding 

noun in the genitive: Ataturk'un kendisi 'Atatiirk himself'; Meclis'in ken

disi 'the Assembly itself'. 

5. Demonstratives: 

bu this (close to the speaker) 

~u this or that (a little further away) 

o that (also 'he, she, it') 

When used as adjectives these words are invariable. For their declension 

when used as pronouns see 0 in § 1: sing. bu, bunu, etc., ~u, ~unu, etc.; pI. 

bunlar, etc., ~unlar, etc. 

~u means 'the following': ~u teklif 'the following proposal'; bu teklif 'the 

proposal which has just been mentioned'. Bakan, ~unlarl dedi 'the Minister 

said the following things'. 

Where we say 'this or that', Turkish prefers 'that or this': ~unu yap, bunu 

yap 'do that, do this'. ('Knife and fork' too is put the other way round in 

Turkish: ~atal bl~ak 'fork knife'.) 

In archaizing legal language, i~bu may be found for the adjectival bu. 

Until the nineteenth century ~ol was sometimes used for ~u. 

The personal suffixes are not used with the demonstratives except in such 

stereotyped expressions as ~u-nun bu-nun ~u-su bu-su ile alakadar 

olmlyan 'not interested in other people's business' ('the that and this of that 

one and this one'); o-nun ~u-su bu-su 'his private concerns' (,his that and 

this'). 

Demonstratives precede attributive adjectives: bu uzun yol 'this long 

road'; ~u geni~ omuzlu gi.ire~~i 'that broad-shouldered wrestler'; 0 me~hur 

aktor 'that famous actor'. They may come within a definite izafet; II, 17, end. 

An idiomatic use of bu is to place it after a noun: sanatkar bu, literally 

'artist this', meaning 'the fellow's an artist; what do you expect?' So hayat bu 

'that's life for you!'; ~ocuk bu 'he's only a child; don't ask too much of him'. 

From bu, ~u, and 0 are formed boyle, ~oyle, and oyle, used both as 

adverbs, 'thus', and adjectives, 'such, this/that kind of': 
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boyle adamlar 

~oyle evler 

oyle fikirler 

such men (as this) 

such houses (as those over there) 

such ideas (as those) 
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The addition of the third-person suffix to these words makes them into 

pronouns (d. II, 22): boylesi 'this sort of person', ,tiylesi or tiylesi 'that sort 

of person'; plural: btiyleleri, ~oyleleri, oyleleri. The singular forms are also 

used adjectivally btiylesi adamlar 'such men'. 

boylesine etc. mean 'thus', with a hint of 'excessively', while ,oylemesine 

means 'in this way; watch what I'm doing!': kuma~1 ~tiylemeslne kes 'cut 

the cloth like this'. 

beriki, oteki, mean respectively the nearer and the further of two. They 

may be adjectives or pronouns; being compounded with -ki, when used as 

pronouns they take the pronominal n before all cases of the singular: bu 

gazeteyi istemiyorum, oteki-n-i ver 'I don't want this newspaper, give me 

the other one over there'. oteki beriki means 'anybody and everybody'. 

6. Interrogatives: 

kim who? hangi which? 

ne what? ka~ how many? 

kim declines like a noun, in singular and plural: bu c;anta kim-in? 'whose 

is this bag?'; kim-i gtirdun? 'whom did you see?'; kimler-e? 'to what 

people?' 

ne exhibits certain irregularities: 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

ABS. ne neler 

ACe. 
• ne or neYI neler or neleri 

• • nelerin GEN. neym or nenm 

OAT. • neye or mye nelere 

LOC. nede nelerde 

ABL. neden nelerden 

There are also alternative forms with the personal suffixes, meaning 'what 

of mine?', 'what of yours?', etc.: 

1 
2 

3 

SINGULAR 

nem or neyim 

nen neyin 

nesi neyi 

PLURAL 

nemiz or neyimiz 

neniz neyiniz 

neleri 
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The usual accusative singular is ne: ne yaptm? 'what have you done?' 

neyi is used: 

(0) For 'what specific thing?'; e.g. if you hear that someone is going to the 

opera and ask Ne goreceksin? 'What are you going to see?', you may elicit 

the facetious reply 'An opera, of course!' There is no danger of this if you ask 

Neyi goreceksin? 'what (specific item of the repertoire) are you going to 

see?' The defined accusative plural neleri is similarly used for 'what specific 

things?' 

(b) When another interrogative follows, especially one compounded with 

ne: neyi ve ne zaman yaptm? 'what have you done, and when?'; kim neyi 

kime satlyor? 'who is selling what, to whom?' 

The regular spelling of the dative singular is neye: neye yarar? 'for-what is 

it suitable?', while niye is generally used in the sense of 'what for, why?', as is 

the ablative neden. neden 'from what?' is regularly used as a noun, 

replacing sebep 'cause'. 

The plural is used in exclamations: neler gordi.im! 'what things I saw!' 

One of the commonest uses of ne with personal suffixes is exemplified in 

nen var? 'what's the matter with you?', lit. 'what-of-yours exists, what do 

you have?', d. qu'os-tu? Note also neme lazlm? 'what has it to do with 

me?', lit. 'to-what-of-mine is it necessary?' bu okul-un ne-si-sin? 'you are 

this school's what?', i.e. 'what is your position in this school?'-kaplcl-sl-Ylm 

'I am its janitor'. 

ne may be the qualifying element of an indefinite izafet, e.g. ne ders-i 

var? 'what lesson is there?' (on the time-table)-Iogically, because the 

answer will also consist in an indefinite izafet: geometri ders-i. There is a 

story of a man who tries to tell a friend that he has seen a ghost, hortlak, but 

in his terror he can only stammer ho-ho-ho. His friend asks ne ho'su? 'what 

ho?, the ho belonging to what?' 

ne may be an adjective as well as a pronoun: ne hacet? 'what need?', ne 

inat! 'what obstinacy!', ne giizel ~i~ekler! 'what lovely flowers!' It may also 

render 'how' as in ne guzel! 'how beautiful!' or ne malum? 'how do you 

know?' (lit. 'how is it known?'); or 'why' as in ne kan~lyorsun? 'what are you 

interfering (for)?' 

It forms part of many compound interrogatives: ne zaman, ne vakit 

'when?'; ne kadar 'how much?'; ni~in « ne i~in 'what for?') 'why?'; nasll 

« ne aS11 'what basis?') 'how?', 'what sort of ... I'; ned 'of what profes

sion?' With the adverbial suffix -ce (XII, 2), it makes (0) nece 'in what 
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language?' and (b) nice, meaning originally 'how many?', then 'how many!' 

and nowadays mostly 'many'. 

The elision of the e of ne, as seen in nic;:in and nasli, is frequent in rapid 

conversation: ne olacak? 'what will happen?' > nolacak? or n'olacak?; ne 

yapahm? 'what are we to do?' > napahm? 

hangi and kac;: are adjectives, the latter always construed with a singular 

noun: hangi vilayet? 'which province?'; hangi vilayetler? 'which prov

inces?'; kac;: vilayet? 'how many provinces?' With the addition of personal 

suffixes they become pronouns: hangi-miz? 'which of us?'; kaC;:-lnlz? 'how 

many of you?'; hangi-si? 'which one of them?'; hangi-Ier-i? 'which (pl.) of 

them?' 

7. Indefinite, determinative, and negative. Most of the pronouns in this 

category are formed from adjectives by the addition of the third-person 

suffix, on the pattern of boyle-si (§ 5). Thus bir 'a, one' is an adjective: bir 

adam gitti 'one man went'; bir-i is a pronoun: adamlardan biri gitti, biri 

kaldl 'one of the men went, one remained'. The suffix may be doubled: bir

i-si. biri and birisi may also mean 'someone'; in this use the antecedent of 

the third-person suffix is people at large, a 'they' as vague as in 'they say': 

biri or birisi bana seslendi 'someone called out to me'. 

In those words below in which bir is the first element it carries the word

accent. 

8. bazl, kimi 'some' (adjective). The final vowel of bazi is the mark of 

the Persian izafet, so is unaccented. kimi in this adjectival sense is a neolo

gism. Both qualify singular or plural nouns: bazi or kimi adam 'some man'; 

bazi or kimi adamlar 'some men'. 

Pronouns: bazlsl, bazlian, kimi, kimisi 'some people'; bazlmlz, kimimiz 

'some of us'; bazlnlz, kiminiz 'some of you'. 

9. birtaklm 'a number of' (lit. 'a set') always qualifies plural nouns: 

birtaklm koylUler 'a number of villagers'. Like the indefinite article, it may 

come between adjective and noun: kuc;:uk birtaklm devletler 'a number of 

small states'. Note the distinction between birtaklm kitaplar 'a number of 

books' and bir taklm kitap 'a set of books' (for the construction of the latter 

see XVI, 7). 

Pronoun: birtaklml 'a number of them'. 

10. her [Pj'each, every', with noun in singular: her gUn 'every day'; her 

iki-si 'both of them'; her Uc;:-UmUz 'all three of us'; her biri, herkes [Pj 
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'everyone'; her bir-imiz 'each one of us'; her kim 'whoever'; her ne 'what

ever'; her ne kadar 'however much'; her hangi 'whichever'; her hangi bir 

'any'. Compounds of her are sometimes written as one word: herbirimiz, 

hernekadar, etc. 

11. hep is an adverb meaning 'altogether, entirely, always'. With the 

personal suffixes it becomes a pronoun: hep-imiz 'all of us', hep-iniz 'all of 
you'. The third person is hepsi « hep-i-si, with the suffix doubled) 'all of it, 

all of them, everyone'. 

12. ~ok as an adverb means 'much, very': ~ok konu~tuk 'we talked a 
lot'; liok faydah 'very useful'. With a noun, singular or plural, it means 
'much, many': c;ok i~ 'much work'; c;ok ki~i 'many persons', c;ok yerJer 

'many places'. 
With possessive suffixes it is a pronoun, meaning. 'most' rather than 

'many': c;og-umuz 'most of us'; c;og-unuz 'most of you'; c;og-u 'most of it, 
most of them'. The last is used as an adjective as well as a pronoun, like 

boylesi and kimi: c;ogu insanlar 'most people'; c;ogu zaman 'most times, 
most often'. 

birc;ok 'a good deal of' is followed by a noun in Singular or plural; pedants 

say singular only. 
Pronouns: bir~ogu 'a good deal of it, a good many of them'; birc;oklarl'a 

good many people or things' . 

13. az as an adverb means 'little': az ic;er 'he drinks little'. As an adjec

tive, with a singular noun, 'few, little': az ki~i 'few persons'; az ~arap ic;er 

'he drinks little wine'. See also III, 4. 

biraz 'a little': biraz yuruduk 'we walked a little'; biraz ekmek yedim 'I 

ate a little bread'; biraz-I 'a little of it'. 

14. birkac; 'a few, several', with singular noun: birkac; gun kaldl 'he 

stayed several days' or 'several days are left'. 
Pronoun: birkaC;I'several of them', etc. 

1 S. biitiin as a noun or as an adjective qualifying a singular noun means 
'whole': millet-in biitUn-i.i 'the whole of the nation'; buti.in millet 'the 

whole nation'. As an adjective with a plural noun it means 'all': bOtun mil

letter 'all the nations'. 

tum used to mean only 'whole', as it still does in rural areas: iki tUm 

ekmek 'two whole loaves'. Despite its probable Arabic origin, the reformers 
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fought, not without success, a campaign to bring it into use not just for 

'whole' but also for 'all', as a replacement for the irreproachably Turkish 

biitiin. (Could the reason have been that biitiin had been around for so 

long that they thought it must be Ottoman and therefore best forgotten?) In 

place of the examples in the preceding paragraph, one may often read, less 

often hear, ulusun tiimii, tiim ulus, and tiim uluslar. 

16. ba~ka, diger [P]'other'. 

Pronouns: ba~kasl, bir ba~kasl, ba~ka biri, diger biri 'another of them, 

someone or something else': kaldlr bunu, ba~kaslm getir 'take this away, 

bring another'. benden ba~ka 'other than me'; benden ba~kasl 'someone 

other than me'. 

17. obiir « 0 bir; I, 31, end) 'the other, the next': obiir giin 'the day 

after tomorrow'; obiir dunya 'the next world'. 

Pronoun: oburu, colloquially obur-kii-sii, 'the other one'. 

18. birbir or biribir, with the appropriate possessive suffix, means 'each 

other': 

1 birbirimiz or biribirimiz 

2 birbiriniz or biribiriniz 

3 birbiri, biribiri, or biribirleri 

birbirimiz-e yardlm ediyoruz 'we are helping each other'; biribiriniz-i 

seviniz 'love one another'; biribirinden guzel klzlar 'girls each more beau

tiful than the other'. The Persian yekdiger is an increasingly rarer alternative. 

19. aym 'same'. In view of its origin (II, 26, fourth paragraph) this ought 

to be immediately followed by a noun, as in aynt zaman 'the same time'. It 

is, however, regularly used with an intervening adjective and even predica

tively: aym uzun yol 'the same long road'; hedeflerimiz aym 'our aims are 

the same'. This aynl, which is frequently misspelt ayni, is accented on the 

first syllable. 

There is another word aym, accented on the last syllable, in which the I is 

the Turkish third-person suffix: ad-I benim-kinin ayn-I-dlr 'his name is the 

same as mine', lit. 'his-name of-mine is-its-counterpart'. The suffix is some

times doubled: bunun ayn-I-sl-m alaltm 'let's buy one just like this' ('of-this 

its-counterpart'). This, however, is a vulgarism, against which schoolchildren 

used to be warned. Oddly, what they were told to put in its place was tlpklsl 

'its replica', which also contains a doubled third-person suffix. The bare form 
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*tlplk (Arabic tibq) is never used, though tlpkl (the final I being that of the 

Persian izafet) is commonly put before a noun or pronoun to reinforce the 

postposition gibi 'like': tlpkl babasl gibi 'just like his father'; tlpkl onlar 

gibi 'just like them'. 

20. ~ey, as well as meaning 'thing', is an all-purpose pronoun, used like 

French chose to take the place of a word or name the speaker cannot for the 

moment recall. For its syntactic function see XV, 2, last paragraph. When it 

takes the third-person suffix this is usually doubled, ~ey-i-si (sometimes 

spelled ~eysi; ct. hepsi, § 11), probably because in ordinary speech ~ey-i is 

barely distinguishable from ~ey: ~ey-in ~ey-i-si ne oldu mektub-un zarf-I? 
'what has become of the what-d'ye-call-it of the what-d'ye-call-it-the 

envelope of the letter?' 

21. falan, falanca, filan, filanca 'so and so, such and such' are adjec

tives and pronouns. talan tarihte, falanca geldi 'on such and such a date, 
so and so came'. 

falan and filan also mean 'and so on' after nouns, 'or thereabouts' after 

expressions of time or quantity: camileri talan gezdi 'he toured the 

mosques and so on'; temmuzda filan gelecekler 'they will come in July or 

thereabouts'; on lira falan istiyor 'he wants ten liras or so'. They may be 

used together: Bedri, Orhan, Hamit talan filan geliyorlar 'Bedri, Orhan, 

Hamit and so on and so forth are coming'. talan testekiz and talan 

te~mekan are similarly used and convey even less enthusiasm at the 

prospect. 

22. insan 'human being' is used for the indefinite 'one': bu slcakhkta 

insan ~abuk yorulur 'in this heat one gets tired quickly'. See also the use of 

the impersonal passive in VIII, 54. 

23. hi~, in origin the Persian for 'nothing', has the same sense in Turkish: 

ne yaptm? hi~ 'what have you done?'-'nothing'. It also functions as an 

adverb reinforcing negatives: hi~ konu~maz 'he doesn't talk at all'. With bir 

it is written as one word: hi~bir haber yok 'there is no news at all'. 

In positive questions it translates 'ever', in negative questions 'never': hi~ 

oyle ~ey olur mu? 'does such a thing ever happen?'; hi~ Antalya'da 

bulunmadmlz ml? 'have you never been in Antalya?' 

24. kimse, originally 'whoever it is' (kim + ise, XX, 7), now means 

'person, somebody not clearly specified': bir kimse sizi anyordu 'someone 
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was looking for you'. With a negative it means 'no one', like French personne: 
kimse aldlrl~ etmiyor 'no one is paying attention'; kimsesiz c;ocuklar 

'children who are alone in the world' (IV, 8).1 Its diminutive is used in the 

negative sense only: kimsecik yok 'there's no one at all'; kimsecikler 

kalmaml~ 'there are no people left at ali' . 

. The touching motto of the Belediye Zablta Vakll-'Municipal Police Foundation'-is 
Kimsesizlerin Kimsesi 'The someone of those who have no one', 



1. Cardinals: 

blr 1 on iki 

iki 2 .. 
on u~ 

•• 3 on dort u~ 

dort 4 on be~ 

be~ 5 on altl 

altl 6 onyedi 

yedi 7 on sekiz 

sekiz 8 on dokuz 

dokuz 9 • • Ylrml 
on 10 yirmi bir 

on bir 11 otuz 

12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
30 

kirk 

elli 

altml~ 

yetmi~ 

seksen 

doksan 
.. 

yuz 

bin 

VI 

Numerals 

40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
1,000 

bir milyon 1,000,000 
bir milyar 1,000,000,000 
slflr zero 

Numbers are compounded by simple juxtaposition: yuz bir 'a hundred 

and one'; U~ milyon dort yUz yirmi bin sekiz yUz doksan altl'three million 

four hundred and twenty thousand eight hundred and ninety-six'. 

In the numbers from 11 to 19 inclusive (which may be found written as 

one word), the accent is on the on. In higher numbers the last syllable of the 

unit is accented. 

Whereas 'one hundred' and 'one thousand' are yUz and bin respectively, 

'one million' and 'one milliard' (i.e. an American billion) require biro 

In writing figures, a full stop (nokta) is used to separate the thousands; 

thus be~ bin altl yUz otuz iki is written 5.632. On the other hand, a comma 

(virgUi) is used where English uses a decimal point, so 7.5 ('seven point five') 

appears as 7,5 (yedi virgUi be~). Increasingly these days, the thousands are 

separated by a comma, and a full stop may be used for the decimal point: 

5,632; 7.5. 

In vague assessments of number such as 'two or three', 'five or six', the 'or' 

is not expressed: iki u~, be~ altl. For 'three or four', idiom mysteriously 

prefers U~ be~ to U~ dort. ct. the expressions U~ a~a91 be~ yukarr 'a little 

more or less', literally 'three down five up', and U~e be~e bakmamak 'not to 
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haggle about the price', literally 'not to look at three (or) five'.l Care must 

be taken not to confuse on be~ 'fifteen' with be~ on 'five or ten'. 

Care is also necessary with yuz, which besides 'hundred' may mean 

'cause' or 'face': iki yuz 'two hundred'; iki yuzli.i 'two-faced'; ikiyuzli.ilUk 

'hypocrisy'; yuz ol~umu 'surface-area'; bu yuzden 'for th is reason'. 

kirk is used for an indefinitely high number: klrkayak 'centipede' ('forty

feet'); kirk yllda bir 'once in a blue moon' ('in forty years'). 'To split hairs' is 

kill kirk yarmak, lit. 'to split the hair (into) forty'. Instead of kirk, dokuz 

'nine' and less often seksen 'eighty' are similarly used in some popular say

ings. A kind of superlative of kirk in this sense occurs in the expression kirk 

bir bu~uk kere ma~allah 'forty-one and a half times ma~allah? Compare 

merde puissance dix 'merde to the power of ten', colloquial French for 'Good 

luck!' . 

When case-endings or other suffixes are written after figures, the rules of 

consonant-assimilation and vowel-harmony must be observed: 'from 2 to 9', 

ikiden dokuza, 2 den 9 a; 'from 3 to 7', u~ten yediye, 3 ten 7 ye; 'from 6 

to 11', altldan on bire, 6 dan 11 e. An apostrophe may precede the suffix: 

2'den 9'a, etc. 

For the use of the singular form of the noun after numerals, see II, 2. 

2. Classifiers. A numeral is rarely used alone, e.g. in answer to a question; 

either the noun is repeated Of, if the things enumerated are separate entities 

and not units of measurement, tane 'grain' (less often adet [A] 'number') is 

added after the numeral. ka~ saat bekliyorsunuz7 iki saat 'how many 

hours have you been waiting?' 'two hours'. But iki tane saat can only 

mean 'two clocks' or 'two watches'. ka~ kitap aldmlz? dort tane 'how 

many books have you bought?' 'four'. tane is often inserted between 

numeral and noun (unless the latter is a unit of measurement): be~ tane 

anahtar 'five keys'; sekiz tane mendil'eight handkerchiefs'. It is also added 

after ka~, especially without a following noun: ka~ tane istiyorsunuz? 'how 

many do you want?' If people are being enumerated, ki~i 'person' is similarly 

I TS defines birkac; as 'iiC;i.i, be~i gec;memek uzere az' 'few, not exceeding three or five'. 
2 However sophisticated the person one is addressing may be, to say ma~allah (rna so' 'llah [A] 

'whatever God wills') is the only acceptable way of expressing admiration without risk of arousing 
fears for the well.being of its object. The logic behind this is that God can do whatever He wants; 
He can even create something as beautiful as this baby/house/car. Thus there is nothing special 
about the object of admiration and therefore no need to worry that the admirer may be jealously 
giving it the Evil Eye, dread of which is still common in Mediterranean lands and the Middle East. 
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used: kac;: ki~i geliyor kokteylinize? kirk altl ki~i 'how many are coming to 

your cocktail-party?' -'forty-six'. 

When enumerating cattle, or vegetables such as onions and cabbage, ba~ 

'head' is interposed after the numeral: elli ba~ slglr 'fifty oxen'; yuz ba~ 

koyun 'a hundred sheep'; iki ba~ Iilhana 'two cabbages'. ct. the English 

'fifty head of cattle', but note that Turkish uses simple apposition, with no 

'of' . 
el 'hand' is similarly used when enumerating shots of a firearm or deals of 

cards: bir el tabanca aUI 'he fired one pistol-shot'; bir el (or avuc;: 'handful') 

poker oymyallm 'let's playa hand of poker'. Other such classifiers were used 

in Ottoman: klta 'piece', of books, documents, ships, and fields; pare 

'piece', of artillery, ships, and villages.' 

3. Fractions. The denominator, in the locative case, precedes the 

numerator: uc;:te bir (lit. 'in-three one') 'one-third'; yedide dart 'four

sevenths'; yuzde yirmi be~ 'twenty-five per cent:; yuzde yuz 'one hundred 

per cent: The percentage sign consequently precedes the number: % 25; % 

100. The numerator is put in definite izafet with the whole of which the 

fraction is part: c;:ocuklann be~te uc;:u 'three-fifths of the children' ('of-the

children, in-five their-three'); gelir-im-in yuzde yirmi be~i 'twenty-five per 

cent. of my income'. This last example would appear in figures as gelirimin 

% 25 i. yekun yuz olc;:lim-u-nun % 18,7 si (yuzde on sekiz virgUi yedisi) 

ormanlarla kaphdlr 'of its total surface-area, 18.7 % is covered with forests'. 

A less common way of reading these figures: ylizde on sekizi onda yedisi 

'18 in 100 of it, 7 in 10 of it'. 

buc;:uk means 'and a half' and is used only after whole numbers and, 

jocularly, after az 'little' and yan 'half': on buc;:uk kilometre 'ten and a half 

kilometres'; az buc;:uk ki~i 'a handful of people'; yan buc;:uk ustahk 

'inadequate craftsmanship'. 

yanm is an adjective meaning 'a half-': yanm saat 'a half-hour'; yanm 

kilo domates 'half a kilo of tomatoes' (for the apposition, see XVI, 7). Oddly, 

yanmda means 'at 12.30 p.m.' yan is used: 

(0) As a noun: ogrencilerin yan-si klz 'half of the pupils are girls'; gecenin 

yamlnl konu~arak gec;:irdik 'we spent half the night in talking'; gece yaml 

'midnight'; gecenin yan-sl-n-da 'in the middle of the night'. 

1 'An inkling of this system comes to us via pidgin English: "one fella man," "five piecee shirt.'" 
Mario Pei, The Story of Language (London, Allen Ex Unwin, 19S2), p. 123. 
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(b) As an adjective meaning 'mid-, at the half-way mark': yan gece 

'midnight'; yan yolda blrakmak 'to leave in the lurch' (lit. 'at mid-way'). 

(c) As an adverb: yan anlamak 'to half-understand'; yan Ti.irk~e, yan 

Franslzca konu~tuk 'we spoke half Turkish, half French'. 

~eyrek (P) 'quarter' is now little used except when telling the time; see XII, 14. 

4. Ordinals. The suffix is -inei after consonants, -nei after vowels: 

birinei or ilk 

ikinei 
•• •• • • 
u~uncu 

dordi.incLi 

be~inei 

altmci 

yedinei 

sekizinei 

dokuzuncu 

onuncu 

on birinei 

1 st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

7th 

8th 

9th 

10th 

11th 

• • • Ylrmmci 

yirmi birinei 

otuzuncu 

klrkmci 

ellinei 

altml~mCl 

yetmi~inei 

sekseninei 

doksanmci 

yLizLincLi 

bininei 

20th 

21 st 

30th 

40th 

50th 

60th 

70th 

80th 

90th 

100th 

l,OOOth 

milyonuncu millionth 

milyannci thousand-millionth 

As will be seen from '11 th' and '21 st', the ordinal suffix is attached only to 

the last member in a compound number. It is written in full after figures- 1 

inci, 2 nei, 3 LincLi-or abbreviated to ei, cLi, etc., or replaced by a full stop: 

1.,2., 3. etc. It appears also in ka~mci 'how manyeth?', filanmci 'so-and-so 

manyeth', and sonuncu 'last' (son 'end'). 

Roman numerals are used to indicate centuries and with names of sover

eigns and formal events such as congresses and exhibitions; the ordinal suffix 

is usually replaced by a full stop after the numeral: XXI. yi.izylh 'the twenty

first (yirmi birinei) century'; XL. izmir Uluslararasl Fuan 'fortieth (klrkmcl) 

Izmir International Fair'. The Roman numeral may precede or follow a 

sovereign's name; 'Selim the Third' may be written Selim III, III Selim, or III. 

Selim, all three being read as Li~LincLi Selim. 

The first six Arabic ordinals are sometimes used with names of sovereigns 

in Persian izafet. They are: 

evvel 1 st 

sani 2nd 

salis 3rd 

rabi 4th 

hamis 5th 

sadis 6th 
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All the as are long. Osman-I sani = ikind Osman, Osman II; Mustafa-YI 
rabi = dordiincii Mustafa, Mustafa IV. 

5. Distributives. These answer the question ka~ar? 'how many each?' 
and are formed by adding to the cardinal the suffix -er after a consonant, 

-~er after a vowel: 

birer 

iki~er 
.. 
u~er 

dorder 

be~er 

altl~ar 

yedi~er 

one each 

two each 

three each 
four each 

five each 

six each 
seven each 

sekizer 

dokuzar 

onar 

on birer 

yirmi~er 

otuzar 

klrkar 

etc. 

eight each 
nine each 
ten each 
eleven each 
twenty each 
thirty each 

forty each 

As with the ordinals, the suffix is attached only to the last element of 
compounds: yirmi ii~er '23 each'; iki yiiz elli dokuzar '259 each'. With 
whole hundreds and thousands, however, it is more usual nowadays to 

attach the distributive suffix to the number preceding the yiiz or bin: iki~er 

yiiz rather than iki yiizer for '200 each'; be~er bin rather than be~ biner for 

'5,000 each'. The two foreign borrowings mllyon and milyar never take the 

distributive suffix: birer milyon lira 'a million lira each'; altl~ar milyar 'six 
thousand million each'. 

The distributive of yanm is irregular, taking the post-vocalic -~ar despite its 

final consonant: yarlm~ar 'half each'. The suffix is not attached to bu~uk but 

to the preceding whole number: yirmi yedi~er bu~uk 'twenty-seven and a 

half each'. iki ki~i birer yll altl~ar ay hapis cezasma mahkOm mi~ler

dir 'two people have each been sentenced to one year and six months' 
imprisonment' ('one-each year, six-each months'); in figures, 1 er YII 6 ~ar 

ay. 
A frequent idiomatic use of birer is seen in: askerlerimiz, birer asian gibi 

dii~mana saldlrdl 'our soldiers attacked the enemy like so many lions' (lit. 

'like one-each lion, each one like a lion'). like bir, birer may come between 
adjective and noun: muharririn mjj~hedeleri bu hususta canh birer 

misal te~kil etmektedir, or, in post-reform Turkish, yazarm gozlemleri bu 

konuda canh birer ornek olu~turmaktadlr 'the author's observations 
constitute so many vivid examples ("one vivid example each") on this topic: 

ka~r 'how many each?' when repeated means 'in lots of how many?' 
Thus ka~ar kiraz yiyorsunuz? 'how many cherries each are you eating?' but 
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kirazlan ka~ar ka~ar yiyorsunuz? 'how many at a time, at a mouthful, are 
you eating the cherries?' Note also azar azar in XII, 1. 

6. Collectives. The suffix -iz after consonants, -z after vowels, makes 

numerals denoting twins, triplets, etc.: iki-z, i.i~-i.iz, dord-i.iz, be~-iz. The 
collectives are mostly used as nouns but they can qualify a noun, usually in 

the plural: ikizler or ikiz ~ocuklar (rarely ikiz ~ocuk) 'twins'; i.i~lizler 'trip

lets'; i.i~i.iz klzlar (rarely i.i~i.iz klz) 'girl triplets'; dordOzler 'quadruplets'; 

dordi.iz karde~ler 'quadruplet brothers'. 

The -Ii may be added: yedizli ~amdan 'seven-branched candlestick'. 

7. Arithmetical terms. artl 'plus'; eksi 'minus'; ~arpl 'multiplied by', or 

kere 'times'; bom 'divided by'. be~ artr alt. onbir eder 'five plus six makes 

eleven'; yedi eksi be~ iki eder 'seven minus five makes two; be~ ~arpr sekiz 

kirk eder 'five multiplied by eight makes forty'; on bolO Ikl be~ eder 'ten di
vided by two makes five'. 

When spelt out in banking and financial documents, compound numbers 

are run together: '200,180,475' is written ikiyOzmilyonyi.izseksenbin

dortylizyetmi~be~. 

kare 'square'; kOp 'cube'; kok 'root'; kuwet 'power'. dokuz'un karesi 

seksenbir'dir 'the square of 9 is 81'; eksi bir'in kare kokli 'the square root 

of minus one'; yirmiyedl'nin kOp koki.i li~'ti.ir 'the cube root of 27 is 3'; 

onaltr'nm dordi.incO kuwetten kokO iki'dir 'the 4th root of 16 is 2' (lit. 

'root of 16 from the 4th power'). 

The international symbol for an indefinite number, n, is pronounced tent; 
'nth' is n'inci /eninji/. 

8. Dice and card numbers. Two dice are employed in the game of tavla 

'backgammon' and the various possible throws are named in a curious 

mixture of Turkish and Persian: 

1-1 hepyek 3-3 dOse 
1-2 ikibir or yekdli 3-4 ~arrse or ciharrse 
1-3 seyek 3-5 

.. 
pencuse 

1-4 ~ari.iyek or clhanyek 3-6 
.. 

~e~use 

1-5 penci.iyek 4-4 dort~ar or dortcihar 
1-6 ~e~yek 4-5 be~dort 

2-2 dubara 4-6 ~e~i~ar or ~e~cihar 
2-3 sebaydO 5-5 dObe~ 

2-4 ~arOdO or clharldO 5-6 ~e~be~ 
2-5 penci.idO 6-6 dO~e~ 
2-6 ~e~idi.i 
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Not all these terms are recorded in the dictionaries and some other variant 

spellings may be found. 

Playing-card numbers are formed with -Ii; the ace is birli (or as), the deuce 

ikili and so on up to the ten, onlu. The knave or jack is 091an, bacak, or 

vale, the queen klz or dam, the king papaz. 



VII 

Postpositions 

1. General observations. The functions of some English prepositions are 
performed in Turkish by the case-suffixes. Those of the rest are performed by 
postpositions, which follow the word they govern. A few of them can appear 
as suffixes, but the majority are independent words. Those listed as primary 
are variously construed with the absolute, genitive, dative, and ablative 
cases. What may be termed a postposition taking the accusative is the obso
lescent muteakip [AJ 'following', as in Pa~anm vefatml muteakip 'sub
sequent to the Pasha's demise'. Those listed as secondary postpositions are 
nouns in the dative, locative, or ablative case, linked by izafet to the word 
they govern. An English analogy would be to call 'in' and 'before' primary, 
and' on the inside of' and 'in front of' secondary prepositions. 

2. Primary postpositions with absolute case: 
•• •• • • uzere, uzre on lC;re In 

The brief translation of uzere as 'on' does not do it justice. yol uzere 'on 
the road'; bu minval uzere 'in this manner'; ftdeti uzere 'in accordance with 
his custom'; gune~ dogmak uzere idi 'the sun was on the point of rising'. 
For its other uses with the infinitive in -mek, see X, 2(d). ic;re is obsolete 
except in archaizing poetry: cihan ic;re 'in the world'. 

3. Primary postpositions with absolute or genitive case: 

gibi like kadar [AJ, denli as much as 
ile with ic;in for 

These take the genitive of the personal pronouns ben, sen, 0, biz, and siz, 
the demonstrative pronouns bu, ~u, and 0 and the interrogative kim. All 
other substantives, including pronouns pluralized by -Ier, appear before 
these postpositions in the absolute case. Colloquially, however, even the 
pronouns listed above are used in the absolute case before these postposi
tions. This is particularly frequent with kim; instead of kiminle, kimin ic;in, 
and kimin gibi 'with whom?', 'for whom?', 'like whom?', one hears kim Ie, 
kim ic;in, and kim gibi, the last being a more respectable solecism than the 
first two. 
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gibi: benim gibi bir adam 'a man like me'; senin gibi 'like you'; bizim 

gibi or bizler gibi 'like us'; onlar gibi 'like them'; bUlbUl gibi 'like a 

nightingale'. The word may also serve as a noun: bu gibiler 'people like 

these' (lit. 'these likes'); it can also stand in definite izafet with a pronoun

bu-nun gibi-si 'the like of this'-or in indefinite izafet with a noun-bu 

adam gibisi 'the like of this man'. A common locution is oyle gibi-m-e 

geliyor ki 'it seems to me as if ... ' ('it so comes to-my-like that ... '). 

gibi-Ier-den, in apposition to a preceding word or clause, means 'on the 

lines of, of the order of': koylu, memleketin efendisidir, gibilerden bir 

nutuk 'a speech on the lines of "the peasant is the master of the 
country" " 

kadar is in origin an Arabic word for 'amount', which helps explain its 

Turkish uses: bir saat kadar ~ah~tlm 'I worked for about an hour, as much as 

an hour' ('an hour amount'); yirmi, yirmi be~ kadar ki~i 'some twenty or 

twenty-five people'; ta~ kadar sert 'hard as stone' ('stone amount hard'); 

Karun kadar zengin 'as rich as Croesus'; til kadar iri 'huge as an elephant'. 

With the genitive of pronouns: onun kadar comert 'as generous as he'; 

senin kadar bir ~ocuk 'a child as old as you', bu, ~u, and 0 kadar may be 

adverbial: 0 kadar gulduk 'we laughed so much', 

denli, originally 'equal', 'as much as', obsolete for three centuries, was 

resurrected by the reformers, but, while ne denli? 'how much?' and bu 

denli 'this much' are common in writing, in conversation they have not 
replaced ne kadar? and bu kadar, 

ile not only has the comitative sense of English 'with' but also denotes the 

instrument: kim-in ile gittiniz? 'with whom did you go?'; vapur ile gitliniz 

'you went by boat'; bunu zamk ile yapl~tlrdlm 'I stuck this with glue', Note 

also: kilo ile satmak 'to sell by the kilogram me'; para ile satmak 'to sell for 
money', 

It may be suffixed; the i is dropped after a consonant and becomes y after 

a vowel, the resulting -Ie or -yle being subject to vowel harmony: kiminle 

'with whom?'; vapurla 'by boat'; gumruk~uyle 'with the customs-officer'; 
dadlyla 'with the nursemaid', 

After the third-person suffix it appears in writing as -yle or -yla: ogren

cisiyle 'with her pupil'; gozuyle 'with his eye'; dadaslyla 'with his uncle'; 

paltosuyla 'with her coat', An older convention was to use an invariable 

-yle dadaslyle, paltosuyle-and this is in fact the way many people 
pronounce such words, 

Colloquial alternatives to ile are ilen and inen, Instead of benimle, 
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onunla 'with me, with him', one hears benle or bennen, onla or on nan, in 

the informal speech even of educated people. 

i~in (the older pronunciation i~On is still heard) translates most senses of 

English 'for': bunu yurd-un i~in yaptl 'he did this for the good of 

the country'; bunu sizin i~in aldlm 'I bought this for you'; yolculuk i~in 

hazlr-hklar 'preparations for the journey'; boyle bir ev i~in bu kadar 

para verilir mi? 'does one pay so much money for such a house?' It also 

renders 'about' as in 'what do you think about this proposal?' bu oneri 

i~in ne dO~Oni.iyorsun? With the infinitive, rarely with the third-person 

imperative, it expresses purpose (X, 2 (d); with the personal participles, 

cause (XI, 25). 
As an archaism it may be found suffixed, as -~in or -~iin after consonants, 

-y~in or -y~On after vowels, the forms in 0 appearing when the vowel of the 

preceding syllable is rounded: senin~in 'for you'; onun~iin 'for him'; 

muhabbetiy~in 'for love of him'; kom~uy~On 'for the neighbour'. 

4. Primary postpositions with dative case: 

gore, nazaran [A] 
dogru 

kar~1 

kadar [A], dek, degin 

dair [A] 

kar~m, ragmen [A] 

inat [A] 

nispeten [A] 

according to, in view of, in comparison with 

towards 

against 

as far as 
• concerning 

in spite of 

in despite of 

in proportion to 

The equivalents of these words are italicized in the translations of the 

examples which follow. 

radyo'ya gore, hava gOzel olacak 'according to the radio, the weather is 

going to be fine'; bu vaziyet-e nazaran or bu durum-a gore 'in view of this 

situation'; yeni ev, tam onlar-a gore 'the new house is just right for them'. 

koy-e dogru yiirOdiik 'we walked towards the village'; sabah-a dogru 

uyandlm 'towards morning I awoke'. 

hangi taklm-a kar~1 0Ynlyacaksmlz? 'against which team are you going 

to play?'; bu su~lama-ya kar~1 ne soyleyebildi? 'what could he say in reply 

to this accusation?'; deniz-e kar~1 oturduk 'we sat facing the sea'; sa bah-a 

kar~1 uyandlm 'towards morning I awoke'. 

koy-e kadar yiiriidiik 'we walked as far as the village'; ak~am-a kadar 

konu~tuk 'we talked until evening'; ogle-ye kadar gelecek 'he will come by 
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noon'; bir saat-e kadar gelecek 'he will come in an hour'; bir kac; gun-e 

kadar gelecek 'he will come in a few days'. 

The reform has brought dek and degin back into written use as replace

ments for kadar in the sense of 'as far as', but they are rarer in conversation 

than kadar. Some write dek as a suffix (though this practice is not recom

mended), but its vowel does not change: koyedek, ak~amadek. 

atom bombaslna dair bir konferans 'a lecture on the atomic bomb'. 

genc;ligine kar~ln/ragmen buyuk bir sanatkardlr 'in spite of her youth, 

she is a great artist'. 

babasma inat, okula gitmiyor 'just to spite his father, he does not go to 

school'. 

onlarmkine nispeten/gore, bahc;emiz kuC;lik 'in proportion to/in com

parison with theirs, our garden is small'. The modern equivalent is oranla 

(like nispeten, following a dative), which is not a postposition but a noun

oran 'proportion'-plus -Ia 'with'. As an adverb, nispeten means 'relatively'. 

A number of adjectives are construed with a dative, e.g. ait [A] 'belonging 

(to)', mukabil [AJ 'in return (for)', aykm'contrary (to)'. They are mentioned 

here because in some contexts they may be parsed as postpositions. 

5. Primary postpositions with ablative case: 

once, evvel [AJ before 

sonra 

beri 

bu yana 

yana 
• • u;,:en 

dolaYl, oturu 

ba~ka 

after 

since, this side of 
• since 

on the side of 

inside 

because of 

besides, apart from 

itibaren [A] with effect from 

See also § 9, end, and XII, 10. 

bugun-den once or evvel 'before today'; toplantl-dan sonra 'after the 

meeting'; Erzurum'dan sonra yol nasI I? 'how is the road beyond Erzu

rum?'; agustos-tan beri or bu yana 'since August'; gol-den beri hava 

glizel 'this side of the lake the weather is fine'; aydin-in iyi-si her zaman 

halk-tan yana-dlr 'the best type of intellectual (II, 22 (a)) is always on the 

side of the people'; para-dan yana durum kotU 'as regards money the 

position is bad'; sekreter-dan yana c;ok talihliyim 'I am very lucky as regards 

secretarial assistance' ('on-the-side-of secretary'); bir antikaCi-dan ic;eri 
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gi 'we went inside an antique-dealer('s shop)'; bu-n-dan dolayl 
gitmedik 'because of this we did not go' (the synonymous otUru is less 
common); bir dayl-dan ba~ka hi~bir akrabasl yok 'he has no relative apart 

from an uncle' (two Arabic synonyms are maada and gayri, neither very 
frequent now); per~embe-den itibaren her gun 'every day, starting from 

Thursday'. The modern replacement is ba~layarak (XI, 3) 'beginning'. 

6. Secondary postpositions: I. The words in the following list are all 
nouns and may be used in any case and with any personal suffix: ara-mlz-da 
'in between us' ('in our interval'); arka-mz-dan 'from behind you' ('from 
your back'); masa-nln Ost-O-n-O sildi 'she wiped the top of the table'. It is 

only when they are used in izafet with another noun and in the dative, 
locative, or ablative case that they correspond in function to English preposi

tions and are called postpositions. 

alt underside 
ara interval, space between 

arka, art back 
ba~ immediate vicinity 
dl~, harj~ [A] exterior 
etraf [A], ~evre surroundings 

i~, dahil [A) interior 

ka r~1 opposite side 
orta middle 
on front 

pe~ [P] space behind 
ust, uzer-, fevk (A) top 

yan side 

To these may be added the adverbs of place listed in XII, 10. topu 
masa-mn alt-I-n-a attl 'he threw the ball under the table'; ceket-j kol-u
nun alt-I-n-da, parkta geziyordu 'his jacket under his arm, he was strolling 

in the park'; araba-mn alt-I-n-dan ~Iktl'he emerged from under the car'. 
iki ev-in ara-sl-n-a girdi 'he entered between the two houses'; Ikl evin 

arasmda bekledi 'he waited between the two houses'; Ikl evln araslndan 
~Iktl 'he emerged from between the two houses'. 

In such phrases as 'between A and 8', 'and' is translated by the post
position He: Dogu He (or Doguyla) Batl araslnda 'between East and West'; 
dag ile (dagla) Irmagln araslnda 'between the mountain and the river'. 
Note that in the first example, where 'East' and 'West' are broad general 

terms, the izafet is indefinite, while in the second, where a specific river is 
intended, the izafet is definite, with Irmak 'river' in the genitive. 

kapl-nln arka-sl-n-a/ard-I-n-a saklandl 'he hid behind the door' (dative 

of end of motion); kaplnln arkaslnda/ardlnda durdu 'he stood behind the 
door' (lit., as in American English, 'in back of the door'); kaplnln arkaslndan 

lardlndan r;lktl 'he emerged from behind the door'. 
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masa-sl-nm ba~-I-n-a oturduk 'we sat down at {"to-the-immediate

vicinity-ofll) his table'; silah ba~ma! 'to arms!'; vazife ba~mda 'on duty'; 

mikrofon ba~mda ~arkl soylemek 'to sing songs at the microphone'. But 
dag ba~mda means 'on the mountain-top', 

ba~ may be defined by alt, as in dam-m altba~mda 'immediately under 

("in-the-underside-vicinity-of") the roof, Note also omuz ba~-Im-da 

duruyor 'he is standing at my shoulder', lit. 'in-my-shoulder-vicinity', omuz 

ba~lm being an izafet group with the first-person suffix replacing the third; 
see II, 24. 

vilayet-in slmrlar-I dl~-I-n-a (or, less commonly, haric-i-n-e) ~Ikmadl'he 
did not go outside ("to-the-outside-of") the boundaries of the province'; 

surlar-m dl~mda/haricinde oturuyorlar 'they are living outside the city

walls'; bina-nm dl~mdan/haricinden bir ses geldi 'a voice came from out
side the building'. 

The next two examples well illustrate the difference between the definite 

and indefinite izafets: 

okul-un dl~mda bir taksi bulunmaktadlr 'there is a taxi outside the 

school'; bir milyon ~ocuk okul dl~mda bulunmaktadlr 'a million children 

are outside school' (i.e, not attending any school). 

etraf has not totally succumbed to its replacement ~evre: ~ehr-in 

etrafmda/~evresinde ~ok bag var 'there are many orchards round the city'. 

dahil, on the other hand, is almost extinct. deniz-in i~-i-n-e/dahil-i-n-e 

'into the sea'; acaip bir karl~lkllk i~inde/dahilinde 'in a strange confu
sion'; ki.i~i.ik kahve-nin i~inden/dahilinden 'from inside the small cafe', 

We have already met kar~1 as a primary postposition, As a noun it means 

'opposite side', so in izafet as a secondary postposition it means 't%n/from 

the opposite side of', according to case. It is particularly common in the 

locative in the sense of 'vis-a-vis, facing, confronted with': insan Iztlrab-I 

kar~l-sl-n-da aydm ne diyor? 'confronted with human affliction, what does 
the intellectual say?" 

kalaballg-m ortasma/ortasmda/ortasmdan 'to/in/from or through the 

middle of the crowd'; sahne-nin oniine/onOnde/oni.inden 'to/at/from or 

through the front of the stage'. 

1 A journalist who had included in an article the words Turkiyenin Arap Orta Dogusuna kar~1 
politikasl for 'Turkey's policy towards the Arab Middle East' told the author that he regretted 
having done so, because some readers had taken kar~1 to mean 'against'; he realized he should 
have used kar~lslnda instead, as unambiguously conveying 'towards', 'vis·a-vis'. 
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kllavuz-un pe~-i-n-e dO~tOk 'we began to follow ("we-fell to-the-rear

of") the guide'. 'To run after' is pe~inde or pe~inden ko~mak. 

The hyphen after Ozer in the above list is to indicate that this word is never 

found without a personal suffix. dO~man-m Ost-O-n-e or Ozer-i-n-e 

yOrOdOler 'they marched onto the enemy'; yayla-nm OstOnden or 

Ozerinden indiler 'they came down from on-top-of the plateau'. 

Ozerine and OstOne are commoner than Ozerinde and OstOnde for 'on' 

meaning 'on the subject of': tarih Ozerine/OstOne ara~tlrmalarr 'his 

researches on history'. They are also used for 'on top of' in the sense of 'in 

addition to': bira Ozerine/ustune ~arap ic;me 'don't drink wine on top of 

beer'. See also ak~amOstO, etc., XII, 1 3 (0). 

fevk is hardly used nowadays: kale-nin fevkmda (I, 35, penultimate para

graph) bir bayrak var 'there is a flag over the citadel'. 

pencere-m-in yan-I-n-a geldi 'he came beside my window'; pencer

emin yanmda bir agac; var 'there is a tree beside my window'; penceremin 

yanmdan ayrrldl 'he departed from-beside my window'. 

yan may be qualified by Ost: kutu-nun Ostyanmda 'on the top-side of the 

box'. It is also compounded with ba~: istasyonun yanlba~mda 'just beside 

the station'. The first I in this word, though originally the third-person suffix, 

is invariable: yanrba~lmda 'just beside me'. 

art, arka, on, pe~, and yan, with a personal suffix but no case-ending are 

compounded with slra 'row' to make postpositions, the slra conveying the 

sense of close proximity: karde~-i-nin ard-I slra yOrudu 'he walked just

behind his brother'; klasik dersler-in yan-I Slra, marangozluk dersleri 

verilir 'side by side with the classical lessons, carpentry lessons are given'; 

on-Om slra yOrOdO 'he walked just in front of me'. With klyl 'shore' is made 

the adverb klYlSlra 'along the shore'. 

The nouns discussed above are also used as adjectives: alt dudak 'bottom 

lip'; ara kapi 'communicating door'; arka bahc;:e 'back garden'; dl~ ticaret 

'external trade'; ic;: ticaret 'internal trade'. In the official terms for External 

and Internal Affairs, however, dl~ and iC; are nouns: DI~i~leri, ic;:i~leri. 

7. Secondary postpositions: II. The nouns in the first column below 

(which, as nouns, mean respectively 'truth', 'side', 'cause' or 'face', 'regard', 

'name') are also used to make postpositions, but differ from the previous 

group in that in the meanings shown they are used only in the case 

shown, though they may change for person. That is to say, whereas, for 

example, 'under' may be altma, altmda, or altmdan according to context, 
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'concerning' can only be hakkmda in the locative, while 'concerning me' is 

hakkrmda and 'concerning you' hakkmrzda, again in the locative. 

hak [AJ 

taraf [AJ 
.. 

yuz 

bakrm 

nam [PJ 

hakkmda 

tarafmdan 

yuzunden 

bakrmmdan 

namma 

• concerning 

by, through the agency of 

because of 

from the point of view of 

in the way of 

These are used in indefinite izafet only; i.e. the noun they follow is never in 

the genitive. If e.g. karde~i in the second example, and adam in the third, 

are put into the genitive-karde~inin and adamm-the sentences can only 

mean 'he was sent away from his brother's side' and 'blood will flow from 

that man's face'. 

inkrlilp hakkmda bir nutuk soyledi (in the new Turkish, devrim uzerine 

bir soylev soyledi) 'he gave a speech about the revolution'; karde~-i taraf

mdan uzakla~trrrldr 'he was sent away by his brother'; 0 adam yuzunden 

kan akacak 'because of that man, blood will flow'; protokol bakrmmdan 

hakhdlr 'from the point of view of protocol, he is right'; para namma bir 

~eyim yok 'I have nothing in the way of money, nothing you could call 

money'. bakrmmdan has almost entirely supplanted nokta-I nazarmdan 

(II, 26). 

The rule that these postpositions are used only in indefinite izafet is not 

broken by, for example, onun hakkmda 'concerning him' any more than 

it is by benim hakklmda 'concerning me'; the pronoun in the genitive is 

not in izafet with the following hakk- but merely reinforces its personal 
suffix, 

husus [AJ 'particular' -bu hususta itirazlm yok 'I have no objection 

in this particular, in this regard' is used as a postpositional expression 

especially with the infinitive of the verb: oraya gitmek hususunda itirazlm 

yok 'I have no objection in-the-matter-of going there'. 

8. Secondary postpositions: III. The nouns in the next list are also used only 

in the case shown (for the ending of boyunca see XII, 2) but differ from 

those in § 7 in that they can be used in definite izafet. In fact, however, 

they are mostly found in indefinite izafet, even when they follow a defined 

noun. 

boy 

esna [AJ 

length 

duration 

boyunca 

esnasmda 

along, throughout 

in the course of 
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sira row sirasmda in the course of 

zarl [A] envelope zarfmda during 

saye [P] shadow sayesinde thanks to 
~ 

luck ugruna, ugrunda for the sake of ugur 

yer place • instead of yerme 

k,z,llrmak (Irmagm) boyunca 'along the Red River'; Turk tarih-i (tarih

i-nin) boyunca 'throughout Turkish history'; muharebe esnasmda 'in the 

course of the battle'; muharebe zarfmda (or the more modern version, 

sava~ slrasmda) 'during the battle'; sayenizde her ~ey iyi oldu 'thanks to 

you, everything has turned out right'; t;:ocuk, akl-I (akl-I-mn) sayesinde 

kurtuldu 'the child was saved, thanks to his intelligence'; vatan-I (vatan-I

nm) ugruna/ugrunda can verdi 'he gave his life for his country's sake'; 

asistan, profesor-i.i (profesor-u-nun) yerine derse gitti 'the assistant went 

to the class instead of his professor'; beni e~ek yerine alma 'don't take me 

for a donkey'. 

esna and ma, defined by a demonstrative, are also used in the locative: bu 

esnada/slrada 'during this time'. So too bu sayededir ki ... 'it is thanks to 

this that ... ' 

9. leh, aleyh. The Arabic la-h" 'for him' and 'alay-h' 'against him' make 
Turkish secondary postpositions in the locative: leh-i-n-de 'for, pro' and 

aleyh-i-n-de 'against, contra'; teklif-ln Jehlnde/aJeyhinde konu~tu 'he 

spoke for/against the motion'. Although the final h is originally the Arabic 

third-singular masculine pronoun, these words can be used with the suffixes 
of any of the three persons: leh-imiz-de konu~tu 'he spoke for us'; aleyh

iniz-de konu~tu 'he spoke against you'. 
They may also be used in the locative without personal suffixes as primary 

postpositions following an ablative: teklif-ten lehte misiniz, aleyhte 

misiniz? 'are you for or against the motion?' 

10. The preposition ilit This, the Arabic i/Ci 'to, towards', is the only 
preposition used in Turkish as an independent word, as distinct from, for 

example, the Arabic bi in bilhassa 'in particular' or the Italian a in alafranga 

'0110 franca, in European style'. 

It is employed between numbers: on be~ i1A yirmi ki~i 'fifteen to twenty 
people', written in figures 15-20. Modernists avoid the word and would 
read these figures as on be~ten yirmiye kadar 'from 15 to 20' or on be~ i1e 

yirml arasmda 'between 15 and 20'. Because of the resemblance between 
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ilil and ile, the semiliterate trying to show off produces a horrid synthesis: on 

be~ ilil yirmi arasmda. Another example of the correct use: ta~lar, yarlm ilil 
bir metre kalmhgmda toprakla ortillOr 'the stones are covered with earth 
to (lit. "in") a depth of a half to one metre'. 



VIII 

The Verb 

1. The stem. The form of the verb cited in the dictionaries is the infinitive in 

-mek, e.g. bilmek 'to know', bulmak 'to find', gormek 'to see', anlamak 

'to understand'. When one is describing the conjugation of the verb it is 

more convenient to omit this ending and cite only the stem: bil-, bul-, gor-, 

anla-. 

2. The verb 'to be'. We shall first deal with those parts of the anomalous 

and defective verb 'to be' which are used as auxiliaries in the conjugation 

of all verbs. In the oldest texts the infinitive 'to be' was ermek, but the 

stem er-, abraded in the course of time, now appears as i-. Some gram

marians consequently speak of 'the verb imek', but no such form ever 

existed. 

3. The present tense of 'to be'. The forms of the present tense of 'to be' exist 

only as enclitic suffixes, subject to the fourfold harmony. In origin they 

are suffixed personal pronouns, with the exception of the third person 

-dir, originally turur 'he/she/it stands'.! -dir is placed in parentheses in the 

following table as a reminder that in Turkish (as in Arabic and Russian), 

simple' A is 8' equivalences are expressed without a verb. See § 4. When a 

suffix beginning with a vowel follows a vowel, a y is inserted to preserve the 

identity of both. 

Present: 'I am', etc. 

SI NGU LAR 

1 -im 

2 -sin 

3 -(dir/tir) 

• • -um 
•• -sun 

(-diir/tiir) 

-1m -urn 
-Sin -sun 

(-dlr/tlr) ( -dur/tur) 

1 This form was already in use for 'is' in the eleventh century. 

• 
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PLURAL 

1 -iz 
.. 

-uz -IZ -UZ 

2 -siniz -smlz -sunuz •• • • -sunuz 

3 -(dir/tir)ler -(dur/tur)ler -(dlr/tlr)lar -(dur/tur)lar 

4. Uses of -dir. In writing and in formal speech -dir expresses 'is': klzm adl, 

Fatma'dlr 'the girl's name is Fatma'; enerji kaynaklarlmlz bol-dur 'our 

energy sources are abundant'. It will be noticed that the verb in the latter 

example is singular; this is customary with inanimate plural subjects and 

possible with animate plural subjects. See further XVI, 1. 

In ordinary speech -dir is not used in such simple 'A = 8' sentences; one 

says klzm adl Fatma; enerji kaynaklanmlz bol. -dir is generally used as a 

copula in speech as well as in writing: 

(a) When the predicate is a noun in such a sentence as en ~ok sevdigim 

~alr Nedim'dir 'my favourite poet is Nedim', where the omission of -dir 

might lead to misunderstanding: 'my favourite poet, Nedim, .. :. 

(b) When the subject is a pronoun understood from the context: yaman bir 

adam-dlr 'he is a remarkable man'. There is an alternative, in the colloquial, 

of using the third-person pronoun instead of -dir: 0, yaman bir adam or 

yaman bir adam, o. 

(c) When the subject is a noun which follows the predicate: yaman bir 

adamdlr, amcanlz 'he is a remarkable man, your uncle'. 

(d) When the subject is a phrase containing a postposition, and the 

predicate is introduced by ki (XIII, 15): onun sayesinde-dir ki muvaffak 

olduk 'it is thanks to him that we have succeeded'; bundan dolaYI-dlr ki 

gitmedim 'it is because of this that I did not go'. This is the only one of the 

four situations in which the -dir is never omitted. 

Otherwise, the use of -dir in informal speech is either for emphasis or, 

more often, to indicate a supposition. Whereas the written words beige 

kasa-da-dlr mean 'the document is in the safe', the same words in informal 

speech mean 'the document is surely in the safe, must be in the safe', or, less 

commonly, a confident 'the document is in the safe'; only the tone of voice 

shows which of the two is intended. If the speaker is stating a simple fact, 

which he does not think it necessary to emphasize, he will say beige 

kasada. 
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The following are possible answers to the spoken question ~ocuklar 

nerede? 'where are the children?' 

bah~ede 

bah~edeler 

bah~ededirler 

bah~edelerdir 

in the garden 

they are in the garden 

they are in the garden (emphatic) or they are surely in 

the garden (supposition) 

they are surely in the garden (supposition) 

One manifestation of the rapid closing of the gap between the written and 

spoken languages is that -dir is more and more omitted in writing when it 

merely expresses 'is'. 

For -dir suffixed to finite verbs see § 42. 

5. Examples of the present tense of 'to be'. 

'I am, etc., at home' 

SIN GULAR 

1 evde-y-im 

2 evde-sin 

3 evde(-dir) 

'I am, etc., Turkish' 

SIN G U LA R 

1 Turk-urn 

2 Turk-sun 

3 Turk(-tlir) 

'I am, etc., ready' 

SINGULAR 

1 hazlr-Im 

2 hazlr-sln 

3 hazlr(-dlr) 

PLURAL 

evde-y-iz 

evde-siniz 

evde(-dir)-Ier 

PLURAL 

Turk-uz 

Turk-sunuz 

Turk( -tur)-ler1 

PLURAL 

hazlr-Iz 

hazlr-slnlz 

hazlr(-dlr)-Iar 

1 Another possibility is Tiirk-Ier-dir, which means not 'they are Turkish' but 'they are the Turks'. 

See XVI, 3 (e). 
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'I am, etc., responsible' 

SINGULAR 

1 sorumlu-y-um 
2 sorumlu-sun 
3 sorumlu( -dur) 

PLURAL 

sorumlu-y-uz 
sorumlu-sunuz 
sorumlu( -dur)-Iar 

VIII, 6 

6. Forms based on i-. The finite forms of 'to be' based on i-, namely the past, 
the conditional, and the inferential, all exist both as independent words and 
as suffixes. When suffixed, the i of the stem is lost after consonants and 
changes to y after vowels, while the remainder of the form is subject both to 
the fourfold vowel harmony and the alternation d/t. 

7. The past tense of 'to be'. The base, i.e. the third singular, is idi and the 
other persons are formed by adding to it -m for the first and -n for the second 
singular, and -k for the first, -niz for the second, and -Ier for the third plural. 
'I was', etc. 

SINGULAR 

1 idim 
2 idin 

3 idi 

PLURAL 

1 idik 
2 idiniz 
3 idiler 

SINGULAR 
. 

SUFFIXED AFTER VOWELS 

-ydim -ydum -ydlm 
-ydin -ydun -ydm 

-ydi -ydu -ydl 

-ydik -yduk -ydlk 

-ydiniz -ydunuz -ydmlz 

-ydiler -ydUler -ydllar 

SUFFIXED AFTER CONSONANTS 

1 -dim/tim/diim/Uim/dlm/tlm/dum/tum 
2 -din/tin/dun/tUn/dm/tm/dun/tun 
3 -di/ti/dii/tii/dl/tl/du/tu 

-ydum 
-ydun 

-ydu 

-yduk 
-ydunuz 
-ydular 
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PLURAL 

1 -dik/tik/duk/tUk/dlk/tlk/duk/tuk 

2 -diniz/tiniz/dunuz/tunuz/dlnlz/tlnlz/dunuz/tunuz 

3 -diler /tiler / duler /tUler / dllar /tllar / dular /tular 
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evde idim or evdeydim 'I was at home'; Turk idi or TurktU 'he was Turkish'; 

hazlr idik or hazlrdlk 'we were ready'; sorumlu idiniz or sorumluydunuz 

'you were responsible'. 

8. The present conditional of 'to be': 'if I am', etc. The base is ise and the 

personal endings are the same as those of the past. 

SINGULAR 

1 isem 

2 isen 

3 
, 
Ise 

PLURAL 

1 isek 

2 • • Isentz 

3 iseler 

SUFFIXED 

AFTER VOWElS AFTER CONSONANTS 

-ysem -ysam -sem -sam 

-ysen -ysan -sen -san 

-yse -ysa -se -sa 

-ysek -ysak -sek -sak 
• • -ysenlz -ysantz -sentz -santz 

-yseler -ysalar -seier -salar 

evde isem or evdeysem 'if I am at home'; Turk ise or Turkse 'if he 
is Turkish'; hazlr isek or hazlrsak 'if we are ready'; sorumlu iseniz or 

sorumluysantz 'if you are responsible'. 

9. The past conditional of 'to be': 'if I was', etc. This expresses open past 

condition as in: 'if I was right, why did you not agree with me?' For the 

remote or unfulfilled condition, as in 'if I had been right, would you have 

agreed with me?', see § 34. The various persons of the present conditional 

are added to the past base: idi + isem > idiysem or, when suffixed, 

-ydiysem. Alternatively, the suffixed third singular of the present conditional 

is added to the various persons of the past: idim + se. The latter alternative 
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is, however, provincial and colloquial, so much so that in writing it occurs 
only in the suffixed forms -dimse or -ydimse, etc.; the theoretically possible 
independent forms idimse, etc., seem never to be used. 

Comparison with § 7 will show that the following paradigm has been 
simplified to the extent of three-quarters of its full size by the omission of the 
suffixed forms (a) beginning with t, as used after unvoiced consonants, and 
(b) with the rounded vowels u and u. 

SINGULAR 

1 idiysem 
2 idiysen 

3 idiyse 

PLURAL 

1 idiysek 

2 idiyseniz 
3 idiyseler 

SI NGULAR 

1 -ydimse 
2 -ydinse 

3 -ydiyse 

PLURAL 

1 -ydikse 
2 -ydinizse 
3 -ydiyseler 

SUFFIXED 

AFTER VOWElS 

-ydiysem -ydlysam 
-ydiysen -ydlysan 
-ydiyse -ydlysa 

AFTER VOWELS 

-ydiysek -ydlysak 
-ydiyseniz -ydlsanlz 
-ydiyseler -ydlysalar 

SUFFIXED 

AFTER VOWELS 

-ydlmsa 
-ydmsa 

-ydlysa 

-ydlksa 

-ydmlzsa 
-ydlysalar 

AFTER CONSONANTS 

-diysem -dlysam 
-diysen -dlysan 
-diyse -dlysa 

AFTER CONSONANTS 

-diysek -dlysak 

-diyseniz -dlysanlz 
-diyseler -dlysalar 

AFTER CONSONANTS 

-dimse -dlmsa 
-dinse -dmsa 

-diyse -ydlysa 

-dikse -dlksa 
-dinizse -dmlzsa 

-diyseler -dlysalar 

EXAM PLES: evde idiysem, evdeydiysem, or evdeydimse 'if I was at home'; 
Turk idiyse or TurktUyse 'if he was Turkish'; hazlr idiysek, hazlrdlysak or 
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hazlrdlksa 'if we were ready'; sorumlu idiyseniz, sorumluyduysanlz or 

sorumluydunuzsa 'if you were responsible'. 

10. The inferential. The inferential present/past imi~ means 'he is/was said 

to be' or '1 infer that he is/was although I had not realized it before'. Though 

some grammarians have termed it the dubitative, in itself it does not imply 

doubt or uncertainty; e.g. a sentence beginning Orhan hasta imi~ 'Orhan is 

said to be ill' may continue 'and we ought to visit the poor man' or 'but I bet 

he's malingering'. Similarly, a speaker who says ben gerici imi~im '1 am said 

to be reactionary' may go on 'and it's true and I'm proud of it' or 'but this is a 

wicked slander'. 

It is formed by adding to the base imi~, or the suffixed -ymi~ or -mi~, etc., 

the present suffixes of the verb 'to be', with the exception of -dir. 

SI NGULAR 

1 imi~im 

2 imi~sin 

3 imi~ 

PLURAL 

1 imi~iz 

2 imi~siniz 

3 imi~ler 

• • 
-yml~lm 

• • 
-yml~srn 

• 
-yml~ 

• • 
-yml~lz 

• • • 
-yml~slnlz 

-ymi~ler 

SUFFIXED AFTER VOWELS 

• • • • 
-ymu~um -yml~lm -ymu~um 

• • • • 
-ymu~sun -yml~sm -ymu~sun 

• • 
-ymu~ -yml~ -ymu~ 

SUFFIXED AFTER VOWELS 

•• •• 
-ymu~uz -yml~lz -ymu~uz 

.. .. .. 
-ymu~sunuz -yml~srnlz -ymu~sunuz 

-ymu~ler -yml~lar -ymu~lar 

SUFFIXED AFTER CONSONANTS 

.. .. 
-mu~um -ml~lm -mu~um 

etc. 

The ~s of the second person is sometimes simplified in pronunciation, 

rarely in writing, to ~: imi~in, imi~iniz. 

Turk imi~ or Turkmu~ 'he is said to be Turkish'; evde imi~im or evdey

mi~im '1 am said to be at home'; hazlr imi~iz or hazlrml~lz 'we are said 

to be ready'; sorumlu imi~siniz or sorumluymu~sunuz 'you are said to be 
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responsible'; kimdir? 'who is he?'; kimmi~? 'who is he supposed to be?'; 

gunahlmlz ne imi~? 'what is our sin said to be?' i.e. 'what are we reported 

to have done that has offended you?' If told 'the new Minister is a good 

man', yeni Bakan iyi bir adam, one may reply imi~ or -ml~, meaning 'so we 

are told, but I have no first-hand knowledge of him'. ben mi~lere mu~lara 

pek kulak vermem 'I don't pay much heed to gossip' (lit. '1 do not much 

give ear to mi~es and mu~es'). 

11. The inferential conditional: 'I gather that if I am/was' or 'if I am/was, as 

they say', etc. The present conditional endings are suffixed to imi~ or its 

suffixed forms. 

SI NGULAR 

1 imi~sem 

2 
3 imi~se 

PLURAL 

1 imi~sek 
2 imi~seniz 

3 imi~seler 

-ymi~sem 
• 

-yml~sen 

-ymi~sek 
• • 

-yml~semz 

-ymi~seler 

-mi~sem 

SUFFIXED AFTER VOWELS 

-ymu~sem -yml~sam -ymu~sam 
.. 

-ymu~sen -yml~san -ymu~san 
.. 

-ymu~se -yml~sa -ymu~sa 

-ymu~sek -yml~sak -ymu~sak 

-ymu~seniz -yml~samz -ymu~samz 

-ymu~seler -yml~salar -ymu~salar 

SUFFIXED AFTER CONSONANTS 

-mu~sem 

etc. 

-mu~sam 

These forms, which are used in reported speech, are not often met with in 

writing. If someone says to you hazlrsamz yola ~Ikmahsmlz (§ 30) 'if you 

are ready you ought to start off', you may report these words thus: ben hazlr 

imi~sem (or hazlrml~sam) yola ~lkmahyml'lm 'they are saying that if I am 

ready I ought to start off'. 

12. The negative of 'to be'. This is made by putting after degil 'not' the 

suffixed forms, less commonly the independent forms, given above. 
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(a) Present:'1 am not', etc. 

SINGULAR 

1 deg m 
2 degilsin 
3 degil(dir) 

PLURAL 

degiliz 
degilsiniz 
degil(dir)ler 

(b) Past:'1 was not', etc. 

SINGULAR 

1 degildim 
2 degildin 
3 degildi 

PLURAL 

1 degildik 
2 degildiniz 
3 deg 

or degil idim 
degil idin 
degil idi 

degil 
degil idiniz 
degil 

(c) Present conditional: 'if I am not', etc. 

SINGULAR 

1 degilsem 
2 degilsen 
3 degilse 

PLURAL 

1 degilsek 
2 degilseniz 
3 degilseler 

(degillerse)l 

or degil isem 
degil isen 
degil ise 

degil isek 
degil iseniz 
degil iseler 
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• 
Alternative forms exist for the third-person plural of most tenses and moods. The less common 

alternative is given in parentheses. 
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(d) Past conditional: 'if I was not', etc 

51 NGU LAR 

1 degil idiysem or 
2 degil idiysen 
3 degil idiyse 

PLURAL 

1 degil idiysek 
2 degil idiyseniz 
3 degil idiyseler 

degildiysem or 
degildiysen 
degildiyse 

degildiysek 
degildiyseniz 
degildiyseler 

degildimse 
degildinse 
degildiyse 

degildikse 
degildinizse 
degildilerse 

VIII,12 

(e) Inferential: 'I am/was said not to be', 'I infer that I am/was not', etc 

SIN GU LAR 

1 degil imi~im 
2 degil imi~sin 
3 degil imi~ 

PLURAL 

1 degil imi~iz 
2 degil imi~siniz 
3 degil imi~ler 

or degilmi~im 

degilmi~sin 

degilmi~ 

degilmi~iz 

degilmi~siniz 

degilmi~ler 

(f) Inferential conditional: 'I gather that if I am not', 'if I am not, as they say', 

etc 

5 IN GULAR 

1 degil imi~sem or 
2 degil imi~sen 
3 degil imi~se 

degilmi~sem 

degilmi~sen 

degilmi~se 
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PLURAL 

1 degil imi~sek 

2 degil imi~seniz 

3 degil imi~seler 

degilmi~sek 

degilmi~seniz 

degilmi~seler 
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degll alone means 'not' as well as 'is not', usually following the word it 

negates: bugUn degil, dUn geldi 'he came yesterday, not today' ('this-day 

not, yesterday he-came'). When it precedes one of two parallel words, it 

indicates that that one is of less importance than the other: degil sen, ben 

de bilmedim 'never mind about you, even I did not know'; degil parasml, 

hayatml kurtaramadl 'never mind about his money, he couldn't save his 

life'. If the positions of degil and parasml were reversed, the meaning would 

be 'it wasn't his money, it was his life that he could not save'. hizmet~iyi 

degll, beni kovdu 'it wasn't the servant, it was me he threw out'; degil 

hizmet~iyi, beni bile kovdu 'never mind about the servant, he even threw 

me out'. The sense of 'never mind about' is occasionally expressed by a 
following degil; see XXIV, 32. 

13. Interrogative. The interrogative particle is mi, which turns the immedi

ately preceding word into a question. It is written separately from the preced

ing word, but takes its vowel harmony from it: dogru 'true', dogru mu? 

'true?'; bugun mu? 'today?'; yarm ml? 'tomorrow?' It may even follow and 

turn into a question a word which is already interrogative; thus the reply to 

kim geldi? 'who came?' may be kim mi? 'do you ask "who?"?' (literally 

"'who?"?'). The forms of the verb 'to be' are appended or suffixed to it, but 

when -Ier alone and not -dirler is used for the third plural of the present 

tense the -Ier precedes mi. 

(0) Present: 'am I, etc., at home/Turkish/ready/responsible?' 

SI NGU LAR 

1 evde miyim 

2 " misin 

TUrkmuyum hazlr mlylm 

" mlsm 

sorumlu muyum 
•• •• 

" musun 

3 " mi(dir) " mu(dur)l 
" 

" ml(dlr) " 

musun 
mu(dur) 

, There is also a noun mudur 'administrator, director'. In practice this apparent source of ambi

guity gives no trouble. 
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PLURAL 

1 • • •• •• 

" mlylz 
" 

muyuz 
" 

mlylz 

2 • • • • • • • • • 

" mlSlnlZ " musunuz 
" 

mlSIOlZ 
evdeler mi Turkler mi hazlrlar ml 

3 evde Turk hazir 
midirler mudurler mldlrlar 

(b) Past: 'was I at home, etc.?' 

evde mi idim or 

Turk mu idim 

hazir ml idim 

sorumlu mu idim 

evde miydim 

Turk muydum 

hazir mlydlm 

sorumlu muydum 

VIII, 14 

" 
muyuz 

" 
musunuz 

sorumlular ml 

sorumlu 

mudurlar 

For the remaining persons see the conjugation of idim and its forms when 
suffixed after vowels, in § 7. 

(c) Inferential: 'am I said to be at home, etc.?' 

evde mi imi~im or 

Turk mu imi~im 

hazir ml imi~im 

sorumlu mu imi~im 

evde miymi~im 

Turk muymu~jjm 

hazlr mlyml~lm 

sorumlu muymu~um 

For the remaining persons see § 10. 

Some grammarians complete the paradigm by setting out the interroga

tive of the conditional; present, past, and inferential: isem mi, idiysem mi, 

imi~sem mi. This is unnecessary if it be borne in mind that mi functions 

simply as a question-mark. The 'interrogative of the conditional' of the verb 

'to be' occurs only in such contexts as when someone is asked a question like 

'what shall we do if he is not at home?' evde degilse ne yapahm? and 

replies 'if he is not at home?' evde degilse mil See also § 34 (e). 

14. Negative-interrogative. mi and the appropriate part of the verb 'to be' 

are placed after degil: 

evde degil miyim 'am I not at home?' 

evde degil mi idim or evde degil miydim 'was I not at home?' 

evde degil mi imi~im or evde degil miymi~im 'am I not said to be/am I 

said not to be at home?' 
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15. The regular verb. This category includes all verbs other than the verb 'to 

be'. If we look back over the preceding pages we see that the conjugation of 

the verb 'to be' may be summarized as follows: there are two distinct sets of 

personal endings, which we may call Types I and II. 

SI NGU LAR 

1 

2 

3 

PLURAL 

1 
2 

3 

Type / 

• -1m 
• -Sin 

(-dir) 

• 
-IZ 

-siniz 

-(dir)ler 

Type /I 

-m 
-n 

-

-k 
• -niZ 

-Ier 

Type I is the present tense, 'I am', etc.; Type II is added to the base of the past 

tense idi and of the conditional ise. The Type I endings are suffixed to imi~ to 

make the inferential: imi~-im, imi~-sin, etc. The conditional, i.e. ise plus the 

Type II endings, is added to the past base idi to make the past conditional: 

idi-yse-m, idi-yse-n, etc. Added to the inferential base it makes the inferen

tial conditional: imi~-se-m, imi~-se-n, etc. The same principle applies to the 

conjugation of the regular verb, but two other sets of personal endings are 

used in addition to Types I and II. Type III is confined to the subjunctive and 

Type IV to the imperative, which has no first person. 

SINGULAR 

1 

2 

3 

Type /1/ 

• -esln 

-e 

Type IV 

• -Sin 
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PLURAL 

1 
2 
3 

-elim 
• • 

-eSInIZ 

-eler 

VIII, 16 

• •• -In -InIZ , 
-sinler 

By the addition of 'characteristics' to the verb-stem the following tense

and mood-bases can be formed: 

1 . present 5. necessitative 

2. future 6. di-past 

3. aorist 7. conditional 

4. mi~-past 8. subjunctive 

The imperative is not included in this list because it has no characteristic. The 

term 'tense- and mood-bases' is used in preference to 'tenses and moods' 

because from each base a variety of compound tenses and moods can be 

formed. Each base is also the third-person singular of its tense or mood. 

Only the di-past, conditional, subjunctive, and imperative have endings of 

their own; all the other bases are substantival in origin and are verbalized 

by means of the verb 'to be'. For this reason the device of suspended 

affixation is regularly used in the verb: just as, in English, there is no need to 

repeat the part of the verb 'to be' in 'I was sitting in my room [and I was] 

reading the paper', so in Turkish: odamda oturuyor[dum ve] gazeteyi 

okuyordum. 

The regularity of the verbal system will soon impress itself on the student. 

Where it has been thought unnecessary to set out a conjugation in full, the 

first and second persons of the singular and the third person of the plural 

have been given, as, in this last, alternative forms can occur, with the plural 

suffix preceding or following the personal suffix. The less common forms of 

the plural are shown in parentheses. When alternative forms exist for a whole 

conjugation, the most usual is given first. A synopsis of the finite verb will be 

found in § 38. 

The occasional change of t to d before vowels must be borne in mind; thus 

the present base of et- 'to do' is ediyor, of git- 'to go' gidiyor, of tat- 'to 

taste' tadIY0r. Most stems in t, however, do not undergo this change: at- 'to 

throw', atlyor; tut- 'to hold', tutuyor; yat- 'to lie down', yatlyor. 

16. Present. The characteristic of the base is an invariable -yor, originally an 
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independent verb yom, the aorist of the ancient yonmak 'to go, walk'. It is 

suffixed directly to vowel-stems: 

eri- to melt, eriyor 

tam- to recognize, tamyor 

buyii- to grow, buyuyor 

koru- to protect, koruyor 

Final eta of the stem changes before this suffix in accordance with the rule 
given in I, 36: 

bekle- to wait, bekliyor 

anla- to understand, anhyor 

gazle- to observe, gozluyor 

topla- to collect, topluyor 

The original final vowel of the stems bile- 'to sharpen' and Ylka- 'to wash' 

is generally preserved in writing bileyor, ylkayor-in order to avoid confu

sion with the present of bil- 'to know' and ylk- 'to demolish': billyor, 

y.klyor. 

With consonant-stems, the appropriate close vowel is inserted before -yor: 

gel- to come, geliyor gar- to see, gorUyor 

al- to take, ahyor ko~- to run, ko~uyor 

The accent is on the vowel preceding the -yor. 

17. Uses of the present. This tense is used for actions either in progress 
or envisaged: Antalya'da c;ah~lyor 'he is working in Antalya'; kendisini 

haftada iki defa gorUyorum 'I see him twice a week'; yarm gidiyoruz 'we 

are going to morrow'. As it can denote actions begun in the past and still 
going on, it is used in such sentences as iki Ylldlr bu evde oturuyor lit. 'it is 

two years he is living in this house', and burada haziran aymdan beri 

oturuyor lit. 'he is living here since the month of June', where English has the 

perfect 'he has been living'. 

18. Paradigms of the present. To the base in -yor are added the suffixes 
of the verb 'to be' except -dir; both in the written and in the spoken 
language the addition of -dir to the present tense indicates a supposition; 
see § 42. 

(a) Present simple: 

ahyorum 

ahyorsun 

ahyor 

(b) Present past: 

ahyordum 

I am taking 
you are taking 
he is taking 

I was taking 

ahyoruz 

ahyorsunuz 

ahyorlar 

ahyorduk 

we are taking 

you are taking 
they are taking 

we were taking 
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ahyordun 

ahyordu 

you were taking 

he was taking 

ahyordunuz 

ahyorlardl 

(ahyordular) 

VIII, 18 

you were taking 

they were 

taking 

Theoretically the separate forms ahyor idim, etc., might be expected but 

their use is in fact an Armenianism. 

(c) Present conditional: 

ahyorsam 

ahyorsan 

ahyorsa 

if I am taking 

if you are taking 

if he is taking 

(d) Past conditional: 'if I was taking': 

SI NGULAR 

ahyorsak 

ahyorsantz 

ahyorlarsa 

(ahyorsalar) 

if we are taking 

if you are taking 

if they are 

taking 

1 ahyor idiysem or 

2 ahyor idiysen 

ahyorduysam or ahyordumsa 

ahyordunsa 

PLURAL 

3 ahyor idiyseler 

(ahyorlar idiyse) 

ahyorduysan 

ahyorduysalar 

For the full conjugation, see § 9. 

ahyorlardlysa 

(e) Inferential:'1 am/was said to be taking' or'l gather that I am/was taking': 

SIN GULAR 

1 ahyormu~um 

2 ahyormu,sun 

PLURAL 

3 ahyorlarml~ 

(ahyormu~lar) 

See § 10. 
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(f) Inferential conditional: 'if I am/was, as they say, taking' or 'I gather that if I 

am/was taking': 

SINGULAR 

1 ahyor imi~sem or 

2 ahyor imi~sen 

PLURAL 

3 ahyor imi~seler 

(ahyorlar imi~se) 

See § 11. 

• 

ahyormu~sam 

ahyormu~san 

ahyormu~salar 

(ahyoriartlll~sa) 

(g) Negative. The negative suffix is -me, added to the verb-stem before the 

characteristic; its vowel is subject to the rules given in I, 36. 

bekle + me + yor > beklemiyor he is not waiting 

gor + me + yor > gormuyor he is not seeing 

al + rna + yor > almlyor he is not taking 

ko~ + rna + yor > ko~muyor he is not running 

To the present negative base thus formed, the suffixes of 'to be' are added, 
just as with the positive base; for example, the negative conjugation of al- is 

exactly as shown in paragraphs (a) to (f), with the substitution of almlyor for 

ahyor throughout. 

(h) Interrogative. The appropriate interrogative form of 'to be' is placed 
after the present base, positive or negative. As the interrogative particle turns 

the preceding word into a question, the literal meaning of, for example, 

almlyor muydunuz is 'is it not-taking that you were?' 

SI NGULAR 

1 
2 

3 

'am I taking?' 

abyor muyum 

ahyormusun 

ahyormu 

'am I nottaking?' 

almlyor muyum 

almlyor musun 

almlyor mu 
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PLURAL 

1 

2 

3 

SINGULAR 

1 

2 

PLURAL 

3 

SINGULAR 

1 
2 

PLURAL 

3 

ahyormuyuz 
ahyor musunuz 

ahyorlar ml 

'was I taking?' 

ahyor muydum 

ahyor muydun 

ahyorlar mlydl 

(ahyor muydular) 

'am/was I said to be 

taking?' 

ahyor muymu~um 

ahyor muymu~sun 

ahyorlar mlyml~ 

(ahyor muymu~lar) 

almlyor muyuz 

almlyor musunuz 

almlyorlar ml 

'was I not taking?' 

almlyor muydum 

almlyor muydun 

almlyorlar mlydl 

(almlyor muydular) 

'am/was I said not to be 

taking?' 

almlyor muymu~um 

almlyor muymu~sun 

almlyorlar mlyml~ 

(almlyor muymu~lar) 

VIII, 19 

19. The -mekte tense. The base of this tense is the locative case of the 

infinitive in -mek, to which are added the endings of the verb 'to be': 

gelmekte-y-im 'I am (in the act of) coming'; almaktasm 'you are (in the act 

of) taking'; gelmekte-ydim 'I was (in the act of) coming'; gozlemekte-
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ymi~siniz 'you are/were said to be (in the act of) observing'; ko~makta-Iarsa 

'if they are (in the act of) running', etc. 

The negative is formed with the negative of 'to be' (§ 12): almakta 

degilim 'I am not taking'; almakta degilsek 'if we are not taking', etc. For 

the interrogative and negative-interrogative see §§ 13-14. 
This present in -mekte, originally a literary formation, is rapidly invading 

the spoken language. It differs from the present in -yor in being used only of 

actions in progress and never of actions envisaged. 

Very rarely the locative of the verbal noun in -me is similarly used: alma

da-y-Im 'I am in the act of taking'. 

20. Future. The characteristic is -ecek, added directly to consonant-stems: 

gelecek 'he will come'; gorecek 'he will see'; alacak 'he will take'; bulacak 

'he will find'. 

After vowel-stems a y is inserted: eri-y-ecek 'it will melt'; tanl-y-acak 'he 

will recognize'. If the final vowel of the stem is e or a, it is narrowed in speech 

by the following y into i or I, though the narrowing is no longer generally 

shown in writing. For the future of e.g. bekle- 'to wait' and anla- 'to under

stand', the spellings bekleyecek and anlayacak are recommended in 

preference to bekliyecek and anhyacak. 

21. Uses of the future. This tense is used, like the English future, to express 

not only what is going to happen but what the speaker wants to happen: 

sigara i~mekten vazge~eceksin 'you are going to give up smoking cigar

ettes'; ister istemez bu i~i yapacaksln 'like it or not, you are going to do this 

job'. Also as in English, the third person expresses a confident assumption: 

~imdi merdivenden ~Ikan Ahmet olacak literally 'the one now coming 

upstairs will be Ahmet', i.e. 'that will be Ahmet coming upstairs now'. The 

future past, besides expressing past intention-zaten bunu yapacaktlm '1 

was going to do this anyway' -also has the conditional sense of 'would do' 

and 'would have done'. 

22. Paradigms of the future. To the future base are added the 'to be' end

ings, as with the present base, except that the written language regularly 

uses -dir in the third person of the future to express a simple future state

ment and not a supposition. 

The change of intervocalic k to 9 must be borne in mind. 
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(a) Future simple: 

SINGULAR 

1 
2 
3 

PLURAL 

1 
2 

3 

'I shall come' 

gelecegim 

geleceksin 

gelecek(tir) 

gelecegiz 

geleceksiniz 
gelecekler( d i r) 

(b) Future past: 

Sl NGULAR 

1 

2 

3 

PLURAL 

1 

2 

3 

'I was about to come, 

would come' 

gelecektim 

gelecektin 

gelecekti 

gelecektik 

gelecektiniz 

geleceklerdi 

'I shall take' 

alacaglm 

alacaksrn 

alacak(tlr) 

alacaglz 

alacaksrnlz 
alacaklar(dlr) 

'I was about to take, 

would take' 

alacaktlm 

alacaktrn 

alacaktl 

alacaktlk 

alacaktrnlz 

alacaklardl 
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(c) Future conditional: 

SINGULAR 

1 

2 

PLURAL 

3 

ct. § 18 (c). 

'if J am about to 
come' 

geleceksem 
geleceksen 

geleceklerse 
(gelecekseler) 

'it I am about to 
take' 

alacaksam 
alacaksan 

alacaklarsa 
(alacaksalar) 

(d) Future past conditional: 'if I was about to come': 

SI NGULAR 

1 gelecek idiysem or 
2 gelecek idiysen 

PLURAL 

3 gelecek idiyseler 
(gelecekler idiyse) 

gelecektiysem or 
gelecektlysen 

gelecektiyseler 
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gelecektimse 
gelecektinse 

geleceklerdlyse 

So, with the changes due to vowel harmony, alacak idiysem or 
alacaktlysam or alacaktlmsa, etc. Cf. § 9. 

(e) Future inferential: 'I am/was said to be about to come': 

SINGULAR 

1 gelecek imi~im 
2 gelecek imi~sin 

or gelecekmi~im 

gelecekml~sin 
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PLURAL 

3 gelecekler imi~ 
(gelecek imi~ler) 

geleceklermi~ 

(gelecekmi~ler) 

VIII, 23 

(f) Future inferential conditional: 'if, as they say/said, I am/was about to 

come': 

SINGULAR 

1 gelecek imi~sem 
2 gelecek imi~sen 

PLURAL 

3 gelecek imi~seler 
(gelecekler imi~se) 

or gelecekmi~sem 

gelecekmi~sen 

gelecekmi~seler 

(geleceklermi~se) 

(g) Future negative. Compare the present negative in § 18. 

gel + me + y + ecek 
al + ma + y +acak 

> gelmiyecek 
> almlyacak 

he will not come 
he will not take 

The same endings are attached as to the positive base: gelmiyecegim, 

gelmiyecektiniz, gelmiyecek imi~seler, etc. See, however, the end of 
§ 20. 

(h) Future interrogative and negative-interrogative. These are formed on the 
same lines as those of the present (§ 18 (h», e.g. 

gelecek miyim 
gelmiyecek miyim 
gelecek miydim 

gelmiyecek miymi~im 

am I about to come? 
am I not about to come? 

was I about to come? 
am I said not to be about to come? 

23. The -esi tense. The ancient future suffix -esi has a restricted use in the 
modern language. As a finite verb it occurs only in the base-form, i.e. in the 
third-person singular, and is employed solely for cursing: 
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ipe gel-esi 

kor ol-asl 

ev-in Ylkil-asl 

ocak-Ian batasl 

ense-n kmiasl 

geber-esi 

kara topraga 
• • glr-esl 

may he come to the rope 

may he become blind 

may your house be demolished 

may their hearth sink 

may your neck be broken 

may he die like a dog 

may he enter the black earth 
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The negative -me is narrowed by the buffer y before this suffix: gor-mi-y

esi 'may he not see'; ol-ml-y-asl 'may he not become'; this particular nar

rowing is usually shown in writing. 

Provincially, with the inferential forms of 'to be' it does not have this opta

tive force but a different development of the original future meaning: cepler

inden paralannl c;al-asl imi~im 'I am alleged to have stolen their money 

from their pockets'; karlm benden ho~lan-ml-y-asl imi~ 'my wife is alleged 

not to like me'. The future sense may not be readily apparent in these two 

typical examples. The connexion of thought is suggested by the American 

use of 'I am not about to do it' for 'I am not likely to do it, not the sort of 

person who would do it'. 

24. Aorist. This term, borrowed from Greek grammar, means 'unbounded' 

and well describes what the Turks call geni~ zaman 'the broad tense', which 

denotes continuing activity. The characteristic is r, added directly to vowel

stems: 

benze- to resemble benzer he resembles 

anla- to understand anlar he understands 

koru- to protect korur he protects 

de- to say der he says 

ko- to put kor he puts 

After consonant-stems, a vowel is added before the r. Original monosyl

labic stems add e/a: 

bin- to mount biner he mounts 

don- to turn doner he turns 

et- to do eder he does 

yap- to make, do yapar he makes, does 

sun- to present sunar he presents 
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To this rule there are thirteen exceptions; monosyllabic stems which insert i/ 

fJ/i/u before the r. It will be noted that all but one of these stems end in I or r: 

bil- to know bilir 

gel

ver-
•• gor-

al
al

kal-

san

var

bul

dur-

01-

vur-

to come 

to give 

to see 

to die 

to take 

to remain 

to think 

to reach 

to find 

to stand 

to become, be, 

happen 

to strike 

Polysyllabic stems add i/fJ/I!u: 
• to covet Imren-

• • • • to sweep supur-

aldat- to deceive 

konu~- to speak 

gelir 
• venr 

.0 •• 

gorur 

alUr 
ahr 

kahr 

samr 

varlr 

bulur 

durur 

olur 

vurur 

• • Imremr 
• • .0 .. 

supurur 

aldatlr 

konu~ur 

So too do extensions of monosyllabic stems, even if they are themselves 

monosyllables: 

de- to say de-n- to be said denir it is said 

ye

ko-

to eat 

to put 

ye-n

ko-n-

to be eaten 

to be put 

yenir 

konur 

it is eaten 

it is put 

25. Uses of the aorist. The aorist denotes continuing activity, but to equate, 

for example, yapar-Im with 'I do' and yaplyor-um with 'I am doing' is a 

misleading oversimplification. Fundamentally, yaparlm means 'I am a doer' 

and according to context it may represent: 'I habitually do'; 'by and large I 

am the sort of person who does'; 'I am ready, willing, and able to do'; 'I shall 

do'. yaplyorum means: 'I have undertaken, and am now engaged in, the job 

of doing'; 'I am doing now'; 'I am doing in the future', i.e. 'I have the job in 

hand'. yazanm and yazlyorum may both be translated 'I write'. But more 

specifically: yazanm 'I am a writer; in principle I write (though I may not yet 

have put pen to paper)'. yazlyorum 'I am writing now'; 'as a matter of fact I 

do write'; 'I write, for example, for four hours every morning' -her sabah 
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dort saat yazlyorum-where the broad yazanm would be incongruous 

with the precise expression of time. For 'I love you' the Turk says seni seviyor

um; seni severim would sound far too vague and without immediacy, 

corresponding rather to 'I like you'. 

The aorist is used in requests: otur-ur musunuz 'will you sit down?' The 

future, oturacak mlsmlz means 'are you going to sit down?' and the 

present, oturuyor musunuz, 'are you in fact sitting down?' 

In promises: yarm gellr-Im 'I shall come tomorrow'. This carries more 

conviction than the present yarm geliyorum 'I am coming tomorrow' or the 

future yarm geleceglm 'I am going to come tomorrow'. See also § 36. 

In stage directions: Esma gir-er, otur-ur. Osman yerinden kalk-ar 'Esma 

enters, sits. Osman rises from his place'. 

In proverbs: it Or-Or kervan yOrO-r 'the dogs howl, the caravan moves on'. 

As a vivid present: blr ak~am kapi hlzla ~alm-Ir 'one evening there is a 

violent ringing at the door'. 

The aorist of 01- 'to become, happen, be' is used to ask permission: ol-ur 

mu 'is it all right?' (lit. 'does it happen?'); answer olur 'all right' or olmaz 

'certainly not' ('it does not happen; it's not on'). Note also olur mu boyle 

'does it happen thus?' i.e. 'can such things be?' 

An instructive example of the difference between the aorist and the pres

ent is seen in this cynical remark on traffic hazards in Turkey: ba~ka memle

ketlerde kazara olurler; biz kazara ya~lyoruz 'in other countries they die 

by accident; we live by accident'. The force of the aorist olurler is 'I cannot 

say confidently that anyone abroad is in fact dying at this precise instant, but 

I am aware that people abroad are liable to die-kazara-as the result of 

accident'. The present ya~lyoruz means 'we are in fact living at this moment 

but-kazara-it's more by luck than judgement'. 

26. Paradigms of the aorist. To the aorist base the 'to be' endings are 

suffixed as to -yor, i.e. without -dir in the third person of the present. 

(a) Aorist present: 

'I come' 

SI NGU LAR 

1 gelirim 

2 gelirsin 

3 gelir 

'I see' 

• • • • • • gorurum 
• • • • • • gorursun 
.0 •• 

gorur 

'I take' 

ahnm 

ahrsm 

ahr 

'I find' 

bulurum 

bulursun 

bulur 
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PLURAL 

1 geliriz 

2 gelirsiniz 

3 gelirler 

goruruz 
•••• •• •• gorursunuz 

gorOrler 

ahrtz 

ahrslnlz 
ahrlar 

buluruz 

bulursunuz 

bulurlar 

VIII, 26 

The common Anatolian and Cypriot -ik instead of -iz in the first-person 

plural occasionally finds its way into literary works: gelirik, gorOrUk, ahrlk, 

buluruk; sometimes with h instead of k, to represent the pronunciation /kh/, 

(see I, 9, end). 

(b) Aorist past. Besides translating '1 used to do', this tense also occurs in the 

apodosis of conditional sentences in the sense of 'I would do, would have 

done'. 

SINGULAR 

1 gelirdim 

2 gelirdin 

3 gellrdi 

PLURAL 

1 geli 

2 gelirdiniz 

3 gelirlerdi 
(gelirdiler) 

gorurdum 

gorurdun 

gorurdu 

gorUrdUk 

gorUrdunUz 

gorUrlerdi 

(gorurdi.iler) 

ahrdlm 

ahrdln 

ahrdl 

ahrdlk 

ahrdlnlz 

ahrlardl 

. 

(ahrdllar) 

bulurdum 

bulurdun 

bulurdu 

bulurduk 

bulurdunuz 

bulurlardl 

(bulurdular) 

The separated forms gelir idim, gorUr idim, etc., are an Armenianism. 

(c) Aorist present conditional. As the conditional suffixes are subject only to 

the twofold harmony, two examples are gorOrsem goes like 

gelirsem, bulursam like ahrsam. 

'if I come' 

SINGULAR 

1 gelirsem 

2 gelirsen 

3 gelirse 

'if I take' 

ahrsam 

ahrsan 

ahrsa 
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PLURAL 

1 gelirsek ahrsak 

2 gelirseniz ahrsamz 

3 gelirlerse ahrlarsa 

(gelirseler) (ahrsalar) 

(d) Aorist past conditional: 'if I came, used to come', etc. The past con

ditional forms of 'to be', separate or suffixed, follow the aorist base: 

SI N GULAR 

1 gelir/gorur/ahr/bulur idiysem 

idiysen 2 " " " " 

PLURAL 

3" " "" idiyseler 
(gelirler/gorurler /ahrlar /bulurlar idiyse) 

SIN GULAR 

1 gelirdiysem 

2 gelirdiysen 

PLURAL 

3 gelirdiyseler 

(gelirlerdiyse) 

gorurduysem 

gorurduysen 

goru rduyseler 

(gorurlerdiyse) 

ahrdlysam 

ahrdlysan 

ahrdlysalar 

(ahrlardlysa) 

(e) Aorist inferential: 'I am/was said to come', etc. 

SINGULAR 

1 gelirmi~im 

2 gelirmi~sin 

.... .... 
gorurmu~um 

.0.. .. .. 
gorurmu~sun 

ahrml~lm 

ahrml~sln 

bulurduysam 

bulurduysan 

bulurduysalar 

(bulurlardlysa) 

bulurmu~um 

bulurmu~sun 
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PLURAL 

3 gelirlermi~ 

(gelirmi~ler) 

gorurlermi~ 

(gorurmu~ler) 

ahrlarml~ 

(ahrml~lar) 

bulurlarml~ 

(bulurmu~lar) 

VIII, 26 

(f) Aorist inferential conditional: 'if I am/was said to come', etc. 

SI NGULAR 

1 gelir/gorur/ahr/bulur • • 
Iml~sem 

2 " " " " 
• • 
Iml~sen 

PLURAL 

3" " "" imi~seler 
(gelirler /gorurler /ahrlar/bulurlar imi~se) 

SINGULAR 

1 gelirmi~sem 

2 gelirmi~sen 

PLURAL 

3 gelirmi~seler 

(gelirlermi~se) 

• • • • • • 
gorurmu~sem 

gorurmu~sen 

gorurmu~seler 

(gorurlermi~se) 

ahrml~sam 

ahrml~san 

ahrml~salar 

(ahrlarml~sa) 

bulurmu~sam 

bulurmu~san 

bulurmu~salar 

(bulurlarml~sa) 

(g) Negative. The aorist is unique in that its negative is not formed by 

inserting -me before the characteristic r of the positive; instead, the nega

tive has a characteristic of its own, -mez, and this is abraded to -me in the 

first persons. Fu rther, whereas in other negative bases it is the syllable 

before the -me that is accented, in the negative of the aorist the -me or 

-mez itself is accented except in the third-person plural, where the accent is 

on the -Ier. As -mez is subject to the twofold harmony, two examples are 

sufficient. 
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'I do not come' 'I do not take' 

SINGULAR 

1 gelmem 

2 gelmezsin 

3 gelmez 

PLURAL 

1 gelmeyiz 

2 gelmezsiniz 

3 gelmezler 

almam 

almazsm 

almaz 

almaYlz 
almazslOlZ 

almazlar 

An older form of the first-person plural was in -meziik instead of -meyiz. 

It survives in istemeziik 'we don't want (it)', used to typify opposition to 

progress. 
The other tenses and moods are formed like their positive counterparts but 

on the base -mez/maz. 

Aorist past negative: 'I used not to come/take, would not come/take': 

SIN GULAR 

-
1 gelmezdim 

2 gelmezdin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmezlerdi 
(gelmezdiler) 

almazdlm 

almazdm 

almazlardl 

(almazdllar) 

(h) Interrogative. The interrogative and negative-interrogative conjugations 

follow the usual pattern: 

gelir miyim do I come? 

gelmez miyim do I not come? 

gelir miydim used I to come? 

etc. 

ahrmlYlm 

almazmlYlm 
ahr mlydlm 

etc. 

do I take? 

do I not take? 
used I to take? 
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The negative-interrogative is used colloquially as a vivid present: 
terbiyesiz herif ayaglma basmaz ml 'the mannerless fellow goes and steps 
on my foot', lit. 'does he not step on ... ?' i.e. 'is he the sort of man 
who would not step on ... 7', a rhetorical question expecting the answer 
'no'. 

27. mi~-past. This base is formed by adding -mi~ to the stem: gelmi~, 
gormil~, a'ml~, bu'mu~. Two distinct functions are combined in it. 

It is first a past participle, describing present state arising out of past action. 
If you say kar yagml~ 'snow has fallen', it may be that you yourself saw the 
snow falling, but that is not what you are concerned with. What you are 
reporting is not what happened but what is now the case: that there is fallen 
snow. 

But precisely because the perfect participle does not indicate that the 
speaker has seen the action take place, it has come to be used as a finite verb 
to convey that the information it gives is not based on having witnessed the 

action but on hearsay or on inference from observed facts. In this respect the 
mi~-past resembles the inferential of the verb 'to be', except that (i) whereas 

imi~ refers to past or present time, the mi~-past is exclusively a past tense; 
(ii) imi~ mostly conveys that the information given is based on hearsay, less 
often that it is based on inference; (iii) whereas imi~, whether pronounced 

as a separate word or suffixed, is enclitic, the -mi~ of the mi~-past is 
accented. 

There is no inferential connotation when it is conjugated with -dir or 
with the past or conditional forms of the verb 'to be'. The addition of -dir to 
the base makes a definite past tense: ge'mi~tir 'he came, has come'; this 
is the normal past tense, third person, in the language of the media, for 

which the normal spoken language employs the past tense in -di. 
Thus with the Type I endings (§ 15) the following distinction can be 

made: 

(a) Inferential past: 'I gather that I have come', etc. 

SI NGUlAR 

1 gelmi~im 
2 gelmi~sin 
3 gelmi~ 

gormil~ilm 
•• •• •• 

gormu~sun 

gormil~ 

a'ml~lm 

a'ml~sm 

a'ml~ 

bulmu~um 

bu'mu~sun 

bulmu~ 
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PLURAL 

1 gelmi~iz 

2 gelmi~siniz 
3 gelmi~ler 

gormu~uz 

gormi.l~s(jn(jz 

gorm(j~ler 

alml~lz 

alml~slmz 

alml~lar 
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bulmu~uz 

bulmu~sunuz 

bulmu~lar 

As with imi~, the ~s of the second person is frequently reduced to ~ in 
speech and sometimes in informal writing. 

(b) Definite past: 'he/she/it came, has come; they came, have come', etc. 
(third person only): 

SI NGU LAR 

3 gelmi~tir 

PLURAL 

3 gelmi~lerdir 
(gelmi~tirler) 

gormi.l~tUr 

gormi.l~lerdir 

(90rmu~turler) 

alml~lardlr 

(alml~tlrlar) 

bulmu~tur 

bulmu~lardlr 

(bulmu~turlar) 

28. Pluperfect. The addition of the Type II endings makes the pluperfect; 
gelmi~-tim literally means 'I-was having-come'. 

'I had come' 'I had seen' 'I had taken' 'I had found' 

SINGULAR 

1 gelmi~tim 
2 gelmi~tin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmi~lerdi 
(gelmi~tiler) 

90rm(j~ti.lm 

gormii~tUn 

gormu~lerdi 

(90rmu~tUler) 

alml~tlm 

alml~tln 

alml~lardl 

(alml~tllar) 

bulmu~tum 

bulmu~tun 

bulmu~lardl 

(bulmu~tular) 

• 
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The pluperfect is used more frequently than its English counterpart to 
show that one past event preceded another, e.g. ~ehre sa at 10'da varml~
tlk, bOrosuna saat 3'te gittik 'we [had] arrived in the city at 10 and went to 
his office at 3'. 

29. Other paradigms of the mi~-past. 

(a) Conditional: literally 'if-I-am having-come', etc. 

'if I have come' 'if I have seen' 'if I have taken' 'if I have found' 

SI NG U LAR 

1 gelmi~sem 
2 gelmi~sen 

PLURAL 

3 gelmi~lerse 
(gelmi~seler) 

gormU~sem 
•• •• 

gormu~sen 

gormU~lerse 

(gormU~seler) 

alml~sam 

alml~san 

alml~larsa 

(alml~salar) 

bulmu~sam 

bulmu~san 

bulmu~larsa 

(bulmu~salar) 

(b) Pluperfect conditional: 'if I had come', etc. The independent idiysem, etc. 
(§ 9) is put after the base: 

SI NGULAR 

1 gelmi~/gormU~/alml~/bulmu~ 
2 1/ " " 1/ 

PLURAL 

idiysem 
idiysen 

3" " " " idiyseler 
(gelmi~ler/gtirmO~ler/alml~lar/bulmu~lar idiyse) 

The one-word forms gelml~tiysem, etc., are not literary. 

(c) Inferential: 'I am said to have come', etc. The base in -mi~ is followed 
by the inferential of 'to be'; see § 10. In this tense, for reasons of euphony, 
the independent imi~im, etc., are used very much more often than the 
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suffixed forms. It must be emphasized that the inferential element here 
comes from the imi~ and not from the base, which in this tense, as in the 
pluperfect and conditional, functions simply as a past participle. Thus gelmi~ 

imi~ or gelmi~mi~ means literally 'he-is-said-to-be having-come', just as 
gelmi~ti means 'he-was having-come' and gelmi~se 'if-he-is having-come'. 

SI NGULAR 

1 gelmi~/gormu~/alml~/bulmu~ 
2 

" " " " 

PLURAL 

3" " "" imi~ler 
(gelmi~ler / gormjj~ler / alml~lar /bulmu~lar imi~) 

SI NG U LAR 

1 gelmi~mi~im 
2 gelmi~mi~sin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmi~lermi~ 
(gelmi~mi~ler) 

gormjj~mjj~jjm 

gormjj~mjj~sun 

gormjj~lermi~ 

(gormu~mu~ler) 

alml~ml~lm 

alml~ml~sJO 

alml~larml~ 

(alml~ml~lar) 

bulmu~mu~um 

bulmu~mu~sun 

bulmu~larml~ 

(bulmu~mu~lar) 

(d) Inferential conditional: 'if I am said to have come', etc. Here again the 
separate imi~sem, etc., are commoner than the suffixed forms. 

SI NGULAR 
n. 

1 gelmi~/gormjj~/alml~/bulmu~ • • 
Iml~sem 

2 
" " " " 

• • 
Iml~sen 

PLURAL 

3" " "" imi~seler 
(gelmi~ler/gormjj~ler/alml~lar/bulmu~lar imi~se) 

• 
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The rare suffixed forms are like the mi~-past conditional (see (a) of this 
section) but with -mi~mi~, etc., replacing -mi~. 
(e) Negative. -me is added after the stem: gelmemi~, gormemi~, almaml~, 
bulmaml~. To this negative base the endings are attached as to the positive 
base, except that as the negative -me is subject only to the twofold harmony 
the suffixes following it appear only in two forms: gelmemi~im, bul-
maml~lm 'I am said not to have come/found'; gelmemi~lerdir, bulmaml~

lardlr 'they have not come/found'; gelmemi~tik, bulmaml~tlk 'we had not 
come/found'; gelmemi~ imi~im, bulmaml~ imi~im 'I am said not to have 
come/found'. 
(f) Interrogative. This and the interrogative-negative are as usual, with mi 

preceding the personal endings except -Ier, which it follows: gelmi~ miydik 
'had we come?'; gelmemi~ miydik 'had we not come?'; gormO~ imi~ler mi 
'are they said to have seen?'; almaml~ imi~ler mi 'are they said not to have 
taken?' 

30. Necessitative. The characteristic is -meli, which may be used imperson

ally: gelmeli 'one ought to come'; almah 'one ought to take'. It may also be 
conjugated with the present, past, and inferential of 'to be', but not with the 
conditional; see (f) below. In origin it is the verbal noun suffix -me plus -Ii 

(IV, 6). 

(a) Present: 'I ought to come', 'I ought to take': 

SINGULAR 

1 gelmeliyim 
2 gelmelisin 
3 gelmeli(dir) 

PLURAL 

1 gelmeliyiz 
2 gelmelisiniz 
3 gelmeli( dir)ler 

almahylm 
almahsln 
almah(dlr) 

almahylz 
almahslnlz 
almah( dlr)lar 
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(b) Past: 

'I had to come, 'I had to take, 

should have come' should have taken' 

SI NGULAR 

1 gelmeli idim 

2 gelmeli idin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmeli idiler 

SINGULAR 

1 gelmeliydim 

2 gelmeliydin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmeliydiler 
(gelmelilerdi) 

almalt idim 

almalt idin 

almalt idiler 

almaltydlm 

almaltydm 

almaltydllar 

(almaltlardl) 
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(c) Inferential: 'they say/said I ought to ... '. The separate gelmeli imi~im, 

almah imi~im is rare. 

SINGULAR 

1 gelmeliymi~im 

2 gelmeliymi~sin 

PLURAL 

3 gelmeliymi~ler 

(gelmelilermi~) 

almahyml~lm 

almahyml~sm 

almahyml~lar 

(almahlarml~) 
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(d) Negative. The negative base, gel-me-meli, al-ma-mah, like the positive 

base, is used impersonally, 'one ought not to come/take', as well as with the 

present, past, and inferential endings: gel-me-meli-siniz 'you ought not to 

come'; gel-me-meli-ydik 'we ought not to have come', gel-me-meli

ymi~siniz 'they say/said you ought not to come'. 

(e) Interrogative: gelmeli mi 'should one come?' or 'should he come?'; 

gelmeli miydiniz 'should you have come?'; gelme-meli miydik 'should we 
not have come?' etc. 

(f) Conditional. The present and past are formed with isem and idiysem, 

but often a periphrasis i.e. a roundabout expression-is used, with the 

conditional forms of the verb gerekmek 'to be necessary', or, particularly for 

the present conditional, the adjectives liizlm or gerek 'necessary' and the 

conditional forms of 'to be', following the -me verbal noun (X, 7; XVII, 1) of 

the required verb with the appropriate personal suffix: 

gelme-m gerekirse 
if I ought to come (lit. 'if my-coming is 

/I liizlm-sa 

/I gerek-se 
necessary') 

gelme-miz gerektiyse if we had to come (lit. 'if our-coming was 

necessary') 

The future necessitative is expressed by a similar periphrasis: gelme-si 
gerekecek 'he will have to come' ('his-coming will-be-necessary'). 

31. di-past. This tense corresponds to both the English simple past and 

perfect with 'have'. Its characteristic is -di (-ti after unvoiced consonants), to 

which are added the Type II endings. 
'I came, 

have come' 

SINGULAR 

1 geldim 

2 geldin 

3 geldi 

PLURAL 

1 geldik 

2 geldiniz 

3 geldiler 

'I saw, 

have seen' 

gordum 

gordun 

gordu 

gorduk 

gordunuz 

gordUler 

'I did, 

have done' 

yaptlm 

yaptm 

yaptl 

yaptlk 

yaptmlz 

yaptllar 

'I found, 

have found' 

buldum 

buldun 

buldu 

bulduk 

buldunuz 

buldular 
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32. Uses of the di-past. This is the tense used in speech when relating past 
events positively known to the speaker. If one has witnessed the arrival of a 
tourist-ship, one may report the event in the words bir turist vapuru geldi. 

The newspapers will say bir turist vapuru gelmi~tir, although in the head
line they will use the synonymous but shorter geldi. Someone who has 
learned of the event from an eyewitness or from the newspapers will report it 

as bir turist vapuru gelmi~. 

33. Other paradigms of the di-past. 

(0) Pluperfect. From the di-past two pluperfect tenses are made, on the 
pattern of the two past conditionals of the verb 'to be'; see § 9. The first is 

commoner than the second, but not so common as the pluperfect in -mi~-ti 
(§ 28). 

'1 had come' 

SINGULAR 

1 geldiydim or geldimdi 
2 geldiydin geldindi 

3 geldiydi 

PLURAL 

1 geldiydik 
2 geldiydiniz 
3 geldiydiler 

'1 had done' 

SINGULAR 

geldinizdi 
geldilerdi 

1 yaptlydlm or yaptlmdl 
2 yapbydlO yaptlOdl 
3 yaptlydI 

'I had seen' 

gorduydurn or gordumdu 
gorduydun gordundu 

gorduydu 

gorduyduk 
gorduydunuz 
gorduydUler 

'1 had found' 

gordukW 
gordunuzdu 
gordUierdi 

bulduydum or buldumdu 
bulduydun buldundu 

bulduydu 
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PLURAL 

1 yaptlydlk 
2 yaptlydlnlz 

3 yaptlydllar 

yaptlktl 

yaptlnlzdl 

yaptllardl 

bulduyduk 

bulduydunuz 
bulduydular 

bulduktu 

buldunuzdu 

buldulardl 

VIII, 33 

(b) Conditional. As in the di-pluperfect, there are two possible forms, the 

first being more frequent. Only the conjugation of stems with rounded 

vowels has been shown; for the conjugation of geldiysem/geldimse and 

yaptlysam/yaptlmsa, d. § 9. 

'if I saw, have seen' 

51 NGULAR 

1 gorduysem or gordumse 

2 gorduysen gordunse 

3 gorduyse 

PLURAL 

1 gorduysek 

2 gorduyseniz 

3 gorduyseler 

gordukse 

gordunuzse 

gordulerse 

'if I found, have found' 

bulduysam or buldumsa 

bulduysan buldunsa 

bulduysa 

bulduysak 

bulduysanlz 

bulduysalar 

bulduksa 

buldunuzsa 

buldularsa 

(c) Pluperfect conditional. The separate idiysem, etc., and not the suffixed 

forms are used. 

'if I had come' 

51 NGU LAR 

1 geldi idiysem 

2 geldi idiysen 

PLURAL 

or geldim idiyse 

geldin idiyse 

3 geldi idiyseler geldiler idiyse 
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(d) Negative. The same endings are attached to the negative stem: 

gelmedim '1 have not come', almadmlz 'you did not take', yapmadlydlk or 

yapmadlktl 'we had not done', gormediyse 'if he has not seen', bulmadl 

idiyseler 'if they had not found', etc. 

(e) Interrogative. As the di-past is conjugated with the Type" endings and 

not the present of 'to be', the interrogative particle follows the whole word: 

geldim mi? 'did I come?'; yaptmlz ml? 'did you do?'; gordUk mU? 'did we 

see?'; buldular ml? 'did they find?', etc. 

There are alternative forms for the interrogative of the pluperfect: 

'had I come?' 

SINGULAR 

1 geldi miydim or geldim miydi 

2 geldi miydin geldin miydi 

3 geldi miydi 

PLURAL 

1 geldi miydik 

2 geldi miydiniz 

3 geldi miydiler 

geldik miydi 

geldiniz miydi 

geldiler miydi 

Negative-interrogative: gelmedim mi? 'did I not come?'; yapmadmlz 

ml? 'did you not do?'; gormedik mi? 'did we not see?' bulmadllar ml? 

'did they not find?'; gelmedi miydim? or gelmedim miydi? 'had I not 
7' t come. , e c. 

34. Conditional. As we have seen, the various bases so far examined have 

conditional moods, formed by adding the conditional of 'to be': 

(i) To the base: 

geliyorsam 

geleceksem 

gelirsem 

gelmi~sem 

geldiysem 

if I am coming 

if I am going to come 

if I come 

if I have come 

if I came, have come 
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(ii) To the past or inferential forms of 'to be' added to the base: 

geliyorduysam 

geliyormu~sam 

gelecektiysem 

etc. 

if I was coming 

if I am/was said to be coming 

if I was going to come 

VIII, 34 

In addition, every verb has its own conditional base, the characteristic 

being -se, which expresses (a) remote condition: gelse 'if he were to come'; 

(b) wish: gelse! 'if only he would come!' As with the conditional of 'to be', 

the Type" endings are used. 

(a) Conditional present: 'if I were to come', 'if I were to take': 

SI N GULAR 

1 gelsem 

2 gelsen 

3 gelse 

PLURAL 

1 gelsek 

2 gelseniz 

3 gelseler 

alsam 

alsan 

alsa 

alsak 

alsanlz 

alsalar 

(b) Conditional past. With the past endings of 'to be', the conditional base 

expresses (a) unfulfilled conditions: gelseydi 'had he come'; (b) hopeless 

wishes relating to past time: gelseydi! 'if only he had come!' This must be 

carefully distinguished from the di-past conditional: 

past conditional: gel + di + ise > geldiyse 'if he came' 

conditional past: gel + se + idi > gelseydi 'had he come, if only he had 

come' 

SINGULAR 

1 gelseydim 

2 gelseydin 

3 gelseydi 

alsaydlm 

alsaydm 

alsaydl 
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PLURAL 

1 gelseydik 

2 gelseydiniz 

3 gelseydiler 

(gelselerdi) 

alsaydlk 

alsaydmlz 

alsaydllar 

(alsalardl) 
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(e) Conditional inferential. With the inferential endings of 'to be', remote 

conditions and wishes can be quoted: gelseymi~ 'they say that if he were to 

come' or 'they are saying "if only he would come!'" 

SIN GU LAR 

1 gelseymi~im 

2 gelseymi~sin 
3 gelseymi~ 

PLURAL 

1 gelseymi~iz 
2 gelseymi~siniz 

3 gelseymi~ler 

(gelselermi~) 

alsayml~lm 

alsayml~sm 

alsayml~ 

alsayml~lz 

alsayml~smlz 

alsayml~lar 

(alsalarml~) 

The separate forms gelse imi~im, etc., are also found. 

(d) Negative: gelmesem 'if I were not to come'; gelmeseydim 'if only I had 

not come!'; gelmeseymi~im 'they are saying of me "if he were not to come" 

or "if only he would not/had not come!'" 

(e) Interrogative. Besides asking for confirmation of what you think you have 

heard (d. § 13 end)-gelse mil '''if he were to come!" do you say?'-the 

interrogative of the conditional may express indecision: gitsem mil 'should I 

go?' See XX, 10. 

The interrogative of the conditional inferential has alternative forms: 
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SINGULAR 

1 gelse miymi~im or gelsem miymi~ 

2 gelse miymi~sin gelsen miymi~ 

PLURAL 

3 gelse miymi~ler gel seier miymi~ 

VIII, 35 

Negative-interrogative: gelmese miymi~im or gelmesem miymi~, etc., 

'are they saying of me "if only he wouldn't come!',?, 

35. Subjunctive. This mood, which some grammarians prefer to call the 

subjunctive-optative, uses the Type III endings. 

Present 

SINGULAR 

1 geleyim 

2 gelesin 

3 gele 

PLURAL 

1 gelelim 

2 gelesiniz 

3 geleler 

alaYlm 
alasln 

ala 

alahm 

alaSlnlz 

alalar 

The accent is on the last syllable of the first persons and of the third-person 

plural. The other endings are accented on the -eta. 

The endings of the second persons are those of Type I. The final syllable 

of the first singular, though it looks like the '1 am' ending, is not; this is 

evident from the fact that it is accented, which the 'to be' endings never 

are. Historically, this ending seems to be a hybrid; in the sixteenth century 

the ending of the first singular of the subjunctive was -eyin, and of the 
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imperative -eyem. The 'I am' ending has, however, doubtless influenced its 

development. The first plural is historically part not of the subjunctive but 

of the imperative, the old first-plural ending of the subjunctive being 
.. 

-evuz. 

The Anatolian forms of the first singular and plural sometimes find their 

way into print; they are in -em and -ek respectively: gidem 'let me go, I'll 

go'; gidek or gideh 'let's go'. 

With vowel-stems, a y is inserted before the Type III endings. This narrows 

the preceding vowel, but the phonetic change is not invariably reflected in 

writing. Thus the subjunctive of soyle- 'to tell' and ba~la- 'to begin' is: 

SI NGULAR 

1 soyliyeyim 

2 soyliyesin 

3 soyliye 

PLURAL 

1 soyliyelim 

2 soyliyesiniz 

3 soyliyeler 

ba~hyaylm 

ba~hyasm 

ba~hya 

ba~hyahm 

ba~hyasmlz 

ba~hyalar 

Note that the y of the first-person ending -eyim/aYlm does not narrow the 

preceding vowel in writing. In the colloquial, however, the first singular of 

vowel-stems often loses the stem-vowel and the buffer y; thus soyliyeyim, 

ba~hyaylm are heard as soyleyim, ba~laylm, while yapaylm 'let me do' is 

heard as yapiim or yapim. 

36. Uses of the sUbjunctive. 1 The subjunctive expresses concepts envisaged 

by the subject or the speaker; it makes no statement about facts, except that 

the first singular is used colloquially with future meaning: yann geleyim 'let 

me come tomorrow' > 'I may come tomorrow' > 'I'll come tomorrow'. The 

, It is a pity that the SUbjunctive is dying in England, although it still flourishes in America. It will 
be a sad day when we forget the distinction between 'I inSISt that the claimant is adequately 
compensated' and 'I inSist that the claimant be adequately compensated'. 
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first plural means 'let us come', etc. The second persons are used, rarely 

nowadays, in formal speech to relay requests: babam dedi ki, yarm bize 

gelesiniz 'my father said that you-should-come to us tomorrow'. The third 

singular is used colloquially to ask cautious questions-evde mi ola? 'might 

he be at home?' -and in a few set expressions: from rasgel- 'to chance', 

rasgele 'may it fall out well, good luck!'; kolay gele 'may it come easy', a 

form of greeting used when entering a place where someone is working; 

gec;mi~ ola 'may it be past', said when hearing of someone's illness. In these 

last two expressions, however, Istanbul idiom favours the imperative: kolay 

gelsin, ge~mi~ olsun. The third plural is virtually obsolete. In subordinate 

clauses (see Chapter XIX) the third persons are almost invariably replaced 

nowadays by the third persons of the imperative. 

37. Other paradigms of the subjunctive. 

(a) Subjunctive past. Formed by suffixing to the third-person singular of the 

subjunctive the past endings of 'to be': 

SI NGULAR 

1 geleydim 

2 geleydin 

3 geleydi 

PLURAL 

1 ge 

2 geleydiniz 

3 geleydiJer 

(gelelerdi) 

ba~hyaydlm 

ba~hyaydm 

ba~hyaydl 

ba~hyaydlk 

ba~hyaydl",z 

ba~hyaydllar 

(ba~hyalardl) 

It expresses unfulfillable past wishes: 'would that I had come/begun', usu

ally reinforced by ke~ke or ke~ki: ke~ki bacagl klrtlaydl 'would that his leg 

had broken!' It is also used (i) as an alternative to the conditional past and (ii) 

as the past tense of the imperative. (i) biJeydim buraya kadar gelmezdim 

'had I known, I would not have come this far'. See, however, Chapter XXI, 

last paragraph. 
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(ii) soyliyeydiniz 'you should have said'. There is an idiomatic use of the 

third-person singular imperative of var- 'to come' with that of another verb, 
usually in the negative, e.g. varsm demesin, lit. 'let him come let him not 

say', meaning 'he might as well not say, it doesn't matter whether he says 

or not'. One way of expressing the past tense of this is vara demiyeydi 

'he might as well not have said'. Note the suspended affixation of the 

-ydi, which belongs both to vara and demiye. For an alternative way see 
XXIV, 31. 

(b) Subjunctive inferential 

51 NGULAR 

1 geleymi~im 

2 geleymi~sin 

3 geleymi~ 

PLU RAL 

1 geleymi~iz 

2 geleymi~siniz 

3 geleymi~ler 

(gelelermi~) 

ba~hyayml~lm 

ba~hyayml~sm 

ba~hyayml~ 

ba~hyayml~lz 

ba~hyayml~smlz 

ba~hyayml~lar 

(ba~hyalarml~) 

These forms, which are not of frequent occurrence, are used to quote the 

present and past subjunctive-geleymi~ 'people are/were saying "would 
that he had/might come!'" -and as an alternative to the conditional 

inferential. 

(c) Negative. The buffer y narrows the -me/ma to -mi/ml: gelmiye, 

ba~lamlya, gelmiyeydim, ba~lamlyayml~, etc. YiK recommended that this 
change should not be shown in writing but usage still varies. 

(d) Interrogative. The particle mi follows the endings of the present. In 

practice, only the first persons are likely to be encountered: geleyim mi, 

gelelim mi 'should I/we come?'; gelmiyeyim mi, gelmiyelim mi 'should 1/ 
we not come?' The interrogative of the past is not in use. 

The interrogative of the inferential is rare, as one might expect from its 

meaning: 'do/did they say "would that he might come!" 7' 
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SIN GULAR 

1 gele miymi~im ba~hya mlyml~lm 

2 gele miymi~sin ba~hya mlyml~m 

PLURAL 

3 gele miymi~ler ba~hya mlyml~lar 

(geleler miymi~) (ba~hyalar mlyml~) 

VIII, 38 

38. Synopsis of the verb. The accompanying table shows the first-person 

singular of all tenses and moods of gelmek 'to come' except the imperative 

(for which see the next section), the -mekte (§ 19) and -esi (§ 23) tenses. The 

participles and verbal nouns are also shown. See also the periphrastic tenses 

and moods in IX, 11. 

The Roman numerals in the table refer to the types of personal endings set 

out in §15, which for convenience are repeated beneath the table. The 

Arabic numerals refer to the relevant sections of the present chapter. 

The suffixed forms of the verb 'to be' have been shown except where 

literary usage has a strong preference for the separate forms. 

39. Imperative. 

SI NGU LAR 

2 gel 

3 gelsin 

PLURAL 

2 gelin 

geliniz 

3 gelsinler 

.. 
gor 

• • • • gorsun 

•• •• gorun 
.0 •• •• 

gorunuz 

gorsunler 

al 

alsm 

aim 

ahnlz 

alsmlar 

bul 

bulsun 

bulun 

bulunuz 

bulsunlar 

It will be seen that the imperative of the second singular is identical with 

the stem; d. the English imperative, which is identical with the infinitive 



Base Simple 
I 

Present geliyor geliyorum 
16 18 (a) 

Future gelecek gelecegim 
20 22 (a) 

Aorist gelir gelirim 
24 26 (a) 

mi~-past gelmi~ gelmi~im 
27 27 (a) 

II 
di-past geldi geldim 

31 31 

Conditional gelse gelsem 
34 34 (a) 

III 
Subjunctive gele geleyim 

35 35 

Necessitative gelmeli gelmeliyim 
30 30 (a) 

- ...... _--- ... _ ... - ----- ~ 

Personal endings 

Type I Type II Type III 

Singular 
1 • • -1m -m -eylm 
2 • • 

-Sin -n -esm 
3 (-dir) •• -e 

Plural 
1 • -k -elim -IZ 

2 • • • • • -smlz -Oil -esmlz 
3 -(dir)le. -Ier -eler 

.. ---- .... _-
~-

Past Conditional 
idi t II ise f II 

geliyordum geliyorsam 
18 (b) 18 (e) 

gelecektim geleceksem 
22 (b) 22 (,) 

gelirdim gelirsem 
26 (b) 26 (e) 

gelmi~tim gelmi~sem 
28 29 (a) 

--
geldiydim geldiysem 
33 (a) 33 (b) 

gelseydim .. 
34 (h) 

geleydim .. 
37 (a) 

gelmeliydim gelmeliysem 
30 (b) 30(f) 

Past 
(ondltlonal Inferential 
idi f ise f II imi~. I 

gellyorduysam gellyormu~um 
18 (d) 18 (p) 

gelecektiysem gelecekmi~im 
22 (d) 22 (e) 

gelirdiysem gellrml~im 
26 (d) 26 (e) 

gelmi~ idiysem gelmi~ imi~im 
29 (b) 29 (e) 

geldi idiysem •• 
33 (e) 

.. gelseymi~im 
34 ($) 

.. geleymi~im 
37 (b) 

gelmeliydiysem gelmeliymi~im 
30(f) 30 (e) 

Participles 

Present gelen 
Future gelecek 
Aorist gelir 

• 
ml~-past gelmi~ 
di-past geldik 

Inferential 
(OfldlllOlldl 

imi~ lise f II 

geliyormu~sam 
18 (I) 

gelecekmi~sem 
22 (I) 

gelirmi~sem 
26 (I) 

gelmi~ imi~sem 
29 (d) 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Verbal nouns 

gelmek 
gelmeklik 
gel me 
geli~ 
gelmezlik 
gelmemezlik 
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without 'to'. Of the second-person plural forms, the longer is the more 

polite. Care should be taken not to confuse the third-person suffix of this 

mood with the second-person singular of the Type I endings; if -sin is added 

to a stem, it makes the third-singular imperative: gel-sin 'let him come'; if 

added to a base, it makes the second-singular present: gel-ecek-sin 'you-are 

about-to-come'; gel-mi~-sin 'you-are having-come'. An ancient suffix of the 

second person imperative was -gil: bilgil'know!' 

The interjections haydi 'come on!', aman 'mercy!' and destur 'mind out 

of the way!' (dosttJr [P] 'permission') are sometimes given one or other of the 

endings of the second-plural imperative when more than one person is being 

addressed: haydiniz, amanm, desturun. 

In the second-person plural of the imperative, the buffer y does not narrow 

a preceding vowel: this rule applies to the second-person plural of the 

positive imperative of vowel-stems and of the negative imperative of all 

stems. Thus the positive imperative of soyle- 'to tell' and ba~la- 'to begin' is 

as follows: 

SINGULAR 

2 soyle 

3 soylesin 

PLURAL 

2 soyleyin 

soyleyiniz 

3 soylesinler 

ba~la 

ba~lasln 

ba~laym 

ba~laylnlz 

ba~lasrnlar 

The negative imperative of gel- and bul-: 

SINGULAR 

2 gelme 

3 gelmesin 

bulma 

bulmasrn 
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PLURAL 

2 gelmeyin 

gelmeyiniz 

3 gelmesinler 

bulmaym 

bulmaymlz 

bulmasmlar 
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The interrogative: gelsin mi 'is he to come?'; soylemesin mi 'is he not to 

tell?' An idiomatic use of the third-person negative interrogative is to state a 

fact, with an implication of surprise: satlCl iki gazete i~in benden on yerine 

sekiz kuru~ almasm ml? 'would you believe it, for two newspapers the 

shopkeeper took eight piastres from me instead of ten' (lit. 'is the seller not to 

take ... ?'). Cf. § 26 (h). 

Another conversational use is seen in this quotation from Sait Faik: oyle ya, 

tam kirk sekiz senedir marangoza i~im du~mesin 'That's how it is, you 

know; for fully forty-eight years I've never needed the services of a carpenter' 

(lit. 'let my work not fall to the carpenter'). 

Such colloquial imperatives as durundu 'hey, stop!' and bakmdl 'hey, 

look here!' (accented on the first syllable and used as singular or plural) are 

compounded of the second-singular imperative-dur, bak-and the adverb 

imdi 'now'. A less likely theory derives them from the second plural durun, 

bakm-and the interjection di seen in haydi 'come on!' 

40. -sindi. This ending is the third-person imperative -sin with the third

person past of the verb 'to be': onun gizli fikirlerini halk ne bilsindi? 'how 

should the common people know his secret thoughts?' bu yazlya Bakan 

klzmasm da, kim klzsmdl? 'who should have been angry at this article, if 

not the Minister?' (for this form of conditional sentence see XX, 2). Some 

Turkish grammarians reject this explanation and regard the -di as identical 

with the last syllable of haydi. This is because they will not admit the possibil

ity of a past imperative, on the grounds that the function of the imperative is 

to give an order and one cannot give an order in the past. This somewhat 

mechanistic objection can be disposed of if we regard the -di as putting not 

the imperatives bilsin, klzsm, but the whole sentences into the past. For 

another example see XXIV, 31. 

41. -sin i~in. An uncommon method of expressing purpose is to use the 

postposition i~in after the third-person imperative, as in bu gomlegi ona 

giysin i~in verdim 'I gave him this shirt for him to wear', where giysin diye 
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(XI, 2) would be more normal. For an example where it has clearly been used 

to avoid the repetition of diye, see XXIV, 25. 

42. ·dir suffixed to finite verbs. As we have seen in § 4, -dir can indicate 

supposition or, less commonly, emphasis. It may also be suffixed to verbs 

(except the di-past, conditional, subjunctive, and imperative) in any per

son, including the first and second persons of the verb 'to be', In such 

situations it generally does not so much emphasize the verb as weaken it, 

the implication being that the speaker is stating as a fact something of 

which he has no positive knowledge but only a strong feeling or impres

sion: ,<ocuk gibi-y-im-dir ya ..• elbette ,<ocuk gibiyim 'I-really-think-I

am-like a child, you know, .. indeed I am like a child'. Here the speaker 

begins by stating his feeling and then, his conviction becoming firmer, he 

states it as a fact. 

~air-im I am a poet 

~airim-dir I am surely a poet, I think I must be a poet 

~iir yazlyorum I am writing poetry 

~iir yazlyorum-dur surely I am writing poetry! or why, I must be writing 

poetry! 

uz you know 

you surely know, I presume you know 

uyumu~um I gather that I have slept 

uyumu~um-dur I must have slept 

okumu~sunuz you have read, I gather 

okumu~sunuz-dur you are bound to have read 

Ing polisinin methini hepimiz duymu~uzdur we have all certainly 

heard the praises of the English police 

It must be remembered, however, that the addition of -dir to the third 

person of the mi~-past makes a definite past tense (§ 27), while its addition 

to the third person of the future makes a definite future (§ 22). 

Note the differences between the three possible ways of translating 'I have 

written him a letter': 

ona bir mektup yazdlm 

ona bir mektup yazml~lm 

ona bir mektup yazml~lmdlr 

The first is a statement of fact; I remember writing the letter. The second is 

an inference; I do not remember writing the letter, but I have found a copy in 
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my file. The third, which might be translated 'I must have written ... " 

suggests that I do not remember writing, nor have I any evidence that I 

wrote, but after all it is over three months since I received his letter and I 

presume I must have done something about it. 

The nuances in the three possible ways of saying 'my friend is waiting for 

me' should also be noted: 

arkada~lm beni bekliyor 

arkada~lm beni bekliyormu~ 

arkada~lm beni bekliyordur 

The first states a fact; I can see him there at the corner. The second is based 

on hearsay; someone has seen him waiting and told me so. The third is a 

supposition-'I'm sure he is waiting'-based on the knowledge that my 

friend is always punctual, that he said he would wait from five o'clock, and 

that it is now five past five. 

The context shows when -dir has the emphasizing function: e;ocuga 

anlatm, mutlaka iiaci ie;melidir 'explain to the child, he really must drink 

the medicine'; babanm sozunden Cjlkmayacaksmdlr, degil mil 'it-is-a

fact-that-you-will-not-depart from your father's word, is it not?' i.e. 'you will 

positively not disobey your father, will you?' 

43. -dir with a following verb. bir klyamet-tir koptu, literally 'it is a resur

rection broke out', may be translated 'all hell broke loose'. In such sentences, 

in which the noun is always preceded by bir, the -dir is the main verb, with 

the following verb subordinate. This is a vivid form of expression drawing 

attention to a sudden startling event or a remarkable state of affairs, the latter 

when the second verb is git-, denoting continuity (XI, 36 (g)). 

sol kulaglma bir tokat-tlr indi 'such a slap came down on my left 

ear!' 

bOtOn gOn evde bir konu~ma bir patlrdl bir gurOltii-diir gider 'there is 

a perpetual talking and scurrying and noise in the house all day long'. 

Comparable is the colloquial use exemplified in: Adalarda yaz mevsimi 

bir hayat-tlr hie; sarma 'on the Islands, the summer season is such a marvel

lous life!' ('is a life don't ask!'). 

44. Summary of the forms of 'to be'. The following summary of the forms of 

the verb olmak 'to become, be, happen, mature', and of the verb 'to be', 

shows how the former supplements the deficiencies of the latter. 
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• -1m I am 

I am/was said to be 

idim I was 

• Isem if I am 

iken while being 

oluyorum 

olmaktaYlm 

olacaglm 

olurum 

olmu~um 

olmahYlm 

oldum 

olsam 

ol,olun, 

olunuz 

olsun 

olasl 

olabilirim 

olamam 

olurken 

VIII,4S 

I am becoming, 

I tend to be 

I am becoming 

I shall be, shall 

become 

I become, shall 

be 

I infer that I 
have become 

I ought to become, 

ought 

to be 

I became, have 
become 

if I were, if I 

should become 

let me be, let 

me become 

be! become! 

let him be 

may he be 

I can be, become 

(§ 55 (0» 

I cannot be, become 

(§ 55 (b» 
while becoming 

(XI, 34) 

The stem 01- also supplies the participles and verbal nouns of 'to be'. 

Particularly to be noted is the difference between idim and oldum. Here is 

a pair of examples in the third person: bir zelzele idi 'it was an earthquake'; 

bir zelzele oldu 'an earthquake occurred'. (The new word for zelzele [A] is 

deprem.) 

45. var, yok. These words are adjectives meaning respectively 'existent' 

and 'non-existent'. They take the place of English 'there is/are' and 'there 

is/are not' and of the verb 'to have'. 
ko~ede bir kahve var 'there is a cafe on the corner'. bu koyde postahane 
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var ml? 'is there a post-office in this village?' Answer: var 'there is' or yok 

'there is not'. bl~ak var ml sizde? 'have you a knife on you?' Answer: var 'I 

have' or yok 'I have not'. bl~agmlz yok mu? 'do you not have a knife?' 

('your-knife non-existent?'). ~ocuk yetim degil, babasl var 'the child is not 

an orphan, he has a father'. 

The subject of English 'have' is put in the genitive in Turkish: ~ocugun 

babasl var 'the child has a father'. This is not an ordinary izafet group; it 

literally means not 'the child's father exists' but 'his father exists the 

child's'. The distinction may seem slight but has practical consequences; see 

XVI, 6. imparatorun elbisesi yok 'the emperor has no clothes'; benim 

~jjphem yok 'I have no doubt'. 

The present tense of 'to be' and the forms based on i- may be used in 

conjunction with var and yok: Burada yalmz ml-y-Iz? dedi. Haylr, ben de 

vanm, dedim '" Are we alone here?" said he. "No, I am present too," I 
said,.1 

ev-in bah~e-si var the house has a garden 

" " 
vardl the house had a garden 

" " 
vardlr formal: the house has ... ; informal: 

the house surely has ... 

" " 
varsa if the house has ... 

" " 
varml~ the house is said to have .. 

" " 
varken while the house has ... 

For the negative of all these, var is replaced by yok: yoktu, yoktur, yoksa, 

yokmu~, yokken. 

For other verbal forms, i.e. for those missing from the left-hand column in 

§ 44, 01- and its negative olma- take the place of var and yok: 

evin bah~esi olacak the house will have a garden 

" " 
olmlyacak the house will not have a garden 

" " olsaydl if the house had a garden 

" " 
olmasaydl if the house had no garden 

" " 
olsun let the house have a garden 

" • • olmasm let the house not have a garden 

" olmah the house ought to have a garden 

1 This small joke is funnier in Turkish than in English, because the question can mean 'Am I alone 
here?' -see V. 1, penultimate paragraph, and XVI, 3 (c). 
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The attributive use of var is confined to such expressions as var kuvvet-i

yle dayand, 'he resisted with all his strength' ('with his existent strength') 

and of yok to yok yere 'vainly' ('to non-existent place'). 
Care is necessary to distinguish yard. < var + idi from yard. the third

singular di-past of varmak 'to arrive'. As the suffixes of 'to be' are enclitic, no 

confusion is possible in speech; 'there was' is vard., 'he arrived' is vard" In 

writing, the context should obviate ambiguity: koyde bir misafir yard. 

'there was a guest in the village'; koye bir misafir yard. 'a guest arrived in 

the viii age' . 

46. Extended stems. The suffixes treated in the next seven sections are used 

to make reciprocal, causative, repetitive, reflexive, and passive verb-stems, to 

which are added the tense- and mood-endings set out above. 

47. The reciorocal orcp-ooerative \I~rb.The addition of-(j)S-_toii v~rA-stem . _ _ ___. 

shows that the action is done by more than one subject, one with another or 

one to another: 

anla- to understand anla~- to understand one 

another 

benze- to resemble benze~- to resemble one 

another 

dov- to beat dovO~- to fight one another 

ko~- to run ko~u~- to make a concerted 
rush or to run in 

all directions 
sev- to love • to make love sevl~-

u~- to fly u~u~- to fly about together 

The precise meaning of such a verb cannot always be deduced logically; 
thus tutu~-, from tut- 'to hold', means not only 'to hold each other' and 'to 

hold mutually' el tutu~tular 'they held hands'- but also 'to catch fire'. In a 

good many words, -i~- has the inchoative sense seen in -Ie-~- 'to become' 

(XIV, 25). yat- 'to lie down', yat.~- 'to subside'; kalk- 'to rise', kalk'~· 'to 

attempt something beyond one's powers', 'to presume'. It was the language 
reform that pinned geli~mek down to the meaning 'to develop'; in pre

reform days it meant 'to start to come', and then 'to grow, improve'. From 

01- the reformers made olu~mak 'to come into being' and its causative 

olu~turmak 'to bring into being, to create'. A grammar cannot be a 
substitute for a dictionary. 
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48. The causative verb is formed by adding one or other of the suffixes listed 

below to the stem, original or reciprocal. 

(0) -dir-. This suffix is etymologically and functionally distinct from the suffix 

meaning 'is', but is identical with it In its phonetic metamorphoses (see § 3). 

It is the commonest causative suffix, but is not used with polysyllabic stems 

ending in a vowel or I or r. 

don- to freeze (i n tr.) dondur- to freeze (tr.) 

don- to turn (intr.) dondur- to turn (tr.) 
• to believe inandlr- to persuade man-

01- to die oldur- to kill 

ye- to eat yedir- to feed 

The final sentence of the previous section is applicable to this section too; 

e.g. al-dlr- means 'to cause to take' but also 'to pay attention'; ko~-tur- is 'to 

cause to run' but also 'to run about in a panic'. See further § 51. 

(b) -ir-. This is used with some twenty monosyllables, of which the 

commonest are: 

a~- to pass, surpass a~lr- to cause to pass over 

bat- to sink (intr.) batlr- to sink (tr.) 

bit- to finish (intr.) biti r- to finish (tr.) 

dog- to be born dogur- to give birth to 

doy- to be satiated doyur- to satiate 

duy- to feel, hear duyur- to divulge 

du~- to fall du~ur- to make fall, drop 

to pass (intr.) • to pass (tr.) gec;- geC;lr-
• • to migrate • • • • to cause to migrate goC;- goc;ur-

• to drink • • to make drink IC;- 1C;lr-

kac;- to escape kaC;1 r- to let escape, lose 
• to cook (i ntr.) • • to cook (tr.) pl~- pl~lr-

• to swell (intr.) • • to inflate ~I~- ~1~lr-

ta~- to overflow ta~lr- to make overflow 

yat- to lie down yatlr- to lay down, deposit 

(c) -t- is used with polysyllabic stems ending in a vowel or I or r: 

anla- to understand anlat- to explain 

bekle- to wait beklet- to keep waiting 

duzel- to be put in order duzelt- to arrange 

kuc;ul- to become small kuc;u It- to belittle 
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otur

soyle-

to sit 

to speak 

oturt

soylet-

to seat 

to make/let speak 

VIII,49 

(d) -it- is used after a few monosyllabic stems, mostly ending in k, e.g.: 

ak- to flow aklt- to shed 

kok- to smell (intr.) kokut- to make smell 

kork- to fear korkut- to frighten 

sap- to deviate saplt- to send astray 

sark- to lean down sarklt- to suspend 

urk- to start with fear urkut- to startle 

(e) -er- occurs only in these words: 

,<Ik- to go out, go up ,<Ikar- to remove, raise 

,<ok- to collapse ,<oker- to cause to collapse, 

make kneel 

git- to go gider- to remove 

kop- to break off, break out kopar- to break off (tr.), 

(intr.) cause to break out 

on- to prosper onar- to repair (also 

ondur- 'to 

ameliorate' (tr.» 

(f) Irregular are: 

to suck • to suckle em- emzlr-

gel- to come getir- to bring 
•• to see, perform goster- to show (also gor-

(a duty, task, etc.) gordur- 'to 

make perform') 

kalk- to rise kaldlr- to raise, remove 

49. Doubly causative verbs. The causative -t- may be suffixed to -dir-, -ir-, 

and -er-; the causative -dir- may be suffixed to -t- and -it-, sometimes with 

no change of meaning. Thus from de- 'to say' the causative 'to make say' is 

dedir- or dedirt-; from kon- 'to settle', kondur- or kondurt-. More often, 

however, both suffixes have their full value: 

01-
oldur

oldurt-

to die 

to ki II 

to have someone killed 
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• 
pl~-

• • 
pl~lr-

to cook (i ntr.) 

to cook (tr.) 

pi~irt- to get something cooked 
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Causatives of the third and fourth degree are theoretically possible but are 

rarely if ever found outside the pages of grammar-books, as here: ol-dlir-t

tUr-t- 'to get someone to get someone to get someone to make someone 

die', i.e. to kill through the agency of three intermediaries. A real-life example 

of a triple causative, -a r-t-tlr-, may be seen in parks: <;ic;:ek Kopart

tlrmaylnlz, lit. 'Do not let anyone let anyone cause flowers to break off.' One 

imagines that a double causative would have been enough, but the intent 

may have been 'Don't allow anyone let his or her children pick flowers.' 

50. Syntax of the causative. When a transitive verb is made causative, the 

object of the basic verb remains in the accusative, while the object of the 

causative element of the verb is put in the dative: mektub-u imzala-dlm 'I 

signed the letter'; mektub-u mlidlir-e imzala-t-tlm 'I got the director to 

sign the letter' ('to-the-director I-was-the-cause-of-signing'). salon-un 

duvar-Iannl boya-y-acaktlm 'I was going to paint the walls of the drawing

room'; salonun duvarlannl bir amele-y-e boya-t-acaktlm 'I was going to 

get a workman to paint ... ' 

When the object of the causative element is not expressed, English idiom 

usually demands a passive participle: mektubu imzalattlm 'I got the letter 

signed'; salonun duvarlannl boyatacaktlm 'I was going to have the walls 

of the drawing-room painted'. 

When an intransitive verb is made causative, the subject of the simple verb 

becomes the object: rakib-i ol-dli 'his rival died'; rakib-i-n-i ol-dlir-dli 'he 

killed his rival'. This causative verb, having an object, can now be treated like 

any other transitive verb: rakibini kirahk bir katil-e ol-dlir-t-tU 'he got a 

hired murderer to kill his rival' ('to a hired murderer he-was-the-cause-of

making-die his-rival'). c;:ocuk dog-du 'the child was born'; anne, c;:ocug-u 

dog-ur-du 'the mother bore the child'; ebe, anne-y-e c;:ocug-u dog-ur-t-tu 

'the midwife helped the mother to bear the child'; ebe, anne-y-i dog-ur-t

tu 'the midwife brought the mother to birth'. 

When an originally transitive verb is made doubly causative, the second 

intermediary may be expressed with the help of vaslta (A) 'means', or 

tavassut (A) or the neologism araclhk 'mediation': mektub-u mlidlir-e 

kiitib-in vasltasiyle/tavassutiyle/araclhglyla imzala-t-tlr-dlm 'through 

the mediation of the secretary, I got the director to sign the letter'. The 
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intermediary need not be mentioned: mektubu mudure imzalattlrdlm 'I 

got someone to get the director to sign the letter'. 

Verbs construed with the dative retain the dative when they are made 

causative, the object of the causative element being put in the accusative: 

soz-um-un dogru-Iug-u-n-a inan-Ir mlSlnlz? 'do you believe in the truth 

of my statement?'; sozumun dogruluguna siz-i nasI! inan-dlr-aYlm? 

'how am I to make you believe in the truth of my statement?'. ~ocuk, 

okul-a ba~ladl 'the child started school'; ~ocug-u okul-a ba~la-t-tlk 'we 

started the child at school'. dersine ~all~lyor 'she is working on her 

lesson'; ablasl, onu dersine ~all~-tlr-Iyor 'her big sister is making her 
work on her lesson'. 

The causative means not only to make someone do something but also, 

voluntarily or involuntarily, to let someone do something: ormanlanmlz-I 

ke~iler-e ye-dir-iyoruz 'we are letting the goats eat our forests'; para-m-I 

tramvay-da ~al-dlr-ml~lm 'I have had my money stolen on the tram'; treni 
ka~-Ir-dlk 'we missed the train' ('we let the train escape'). 

The negative of the causative is commonly used for 'not to permit': bizi 

soyle-t-me-diler 'they did not let us speak'. 

51. The repetitive verb. 

(0) Stems extended by the suffixcs -(i)~- plus -dir- are not necessarily 
reciprocal and causative. In the following verbs the ending -(i)~tir- conveys 
repeated and intensive action: 1 

ara-

at

~ek

serp
sor-

•• sur-

tak-

ver-

to seek 

to throw 

to pull 

to sprinkle 

to ask 

to smear 

to attach 

to give 

ara~tlr-

atl~tlr

~eki~tir

serpi~tir

soru~tur

suru~tUr

takl~tlr

veri~tir-

to research, 

investigate 

to gobble up 

to slander 

to scatter about 

to make inquiries 
to put on make-up 

to dress up 

to be abusive 

For additional emphasis the simple verb may be used before the repetitive 

verb. A couplet by Orhan Veli runs: Tak takl~tlr, sur suru~tUr / piyasaya gel 

1 This is not an exhaustive list but includes the commonest of such verbs. See Tahsin Banguoglu, 

'Ti.Jrk~ede Tekerrur Fiilleri', in TDAYB 1956, 111-23. 
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ak~am olunca 'Doll yourself up, put on your war-paint, / come to the 

monkey-parade' as evening falls'. 

(b) -(e)kle- can no longer be regarded as a live suffix (with the reservation 

that the language reformers may at any time decide to resurrect it) but is 

found in a small number of verbs, e.g.: 

durt

it-
• • sur-

uyu

to prod 

to push 

to drive 

to sleep 

durtUkle-

itekle-

surukle-

uyukla-

(c) -ele- is even rarer: 

~a~

gev-

to be bewildered ~a~ala

(obsolete) to chew gevele-

52. The reflexive verb. The suffix is -(i)n-: 

bul- to find bulun-

dov- to beat dovun-
• to put on, wear • • gly- glyln-

saI- to throw sahn-

soyle- to speak soylen-

Ylka- to wash Ylkan-

to keep prodding 

to manhandle 

to drag 

to keep dozing off 

to be bewildered 

to chew over, beat 

about the bush 

to find oneself, be 

to beat one's breast 

to dress oneself 

to oscillate 

to grumble to oneself 

to wash oneself 

Like the 'middle voice' of ancient Greek, this suffix denotes action done 

not only to oneself but also for oneself: 

et- to do edin- to acquire 

to pass • to make a living, ge~- ge~In-

get along 

ka~- to run away ka~In- to abstain 

kalk- to rise kalkln- to progress, 

recover 

yap- to make yapln- to make for oneself 

orto have 

(e.g. a suit) made 

1 I apologize for having to resort to this expression, which was in regular use in the first half of 
the twentieth century but seems to have no modern equivalent. It was used of young people's 
practice of strolling up and down in their best clothes, in a favourite street or park, with flirtatious 
intentions. 
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Both senses may occur in the same verb: aran-, from ara- 'to seek', means 

'to search one's mind' and 'to seek something for oneself': aramyorsun 

'you're asking for it!' (i.e. a good hiding). ta~m-, from ta~l- 'to carry', means 

both 'to turn things over in one's mind' and 'to move oneself, move house'. 

As with verbs in -i~tir-, the meaning of the reflexive is not always guess

able; gor-un- is not 'to see oneself' but 'to seem, to appear'; sev-in- is not 'to 

love oneself' but 'to rejoice'. 

53. The passive verb. This is formed by adding -il- after all consonants 

except I: sev-il- 'to be loved'; gor-ul- 'to be seen'; yap-II- 'to be made'; 

tut-ul- 'to be held'. 

Stems in 1 or a vowel form their passive identically with the reflexive: 

al- to take, buy al-m- to be taken, bought 

oku

kapa-

to read 

to shut 

oku-n

kapa-n-

to be read 

to be shut 

Thus, for example, soylen- is both the reflexive and the passive of soyle- and 

means either 'to grumble' or 'to be spoken'; Ylkan- is either 'to wash one

self' or 'to be washed'. In cases where ambiguity might arise, the passive can 

be indicated by adding -il- to the -(i)n-, or the reflexive can be shown by 

using the reflexive pronoun (V, 4): ~ocugu Ylkadl 'she washed the child'; 

~ocuk Ylka-n-dl 'the child washed himself or was washed'; ~ocuk Ylka-n-II

dl 'the child was washed'; ~ocuk kendi kendini ylkadl 'the child washed 

himself'. 

Just as some verbs take a doubly causative suffix for no obvious reason, so 

some take a doubly passive suffix; e.g. the passive of de- 'to say' is de-n-il- as 

well as de-n-. 

The passive of anla- 'to understand' is irregular: anla~ll- 'to be 

understood' . 

54. Uses of the passive. It is not used as much as its English equivalent for the 

sake of elegant variation; e.g. instead of 'he was rebuked by his father', a Turk 

is more likely to say 'his father rebuked him'. Another difference from English 

idiom is that when ba~la- 'to begin' is construed with a passive verb it is put 

in the passive itself: bu i~-i yap-ma-y-a 1 ba~hyorlar 'they are beginning to 

do this job'; bu i~ yap-II-ma-y-a ba~la-n-lyor 'this job is beginning to be 

done' ('is-being-begun to-be-done'). 

1 This is the dative of the verbal noun; see x, 7. 
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But the most remarkable feature of the Turkish passive is its impersonal 
use: ni~in yalan soyle-n-ir? 'why are lies told?', i.e. 'why do people tell lies?' 
In this example the passive verb appears to have' a subject, but impersonal 
passives are also regularly formed from intransitive verbs and then have no 

conceivable grammatical subject; indeed, the example bu ... ba~la",yor 
above may be explained under this head. bah~i~ atom di~in-e bak-II-maz 
'one does not look at the teeth of a gift horse' ('Iooking-is-not-done to the 
tooth ... '). 0 zamanlar Karakoy'den Harbiye'ye taksi ile iki lira-y-a gid
iI-ir-di 'in those days, one used to go from K. to H. by taxi for two liras'. 
gidilirdi is the aorist past passive, lit. 'going-used-to-be-done'; d. Virgil's sic 

itur ad astra 'thus does one go to the stars' Ylldlzlara boyle gid . The 
sentence bu ila~-Ia kimse iyi olmaz 'with this medicine no one becomes 
well' may be expressed impersonally thus: bu ila~la iyi ol-un-maz, using the 
aorist present negative passive of 01-; 'becoming-is-not-done'. yerli-Ier-Ie 
~abuk arkada~ ol-un-ur 'one quickly becomes friends with the natives'. 

This passive of 01- is used to form the passive of verbs compounded of et
'to do' and a verbal noun (see § 57) and is commoner in this use than the 
passive of et-: onu ten kit ediyorlar 'they are criticizing him'; tenkit 

olunuyor or tenkit ediliyor 'he is being criticized'. 

55. The potential verb. This might, on grounds of structure, have been treat
ed together with compound verbs such as ol-a-gel- and gel-i-ver- (see XI, 
36) but is singled out here because of its great frequency and its anomalous 
negative. 

(a) The positive is formed by adding the appropriate part of bil- 'to know' 
to the required stem, original or extended, plus -e/a2 (with the usual buffer 
y after vowel-stems): gel-ir-im 'I come'; gel-e-bil-ir-im 'I can come'. gel
di-yse 'if he came'; gel-e-bil-di-yse 'if he was able to come'. anla-y-acak
ml~-Im 'I gather that I shall understand'; anla-y-a-bil-ecek-mi~-im 'I 
gather that I shall be able to understand'. The verb in the next example is 
the aorist present interrogative of the potential passive of 01-, used 

impersonally: hakikaten bedbaht ol-un-a-bil-ir mi? 'is it possible to be 
truly unhappy?' 

1 'appears to have', because the verb is in fact impersonal; the literal meaning of yalan soylenir 
is not 'lies are told' but 'lie-telling is-done'. 

2 For the history of this extension see C. S. Mundy, 'The -e/ii Gerund in Old Ottoman', BSOAS 
xvi/2 (1954), 298-319, and ibid. xvii/1 (1955),156-9. 
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(b) The negative, i.e. the impotential, is formed by adding to the stem the 

suffix -eme/ama, the first vowel of which is accented and the second may be 

narrowed to i/I by a following y. This was originally the negative of a now 

obsolete verb umak 'to be powerful, able'. gel-me-mek 'not to come', gel

eme-mek 'to be unable to come'; anla-ma-mak 'not to understand', anla

y-ama-mak 'to be unable to understand'. The aorist of the impotential is 

conjugated like the aorist negative, its base being not -erne + r but -emez. It 

will be seen that the impotential of any verb-form can be made by inserting 

eta before the negative suffix: gelmedi 'he did not come'; gelemedi 'he 

could not come'. anlamlyor 'he does not understand'; anlayamlyor 'he 

cannot understand'. bilmezler 'they do not know'; bilemezler 'they cannot 

know'. 

(c) The positive potential endings may be attached to a negative or even to 

an impotential stem: gel-mi-y-ebil-ir-im 'I am able not to come', i.e. 'I may 

not come' or'l don't have to come if I don't want to'. gel-emi-y-ebil-ir-im 'I 

am able to be unable to come', i.e. 'I may be unable to come'. 

56. The order of extensions. The order in which the extensions to the stem 

are placed is as follows: 

1. reflexive 

2. reciprocal 

3. causative 

4. passive 

Examples of verbs containing both reflexive and reciprocal suffixes are hard 

to find; one such, a product of the language reform, is dayam~- 'to practise 

mutual aid', made up thus: 

simple: daya-

+ reflexive: 

+ reciprocal: 

daya-n

daya-n-I~-

to prop up 

to prop oneself up 

to engage with other people 

in propping oneself up 

We may continue the extensions to show the full possibilities of the verb: 

+ causative: daya-n-I~-tlr- to make to practise mutual aid 

+ passive: daya-n-I~-tlr-II- to be made to practise mutual aid 

The only departures from this order are apparent rather than real; i.e. the 

reciprocal suffix can follow the passive or causative suffix but only in the case 

of pseudo-passive or pseudo-causative verbs, that is, verbs which look like 

passives or causatives but whose original simple stems have gone out of use, 
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e.g. dagll- 'to disperse', dagll-I~- 'to disperse all in different directions'; 
segirt- 'to hasten', segird-i~- 'to hasten together'. 

Examples of the normal order: 

simple aCI- to feel pain 
reflexive 
causative 

• passive 
simple 
reciprocal 
causative 

• passive 
simple 
causative 

• passive 

aCI-n-
aCI-n-dlr-
aCI-n-dlr-ll-
tanl-
tanl-~-

tanl-~-tlr-

tanl-~-tlr-II-
• 
10-

in-dir-
in-dir-il-

to feel pain in oneself, to grieve 
to make grieve 
to be made to grieve 
to know 
to know one another 
to introduce 
to be introduced to one another 
to descend 
to bring down 
to be brought down 

To summarize, the 'extended stem' is the simple stem plus any or all of 
these four extensions, in this order: reflexive, reciprocal, causative, passive. 
Less commonly, 'reflexive' and 'causative' may be replaced by 'repetitive'. To 
the extended stem, as to the simple stem, may be added anyone of the 
following options: 

(a) negative 
(b) potential 
(c) impotential 
(d) negative + potential 
(e) impotential + potential 

-me-
-ebil-
-eme-
-meyebil-
-emeyebil-

Then comes the tense and/or mood characteristic and finally the personal 
suffix, which, if Type I, may be preceded by the interrogative particle (the 
Type II endings are followed by the interrogative particle). Using the stem 
daya-, all four extensions, option (e), the future characteristic, the inter
rogative particle, the inferential suffix and the Type I ending of the first
person plural, we arrive at: dayanl~tlrrlamayabilecek miymi~iz? 'is it 
said that we may not be able to be made to practise mutual aid?' This 
example, though a little contrived, would not strike a Turk as unnatural. 
The three following examples are all taken from recent writings (the third 
from an article on anti-aircraft defences): acmdlrllmadlk 'we were not 
made to grieve' (stem aCI- + reflexive + causative + passive + negative + 
first-person plural of di-past). tanl~tmlamadlysanlz 'if you were not 
able to be introduced' (stem tanl- + reciprocal + causative + passive + 
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impotential + second-person plural of di-past conditional). indirilemiy

ebilecekler 'it may be that they will not be able to be brought down' (stem 

in- + causative + passive + impotential + potential + third-person plural of 

future). 

57. Auxiliary verbs. 

(a) etmek. There is a handful of verbal phrases consisting of a Turkish noun 

and the verb etmek 'to do', on the pattern of the English 'to do honour to', 

e.g. yardlm etmek 'to help'; alay etmek 'to mock'. These served as the 

model for a vast number of phrases in which the first element was an Arabic 

verbal noun: 

kabul acceptance kabul etmek to accept 

mukayese • mukayese etmek to compare companson 

ispat proof ispat etmek to prove 

te~kil formation te~kil etmek to form 

The same device is used nowadays to make verbs from foreign words, 

especially French past participles: 

desinfecte 

isole 

adapte 

organise 
knockout 

dezenfekte etmek 

izole etmek 

ada pte etmek 

organize etmek 

nakavt etmek 

to disinfect 

to isolate, insulate 

to adapt 

to organize 

to knockout 

Nouns whose final syllable is subject to any of the changes described in I, 

16, 17 (c), 19 are usually written as one word with etmek, especially if they 

are monosyllables: 

at 

fikir 

tehyi~ 

forgiveness 

thought 

excitement 

affetmek 

fikretmek 

tehyicetmek 

to forgive 

to ponder 

to excite 

Exceptional is haketmek 'to deserve', with a single k although it is from 

hak, acc. hakkl (I, 16, last paragraph); hakketmek 'to engrave' is regular, 

< fJakk [A]. 
(b) eylemek, formerly an elegant alternative to etmek, is now little used 

except (i) to avoid the constant repetition of etmek; (ii) in Allah rahmet 

eylesin and Mevla rahmet eyleye 'God have mercy (on him/her)'; (iii) in the 

stereotyped expression ne etseniz ne eyleseniz 'whatever you do, in spite of 

all your efforts' (for the syntax see XX, 7). 
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(c) kllmak was anciently another alternative to etmek, but as an auxiliary 

verb it now occurs regularly only in namaz kllmak 'to perform the rites of 

Muslim prayer' and sometimes in karar kllmak 'to come to a decision' and 

takla kllmak 'to do a somersault', though in these two expressions it is often 

replaced by vermek 'to give' and atmak 'to throw' respectively. It is still 

common in the sense of 'to make someone something', as in sava~ dl~1 

kllmak 'to render hors de combat' ('to make war-outside') and mecbur 

kllmak 'to oblige' ('to make compelled'), with the dative of the -me verbal 

noun: beni bunu yapmaya mecbur klldllar (or ettiler) 'they have obliged 

me to do this'. 

(d) buyurmak properly means 'to order' and was used in courtly speech as 

a substitute for other verbs, including etmek and eylemek, the underlying 

theory being that exalted persons do not perform any task themselves but 

simply command; thus 'he forgave me' would be beni affetti or beni 

affeyledi if the forgiver were an ordinary man, but beni af buyurdular (note 

the courtly plural) if he were the Sultan. 

Nowadays, ne buyurdunuz? 'what did you say?' is mostly used ironic

ally, but the imperative buyurun is regularly used to mean 'deign', in mak

ing courteous requests. It may be construed with an accusative when it 

stands for 'take', or with a dative when it stands for 'enter': buyurun 

kahve-niz-i 'please take your coffee'; buyurun salon-a 'please enter the 

drawing-room'. 

(e) yapmak 'to make, do', unlike etmek, does not usually make transitive 

verbal phrases; one exception, officially sanctioned, though disliked by 

purists, is park yapmak 'to park (a car)'. It replaces etmek, however, when 

a normally transitive verbal phrase is used without an object or when the 

noun element is defined-i.e. when the noun is really the object of 'to do' 

and is not just part of a compound verb: bu iki eseri mukayese ediyor 'he 

is comparing these two works' but bu iki eserin mukayesesini yaplyor 'he 

is making a comparison ("doing the comparison") of these two works'; 

masraflanml hesab-ediyorum 'I am calculating my expenses' but hesap 

yaplyorum 'I am calculating'. 

(f) The passive and causative forms of etmek, but not of eylemek, are in full 

use: kopri.iyi.i tamir ediyorlar 'they are repairing the bridge'; kopri.i tamir 

ed-il-iyor 'the bridge is being repaired'; kopri.iyi.i tamir et-tir-iyorlar 'they 

are having the bridge repaired'; kopri.i tamir et-tir-il-iyor 'the repair of the 

bridge is being carried out' ('the bridge is-being-got-repaired'). 

For the use of ol-un-mak instead of ed-il-mek see § 54, end. 
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Some phrases with etmek make their passive in olmak instead of or as well 

as in mek or olunmak. This is easily explicable where the first element is 

not a noun but an adjective, e.g. in kaybetmek 'to lose', the kayb being a 

corruption of the Arabic gha'ib 'missing', so the passive kaybolmak is 

literally 'to be missing'. Similarly, from mahkOm 'condemned' comes 

mahkOm etmek 'to condemn', passive mahkOm olmak or mahkQm 

edilmek. But olmak is also used to make the passive of a number of etmek 

compounds whose first element is a noun, e.g.: tlra~ etmek 'to shave'; tlra~ 

olmak 'to be shaved, shave oneself'. mahvetmek 'to destroy'; mahvolmak 

'to be destroyed'. defetmek 'to repel'; defoll 'buzz off!' 

In such phrases, olmak seems to mean 'to undergo, be subjected to', as in 

the following examples too: 

oksuruk olmak 

tifo olmak 

ameliyat olmak 

sunnet olmak 

imtihan olmak 

cehennem oil 

to catch a cough 

to catch typhoid 

to undergo an operation 

to undergo circumcision 

to sit an examination 

get to hell out of it! 

(g) Any Arabic verbal noun may itself govern an object in the absence of 

et-: a~lkiama-y-1 tekrar etmek istemiyorum 'I do not wish to repeat 

the explanation'; a~lklama-y-1 tekrar-dan ka~m-II-ml~-tlr 'repetition of 

the explanation has been avoided' (,avoidance-has-been-done from

repeating ... ). Bursa'YI ziyaret ettim 'I visited Bursa'; Bursa'YI ziyaretim 

'my visiting Bursa, my visit to B.' saat-i tahmin ettim 'I guessed the time'; 

saat-i tahmin-e ~ah~tlm 'I tried to guess the time'. onu te~yi edellm 'let us 

see him off; onu te~yie hazlrlanahm 'let us prepare to see him off'. (te~yi is 

almost extinct; now one says onu ge~irelim.) 

The object may be in the dative; e.g. 'to attend school' is okul-a devam 

etmek ('to do continuance to school'): her ~ocuk, ilk okula devam-a 

mecbur-dur 'every child is obliged to attend primary school' (' ... is com

pelled to-continuance to ... '). 

The Italian borrowing seen in the transitive verbal phrase protesto etmek 

'to protest against' may similarly take a direct object even in the absence of 

the auxiliary verb: i~~iler, lokavt-I protesto ettiler 'the workers protested

against the lockout'; lokavt-I protesto miting-i i~in izin ahndl 'permission 

has been obtained for the meeting of protest-against the lockout'. Note that 
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whereas the I suffixed to lokavt is the mark of the accusative, the i after 

mlting is the suffix of the third person. boykot, from English boycott, is 

used in the same way: Metln'ln smlfda~lan kendisini boykot ettiler 

'Metin's classmates have broken off relations with him'; Metin'i boykotlan 

bir insafslzhktlr 'their breaking off relations with M. is an act of unfairness'. 

The book-title Bilinmiyen Yon/eriy/e Atatiirk'ii Analiz,' 'Analysis of AtatOrk 

in his unknown aspects', exhibits a similar use with a direct object of the 

French noun analyse. 
It is remarkable that the two adjectives meaning 'indebted', medyun [A] 

and its modern equivalent bor~lu, may take a direct object, as in hayatlml 

kendisine medyunum/bor~luyum 'lowe my life to him'. These differ from 

ge~kin and a~k," (XlV, 11, end), in that the latter are derived from transitive 

verbs. 

1 By Ahmet Eren Dogan (Izmir, 1976). 
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Participles 

1. Present. The present participle is formed by adding -en to the stem, 

original or extended; gelen 'coming'; olan 'being, becoming'; indirilen 

'being brought down'; daglh~an 'dispersing'. The usual y is inserted after 

vowel-stems and narrows the preceding vowel, although this narrowing is 

not always shown in writing: anla- 'to understand', anhyan (anla-y-an) 

'understanding'; bekle 'to wait', bekliyen (bekle-y-en) 'waiting'. The vowel 

of the negative -me is similarly treated: anlamlyan (anla-ma-y-an) 'not 

understanding'; olmlyan (ol-ma-y-an) 'not being'; beklemiyen (bekle

me-y-en) 'not waiting'; gelmiyen (gel-me-y-en) 'not coming'. 

These words function as adjectives or nouns: bekJiyen misafirler 'the 

guests who-are-waiting'; bekliyenler 'those who are waiting'; oynamlyan 

~ocuklar 'children who-do-not-play'; oynamlyanlar 'those who do not play'. 

Participles exercise the same governance as the corresponding finite verb; 

e.g. beklemek is transitive, so its participle governs an accusative: bizi bek

Jiyenler 'those who are awaiting us'. But ba~lamak 'to begin' takes a dative, 

so: bu i~-e ba~hyanlar 'those who are beginning this job'. 

The present participle may overlap the very recent past: yeni dog-an 

~ocuk 'new-born child'; yen! a~ll-an fabrika 'newly opened factory'; ge~

en hafta 'last week'. Such idiomatic uses must not be confused with situ

ations where the present participle has to be translated by an English past 

tense because the main verb of the sentence is in the past: gul-en adam 

~Ikarlldl'the man who laughed (lit. 'the laughing man') was thrown out'. 

The participle of the -mekte tense is -mekte ol-an or -mekte bulun-an. 

2. Future. The participle is the tense-base (VIII, 20): olacak 'who/which will 

be'; olmlyacak 'who/which will not be'. In formal speech and writing, where 

the rules of word-order are strictly applied, confusion is unlikely between the 

future participle used as an attributive adjective and the third person of the 

future simple tense; an attributive adjective precedes its noun, whereas in 

formal language the subject precedes its predicate: iyi haber 'good news'; 

haber iyi 'the news is good'. gelecek haber 'news which will come'; haber 

gelecek 'the news will come'. 
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In informal speech, however, and in the increasingly popular devrik 

cOrnie school of writing (XV, 2), the subject may follow its predicate: 

gelecek, haber 'it will come, the news'. To avoid ambiguity the future parti

ciple is often used together with the present participle of 01- or bulun- 'to 

be'; gelecek olan haber 'the news which-is about-to-come'; bu i~i yapacak 

bulunan amele 'the workman who-is going-to-do this job'. 

The future participle also functions as a noun: gelecek 'who/which will 

come, the future'; gelecekler 'those who will come'; olacak olur 'what-is

to-be will-be'. There is a tendency, however, to attach case-endings to olan 

rather than directly to the future participle, especially in the singular: 

gelecek olanlarm (rather than geleceklerin) c;ogu akrabamlz 'of-those

who-are about-to-come most are our relatives'; bunu okuyacak olana 'to

the-one-who-is going-to-read this' (okuyacaga is less common). 

The habitual use of -ecek to translate 'who/which is about to ... ' must 

not hide from us its true sense of 'of future ... ing', as in yiyecek bir ~ey 

alahm 'let us buy something to eat' ('a thing of future eating'; okuyacak bir 

kitap istiyorum 'I want a book to read'; softalar saldlracak adam anyor 

'the bigots are seeking someone to attack'. The future passive participle of 

intransitive verbs is used impersonally in the same way: otur-ul-ml-y-acak 

bir ev 'a house not to be lived in' ('of future living's not being done'). This 

use of the active and the impersonal passive future participle is possible only 

when the participle is attributive, never when it is predicative, whereas the 

future passive participle of transitive verbs can be used either way: 

Attributive: (0) active: okuyacak bir kitap 'a book to read'; (b) transitive 

passive: oku-n-acak bir kitap 'a book which will be read'; (c) intransitive 

passive (impersonal): ~a~lIacak bir ~ey 'a thing at which surprise will be felt'. 

Predicotive: transitive passive: bu kitap oku-n-acak 'this book will be read, 

is to be read'. 

The active participle cannot be used predicatively in the quasi-passive 

sense: bu kitap okuyacak could only mean 'this book will read' and not 'this 

book is one to read'. Nor can the impersonal passive participle be used 

predicatively: one can say bu evde oturulacak 'living-will-be-done in this 

house, one will live in this house', where oturulacak is a finite verb, or bu ev, 

oturulacak bir ev 'this house is a living-will-be-done house', i.e. a house one 

could live in, but bu ev cannot be made the subject of oturulacak. 

In this sense of 'of future doing', the future participle may be followed by 

the postposition kadar, e.g. Oretim, ihtiyac;lara yeti~miyecek kadar az-dlr 

'production is inadequate to meet requirements', lit. 'small the amount 
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pertaining to future not-sufficing for needs'. Here the future participle might 

be thought to be an ordinary 'which will not suffice', but such an explanation 

cannot be applied to donemiyecek kadar ylirlimli~tlik 'we had walked too 

far to turn back'; lit. 'amount pertaining to future inability to turn', not 'the 

amount which will not be able to turn'. c;ocuk, okula gidecek kadar 

bliyliktlir 'the child is old enough to go to school' ('the amount pertaining 

to future going ... '). c;ocuk, okula gidemiyecek kadar klic;liktlir 'the child 

is too young to go to school' ('the amount of future inability to go ... '). 

Several future participles have become common nouns, e.g.: 

• to put on giyecek garment gly-

c;ek- to pull c;ekecek shoe-horn 

oy- to drill a hole oyacak drill 

yak- to burn yakacak fuel 

ye- to eat yiyecek food 

The future participle of 01- often has the ironic sense of 'who is supposed 

to be, so-called': damad-Im olacak 0 kumarbaz 'that gambler who is 

supposed to be my son-in-law'; di~C;i olacak 0 kasap 'that butcher who 

calls himself a dentist'. The present participle of 'to be' is not used after the 

future participle here; damadlm olacak olan kumarbaz can only mean 'the 

gambler who is going to be my son-in-law'. 

This sense is sometimes found in the future participle of other verbs: 

glivenlik saghyacak insanlar 'the people who-are-supposed-to-ensure 

security' . 

See also XX, 9. 

3. The -esi tense. The base -esi may be used as an adjective: kor oiasl herif 

'the damned scoundrel' ('the may-he-become-blind scoundrel'); can-I 

C;lkasl kan 'the accursed woman' ('the may-her-soul-come-out woman'); 

ad-I batasl katir 'the abhorred infidel'. In the colloquial it may occur in 

non-pejorative contexts, e.g. ~a~llasl bir ~ey is a sub-standard variant for 

~a~llacak bir ~ey 'an astonishing thing'. 

In a noun-phrase: kor oiasl bunu yaptl ml? 'has the damned-one done 

this?'; cam C;lkasl-nm piC;-i geldi 'the accursed-one's bastard has arrived'. 

The suffix -ce may be added without altering the meaning: kor olaslca, cam 

C;lkaslcanm. 

4. Aorist. The aorist participles, positive and negative, are identical with the 

respective bases: 
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Finite verb Participle 

su akar water flows akarsu flowing water 

su akmaz water does not akmaz su stagnant water 

flow 

~air olmez the poet does olmez ~air the immortal 

not die poet 

Some aorist participles have become common nouns: 

yaz-ar 

oku-r yaz-ar 

di.i~i.in-i.ir 

C;:lk-ar 

C;:lk-maz 

gel-ir 

kes-er 

writer 

literate ('reader-writer') 

thinker 

profit, advantage (,what comes out') 

impasse (short for C;:lkmaz yol 'road of 

not coming out') 

revenue (,what comes') 

adze ('cutter') 

All these can be fully declined: yazar-m 'the writer's'; okur yazarlar 

'literates'; C;:lkmaz-dan 'from the impasse', etc. But aorist participles which 

usage has not fixed as nouns are not usually declined. For example, 'he is 

unreasonable' is soz anlamaz, lit. 'he does not understand speech'. If we 

wish to use this expression to translate 'those who are unreasonable' we 

cannot simply add the plural suffix, since soz anlamazlar would naturally be 

taken as the third-person plural of the finite verb, 'they are unreasonable'. 

Instead, we either add a noun, e.g. adam 'man' or ki~i 'person', or use the 

present participle of anla-ma-, or of 01- following anlamaz: 

soz anlamaz adamlar 

soz anlamaz ki~iler 

soz anlamlyanlar 

soz anlamaz olanlar 

5. mi~-past. The participle, though identical in form with the base, has none 

of the inferential sense of the mi~-past tense: plan hazlrla-n-ml~ 'I gather 

that the plan has been prepared'; hazlrlanml~ plan 'the plan which has 

been prepared'. Like the future participle in -ecek, it is often used in conjunc

tion with the present participle of 'to be': gelmi~ olan/bulunan arkada~lar 

'the friends who have come'. So, for example, 'of those who have sat down' 

may be translated: 
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oturmu~lann 

oturmu~ olanlarm 
oturmu~ bulunanlarm 

IX, 6 

The following phrase contains the participles of the mi~-past and the 
-mekte and future tenses of oku- 'to read, study': Avrupa'da okumu~, 
okumakta ve okuyacak olan genc;:ler 'young people who have studied, are 
in process of studying, and will study in Europe'. 

6. di-past. The participle is identical in shape not with the base but with the 
first-person plural, -dik. It appears mostly in frozen forms, of which these are 
the commonest: 

bildik 
tanldlk 
du~u nulmedik 
i~itilmedik 

dedik 
gorulmedik 
olmadlk 
umulmadlk 
beklenmedik 
okumadlk 
okunmadlk 
yaratlk 
yapllmadlk 

acquaintance 

" 
unthought-of 
unheard-of 
said 
extraordinary ('unseen') 
unprecedented ('not-having-happened') 
unlooked-for 
unexpected 
unread 

" 
creature 
not done 

It will be observed that most of these are negative and that bildik, tanldlk, 
okumadlk, dedik, and yaratlk, though active in form, are passive in mean
ing. This is because the past participle in -dik really means not 'having 
done' but 'characterized by past doing'. So the active okumadlk 
'characterized-by-not-reading' comes to be synonymous with the passive 
okunmadlk 'characterized-by-not-being-read'. 

The action may be present as well as past, or begun in the past and still 
continuing; the same ambiguity occurs in the English passive participle: 
compare 'things done nowadays' with 'things done fifty years ago'. 

Apart from the frozen forms listed above, any verb may appear in the 
negative with -dik in sentences of the type of 'I have left no stone unturned': 
okumadlk gazete kalmadl 'no newspaper is left unread' ('newspaper 
characterized-by-not-reading has-not-remained'); aramadlk bir yer koy-
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madlm 'I have left no place unsearched'; surmedik kara blrakmadllar 

'they have left no evil imputation unmade' ('they-have-not-Ieft black 

characterized-by-not-smearing'). Care must be taken to distinguish this par

ticiple from the first-person plural of the di-past, as in gezmedik memleket 

blrakmadlk 'we have left no country unvisited'. 

7. The personal participles. Of paramount syntactic importance are the 

forms made by adding a personal suffix to the participles in -dik and -ecek. 

bir tamdlk 'an acquaintance' is literally 'a characterized-by-knowing'; the 

addition of a personal suffix shows on whose part the knowing was or is, and 

the resulting word can be used as an adjective or noun: thus bir tanldlglm is 

'an acquaintance of mine' and tanldlklanm 'my acquaintances' tanldlglm 

bir adam 'a man I know' ('a man characterized-by-my-knowing'); 

tamdlglm adamlar 'the men I know'. 

The personal participle is used: 

(a) As an adjective. The English locution that helps one to take in the sense 

of these participles is'a mistake of my making' yaptlglm bir hata. Think of 

oldugum as meaning 'of my being'; then muhtarl oldugum kay is 'the 

village of my being its mayor' - i.e. whose mayor I am. yazacagmlz is 'of 

your future writing', so yazacagmlz roman is 'the novel you are going to 

write'. 'A time of our choosing' is se~tigimiz bir vakit; 'a time of our future 

choosing'-Le. a time that we shall choose-is se~ecegimiz bir vakit. kar

de~imin bekledigi misafir 'the guest of my brother's awaiting' -i.e. for 

whom he is waiting. Orhan'm tarih okuyacagl universite 'the university of 

Orhan's future reading history'-Le. at which he is going to read history; 

sevgl, saygl duydugumuz bir meslekta~ 'a colleague of our feeling affec

tion <and) respect'-Le. for whom we feel ... ; klzm oynamadlgl bebek 

'the doll of the girl's not-playing' -i.e. with which the girl is/was not playing; 

mucevherlerin ~ahndlgl ada 'the room of the jewels' being stolen' -Le. 

from which the jewels were stolen; bunu aldlglm fiata satanm 'I shall sell 

this for the price of my buying' Le. at the price for which I bought it. 

It will be seen that from the point of view of the English translation these 

examples fall into two classes: those in which the noun qualified by the 

personal participle is translated as the direct object of the verb; and those in 

which the translation requires the insertion of a preposition-'in/for/with/ 

from/at-before the relative pronoun. 

(b) As a noun meaning 'that of my etc. doing': size bir diyecegim yok 'to 

you, a <thing) of my future saying is non-existent' -Le. I have nothing to say 
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to YOU. Avrupa'da gorduklerim 'the things I saw in Europe'; yapacak

larlmlz 'the things we are going to do'; 0 gunlerde Beatles'lerin her 

yaptlgl, ingiltere'de moda oluyordu 'in those days, everything the Beatles 

did was becoming the fashion in England'. halk inanmadlglmlza inanabilir 

'the people may believe what we do not believe' (for the dative suffix of 

inanmadlglmlza, see II, 12). oldugundan buyuk gorunur 'it looks bigger 

than it is' ('than that of its being'). 

If we take in isolation a word like yazdlklarlm, 'the things of my writing', 

doubt may arise: things I am writing, or write, or have written? The way to 

avoid uncertainties of this kind is exemplified in dun yaptlglm ve bugun 

yapmakta oldugum i~ler 'the jobs which I did yesterday and am doing 

today' ('of my doing yesterday and my being in the act of doing today'). 

In the following phrase, the adjectival and nominal uses are illustrated by 

baktlgl and sevdigini respectively: her baktlgl kadmda sevdigini goren 

~air 'the poet who sees his beloved in every woman he looks at' ('in every 

woman of his looking, the one of his loving'). 

(c) As a noun meaning '(the fact of) my doing', etc.: bugun gidecegim 

~upheli 'it is doubtful whether I shall go today' ('my-future-going is doubt

ful'); istanbul'a geldigimin dorduncu gunuydu 'it was the fourth day after 

my arrival in Istanbul' (' ... of-my-coming to-Istanbul'); bir parti kurdug

unuz, isminin de Turkiye Adalet Partisi oldugu dogru mu? 'is it true that 

you have founded a party and that its name is the Justice Party of Turkey?' 

('your-founding ... and its-name's being ... is true?'); hazlr bulunduguna 

gore 'in view of its being ready' (lit. 'according to-the-fact-of-its-finding

itself ready'). ct. olduguna gore in XXIV, 18. 

The third-singular personal participle of the ancient er- 'to be' survives in 

the phrase ne idugu belirsiz 'of doubtful antecedents' ('his-being what, 

unclear' -i.e. it being unclear what he is; for the syntax see XVIII, I), some

times modernized to ne oldugu belirsiz. 

8. -ecegi gel-. The future personal participle is used with gel- 'to come', as 

in nic;in diyecegim geliyor 'I begin to feel like saying "why?"', lit. 'my

future-saying "why?" is-coming'; d. uykum geliyor 'my-sleep is-coming', 

i.e. 'I feel sleepy'. istanbul'u gorecegim geldi 'I feel like seeing Istanbul' 

('my-future-seeing Istanbul has-come'). 

9. -esi gel-. The participle of the -esi tense is colloquially used in the same 

way: nic;in diyesim geliyor; istanbul'u goresim geldi. The third-person 
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suffix, however, is omitted; i.e. -esi may stand for -esi-si: insan-m ni~in 

diyesi geliyor 'one feels like saying "why?'" ('man's saying why comes'). 

1 O. -ecegi tut-. The future personal participle with tut- 'to catch hold': 

klzlm evlendirecegi tuttu 'he was suddenly seized with the idea of 

getting his daughter married', lit. 'his-future-causing-to-marry caught-hold'; 

gitmiyecegim tuttu 'I suddenly felt like not going', lit. 'my-future-not
going caught-hold'). 

11. Periphrastic] tenses and moods. The verb 01- is used with the bases of 

the present, the future, and the mi~-past, to give a greater suppleness to 

the tense-system: geliyor olmahlar 'they must be coming'; bakacak olur

samz 'if you will look' (,if-you-are about-to-Iook'); gelmi~ olacaglz 'we shall 

have come'; toplantmlza i~tirak edememi~ olmaktan muteessirim 'I 
regret not having been able to take part in your meeting' (,I-am-regretful 

from-being having-been-unable-to-do participation'); unutmu~ olmaym 'I 

hope you have not forgotten' ('do-not-be having-forgotten'). 

With the aorist participles, 01- gives an inchoative sense: bunu yapar oldu 

'he started to do this' ('became doing'); bunu yapmaz oldu 'he stopped 

doing this' ('became not-doing'); bunu yapamaz oldu 'he became incap

able of doing this'; bu teklifi kabul etmez olur muyum hi~, lit. 'do I ever 

become not-accepting this suggestion?', i.e. 'am I ever likely not to 

accept ... ?' 

The use of degil 'not' instead of, or as well as, the negative verb also makes 

possible the expression of a number of shades of meaning: bu teh sez

ilmiyor degil 'this danger is not unperceived'; bunu yapacak degilim 'I do 

not intend to do this'; bunu bilmez degilim 'I am not unaware of this' ('l

am-not not-knowing'); bir neticeye varml~ degilim 'I don't claim to have 

reached a conclusion' ('I-am-not having-reached'); bunu anlamaml~ 

degilim 'I have not failed to understand this' ('I-am-not having-not

understood'); zor kullanmadl degil, kullandl 'it's not that he didn't use 
force; he did' ('force he-did-not-use not, he-used'); ben, yazmlzl okudum 

degil, gormedim bile 'I have not read your article; I haven't even seen (it)'; 

ben, yazmlzl okudum degil, ezberledim 'I have not (merely) read your 

article; I have learned (it) by heart'.' 

1 The adjective of 'periphrasis'; see VIII, 31 (f). 
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Verbal Nouns 

1. Introductory. The principal suffixes which make verbal nouns are: 

-mek, -meklik, -me, and -i~. Primarily, ·mek denotes pure undefined action, 

-meklik the fact of action, -me the action or result of action, -j~ the manner 

of action; there is, however, a certain blurring of the boundaries of their 

functions. 

2. -mek. This is usually termed the suffix of the infinitive (d. VIII, I). It 

has two peculiarities: it never takes the personal suffixes or the suffix of the 

genitive case.' The other cases are in full use. 

Absolute: (0) As subject: bunu bilmek yeter 'to know this is sufficient'; 

eskiden kopmak kolay i~ degil'to break away from the old is no easy task'. 

(b) As object of istemek 'to want' and bilmek 'to know'; ~h~mak istiyor 

'he wants to work'; susmak bilmez 'he does not know (how) to keep 

quiet' . 

(c) As qualifier in izafet groups: yazmak arzu-su 'the desire to write'; 

konu~mak niyet-i 'the intention to speak'; eglenmek ihtiyac-I/ 

gereksinim-i 'the need to amuse oneself'. 

(d) As object of the postpositions i~in and uzere: dunyaYI degi~tirmek i~in 

ne lazlm? 'in order to change the world, what is necessary?' This is the usual 

way of expressing purpose. 

uzere 'on, on the basis of' is similarly used: ~ar~lya gitmek uzere otobiise 

bindi 'she got on the bus to go to the market'. It also translates 'on condition 

of, on the understanding that': yarm geri vermek uzere bana on lira verir 

misiniz? 'will you give me ten liras on the understanding that I give it back 

tomorrow?' ('on-the-basis-of to-give back'). 

olmak uzere, lit. 'on-the-basis-of to-be', may sometimes be translated by 

'being' or 'as being' but can often be left untranslated: bu mektepte on be~ 

ayn millet-in, ekserisi albay olmak uzere, yuksek rutbeli subaY-1 oku

maktadlr 'in this school, high-ranking officers of fifteen different nations are 

I The suffix -megin, which will be found in transcribed Ottoman texts, is not the genitive but 
the instrumental of -mek. olmagln, for example, means 'by/because of/with/when being'. 
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studying, the majority of them being colonels'; alti-si klZ, dordU erkek 

olmak Uzere, on ogrenci-m var 'I have ten pupils, six-of-them girls, four

of-them boys'. 

-mek followed by Uzere and part of the verb 'to be' means 'to be on the 

point of': tren, hareket etmek Uzere-ydi 'the train was on the point of 

starting' . 

Accusative as object of verbs other than iste- and bil-: evlen-meg-i 

dU~UnUyorlar 'they are contemplating getting-married'; ay-da iki yUz lira 

vermeg-i taahhUt eder 'he undertakes to pay 200 liras a month' ('in-the

month'); devletten yardlm gormeg-i umuyoruz 'we are hoping to receive 

help from the State'; atlamag-I nasil becerecekti? 'how would he manage 

to jump?'; ekmek almag-I unuttu 'he forgot to buy bread'. 

In front-vowel verbs, the accusatives of -mek and the verbal noun in -me 

(§ 7) are phonetically identical: gitmegi, gitmeyi. In back-vowel words, 50 

are the accusative and dative of -mak: almagl, almaga, both pronounced 

/alma/. Consequently, the accusative has in recent years been supplanted 

in writing, as it has long been in speech, by the accusative of -me/ma; in all 

the examples in the preceding paragraph -megi!magl can be replaced by 

-meyi/mayl. 

Dative: yUrUmeg-e ba~ladlk 'we began to walk'; istedigini yapmag-a 

ah~lktlr 'she is accustomed to-doing what-she-wants'; borcumu odemeg-e 

geldim 'I have come to-pay my debt'; sigara almag-a gitti 'he has gone to 

buy cigarettes'. 

Similarly, -meye/maya has largely taken the place of -mege/maga, 

though the latter forms are sometimes seen in modern writing when they 

express purpose, as in the two previous examples. 

Locative: bunu yapmak-ta zarar gormedi 'he saw no harm in-doing this'. 

The locative of -me can replace that of -mek in such a sentence, but rarely in 

gitmekteyim, etc. 

Ablative: hakikat-i yazmak-tan kendimi alamaml~bm 'I had-not-been

able-to-restrain myself from-writing the-truth'; polis-e haber vermek-ten 

ba~ka ~aremiz yok 'we have no remedy other than-to-give information to

the-police'; ar ~ekmek-ten bar ~ekmek evladlr 'to bear burdens is prefer

able to bearing shame'. 

See also -mektense, XI, 31. 

3. The infinitive with subject. In the older language, the infinitive in 

-mek could regularly have a subject: sen boyle za'm U pindar sahib-i olmak 
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nedendir? 'why are you so puffed up and conceited?' (lit. 'you to-be posses

sor of such pretension and conceit is-from-what?').1 Modern usage replaces 

sen olmak 'you to be' by senin olma-n 'your being'. The old usage survives, 

however: 

(0) In proverbial expressions: boyle ogul olmaktan olmamak yegdir 

'better no son than such a son' ('than (for) such a son to be, not-to-be 

is-better'). 

(b) In dictionary definitions: bula~mak: bir nesne, uzerine surUien bir ~ey 

yuzunden kirlenmek 'to be defiled: (for) a thing to be dirtied because of 

something smeared on it', where nesne is the subject of the infinitive 

kirlenmek. 

(c) In headlines: Nurculuk aleyhinde konu~an bir muftu susturulmak 

istendi 'there have been demands for a mufti who spoke against the Nurcu 

doctrine to be silenced'; the subject of istendi 'has been demanded' is 

bir muftu susturulmak '(for) a mufti to be silenced'. The text of the story 

avoids giving the infinitive a subject by making the verb active: 200 

ki~ilik bir grup, muftuyu susturmak istemi~tir 'a 200-person group has 

demanded silencing the mufti'. It may be noted, incidentally, that whereas 

the text employs the past tense in -mi~tir, the headline has the synonymous 

but shorter -di. 

(d) Rarely in other contexts, e.g. parasl t;ahnmak ml kotU, Harpagon 

olmak ml? 'is it worse to have one's money stolen or to be a miser?', lit. 'his

money to-be-stolen is bad? to be a miser?' 

4. -mekli. The adjectival suffix -Ii is occasionally added to the infinitive, 

as in insan aglamakh oluyor vallahi 'honestly, one feels like crying' ('man 

becomes characterized-by-weeping, by-Allah'). 

On the other hand, -siz 'without' is not added to -mek, -sizin being used 

instead; see XI, 32. 

5. Common nouns in -mek. In contrast to the many common nouns 

which are in origin -me verbal nouns, very few -mek infinitives have acquired 

concrete meaning: yemek 'food' (as an infinitive, 'to eat'); t;akmak 

'cigarette-lighter' ('to strike'); tokmak 'door-knocker' (from the obsolete 

toklmak 'to knock'). The noun ekmek 'bread' and the infinitive ekmek 'to 

sow' are not etymologically connected. 

1 Katip ~elebi, Miziin al-Haqq (ed. EbuZZlya), p. 84. See also Deny, §§ 1292-5. For (j 'and' see 
XIII, I. 
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6. -meklik. Unlike the bare -mek, -meklik can take personal suffixes and 

all case-endings. It is nothing like so frequent as -me, but is rather more 

precise in its sense of 'the act of doing'; it also has one advantage over -me, 

namely that -me with the first-singular personal suffix-git-me-m 'my 

going' -is indistinguishable in spelling and pronunciation from the first

singular negative of the aorist-git-mem 'I do not go'; any possible ambigu

ity can be eliminated by using gitmekligim for the former. Thus gitmem 

lazlm ml? 'is my-going necessary, must I go?' might, if we ignore punctu

ation, be read as 'I'm not going; must I?', whereas there is no such ambiguity 

about gitmekligim lazlm ml? 

7. -me. Verbal nouns formed with this suffix, unlike those in -mek, 

appear in every easel and with the personal suffixes. In the absolute case they 

are identical in writing with the negative of the second-person singular 

imperative, but differ in accentuation: 

gelme 
, 

yapma 

• coming 

doing 

gelme 

yapma 

do not come 

do not do 

In the dative the buffer y narrows the preceding vowel: sormlya ne luzum 

vardlr? 'what need is there for-asking?' han~eresini Ylrtan hl~klnklan 

dindirmiye ugra~lyordu 'she was striving to still the sobs which tore her 

throat': sormlya < sor-ma-y-a; dindirmiye < dindir-me-y-e, though the 

unnarrowed spellings are more frequent in writing. 

The -me and not the -mek forms are used in phrases like 'waiting-room, 

reading-book, working-hours': bekleme salon-u, okuma kitab-I, ~ah~ma 

saatler-i, since, for example, beklemek means the undefined concept of 

waiting, whereas what goes on in a waiting-room is bekleme, the act of 

waiting. The -me forms are therefore used in indirect commands: bu yazlyl 

okuma-m-I soyledi 'he told me to read this article' ('he-stated my-act-of

reading'); see XVII, 1. 

Forms like tanlmamama in the following sentence can be confusing when 

first encountered: yaptlglm hataYI memleketi tanlmamama verebilirsiniz 

'you may ascribe the mistake I made to-my-not-knowing the country'. The 

word is built up thus: stem tanl- + negative -ma + verbal noun -ma + 'my' 

-m + dative -a. If the negative is replaced by the impotential -ama- we get 

tanlyamamama 'to my inability to know'. 

1 -meden, however, is not necessarily the ablative. See XI, 12. 
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Passive verbal nouns are made by adding -me to the passive stem: bu alet

i kullan-ma-si 'his-using this instrument'; bu ~Iet-in kullan-II-ma-sl'the use 

("the being-used") of this instrument'. Although expressions like bunun 

yapmasl kolay 'the doing of this is easy' do occur, the passive bunun 

yapllmasl kolay is more usual. 

8. Common nouns in -me. The sense of 'result of action' appears in the 

use of a great many -me verbal nouns as common nouns, e.g.: 

as- to hang asma vine 

dev~ir- to levy dev~irme levy-i.e. 

dol- to be filled 

dondur- to freeze 

don- to tum 

ez- to crush 

yaz- to write 

dolma 

dondurma 

donme 

ezme 

yazma 

recruitment or 

recruit 1 

stuffed vine- or 

• 

cabbage-leaf, 

embankment 

Ice-cream 

convert2 

pureel 

manuscript 

Many are used as adjectives, e.g.: asma koprU 'suspension-bridge'; asma 

kat 'mezzanine floor'; yazma kitap 'manuscript book'; dolma kalem 

'fountain-pen'. dog- 'to be born', bUyi.i- 'to grow up': dogma buyume bir 

istanbullu 'a born and bred Istanbul person'; anadan dogma kor bir adam 

'a man blind from birth' (,from-mother birth blind'). kal- 'to remain': baba

dan kalma eml~k 'inherited estates' ('from-father remnant'); Osmanh 

imparatorlugundan kalma birisi 'someone left over from the Ottoman 

Empire'. yap- 'to make': yapma ~i~ekler 'artificial flowers'. 

The passive verbal noun is also possible in this adjectival use: ingiliz 

kuma~lndan yapllma bir ceket 'a jacket made of English cloth'. 

9. -mell. For the specialized function of this ending see VIII, 30. Descrip

tive adjectives of this form are few, e.g. asmah 'having a vine' (Asmah 

1 Used of the compulsory recruitment of Christian boys to the civil and military service of the 
Sultans. 

2 Used particularly of the Jewish followers of Sabbatai levi the false Messiah, who were con
verted to Islam after his forced conversion in 1666. 

3 Visitors to Turkey may be surprised to see in confectioners' windows two adjacent trays of 
marzipan, one labelled badem ezmesi 'almond puree', the other o;ocuk ezmesi. This is not made 
of crushed children but is a mild sort of marzipan considered more to the taste of younger 
customers. 
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Mescit 'Mosque of the Vine' is the name of a mahalle, quarter, of Istanbul); 

aglamah 'tearful'. 

10. -masyon. The ending of such French borrowings as organizasyon, 

adaptasyon, and telekomOnikasyon is jocularly conflated with the -me 

verbal nouns of uydur- 'to invent' and at- 'to boast', giving uydurmasyon 

'concoction, fabrication' and atmasyon 'line-shooting'. 

11. -i~. This denotes not only the manner but also the fact of action, e.g. 

from yOrU- 'to walk': bu yOrU-y-U~-le kasabaya ak~ama kadar varml~ 

olacaglz 'with this way of walking, at this rate, we shall have reached the 

town by evening'. her gOn bir saat yOrOyO~ yapmahslnlz 'you ought to do 

an hour's walking every day'. Note that the English verbal noun 'walk' has 

the same two senses. 

When this suffix is added to vowel-stems the buffer y does not usually 

narrow the preceding vowel; thus from anla- 'to understand', anlayl~; from 

de- 'to say', deyi~. But from ye- 'to eat', yiyi~ is more common than yeyi~, 

probably because of the cumulative narrowing effect of the two y's: her 

yigid-in bir yogurt yiyi~-i var 'every young man has a way-of-eating 

yoghurt', i.e. everyone has his own way of doing things. 

The -i~ verbal noun is also made from passive stems: bu evin yap-II-I~-I 

'the structure of this house'. 

A limited number of -i~ verbal nouns form adjectives with -Ii, e.g.: 

elver- to be suitable elveri~li suitable 

goster- to show gosteri~li ostentatious 

kullan- to use kullanl~h serviceable 
~ 

to rain yagl~h • yag- rainy 

12. -mezlik, -memezlik. The addition of -lik (IV, 9) to the negative 

aorist base makes a few abstract nouns such as anla~mazhk 'misunder

standing', saldlrmazhk 'non-aggression', doymazhk 'insatiability'. From 

this form comes a reduplicated negative in -me-mez-lik, denoting persistent 

non-doing, failure to do: politikaCilann uzagl gor-e-memezlig-i 'the short

sightedness of the politicians' ('their-persistent-inability-to-see the-distant'); 

gelmemezlik etme, seni bekleriz 'don't fail to come; we expect you'; 

tatilde ~ah~mamazhk etme 'don't fail to work in the vacation'; ona selam 

vermemezlik edemezdim, ~OnkU 0 bana 'merhaba' dedi 'I couldn't not 

greet him, for he said "hello" to me'. 
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The ablative, less commonly the dative, of -memezlik with gelmek 'to 
come', or the dative of -mezlik with vurmak 'to strike', means 'to pretend 
not to'; 

bilmemezlikten gelemezsiniz 
bilmemezlige gelemezsiniz 
bilmezlige vuramazsmlz 

you cannot pretend not to know 

There is some fluctuation of usage; -memezlige vurmak is used by some 
speakers of standard Turkish, but -mezlikten gelmek is a provincialism. 



XI 

Gerunds 

1. Introductory. This chapter deals with the many adverbial forms of the 

verb. The term 'gerunds' has been chosen from among the several terms in 

use, which include 'deverbal adverbs', 'adverbials', 'gerundives', 'gerundia', 

and 'converbs', as it has the merit of brevity. Those who are familiar with the 

gerund in Latin, however, will find little in common between it and most of 

the forms here described. Indeed, the only point of approach is that one 

sense of the adverbial form of the verb -erek, 'by doing', is like that of the 

ablative case of the Latin gerund, e.g. faciendo. 

The forms treated in §§ 2-12 are made by adding suffixes to verb-stems, 

with the usual y as buffer where necessary and the usual fluctuation of usage 

about the narrowing or otherwise of a preceding vowel; e.g. anla- with the 

suffix -erek may be found spelled as anlayarak or anhyarak. 

The forms treated in sections §§ 13-34 are made from participles, tense

bases, or verbal nouns. 

2. -e. We have already met this suffix in the formation of the potential verb. 

It occurs also in a few frozen forms, made from the stems gec;- 'to pass', 

kal- 'to remain', rasgel- 'to meet by chance', ortakla~- 'to enter into 

partnership', sap- 'to deviate', de- 'to say', and c;al- 'to strike, throw'. ct. 
gore, VII, 4. 

gec;-e, kal-a are used to indicate the hour of the clock at which some

thing happens: saat UC;-U yirmi gec;e geldi 'he came at twenty past three' 

('twenty passing hour three'); saat dord-e be~ kala gitti 'he went at 
five to four' ('five remaining to hour four'). The saat may be omitted: 

uc;u yirmi gec;e; dorde be~ kala. be~e on kalaya kadar bekledik (see VII, 

4) 'we waited until ten to five'. kala is also used in expressions of distance 

like eve bir kilometre kala benzin bitmi~ 'a kilometre from home we 

ran out of petrol' ('to-the-house one kilometre remaining, the petrol 

finished'). 

rasgele 'haphazardly': rasgele bir tanesini aldlm 'I took one of them 

haphazardly, at random'. 

ortakla~a 'jointly, in common': butun bu servisler, Comet 4B jet 
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u~aklanyla ve Olympic Airways ile ortakla~a yaplhr 'all these services are 

carried out with Comet 4B jet aircraft and in conjunction with O.A.' 

sapa is an adjective meaning 'out of the way, off the beaten track'. 

diye 'saying': evet diye cevap verdi 'he answered "yes'" ('he gave answer 

saying yes'). Its use has been greatly extended: 

(0) To saying in writing: yann gel diye bir telgraf ~ekti 'he sent a telegram 

saying "come tomorrow"'. GIRllMEZ diye bir levha 'a sign saying "NO 

ADMITTANCE'" (note the impersonal passive girilmez, lit. 'entering is not 

done'). 

(b) To unspoken thoughts: kim bunu yaptl diye du~unuyordum 'I was 

wondering who had done this' ('I was thinking, saying "who has done 

this?" '). 

(c) To expressions of purpose and intention: Allah seni dunya bo~ 

kalmasm diye yaratmamls 'God did not create you just to take up room' 

('saying "let the world not remain empty" '). Hence the common interro

gative ne diye? 'with what intention?' ('saying what?'): ne diye yemek 

yemiyorsun? 'what's the idea of not eating?'; ne diye erken geldin? sizi 

bekletmiyeyim diye 'why have you come early?' -'in order not to keep you 

waiting' ('saying-what have you come early?' -'saying let me not make you 

wait'). 

(d) Colloquially it is used for 'named': Be~ ~ehir diye bir kitap 'a book 

named Five Cities'; Liva diye bir dostum var 'I have a friend named Liva'. In 

formal language, the place of diye in these two examples would be taken by 

adh, admda, isimli, or isminde. 

(e) In the sense of namma (VII, 7): bazl memleketlerde ehliyet imtiham 

diye bir ~ey yok (in modern parlance, kimi i.iIkelerde ehliyet' smavi diye 

bir ~ey yok) 'in some countries there is nothing you could call a driving-test'. 

~ala occurs in some compound adverbs, e.g.: ~alakalem yazmak 'to 

write busily' (lit. 'throwing-pen'); ~alaka~lk yemek 'to gobble greedily' 

('throwing-spoon'); ~alakurek a~llmak 'to row away at full speed' (,to 

recede throwing-oar'). 

These frozen forms apart, the -e gerund does not occur singly; either 

(0) the -e gerund of one verb is repeated or (b) the -e gerunds of two verbs 

are used side by side, indicating repeated action contemporaneous with that 

of the main verb. The accent falls on the first -e of the pair: 

1 ehliyet [Aj 'competence' is still current for 'driving licence', for which some say siiriicii 
belgesi 'driver document'. 
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(0) leylek ziphya ziphya uzakla~ml~tl 'the stork had hopped away' 

(zipla- 'to hop'; lit, 'the stork hopping hopping had receded'); insan belki 

davUle davUle uslamr 'perhaps one grows well-behaved with being con

stantly beaten' (dovUl- passive of dov- 'to beat'); her kelime i~in kalemini 

dart be~ kere hokkaslna batlra batlra uzun uzun yazdi 'dipping his pen 

into his ink-well four or five times for each word, he wrote at great length' 

(batlr- 'to dip', causative of bat- 'to sink'). Another example is seen in the 

formula of farewell: gUle gUle! '(go) happily!' (gul- 'to laugh'). 

With phrases formed from a verbal noun and an auxiliary verb, there is no 

need to repeat the verbal noun; thus from takib-etmek 'to follow': izlerini 

takibede ede yuruduk 'we walked, following their tracks'. From feth

etmek 'to conquer': memleketler fethede ede ilerlediler 'they advanced, 

conquering country after country'. 

(b) yurukler kona go~e yaylaya gittiler 'the nomads went to the plateau, 

camping and moving on, camping and moving on' (kon- 'to settle', reflexive 

of ko- 'to put'; go~- 'to migrate'); boyle gelmi~ boyle gidecek dunyamlz: 

bozula duzele, degi~e geli~e, yeni eskiyi, eski yeniyi vura vura 'thus our 

world has come (down to us) and thus will it go (on): being-spoilt and 

put-right, changing and developing, the new constantly-striking the old, 

the old the new'. Other examples: hophya ziphya 'hopping and skipping'; 

gUle oymya 'laughing and dancing'; ite kaka 'pushing and shoving'; du~e 

kalka 'falling and rising', i.e. with great difficulty. 

The repeated -e gerund has an idiomatic use, exemplified in: gide gide 

sinemaya ml gittin? lit. 'going and going was it to the cinema you went?', 

i.e. with all that going, after all that, couldn't you find anywhere better to go 

than the cinema? gele gele bir kuc;uk paket geldi 'after all that, one little 

parcel came'. bana da kala kala ~irkin bir kadmm kar~lsmda bo~ bir yer 

kalml~ lit. 'and to me, remaining and remaining, an empty place remained 

opposite an ugly woman', i.e. after all that waiting for a seat, all that was left 

for me was ... 

3. -erek. Whereas -e -e denotes repeated activity contemporaneous with 

the main verb, -erek denotes a single act or continued activity con

temporaneous with or slightly prior to the main verb.' The first vowel of 

this suffix is accented, except (0) with negative stems, where, as usual, the 

I The provincial ·erekten denotes only activity contemporaneous with, never prior to, the main 
verb. 
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syllable before the negative -me is accented, thus bih'!rek 'knowingly' but 

bflmiyerek 'unknowingly'; (b) in 61arak 'being', which has the initial 

accent usual in adverbs (see § 4). gulerek cevap verdi 'laughingly he 

answered'; kaplYI ac;:arak sokaga flrladl 'opening the door, he rushed 

into the street'; gormezlige vurarak gec;:ti 'pretending not to see, he 

passed by'. 

It often corresponds to the English 'by doing' or 'with doing': bir okuyucu 

bu yazlya dayanarak hataya du~ebilir 'a reader, by-relying on this article, 

may fall into error'; geceyi konu~arak gec;:irdik 'we passed the night with 

talking'. 

As repeated actions can merge into continuous action, the senses of -e -e 

and -erek overlap to some extent; for 'he came running', ko~a ko~a geldi 

and ko~arak geldi are both possible, and 'you did this deliberately' may be 

bunu bile bile yaptrn or bunu bilerek yaptrn. In the next example, the 

main verb is modified by two -erek gerunds, the second of which is itself 

modified by an -e -e gerund: her yaptlgrnl bana aC;:lklayarak, aletlerini 

seve seve kullanarak iki saat kadar c;:ah~tl 'explaining to me everything he 

did, using his instruments lovingly, he worked for some two hours'. 

4. olarak. The -erek form of 01-, more often than that of other verbs, has a 

different subject from the main verb: bu sene ilk defa olarak Amerika'ya 

gittik 'this year, for the first time (lit. '(it) being the first time'), we went to 

America'. yemek olarak bir kilo elma aldlm 'as food ("being food"), I 

bought a kilo of apples'. In the next example, the subject of olarak could be 

'I' or 'you' (it is in fact 'I'): size bir dost olarak bunu soylUyorum 'I am 

telling you this as a friend'. This word therefore becomes a useful device for 

creating adverbial phrases: netice/sonuc;: olarak ('it being the result') 

'consequently'; kat', olarak or kesin olarak 'definitely'. 

5. -ip. Instead of using two verb-stems with identical suffixes side by side or 

joined by 'and', such as kalktlk gittik 'we rose, we went' or okuyamaz ve 

yazamaz 'he cannot read and he cannot write', -ip may be added to the first 

verb-stem: kalk-Ip gittik; oku-y-up yazamaz. For 'let me go and work in the 

city', there is no need to say gideyim ve ~ehirde c;:ah~aYlm; gidip ~ehirde 

c;:ah~aYlm is sufficient. Instead of oynamak ve ~arkl soylemek 'to dance and 

to sing', oynaYlp ~arkl soylemek. 

oturup konu~uyorlar 'they are sitting and talking'; yiyip ic;:ecegiz 'we 

shall eat and drink'; oturup dinleniniz! 'sit and rest'; gidip gormeliyiz 'we 

ought to go and see'; sec;:ip ahrsam 'if I choose and buy'; gelip gidenler 
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'those who come and go' (note that this is not synonymous with gelenler ve 

gidenler 'those who come and those who go'). 

If a positive stem with -ip is followed by the same verb's negative stem 

with the suffix of a verbal noun or personal participle, the sense is of a choice 

between the positive and the negative: lider'i begenip begenmemek, 

sanki davaya inanrp inanmama OIc;usu olmu~tur 'approval or disapproval 

of the leader has become as it were the criterion of belief or disbelief in the 

cause'; kendisini sevip sevmedigimi bilmiyorum 'I do not know whether I 

love her or not'; davetlerini kabul edip etmeyecegime karar vermeliyim 'I 

ought to decide whether or not to accept their invitation'; gelelim benim 

bir ele~tirmen olup olmadlglma 'let us come to the question of whether or 

not I am a critic'; benim sorulup sorulmayacagmdan endi~elendigim 

soru ~uydu 'the question about which I was anxious whether or not it would 

be asked was this' (lit. 'pertaining to my being anxious because of its future 

being asked and not asked'. ~uydu = ~u + idi.) 

The insertion of de 'and' (XIII, 2) after -ip marks a break between the 

action of two different verbs when the second is negative and the first is 

not: Zengo'yu gorup de korkmamak imkanslzdl 'it was impossible to see 

Zengo [the name of a bandit] and not be afraid. Without the de, the mean

ing would be 'not to see and not to be afraid'. bilip de soylemek 

istemiyenlerin tavriyle dedi ki ... 'with the air of those who know and do 

not want to tell, he said ... '. Here the de separates bil- from soylemek and 

also from the negative element in istemiyenlerin; i.e. the suffixes which are 

replaced by the -ip are -en-Ier-in 'of those who'. Without the de, the -ip 

would link bil- to soylemek: ' ... those who do not want to know and to 

tell'. ne yapacaksm, eve gidip de? 'what will you do when you have gone 

home?' (in reply to eve gidiyorum 'I am going home'). Here the de marks 

a time-lag between the going and the doing. In this example there may be 

detected the original function of -ip, which was to create past participles.1 

There is a clear survival of this use in the traditional joke about Nasrettin 

Hoja's planting a tree, making water on it and saying gorup gorecegin 

rahmet bu kadar! 'that's all the rain you're ever going to see!' ('the rain 

you have-seen and will see is this much'). In fact, many an -ip can be 

translated 'and then', rather than just 'and'. See, for example, algllaYlp in 

XXIII (d). 

1 This is still its normal function in Azeri, the dialect of Azerbaijan, where, for example, 
gelUpmen means '1 have come' (men = ben), 
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Modern writers tend to avoid using more than one -ip in a sentence, 

except for some stereotyped phrases: ne yaplp yaplp bu i~i ba~armah 'at all 

costs ("doing and doing what") one must make a success of this task'; 

du~unup du~unup ~u teklifte bulunuyorlar 'after thinking and thinking 

they are making this proposal'. 

Other set expressions involving -ip include: durup dururken 'without 

provocation', lit. 'while standing and standing': durup dururken bana 

hucum etti 'he attacked me unprovoked', i.e. while I was just standing and 

minding my own business. olup bitmek ('to occur and finish') 'to happen', 

of which the past tense olup bitti is used as a noun, 'event, fait accompli'. 

sovOp saymak ('to swear and recount') 'to curse and swear'. 

6. -ince. This denotes action just prior to that of the main verb. The accent is 

on the first syllable of this suffix. 0 gelince kalkarlm 'when he comes I shall 

get up'. boyle yaz deyince yazan, sus deyince susan haber mOessese-si 

olur mu? 'can there be a news institution like this, which writes when it is 

told to write and is silent when told to be silent?' ('on (someone's) saying 

"write!" writing, on (someone's) saying "be silent!" being silent'. yanmda 

bl~ag-I varsa Ozerime hucum ed-ince ne yaparlm ben? 'if he has his knife 

on him, when he attacks me what do I do?' otobOs gelmeyince bir taksiye 

bindim 'as the bus did not come I got into a taxi'. hoca olmaymca talebe 

olmaz ya! 'if there is no teacher there is no pupil, you know!' ('teacher not 

being, pupil does not occur'). 

gelince 'on coming' is frequently used after a dative to mean 'as for': bana 

gelince 'as for me'; paraya gelince, 0 ~ok zor bir mesele 'as for money, 

that's a very difficult problem'. 

In the older language, -ince meant 'until'; the sense of 'on doing' was then 

expressed by the now defunct -icek. That meaning of -ince survives only in 

proverbs: Arap doyunca yer, Acem ~atlaymca 'the Arab eats until he is 

satisfied, the Persian until he bursts'. 

7. -inceye kadar/dek/degin 'until'. This is simply the dative of -ince with 

a postposition meaning 'as far as': rapor ne~r-ol-uncaya kadar hi~ bir 

~ey yapamaYlz 'we cannot do anything until the report is published'; 

ol-Onceyedek bekar kalacak 'he will remain a bachelor until he dies'. 

8. -ene kadar/dek/degin 'until'. This use of the dative of the present parti

ciple with a postposition meaning 'as far as' is no longer confined to the 

popular language (as it was in the 19205: Deny, § 1407); though more 
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informal than -inceye kadar, it has a respectable past and is especially 
frequent in newspapers: hOkOmet, abluka altma alman yerlerdeki 

TOrkler a~hk tehlikesiyle kar~lla~-ana kadar pasif kalml~tlr 'the govern
ment has remained passive until the Turks in the blockaded areas ("the 
places taken under blockade") are faced with the danger of hunger', 
bugune gelene kadar bunun farkmda degildim 'until [coming to] today I 
was not aware of this' (,I-was-not in-the-discernment-of this'). biz gidene 
kadar orada hapis kalacaktlr 'until we go, he will remain imprisoned there', 
Cf. XVIII, 3 (b). 

9. -esiye 'to the point of'. This dative of the base of the -esi tense occurs 
mostly in set expressions: ~lldlr-aslya sevmek 'to love to the point of going 
mad'; onu tildOr-esiye dovdum 'I beat him to the point of killing'; bu 
elbiseyi vere-siye yaptlrdlm 'I have had this suit made on credit' (,forfuture 

giving'; the uninflected veresi is also used in this sense); baYllaslya gOidOier 
'they laughed to the point of fainting'; kendilerinden ge-;esiye hora teper
lerdi 'they used to dance the hora (a cyclic dance) to the point of losing 
consciousness' ('to future passing from themselves'). 

The negative is rare, except for durmamaslya 'unceasingly'. 
-esiye kadar in the sense of -inceye kadar 'until' is a provincialism. 

10. -eli, -eli beri, -eliden beri, -di -eli 'since'. The -di in this last is the third

person singular of the past tense, which changes as appropriate: biz buraya 
geleli/geleli beri/geleliden beri/geldik geleli hi~ yagmur yagmadl 

'since we came here it has not rained'. siz geldiniz geleli 'since you came'; 
o geldi geleli 'since he came'. biz buraya geleli iki yll oldu olmadl 

'it is scarcely two years since we came here' ('two years have-been 
have-not-been'). 

In the older language, -eliden was used without beri for 'since'. 
-eli suffixed to a negative stem means 'during the time that ... not', but is 

best translated 'since': ben gormiyeli birka-; kilo vermi~siniz 'since I saw 
(you>, you have lost some weight'. 

11. oldum olasl or oldum olaslya. This expression means 'ever since the 
beginning of things, for as long as anyone can remember'. It is a corruption 
of oldu olah 'since it has been'; in spite of appearing to contain the first
person singular oldum, it does not mean 'for as long as I can remember'. bu 

durum bugOn olmu~ degildir; oldum oiasl boyledir 'this situation has not 
come into existence today; it has always been thus'. 
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12. -meden or -mezden 'before, without'; -meden or -mezden once/ 

ewel'before', The forms in -mezden are much less common in writing than 

those in -meden. ben gelmeden ewer i~e ba~lamaylnlz 'don't start work 

before I come'; mektubu okumadan attr'he threw the letter away without 

reading (it)'; 'Para bulunmazdan kimse ~rkamaz' diyor polis' "Before the 

money is found no one can go out", says the policeman'. 

An adverb may be introduced before the once or ewel: 0 OImeden az 

once 'a little before he died'; biz ayrrlmadan iki gun ewel'two days before 

we left'. 

~ok ge~meden ('before much passes') means 'before long'. To avoid suf

fixing -siz 'without' to siz 'you', 'without you' is expressed, in contexts 

where sensiz would be too familiar, by siz olmadan 'without your being'. 

This ending -meden looks like the ablative of the -me verbal noun; hence 

indeed its use with ewer and once. Historically, however, it is not SO,l as is 

shown by the accentuation, for the ending is enclitic, the accent falling on 

the verb-stem: gelmeden, okumadan, whereas in the ablative of -me it 

is the -den that is accented. Because of the risk of ambiguity, the ablative of 

-me is not used as often in writing as it might be; e.g. kitap okumadan ~ok 

egleniyorum could be taken to mean 'I get a lot of fun without reading 

books', so to express 'I get a lot of fun from reading books' one uses the 

ablative of -mek rather than of -me: kitap okumaktan, etc. 

13. -r -mez. The juxtaposition of the positive and negative aorist bases 

denotes 'as soon as': ben oturur oturmaz telefon ~aldr 'as soon as I sat 

down, the telephone rang' (i.e. just as I was on the border-line between not

sitting and sitting); gerillacrlar, karanlrk basar basmaz gorev i~in derhal 

toplanrrlar 'the guerillas assemble at once for duty as soon as darkness falls'. 

Colloquially, the positive and negative of the di-past are similarly used: 

oturdum oturmadrm telefon ~aldl. Another colloquial use is exemplified in 

o geldi mi geldi bana haber ver 'let me know the moment he comes' (lit. 

'has he come? he has come; (in that case) tell me'). 

Three exceptions: ister istemez is an adverbial phrase meaning 'whether 

one wants it or not, willy-nilly'; olur olmaz and bilir bilmez are adjectival 

phrases meaning respectively 'ordinary, chosen at random' and 'half

knowing, with a little knowledge'. 

I The oldest recorded form of this suffix was -meti, the first syllable being probably the negative 
-me. With the addition of the instrumental-n this became -metin. The change to -meden was due 
to confusion with the ablative. 
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14. -dik~e. The suffix -ce (XII, 2) added to the participle in -dik denotes 'so 

long as, the more'; ben konu~-tuk~a konu~acaglm gelir 'the more I talk, 

the more I feel like talking' ('as I talk, my-future-talking comes'). 0 gOl-duk~e 

ben de gOldum 'the more she laughed, the more I laughed', sen 0 mek

tubu yazmaYI geciktir-dik~e ba~lamasl gu~ olacak 'the more you delay 

writing that letter, the harder it will be to begin' ('its beginning will become 

hard'), dedem koynunda yat-tlk~a benimsin ey guzel toprak 'so long as 

my ancestors lie in your bosom you are mine, 0 lovely earth', dogu, insan-m 

pi~-tik~e sustugu, sus-tuk~a pi~tigi yer 'the east is the place where, the 

more one matures the more one is silent; the more silent one is, the more 

one matures' ('the place of his man's-being silent as he matures' and vice 

versa). 

The negative means much the same as -me-y-ince: devlet yardlm 

et-me-dik~e fert ne yapabilir? 'so long as the State does not help, what can 

the individual do?' 

The use of her 'every' before -dik~e gives the sense of 'whenever'; bize 

her ~i~ek getiriyor 'every time he comes to us he brings flowers', 

Particularly common are gittik~e 'gradually' (lit. 'as it goes'); gun 

ge~tik~e 'as the days pass'; olduk~a 'rather'; 0 ak~am olduk~a az yedi 'that 

evening he ate rather little', 

15. -digince. The suffix -ce can also be added to the personal participle; this 

was an old Anatolian equivalent of -dik~e but is sometimes used nowadays in 

the sense of 'in the measure of his doing' or 'inasmuch as he does'; herkes, 

elden geldigince, fakirlere yardlm etmeli 'everyone ought to help the 

poor as much as he can afford' ('in the measure of its coming from-hand'). 

uzagl goremedigimizce, manzara hakkmda birfikrimizyoktu 'inasmuch 

as we could not see far, we had no idea about the landscape', 

16. -diginde 'on his/her/its doing'. It changes for person; muzenin 

kaplsma vardlglmlzda baktlk ki, kapall 'when we arrived at the door of the 

museum, we saw it was closed'. 

17. -dikte 'on doing, at the moment of doing', This is not very frequent. 

It may be reinforced by her: her mektup aldlkta yuzu gUier 'every time 

he gets a letter his face lights up'; her geldikte kavga eder 'every time he 

comes he quarrels', 

18. -dikten sonra 'after doing'; roman-I oku-duktan sonra fikrimi soyliy

eyim 'let me state my opinion after reading the novel', 
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Expressions of time may be inserted: yeni vazife-m-e ba~la-dlktan bir 

hafta sonra tuhaf bir ~ey oldu 'a week after beginning my new duty, a 

queer thing happened'. 

19. -dikten ba~ka 'apart from doing, in addition to doing': 0, bu ~iiri oku

duktan ba~ka ezberlemi~ de 'apart from reading this poem he has learned 

it by heart too'; ingilizce konu~-ama-dlktan ba~ka, Turkc;e de bilmezsin 

'apart from not being able to speak English, you don't know Turkish either'. 

20. -diginden ba~ka. The personal participles are similarly used in the abla

tive with ba~ka: uzla~amadlglmlzdan ba~ka 'apart from the fact that we 

cannot be reconciled'; ev parasml odeyemeyeceklerinden ba~ka 'aside 

from the fact that they are not going to be able to pay the rent'. 

21. Gerund-equivalents. The personal participles form the basis of a number 

of gerund-equivalents (i.e. phrases equivalent in meaning to a gerund) about 

which one important general observation must be made:1 if they have a 

third-person subject expressed, it is in the absolute case. Consider first these 

three sentences: 

(0) 0 gun yagmur yagdl 'that day, it rained'. 

(b) 0 gunlerde c;ok yagmur yagdl 'in those days it rained a lot'. 

(c) 0 gun yagmurlu idi 'that day was rainy'. 

In (0), 0 gun is an adverb modifying yagdl; in (c) it is a noun-phrase, subject 

of idi. 0 gunlerde in (b) is, in Turkish terminology, a locative complement to 

the verb (in English we should call it an adverbial phrase of time). Now if 0 is 

replaced by a personal participle whose subject is a noun, that noun stays in 

the absolute form in (0) but goes into the genitive in the other two 

sentences: 

(0) Orhan geldigi gun yagmur yagdl 'the day Orhan came, it rained'. 

(b) Orhan'm Rize'de kaldlgl gunlerde c;ok yagmur yagdl 'in the days 

Orhan stayed at Rize, it rained a lot'. 

(c) Orhan'm geldigi gun yagmurlu idi 'the day Orhan came was rainy'. 

The words Orhan geldigi gun in (0) are a gerund-equivalent; i.e. they 

could be replaced by Orhan gelince/geldikte/geldiginde, and so Orhan 

remains in the absolute case. But Orhan'm kaldlgl in (b) and Orhan'm 

1 The point here explained is instinctively known to every Turkish.speaker but seems not to have 
been mentioned by any grammarian, native orforeign, before Mundy, pp. 293-4. 
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geldigi in (c) are adjectival phrases, qualifying gunlerde and gun respect

ively and, as their subject Orhan is definite, it is put in the genitive. The same 

distinction is seen in these examples: soyadl kanunu ~Ikacagl zaman ben 

Avrupaya gitmi~tim 'when the surname-law was about to be promulgated, 

I had gone to Europe'; soyadl kanununun ~Ikacagl gunlerde bir ak~am 

yemeginde Ataturk'un sofrasmda idim 'in the days when the surname

law was about to be promulgated, at one evening meal I was at Atatlirk's 

table'. In the first example, the words soyadl ... zaman are a gerund

equivalent, i.e. an adverbial clause; in the second, gunlerde is a noun and 

soyadl ... ~Ikacagl an adjectival phrase qualifying it. 

insan vasiyetnamesini yazacagl zaman avukatml ~aglrmah 'when a 

man is about to write his will he should call his lawyer'; here again insan ... 

zaman is a gerund-equivalent, i.e. an adverbial clause. But in insamn vasi

yetnamesini yazacagl zaman olur 'the time occurs when a man is about to 

write his will', zaman is the subject, qualified by insanm ... yazacagl. 

Such gerund-equivalents, containing the words zaman or vakit 'time', 

gun 'day', an 'instant', slra 'moment', used adverbially in the absolute form 

and qualified by a personal participle, correspond to English adverbial 

clauses of time. 

gittigimiz zaman 0 kaldl 

gittigimiz zaman 0 kahr 

gittigimiz zaman 0 kalacak 

gidecegimiz zaman 0 geldi 

gidecegimiz zaman 0 gelir 

gidecegimiz zaman 0 gelecek 

when we went, he stayed 

when we go, he stays 

when we go, he will stay 

when we were about to go, he 

came 

when we are about to go, he 

comes 

when we are about to go, he 

will come 

22. -digi muddet~e/surece 'as long as': Osman bah~ede ~ah~tlgl 

muddet~e/surece ~arkl soyler 'Osman sings all the time he works in the 

garden'. ' 

23. -digi halde is most frequently used concessively, meaning 'although': 

've' edatl 0 kadar yaygm kullam~h oldugu halde dilimizdeki 

1 The neologism sure ('period'), whence surece, is the offspring of Turkish sur- 'to continue' 
and French duree. 
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yeri samldlgmdan ~ok daha az onemlidir 'although the particle ve is so 

widely used, its place in our language is much less important than is 

thought'. baglrdlglm halde kimse yardlma gelmedi 'although I shouted, 

no one came to help'. 

It is, however, also found in its literal sense of 'in a state of ... ing': bacagl 

al~lda oldugu halde eve dondu 'she returned home with her leg in plaster' 

('in a state of being her-leg in-plaster'; for the construction, see XVIII, I). 

24. -digi takdirde lit. 'in the assumption of his ... ing' is still used to mean 

'in the event of his ... ing', though modernists prefer a simple 'if' -clause: 

hazlr bulunamadlgmlz takdirde toplantlyl tehir ederiz 'in the event of 

your being unable to be present, we shall postpone the meeting'. 

25. -digi i~in or -diginden. The personal participle followed by i~in or in 

the ablative case means 'because of his ... ing': bir musluman-Ia evlendigi 

i~in (or evlendiginden) kiliseden atllml~tlr 'because she married [with] a 

Muslim she has been expelled from the church'; bu ak~am tiyatroya gide

cegimiz i~in (or gidecegimizden) erken yemek yiyecegiz 'because we are 

going to go to the theatre this evening, we shall dine early'. 

26. -digi nispeUe 'in proportion to his ... ing'. This is a little antiquated, 

and most writers nowadays would prefer -dik~e: annem, kendini muda

faaya ~ah~tlgl nispette fazla ezilirdi 'my mother used to be all the more 

bullied as she tried to defend herself' ('used to be more crushed in the pro

portion of her trying'). 

27. -digi kadar. The personal participle followed by kadar 'amount' means 

'as much as': istediginiz kadar kalabilirsiniz 'you can stay as long as you 

want'; doyacaglmlz kadar yiyecegiz 'we shall eat as much as will fill us' 

('the amount of our future being satiated'). 

28. -digi gibi 'as soon as he does/did' or 'as he does/did'. In the first of 

these two uses, the -digi gibi is a gerund-equivalent. The two uses are paral

leled in English: '1 left as he came in', and '1 think as he thinks'. 

-ecegi gibi, however, is not a gerund-equivalent but is used only in the 

literal sense of 'as he will ... ': ogretmen, dersi ogrenci-nin anhyacagl gibi 

anlatmah 'the teacher should explain the lesson in a way the pupil will 

understand' ('like what-he-will-understand'). 

29. -ecegine or -ecek yerde 'instead of ... ing': herif benden ozur 

dileyecegine (or dileyecek yerde) kuflire, hakarete ba~ladl 'the scoun-
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drel, instead of begging pardon from me, began swearing and insulting'. 

ba~kasl yuz verecegine (or verecek yerde) siz yirmi verin 'instead of 
someone else giving a hundred, you give twenty' (the speaker is offering 

a bargain). kl~m burada kal-Ip yuk olacaglma (or olacak yerde) ~ehre 

gid-ip ekmegimi aranm 'instead of staying here in winter and being a 

burden, I shall go to the city and seek my bread'. 

30. -mekle. This and the next two gerunds are based on the infinitive. 

-mekle is frequent in its literal sense of 'with/by ... ing': gitmekle aptallik 

ettim 'I did a silly thing by going'; gunu-mu hep ~all~makla ge~irdim 'I 
spent my day entirely with working'. 

As the infinitive could regularly have a subject in the older language (see 

X, 3), -mekle used to occur with a subject different from that of the main 

verb, as in Istanbul'da buyuk bir yangm zuhur etmekle, Sultan Selim 

Edirne'ye gitti 'with a great fire occurring in Istanbul, Sultan Selim went to 

Edirne'. This now sounds highly archaic; the modern idiom would be zuhur 

ettigi i~in or ~Iktlgl i~in 'because ... occurred'. 

-mekle beraber or -mekle birlikte 'together with ... ing' is common 
in the sense of 'although': pek zengin olmamakla beraber her zaman 

iyimserdir 'although he is not very rich he is always optimistic'. In this con

struction the subject of -mekle can still be different from that of the main 
verb. 

31. -mektense or -mekten ise 'rather than': ~ehrin yakici havasl altmda 

bunalmaktansa Sanyer'e gitmiye karar verdim 'rather than be suffocated 

under the scorching air of the city, I decided to go to Sanyer' (gitmiye is the 

dative of gitme, the verbal noun of git-). onu bu halde gormektense 

olumu bin defa tercih ederim 'rather than see him in this state I would a 
thousand times prefer death'. 

The explanation of this form is that the -ten is comparative, so, for 

example, gormektense means 'if it is by comparison with seeing, if it is from 

the starting-point of seeing'. An alternative explanation1 would make it a 

corruption of gormekten eyisi (the modern iyi-si 'its good'), so that the 

original sense would have been 'that which is better than seeing'. This 

is unlikely, as the eyisi would have been too obviously redundant in such 

proverbial expressions as nadan ile konu~maktan ise ehl-i irfan ile ta~ 

ta~lmak yegdir 'rather than converse with the ignorant it is better to carry 

1 By Elbve, p. 1030, footnote 1. 
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stones with the learned' (ehl-i irfan is a Persian izafet group: 'people of 

learning'). 

An older alternative is -medense: aglamadansa aglatmak ilahi bir 

kanundur 'to make weep rather than to weep is a divine law'. 

This use of the ablative followed by -se is not confined to the verbal nouns: 

hi~ yoktansa ona da razi olduk 'we agreed to that as being better than 

nothing', lit. 'if it is by comparison with nothing'. 

32. -meksizin 'without ... ing'. This is less frequent than -meden. insan 

e;ah~makslzln para kazanmaz 'one cannot earn money without working'; 

demindenberi sebebini bilmeksizin rahatslz oluyordum 'recently I have 

been getting unwell without knowing the-cause-of-it'. 

33. Equivalents of 'as if'. 

(0) -cesine. This suffix is used with nouns (see XII, 2 (h (ii») and with the 

base of the aorist and mi~-past and with the third-person singular inferential 

of the aorist, present, future, and mi~-past: yagmur, bardaktan bo~an-Ir

caslna yaglyordu 'the rain was falling as-if-being-emptied out-of-glasses'; 

makinenin bir par~asl ol-mu~-~aslna, saga sola bakmadan e;ah~lyorlardl 

'they were working without-looking to right (or) to left as-if-having-become 

a part of the machine'; pek eskiden tanl~-Ir-ml~-e;aslna el slkl~tlk 'we 

shook hands as-if-being acquainted long-since', i.e. as if we had known 

each other for years; kendi kendine soyH.i-yor-mu~-e;asma mmldandl 'he 

murmured as-if-talking to himself'; OI-ecek-mi~-e;esine slk slk soluyordu 

'he was breathing rapidly as-if-about-to-die'; iyi bir soz soyle-mi~-e;esine 

boburleniyordu 'he was showing off as if he had said something worth 

saying' (lit. 'as-if-having-said a good saying'). 

An example of the suspended affixation of this suffix: hie; bir ~ey 

gormuyor ve duymuyormu~e;asma gozunu kapadl 'he closed his eyes as if 

seeing and hearing nothing'. 

(b) The same sense is conveyed by gibi 'like': bo~anlr gibi, olmu~ gibi, 

tanl~lrml~ gibi, etc.; the whole phrase can be introduced by sanki (see XIII, 

30). 
(c) The dative of the base of the mi~-past is often used with benzemek 'to 

resemble', as in tlmarhaneden ka~-ml~-a benziyorsun 'you look as if you 

had escaped from the asylum' (lit. 'you resemble having-escaped ... '). The 

same construction may be found with other bases, even that of the present 

('even', because this base is not a participle): uyuyor'a benziyor 'he looks as 

if he is sleeping'. This is not a normal literary construction; hence the apos-
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trophe to separate the verb from the dative suffix. The closest English equiva

lent is 'he looks like he's sleeping'. 

34. -mecesine. The addition of -cesine to the verbal noun in -me makes a 

form meaning 'on condition of', used colloquially to express the terms of a 

wager: sah gunune kadar i~i bitir-mecesine bahse girdik 'we made a bet 

("we entered wager") to finish the job by Tuesday'. This form cannot be 

made to refer to a particular person, nor, in this meaning, can it be made 

negative. For 'we bet that you would not be able to finish the job by Tues

day', the dative of the future personal participle is used (with the impotential 

-eme-): sah gunune kadar i~i bitiremiyecegine bahse girdik. 

The negative appears in durmamacasma 'ceaselessly'. Synonymous are 

durmamasma and durmamaslya. 

35. iken. Originally a participle of the obsolete er- 'to be', this now means 

'while being'. Like the other surviving forms of that stem, it may be used as 

an independent word or a suffix. The e being invariable, the suffixed forms 

are -ken after consonants and -yken after vowels: bu kelime ashnda isim

ken, edat olarak da kullamhr 'while this word is originally a noun ("in-its

origin noun-while-being"), it is also used as a particle'; kendisi ~ocukken 

babasl olmu~tu 'while he was a child, his father had died'; ben oradayken 

(orada iken) oyle bir niyeti yoktu 'while I was there he had no such 

intention'. 

It may be suffixed to any tense-base, positive or negative, singular or 

plural, except the di-past, but is most frequent with the aorist: 0 giderken 

muhakkak beni uyandlr 'when he is going, be sure to wake me'; ~ocuklar 

parkta oynarlarken biz ~ar~lya gittik 'while the children were playing in 

the park, we went to the market'; bizde kanunlann ~ogu tatbik edilmez

ken acaba bu kanun neden kemal-i ciddiyetle tatbik edilir? 'amongst us 

while most of the laws are not applied, why, I wonder, is this law applied in 

real earnest?' (kemal-i ciddiyetle is a Persian izafet: 'with perfection-of 

seriousness'). 

With bases other than the aorist: kapici bana anahtan veriyor-ken zil 

ottu 'while the janitor was giving me the key, the bell rang'; biz hana 

girmekte-yken gune~ battl 'while we were entering the inn, the sun set'; 

gurliltliden ne~emiz ka~ml~-ken hepimiz gene glilduk 'while our pleas

ure had fled ("while-being-having-fled") because of the noise, we all laughed 

again'; slrasl gelmi~-ken ~unu da soyliyeyim 'as the time for it has 

come ("its-time while-being-having-come"), let me say this too'; kagldl 
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alacak-ken durdu 'while-about-to-take the paper, he stopped'; tam 

gomecek-Ier-ken olmekten caYlyor 'just as they are about to bury (him> 

he changes his mind about ("swerves away from") dying'. 

With the future participle in the depreciatory sense (IX, 2, end): marangoz 

olacak-ken giizelim dolab,mlZl berbat etti 'while he is supposed to be a 

carpenter, he has ruined our lovely cupboard'. 

Like the English 'while', iken may be used concessively: 0 delikanh, ~ok iri 

yaplh iken (or yap,hyken) giirbiiz sayllamaz 'that young man, while of 

very large build, cannot be considered robust'. 

In the next example, iken is followed by the ablative suffix: senin 

kadarkendenberi pul topluyorum 'I have been collecting stamps since I 

was your age' (-ken-den-beri 'since while being' senin kadar 'as old as you'). 

In this quotation from Sait Faik, -ki 01, 3) is suffixed to -ken: ~ah~lrken

kinden daha ba~ka tiirlii refah havas, 'his air of well-being, quite a differ

ent kind from what it is when ("from that while") he is at work'. 

A common locution is varken, 'while there is', 'given the existence of', as 

in Ti.irk~esi varken, nic;in Frenk~esini kullanryorsun? 'given that a Turkish 

word for it ("its Turkish") exists, why do you use the European for it?' burada 

kalmak varken, ni~in oraya gitti? 'given (the option of) staying here, why 

has he gone there?' 

36. Compound verbs. 

(0) The addition of durmak to the -e or -ip gerund denotes continuous 

action: soylenedurmak or soylenip durmak 'to keep grumbling'. Alter

natively, a finite tense may be followed by the same tense of durmak: soyle

nir durur 'he keeps grumbling'; soylendi durdu 'he kept grumbling'. A 

colloquial alternative is -e komak or -e koymak: C;ah~ako or ~ah~akoy 'keep 

on working!' 

(b) The addition of gelmek to the -e gerund has the same effect: neler ~ek

e-geldi 'what things he has always suffered!'; boyle i~ler ol-a-geldi 'such 

things have always happened'; kullan-a-geldigimiz Arap~a ve Fars~a kel

imeler 'the Arabic and Persian words which we have always used'; okun-a

gel en kitaplar 'books which are always being read'. 

The gel- is sometimes written separately: bu hata yine yaplla gelmekte

dir 'this mistake is still being constantly made'. 

Exceptional is C;lk-a-gelmek, meaning not 'to keep coming up' but 'to 

come up suddenly'. 
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(c) -e-kalmak 'to remain, be left ... ing': don-a-kaldlm 'I was left freezing, 

was petrified'; bak-a-kaldllar 'they remained staring'. 

(d) The imperative of gormek placed after the negative of the -e gerund of 

other verbs means 'mind you don't', or, if the imperative be that of the third 

person, 'beware, lest ... ': oraya git-mi-y-e-gor 'mind you don't go there'; 

harp ate~-i yan-ml-y-a gor-sun 'beware lest the fire of war be kindled'. 

(e) Until the nineteenth century, the mi~- or di-past of yazmak, added to 

an -e gerund, indicated that the action of the first verb was narrowly avert

ed.' Even as an archaism, the only example one might expect to see now is 

du~-e-yazdl 'he well-nigh fell'. The modern expression for this is az kaldl 

du~uyordu, lit. 'little remained he-was-falling.' 

(f) Rapid or sudden action is conveyed by suffixing to a verb-stem an i (or, 

after a vowel, yi), which changes with vowel-harmony, and vermek: onu 

kaldlr-I-verelim 'let us quickly remove it'; Abdurrahman'm i~inden ~u 

herifi denize u~ur-u-vermek ge~ti 'Abdurrahman felt like chucking that 

fellow into the sea' ('to-suddenly-make-to-fly that fellow to-the-sea passed 

through-his-inside'); kopru ~ok-u-verdi 'the bridge suddenly collapsed'. 

Colloquially, the first element may be repeated: kopru ~oku ~okuverdi. The 

passive suffix is attached to the ver-, not to the first verb-stem: kapldan 

dl~anya koy-u-ver-il-di 'he-was-rapidly-put outside the door'. 

There are alternative forms of the negative. If the ver- is negated, it means 

that the rapid or sudden action was not done: gid-i-vermek 'to go quickly, 

to dash'; ~ar~lya kadar gidiverdi 'he dashed as far as the market'; ~ar~lya 

kadar ni~in gidiver-me-di? 'why did he not dash as far as the market?' If the 

main stem is negated, it means 'to stop abruptly': ~ar~lya kadar ni~in git

me-y-i-verdi? 'why has he suddenly stopped going as far as the market?' 

(9) The addition of gitmek to the -e gerund denotes continuity or finality 

according to context: iyilige kemlik ol-a-gelmi~ ol-a-gider (proverb) 

'kindness has always been requited with evil and always will be' ('for-good, 

bad has-always-happened, always-will-go-on-happening'). kadmlanmlzm 

yuzunden atdan pe~e butlin ger~eklerimizin ylizunden atll-a-gidecek

tir 'the veil cast away from the face of our women will-be-cast-away-and

done-with from the face of all our realities'. 

See also the use of -dir gider in VIII, 43. 

I The author was surprised to see it revived In the newspaper Cumhuriyet of 1 October 1968: 
Kaymakam neredeyse istifa edeyazml~ 'The lieutenant-governor was reported to be well-nigh 
on the verge of resigning'. He consulted several Turkish friends, who unanimously described it as 
ozenti, pretentious affectation. 
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(h) Colloquially, finality is expressed by the use of the third-person past gitti 

after any person of the di-past of another verb: bir turlu ISInamadlm gitti 

~u koltuga 'I just haven't been able to get used to this ministerial post, and 

that's all there is to it' (said in false modesty by a 'man of the people'). boyle 

kapandl gitti hlrslzhktan «;ok daha buyuk bir su«;, insanlan yok yere 

su«;landlrma su«;u 'thus was a crime much graver than theft covered up and 

done with, the crime of accusing people falsely'. 

Alternatively, the base of the mi~-past may be followed by gitmi~ with thl 

appropriate personal ending: olmu~, gitmi~ler 'they're dead and gone' 

unutmu~ gitmi~im 'I've totally forgotten'. 



XII 
Adverbs 

1. General observations. Almost any 'adjective' may modify a verb: 

• • good iyi c;ah~lr he works well Iyl 

dogru straight yol dogru gider the road 

goes straight 

heyecanh excited heyecanh konu~uyor he is 

talking excitedly 

aC;lk open aC;lk konu~ahm let us speak 

openly 
v 

heavy aglr bastl he insisted aglr 

yava~ slow yava~ sur drive slowly 

A repeated adjective or noun may serve as an adverb: 

yava~ yava~ yuruyorduk we were walking slowly 

hikayeyi guzel guzel anlattl he told the story beautifully 

kapi kapi dola~tlm I wandered (from) door (to) door 

ev ev aradllar they conducted a house-to-house search 

efendi efendi davrandl he behaved in a gentlemanly way 

Cf. hamm hammclk oturdu 'she sat like a proper little lady'. 

There is a host of reduplicated adverbial expressions, including onomato

poeic words like horul horul; see XIV, 30. Some verbs have reduplicated 

cognate adverbs ending in m: surum surum surunmek 'to grovel grovel

lingly', i.e. to drag out a wretched existence; burum burum burulmak 'to 

be contorted gripingly'; klvnm klvnm klvrllmak 'to writhe convulsively'. 

The adverb ic;in ic;:in 'inwardly' must not be confused with the postposition 

Ic;in 'for'. 

The distributive numerals when repeated serve as adverbs: iki~er iki~er 

girdiler 'they entered two by two'; dorder dorder 'in fours'; iki~er iic;er 

'in twos and threes'. For 'one by one', however, bir bir or teker teker is 

preferred to birer birer. 'Little by little' is azar azar. 

Adjectives can be made into adverbs with the help of suret [A] or bic;im 

'shape', and hal [AJ 'condition': hafif surette 'lightly' ('in light shape'); aglr 
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bi~imde 'heavily'; fena halde 'badly, unpleasantly'. The same is done for 

adjectives and nouns with the help of olarak (XI, 4): azami olarak 'at most' 

('being maximal'); ~aka olarak 'jokingly' ('it being a joke'). 

2. -ceo This enclitic suffix makes adverbs from substantives. 

(a) From adjectives it makes adverbs of manner: iyi 'good', iyice 'well'; 

gUzel 'beautiful', gUzeice 'beautifully, properly'; dogru 'straight', dogruca 

'directly' . 

(b) The pronominal n which appears before the case-endings of third

person pronouns appears also before this suffix: bu 'this', bunca 'this much, 

so much'; 0 or kendisi 'he', onca or kendisince 'according to him'; 

bazllan 'some people', bazllarmca 'on the part of some people'. 

(c) The translation of the adverbs it makes from nouns depends on the 

context, as with the pronouns in the preceding paragraph. In these three 

examples we have plain adverbs of manner: ~ocuk~a konu~uyorsun 'you 

are talking childishly'; ordumuz, du~mana aslanca saldlrdl 'our army 

attacked the enemy like lions'; haince davramyor 'he is behaving treacher

ously' (hain 'traitor'). 

Sometimes it means 'in respect of' and corresponds to the American use of 

'-wise': adanm arazisi toprak~a zaylftlr 'the island's land is weak in respect 

of soil'; karlSl kendisinden ya~~a buyUk ve zekaca UstiindUr 'his wife is 

older than he ("bigger age-wise") and intellectually superior'; karmca karar

I-n-ca lit. 'the ant according to its assessment', i.e. 'one contributes to the 

extent of one's modest ability'. 

Cd) In the sense of 'on the part of', it has largely superseded tarafmdan 

as an indicator of the agent of a passive verb: Mi Savunma 

Bakanhgl-n-ca hazlrlanan teklif, Maliye-ce reddedilmi~tir 'the proposal 

prepared by the Ministry of National Defence has been rejected by the 

Finance Department'. dUnyaca me~hur 'world-famous' ('famed on-the

part-of -the-world'). 

(e) The adverbs it makes when attached to names of peoples come to be 

used as names of their languages and then as adjectives and nouns: Tiirkc;e 

konu~mak 'to speak like-the-Turks, to speak Turkish'; akici bir Tiirkc;e 

ile dedi ki ... 'in a fluent Turkish, he said ... '; TUrk~e sozliik 'Turkish 

dICtionary'; I konu~mak 'to speak English'; ingilizceniz nasll? 'how 

is your English?'; lngilizce bir kelime 'an English word'. Hence, with the 

interrogative ne: nece? '(in) what language?' 

C f) In numerical expressions: kilometrelerce uzak 'kilometres away' 
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('distant kilometres-wise'); haftalarca once 'weeks before'; U(;:aklarm 
miktafl 10.000 lercedir (read on binlercedir) 'the number of aircraft is in 
the tens of thousands'; bu millet, benim gibi daha binlerce Mustafa 

Kemal ~Ikarlr 'this nation will produce thousands more Mustafa Kemals 
like me'. 
(9) Added to the demonstratives boyle, ~oyle, and oyle. b6ylece and the 

rarer oylece have the sense of 'therefore' as well as 'thus': i~ boyle tamam
landl 'the job was completed in this way'; boylece i~ tamamlandl 'and so 

the job was done'. ~oylece is synonymous with ~oyle 'thus'. 
(h) Extensions of -ceo (i) -cene: b6ylecene, iyicene are colloquial alterna
tives for boylece, iyice. vurulmu~~ana 'as if shot' is provincial. 

(ii) -ceslne. This makes adverbs from nouns: domuzcasma 'piggishly'; 

canavarcasma 'like a monster'; e~ek~esine 'like a donkey'. See XI, 33. 

3. Nouns used adverbially. 

(0) In the absolute case: sabah ak~am, lit. 'morning evening', means 'all 

day long'; hava alam, ~ehirden on be~ kilometre uzaktlr 'the airfield is 
15 km. distant from the city'; slzden bir ba~ uzundur 'he is a head taller 
than you'; iki hafta evvel!once 'two weeks ago'. Note, however, that bir an 
once/evvel does not mean 'a moment before' but 'as soon as possible'. 

(b) In the dative and ablative cases (d. § 13 (e»: dogrudan dogruya 
'directly, without intermediary'; inceden inceye 'in fine detail'; dar-a dar 
'narrowly, only just'; ba~-a ba~ 'on equal terms'; ba~ ba~-a 'Mte a Mte'; 
ba~-tan ba~-a 'entirely'; bir-den-bir-e (written as one word) 'immediately'; 
gOnden gOne 'from day to day'; gOnO gOnO-n-e 'day by day', 'to the very 
day', 'by return of post', (lit. 'its day to its day'). 

(c) In the old instrumental case. See § 13 (f) and I, 39 (d), and note the 
widely used neologism ornegin 'for example', this being the instrumental of 
ornek 'pattern'. 

4. Foreign adverbs. Arabic substantives with the Arabic accusative ending 
-an (unaccented) are or were used as adverbs, e.g.: 

Iktisat • iktisaden economically economics 
kaza accident kazaen accidentally 
muvakkat temporary muvakkaten temporarily 

• mspet proportion nispeten relatively 
• slyaset politics siyaseten politically 

• religious law ~er'an canonically ~erl 
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iktisaden has been replaced by ekonomi baklmmdan, muvakkaten 

by ge~ici olarak ('being transitory'), siyaseten by siyaset/politika 

baklmmdan. Alternatives to kazaen are its Persian synonym kazara jkazara! 

and the newer terms kaza sonucu 'accident-result' and yanh~hkla 'by 
mistake' . 

It is not unknown for people of limited education to coin analogous 

adverbs from non-Arabic words, such as kulturen for 'culturally', properly 

kultUrce or kUltur baklmmdan 'from the point of view of culture'. 

In a number of commonly used adverbs of this formation the original -an 

came to be pronounced as long a; e.g. evvela 'first of all'; asia 'never'; acaba 

'I wonder' (lit. 'wonderingly'); mutlaka 'absolutely'; faraza 'hypothetically, 

for argument's sake'; mesela 'for example'; hala 'still' (which exists side by 

side with halen 'at present', both from /:Ialan). The final a of acaba is now 

pronounced short. 

From the Arabic an 'moment' and sa-at- 'hour' were formed, with the 

Persian preposition ba 'by', anbean 'from moment to moment', and saat

besaat 'from hour to hour'. Analogous formations with the Turkish yll and 

gun are YllbeYll'year by year' and gunbegun 'day by day'. These are disap

proved by purists (just as English purists disapprove 'per day'), as is ozbeoz 

'one hundred per cent genuine', similarly formed from the Turkish oz 'self, 

essence', which has a firm place in the colloquial. Also colloquial is kar~1 be 

kar~1 oturuyoruz 'we live bang opposite each other'. 

French has contributed otomatikman 'automatically', though purists 

prefer otomatik olarak. From the dialectal Italian giaba comes caba 'gratis, 

into the bargain'. 

5. Comparison of adverbs. This follows the pattern of comparison of 

adjectives (III, 4): sen benden iyi bilirsin 'you know better than I'; u~ak, 

sesten suratli gidiyor 'the aircraft is going faster than sound'. 

~ok 'much' when following an ablative translates 'more, rather than': 

annesinden ~ok babasma benziyor 'he resembles his father more than his 

mother'. The Arabic ziyade ('increase') is similarly used: speleoloji, bir 

spordan ziyade bir ilimdir 'speleology is a science rather than a sport'. 

In negative sentences 'much' is translated by pek ('very', which as an 

adjective means 'strong'): pek sevmiyorum 'I don't much like'; pek gelmez 

'he doesn't come much'. 

'Most' is en ~ok: en ~ok teyzesine benziyor 'he most resembles his aunt'. 

In the presence of another adverb, however, ~ok is unnecessary: en suratli 
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giden u~ak, jet u~agldlr 'the aircraft which goes most quickly is the jet 
ai rcraft', 

6, biro Besides meaning 'one' and 'a', bir is used adverbially to mean 'once' 

and 'only': haftada bir geliyor 'he comes once a week'; bir gorurse ne 

yapabiliriz? 'if once he sees, what can we do?'; bir ona, bir bana baktl 'he 

gave a look at him, a look at me'; her ~ey bitti, bir bu kaldl 'everything is 

finished, only this is left'; bir ben, bir de Allah bilir 'only God and I know' 

(said when hinting at a dark secret); bunu bir sen yapabilirsin, bir de 0 

'only you and he can do this', 

bir de 'and another thing, moreover' (for de see XIII, 2): sen gel, bir de 

arkada~m gelsin 'come, and let your friend come too', In the locution bir 

de ne goreyim it conveys surprise; 'and all of a sudden': pencereden 

baktlm bir de ne goreyim, bir polis kaplya dogru yuruyor 'I looked 

through the window and all of a sudden what should I see-a policeman is 

walking towards the door', 

7. bir turlu (in negative sentences) 'by no means': bir turlu onu kandlra

madlm 'I just could not convince him', As a noun, turlu means 'category, 

kind'; as an adjective, 'various,.l 

8. , .. bile or haWi , .. 'even', Slrrlm benden bile sakladl 'he concealed 

his secret even from me', 

hatta [AJ, though less common than bile, is standing its ground: camiyi 

ka~ defa gezdim hatta minarelerine ~Iktlm 'how many times have I gone 

round the mosque; I have even been up its minarets', It may be repeated for 

emphasis: iyi futbolcular, klas adamlar, hatta hatta Ylldlzlar vardl 

aralarmda 'there were good footballers among them, men of class, even 

stars', The daha hatta in this next example, however, is idiosyncratic; the 

usual way of saying 'even more' is dahasl 'more of it': bugunun insam luks 

aramlyor, hatta istemiyor, daha hatta, luks'den ka~lyor 'the man of 

today is not looking for luxury, he does not even want it; even more, he runs 

away from luxury', 

It may reinforce bile: hatta onu sevmiyenler bile cesaretini inkar 

edemiyorlar 'even those who do not like him cannot deny his courage', 

9. adeta 'virtually, as it were, almost', The oro defines the word thus: 'as 

1 Hence the 'Kindly Hors d'CEuvres' sometimes seen on bilingual menus in Turkish restaurants as 
the English for Turlii Mezeler. 
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usual; simply; merely; sort of; nearly; as good as: walk! (riding commond)." 

This, though all true, obscures the fact that ninety-nine times out of a hun

dred adeta is used to tone down an exaggeration or to apologize for a 
metaphor: bu kitap, adeta sizin i~in yazllml~ gibidir 'this book seems 
virtually to have been written for you'. bu dar ve uzun vadi, adeta blr 
korkulu rfiyaya benziyordu 'this narrow and long valley resembled, as it 
were, a dreadful dream', 

10. Adverbs of place: 

i~eri inside dl~arl outside 
yukan up ~ 

down a~agl 

i1eri forward • backward gen 
ote yonder beri hither 
kar~1 opposite 

(0) All these can be used as nouns: ev-in yukan-si kirahk 'the upper part 
of the house is to let'; kuyu-nun a~agl-sl karanhktl 'the bottom of the 
well was dark'; i~-in ote-sini bana blrak 'leave the rest of the business to 
me',2 

(b) Or as adjectives: Heri fikirler 'progressive ideas'; saatim be~ dakika geri 

'my watch is five minutes slow'; kar~1 yaka 'the opposite shore'. For 'inside' 
and 'outside' as adjectives, however, i~ and dl~ (VII, 6) are commoner than 

i~eri and dl~an. 
(c) All but ote and kar~1 can be used as postpositions with the ablative. 
(d) As adverbs, they indicate motion towards, either in the absolute form or 
in the dative, except that ote-ye and kar~l-ya are used in preference to ate 

and kar~l: i~eri or i~eriye gitti 'he went inside'; dl~an or dl~anya gitti 'he 
went outside'; ateye gitti 'he went further on'; kar~lya gitti 'he went to the 
opposite side', The earthy expression for being in a no-win situation is a~agl 
tiikiirsem sakal/sakahm, yukarl tiikiirsem blYlk/blYlglm 'if I spit down, 
(my) beard; if I spit up, (my) moustache'. 

To indicate rest in or motion from, they are put in the locative or ablative 

respectively and generally lose their final vowel: i~erden 'from inside'; 
dl~arda 'on the outside'; ilerde 'in front, in the forefront, in future'; yuk
ardan 'from above, from upstairs'; a~aglda 'down below, downstairs', 

, The 1984 edition adds 'as It were' and 'virtually' to the definitions, but does not put them first. 
2 An interesting coinage is fizikotesi ('the beyond of physics') for 'metaphysics'. 
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11. a~lrt. As an adjective or adverb this word means 'excessive(ly)'. With a 
noun preceding, it means 'beyond, at an interval of': deniz a~1rI bir memle
ket 'an overseas country'; gOn a~1rI 'every other day'; bizden bir ev a~1rI 
oturuyorlar 'they are living next door but one from us.' It is not a post

position; the construction is as in koyden bir kilometre uzak 'one kilometre 
distant from the village'. 

12. -reo The addition of this unaccented suffix to bu, ~u, 0, and ne turns 
them into nouns of place, of which the dative, locative, and ablative cases 
make the equivalents of English adverbs of place: 

buraya hither ~uraya, oraya thither nereye whither? 

burada here ~urada, orada there nerede where? 
buradan hence ~uradan, oradan thence nereden whence? 

The locative and ablative forms may lose their first a or e: burda, nerden, etc. 
The absolute forms bura, ~ura, etc., can theoretically occur as subject of a 

sentence but seem never to do so in standard Turkish; instead, they take the 

third-person suffix (II, 22 (d»: orasl gOzel 'that place is beautiful'; burasl 
neresi? 'what place is this?' 

It must be emphasized that when 'here' means 'this place' and not 'in this 

place' burasl and not burada must be used: burasl Ankara Radyo'su 'Here 
is Ankara Radio'. So with ~urasl and orasl; for example, in this extract from a 
description of darkest Africa: Vah~i hayvanlar orada Idi. Yamyamlar, 

pigmeler orada idi. Siyah Irkm anavatam orasl idi 'Wild animals were 
there. Cannibals and pygmies were there. The motherland of the black race 
was there' ('was that place'). 

bura, etc., can be the first or second element of izafet groups: bura halk-I 
kuzu gibi 'the people of this place are like lambs'; ora-nm hava-si gOzel'the 
weather of that place is beautiful'; ~ehr-in ora-si ~ok pahah 'that part of the 
city is very expensive'; ~ehr-in nere-si-n-de oturuyorsun? 'in what part of 
the city are you living?'; bura-sl-n-da 'in this part of it'. 

orasl and ~urasl may mean 'that/this aspect of the matter under discus
sion': ne istiyorlar senden? orasml bilmiyorum 'what do they want of 
you?' 'I don't know that part of it'; ~urasl da var 'there is the following 

point about it too'; ~urasml unutmlyahm 'let us not forget the following 
fact' . 

buraca, oraca (§2) mean 'on the part of this/that place, institution', etc.: 
buraca verilecek bilgi yok 'there is no information to be given by-this
department'; Senato'ya arzolunan fakOlte kararl, oraca kabul edilmi~tir 
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'the faculty decision submitted to the Senate has been accepted by-that
body'. 

The diminutive of ~urada is quite common: ~uraclkta 'just over there'; 
buraclkta and oraClkta are rarer. 

In the plural: oralan gezdiniz mil 'have you toured those parts?'; 

buralann yabanclslYlm 'I am a stranger in these parts' (lit. 'the stranger of 
these parts'); buralarda otel var ml? 'is there an hotel hereabouts?' 

With -Ii: burah degilim 'I am not a native of this place'; nerelisiniz? 'of 
what place are you a native?' orah (bile) degildim, lit. 'I was not (even) of 
that place', means 'I pretended not to notice'. 

neredeyse or nerdeyse (i.e. nerede ise, lit. 'wherever it is'), means 'soon' 
or 'almost'. 

Ahmet nerede, Mehmet nerede (lit. 'where is A., where is M. ?') means 
'how can you compare Ahmet and Mehmet?' Mimar Sinan nerede, 
bugunku mimarlar nerede? 'How can you mention Sinan the Architect and 
present-day architects in the same breath?' Note the colloquial use of 

ner(e)de for 'far from itl', 'not likely!' in this: Sozde hislerimi, hatlralanml 
gunu gunune yazacaktlm ... Nerde (0. Seyfettin) 'I was avowedly ("in 
speech") going to write down my feelings and memoirs day by day ... Not a 

bit of it!' In speech, the last vowel is lengthened: nerdeeel 

13. Adverbs of time. 

(0) Nouns used as adverbs of time usually appear in the absolute case: ne 
zaman oldu? 'when did it happen?' (,what time?' in the broad sense, not 'at 
what o'clock?', for which see the next section); 0 zaman oldu 'it happened 
then'; bugun geldi 'he came today'; yann ak~am aynlacak 'he will leave 
tomorrow evening'; gec;en yll 'last year'; dun sabah 'yesterday morning'; 

bir gun 'one day' (but gunun birinde 'some day'); sabah sabah 'early in 
the morning'; sabah ak~am 'all day long' (lit. 'morning evening'); 0 saat 
'straight away' (see I, 16). 

Izafet groups in the absolute case: ak~amustu, less commonly 
ak~amuzeri, means 'at sunset', lit. 'evening-top', i.e. 'on evening'; d. ye
mekustu 'at dinner-time', suc;ustu 'redhanded' ('on guilt'). Names of days 

of the week are mostly used in izafet with gun 'day': C;ar~amba giinii geldi 
'he came on Wednesday'. 
(b) Some adverbs consist in plural nouns with the third-person suffix, which 
has the defining function mentioned in /I, 22: ak~amlan 'in the evenings, of 
an evening'; geceleri 'by night'; sabahlarl 'of a morning'. The adverbs 
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sonra 'after' and once 'before' are similarly treated: sonralarl 'afterwards'; 

onceleri 'previously'. 

(c) The locative occurs in, for example, 'in spring', sonbaharda 

'in autumn'; bu/o esnada 'meanwhile'; bu/o sirada 'at this/that time'; 

ge.-;enlerde 'recently'; ~imdilerde 'round about now'; bayramda 'at the 

festival'. With names of months: Haziranda 'in June'; Haziran aymda 'in the 

month of June'; yirmi altl Temmuzda 'on 26 July'. With years: 1453 te (bin 

dort yOz elli O~te) 'in 1453'; 1453 yllmda or senesinde 'in the year 1453'. 

(d) The dative: haftaya gorO~OrOz 'we'll meet today week'; ak~ama gelir 

'he'll come this evening'. 

(e) The ablative: ~oktan ('from much') means 'for a long time, long since', 

but the meaning of other adverbs formed in the ablative case is not so readily 

apparent: bugi.inden yarlnl di.i~i.inmeli means 'one should think about 

tomorrow today', not 'from today onward' but 'from the standpoint of 

today'. Similarly, ~imdiden means 'already now', not 'from now'; eskiden 

'in the old days'; onceden 'at first'; sonradan 'subsequently'. 

(f) The old instrumental case appears in: yazln 'in summer'; kl~1n 'in win

ter'; gOzOn 'in autumn' (for which sonbaharda is more common); 

gOndi.izi.in 'in the daytime'; 'first of all'; donO~On 'on the return jour

ney'. It is also the last element in the invariable suffix -Ieyin: sabahleyin 'in 

the morning', ak~amleyin 'at evening'.' The same suffix is seen in -cileyin, 

meaning '-like'. Though otherwise obsolete, it survives in bencileyin and 

bizcileyin, sometimes used in mock humility for 'like poor old me' and 'like 

us ordinary mortals'. 

14. Telling the time. 

(0) saat ka~? 

saat bir 

saat biri be~ ge~iyor 

saat biri ~eyrek g~iyor 

sa at biri yirmi be~ ge~iyor 

saat bir bu.-;uk 

saat ikiye yirmi be~ var 

saat ikiye ~eyrek var 

what is the time? 

one o'clock 

five past one ('five is passing hour one') 

quarter past one 

five-and-twenty past one 

half past one ('hour one and a half') 

five-and-twenty to two 

('there are twenty-five to hour two') 

quarter to two 

1 There are said to be devotees of the language reform who use kimileyin instead of bazrlarrnca 
for 'on the part of some people'. 
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(b) saat ka~ta? 
sa at birde 
sa at biri be~ ge~e (XI, 2) 

saat biri ~eyrek ge~e 
sa at bir bu~ukta 
saat ikiye yirmi be~ kala 
saat ikiye ~eyrek kala 

at what time? 
at one o'clock 

at five past one 
at a quarter past one 
at half past one 
at five-and-twenty to two 
at a quarter to two 

XII,15 

saat may be omitted in the answers though not in the questions: bir 

bu~uk 'half past one'; bir buc;ukta 'at half past one'. 

15. ertesi. The bare erte 'the morrow' is no longer used, but the form with 
the third-person suffix appears in izafet in, for example, bayram ertesi 'the 

day after the festival', sava~ ertesi 'the day after the battle' and, somewhat 
abraded, in Cumartesi 'Saturday' « Cuma ertesi 'the morrow of Friday') 
and Pazartesi 'Monday' (Pazar 'Sunday'). As an adjective, ertesi means 'the 
following' and occurs in such phrases as ertesi gun '(on) the following day', 
ertesi ay '(in) the following month'. ertesi ve daha ertesi gunler '(on) the 
two following days'. 

16. ewelsi, ewelki. ewelsi 'previous' is for an earlier ewel-i-si (for the 

doubled suffix ct. V, 7, 11). It is far commoner than the synonymous ewelki. 
Despite its third-person suffixes, it is used only adjectivally: ewelsi gun 'the 
previous day, the day before yesterday', ewelsi YII 'the previous year, the 

year before last'. The spellings evelsi, evelki, are common but not 
recommended. 

17. ewel/once 'before', and sonra 'after', besides being used as post
pOSitions with the ablative, are also adverbs: bir hafta ewel oldu 'it hap
pened a week ago'; u~ gun sonra gelecek 'he will come three days later, 

three days from now'; on seneden/Ylldan az bir zaman ewel/once '[a 
time] less than ten years ago'. bir hafta eweline/oncesine kadar/degin/ 
dek (VII, 4) 'until a week ago'. 

18. ~imdi 'now'. Colloquially it may take the diminutive suffix: ~imdicik, 

also ~imcik and ~imdik, 'just now, right away'. In the dative: ~imdiye kadar 
'until now'. In the ablative: ~imdiden sonra 'after now, henceforth'. Col
loquial in the same sense is ~imdengeri. For ~imdiden see also §13 (e); a 

colloquial variant is ~imden. 

19. artlk, bundan boyle, gayrt. artlk means 'at last' or 'hence-forth', i.e. it 
marks a turning-point: gidelim artlk 'that's enough of that; let's go'; artlk 
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yaz geldi 'summer has come at last'; blktlm artlk '(I've stood it long 

enough and) now I'm fed up'; artlk bunu yapmaz 'he won't do this any 

more'. 

Synonymous in the sense of 'henceforth' are bundan boyle and the 

provincial gayn: bundan boyle oraya gitmem 'I'm not going there any 

more'; insaf gayn! (lit. 'fairness henceforth') 'it's time we had a bit of fair 

play!' 

20. daha 'still, more, (not) yet' partly overlaps the senses of hala [AJ 'still, 

(not) yet' and henuz (P) 'just, (not) yet': daha (or hala) burada mlSln 'are 

you still here?'; hala daha burda mlsm (coil.) 'are you still here?'; daha (or 

hala or henuz) gitmedi mi 'hasn't he gone yet?'; daha okuyacak bir ~ey 

kalmadl 'there is nothing more left to read'; daha dun geldi 'he came only 

yesterday'; mektubu henuz aldlm, daha (or hala) okuyamadlm 'I have 

just received the letter; I haven't yet been able to read it'; daha bir hafta 

'we have already waited a week'; daha bir hafta beklemeliyiz 

'we must still wait a week'; bir hafta daha beklemeliyiz 'we must wait one 

more week'. 

bir daha in negative sentences means 'no more, not again': oraya bir 

daha gitme 'don't go there any more'. 

21. hemen [PJ 'at once, just about': gune~ dogunca hemen yola ~Iktllar 

'the sun having risen, they at once set out'; hemen 0 slralarda tanl~ml~tlk 
'we had become acquainted just about that time'. 

hemencek and hemencecik (both coil.) 'instantly': beni gorunce 

hemencecik duvardan atladl 'seeing me, he instantly leaped over the wall'. 

hemen hemen 'almost, very soon': hemen hemen iki YII oldu 'it has 

been almost two years' (lit. 'almost two years have happened'); muamma 

hemen hemen halledilecek 'the riddle will very soon be solved'. Cf. nere
deyse, §12. 

22. gene, yine 'again, still': gene 0 adam 'it's that man again'; hi~ telefon 

etmedi, gene iyi; konu~acak vaktim yok 'he has not telephoned at all; still, 
that's all right; I have no time to talk'. 

23. The verb 'to be' in temporal expressions: elli seneden fazladlr ~u evde 
oturuyor 'she has been living in that house for over fifty years' ('it is more 

than fifty years she is living ... '); bir bu~uk saattir seni anyorum 'I have 

been looking for you for an hour and a half'; ka~ zamandlr konu~madlk 'we 

haven't talked for quite some time' (how much time it is we have not 
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talked'); iki YII oluyor Paris'e gitti 'getting on for two years ago he went to 

Paris' ('two years are coming into being he went ... '); Ahmet koyden 

aynlah (XI, 10) altl ay oldu 'it has been six months since Ahmet left the 

village' ('six months have happened since .. .'). 

The adverb blldlr 'a year ago, a year before', seldom seen in writing, 

is probably a phonetic simplification of bir Ylldlr 'it is a year'.1 

24. derken (Le. the aorist of demek + -ken, lit. 'while saying') is used for: 

(a) 'while everyone is saying ... ': yeni yol bitti bitiyor derken hala bit

medi 'while everyone is saying the new road is just about finished (lit. "has 

finished is finishing"), it still has not finished'. 

(b) 'at that precise moment': sokaga C;lklyordu, derken telefon c;aldl 'he 

was going out and at that precise moment the telephone rang', 

(e) 'while attempting to', with a first-person singular subjunctive: onu kur

taraYlm derken ben de di.i~ti.im 'while attempting to save him, I fell too' 

(lit. 'while saying "Iet me save him" '). 

25. ta, the Persian for 'until', reinforces expressions of distance: dagm ta 

tepesine C;lktlk, 0 da susmadl'we climbed right up to the top of the moun

tain, and he didn't stop talking'. ta Antalya'dan beri hava berbattl 'ever 

since Antalya the weather has been dreadful', Its original long vowel is fur

ther prolonged in speech: bu yoldan taaaa Erzurum' a kadar g rsiniz 

'by this road you can go all the way to Erzurum', ta ki means 'so that': yava~ 

konu~acaglm, ta ki anhyasm 'I shall speak slowly, so that you may under

stand'. In ta kendisi 'his/her/its very self', the a is short, though sometimes 

written a. 

1 For an alternative etymology, see Elove, p. 89. 



XIII 

Conjunctions and Particles 

1. ve [A] 'and' is little used in speech and many Turks contrive to dispense 
with it entirely in writing, employing the native resources of the language 

instead: ile, -ip, de (see next section), or simple juxtaposition.1 That is to say, 
co-ordinate words and clauses may be put one after the other with no con
junction at all, on the pattern of Caesar's veni vidi vici. Thus 'he came into the 

room and sat down on a chair' may be odaya girdi ve bir sandalyeye 
oturdu or odaya girip bir sandalyeye oturdu or odaya girdi, bir sandaly
eye oturdu. 'You and I' may be sen ve ben or seninle ben. 'You, I, and your 
brother' may be sen, ben, ve karde~in or sen, ben, karde~in de or just sen, 
ben, karde~in. 

The Persian for 'and', 6, came into Ottoman as u or ii after consonants, vu 
or vii after vowels, forms which survive in some compound nouns: abuhava 
'climate' (ab [P] 'water', hawa' [A] 'air'); herciimerc 'turmoil, Armageddon' 

(harj wa-marj [A], with Persian 6 replacing Arabic wa). Similar Ottoman 
expressions which have not attained the status of Turkish words are now 

written separately: yar i.i agyar 'friend and foe'; kaza vii kader 'fate and 
destiny'. 

2. de 'and, also, too' never begins a sentence and, though written as 
a separate word, is enclitic and changes to da after back-vowels. It also 

changes to te or ta after unvoiced consonants, although the modern 
practice is not to show this change in writing. 

(a) When it means 'too', it follows the word it modifies: oraya ben de 
gittim 'I too went there'; ben oraya da gittim 'I went there too' (as well as 
elsewhere); ben oraya gittim de 'I went there too' (I did not only read about 

it); ~apka-n-I, palto-n-u da giy 'wear your hat and your coat too'. 
(b) Repeated, it equals 'both ... and ... ': ~apkana da paltonu da giy 'wear 

both your hat and your coat'; ben de sen de karde~in de 'both I and you 
and your brother'. 

1 Cf. Ediskun, p. 315: 'Ve baglaclnln giirevi, virgUiun giirevine benzer', 'the function of the 
conjunction ve resembles that of the comma'. 
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(c) When it comes between two words which it connects, it can usually be 

translated 'and', but often it has an overtone: 'and then', 'and so', or even 

'but': ~ah~ml~ da kazanml~ 'he worked and he won'; evime kadar gideyim 
de size geleyim 'let me go as far as my house and then come to you'; bizi 

gordu de selam vermedi 'he saw us but did not give us greeting'; nasI! 

oldu da se~ilmediniz? 'how was it that you were not chosen?' ('how did it 

happen and so you were not chosen?'); ne yaptl da kurtuldu? 'how did he 

manage to escape?' ('what did he do and so was saved?'); ne iyi ettin de 

geldin 'how well you did to come!' (' ... and came'); soyle de gelsin 'tell 

him to come' ('say, and so let him come'); olur de soylemez 'he will die 
rather than tell' ('he will die and will not tell'). 

(d) A common elliptical use is seen in: ni~in sormadm? utandlm da ... 

'why didn't you ask?' -'1 was ashamed, that's why', lit. '1 was ashamed and 

(therefore did not ask)'. A fuller form is: utandlm da ondan '1 was 

ashamed and therefore ... ' (lit. 'and from that'). 

(e) After a repeated verb, de indicates sudden action after a long delay: 

misafir gelmez gelmez de, birden gelir 'the guest does not come, does 

not come, and suddenly he comes'; durdu durdu da, turnaYI gozunden 

vurdu 'he stood, stood, then shot the crane in its eye' (i.e. after a long spell 

of apparent indecision he acted with great speed and efficiency). 

(f) It has an emphasizing function after pronouns and adverbs: ikisi de 'both 

of them'; u~umuz de 'all three of us'; sus, sen de! 'quiet, you!'; ne de guzel 

~ey! 'what a pretty thing!'; 0 filim ~ok da glizel imi~ 'that film is said to 

be very good'; bu soylenti hi~ de dogru degil 'this rumour is not at all 

true'; durum, daha da aglrla~ml~tlr 'the position has become even more 
serious' . 

(g) dahi 'too, also', from which de is derived, is seldom used by the younger 
generation of writers. 

3. ne ... ne ... or ne ... ne de ... 'neither ... nor ... '. The number of 

nes is not restricted to two. Whether to use a positive or a negative verb with 

ne is to some extent a matter of taste.' The following rules sum up the 

general literary usage. 

The verb is positive: 

(a) When each ne introduces a separate verb or separate clause: kitabl ne 
aldlm ne de okudum 'I neither bought the book nor read it'; ne tiyatroya 

1 For a full discussion see Eliive, pp. 645-55, footnote. 
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gider ne radyoyu dinler 'he neither goes to the theatre nor listens to the 

radio' . 

(b) When one verb, in the non-initial position, covers both or all clauses: bu 

sabah ne ~ay ne kahve i~tim 'this morning I drank neither tea nor coffee'; 

ne ~i~ yansm ne kebap 'let neither the spit burn nor the roast meat' (i.e. I 

hope no harm comes to either party); ne TLirk~e, ne Arap~a, ne Fars~a 

biliyor 'he knows neither Turkish nor Arabic nor Persian'. 

The verb is negative: 

(0) When one verb covers and precedes both or all the elements introduced 

by ne: gelmez ne dost ne dLi~man 'there does not come either friend or 

foe'; bugLin ~Ikmadlm ne bah~eye ne sokaga 'today I have not gone out 

either to the garden or to the street'. 

(b) When it is conditional: ne sen, ne ben bu i~e kan~masaydlk boyle 

olmazdl 'if neither you nor I had interfered in this business, it would not be 

like this'. For the first-person plural verb see XVI, 3 (d). 

(c) If the negative nature of the sentence is emphasized by an adverb or 

particle: ne tLitLine, ne i~kiye sakm ah~maym 'mind you don't become 

accustomed to tobacco or drink' (lit. 'beware do not'). 

(d) If the subjects or complements introduced by ne are resumed by another 

subject or complement before the verb: ne istanbul' a ne Konya'ya, bir yere 

gitmiyor 'neither to Istanbul nor Konya, he does not go anywhere'; ne sen, 

ne 0, ikiniz de bilmediniz 'neither you nor he, both of you did not know'. 

(e) If the verbal element is a gerund other than -ip, -erek, or iken: ne mem

lekette konu~ulan dili, ne oranm adetlerini bilmediginden ~ok zahmet 

~ekti 'because he did not know either the language spoken in the country or 

the customs of that place, he had a lot of trouble'; ondan ne bir selam ne 

bir mektup almadlk~a adml bile anmlyacaglm 'so long as I do not receive 

from him either a greeting or a letter, I shall not mention even his name'. 

(f) If a number of words or a pause intervene between the second ne and the 

verb, so that the negative nature of the sentence needs to be reasserted: ne 

~apka almak, ne de ~apkaslz gezmek bilhassa kl~ aylannda

istemiyorum lit. 'neither to buy a hat nor to go about hatless especially in 

the winter months-I do not want'; bu sabah ne ~ay, ne kahve ... i~

medim 'this morning neither tea nor coffee ... I did not drink'. 

4. gerek ••. gerek ... or gerek ..• gerekse ... 'both ... and ... ': bu 

haber, gerek Ankara'da gerekse Va~ington'da fena bir hava yaratml~tlr 

'this news has created a bad atmosphere both in Ankara and in Washington'. 
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In some contexts the translation 'whether ... or ... ' is possible but may be 

misleading, as the words introduced by gerek are not mutually exclusive, 

e.g. gerek ben gideyim, gerek siz gidin, gerek 0 gitsin, i~in sonu 
degi~mez 'whether I go or you go or he goes, the end of the affair will not 

change' (lit. 'both let me go and you go and let him go ... '). 

5. ha ... ha ... The interjection ha has a range of meanings in the col

loquial, from 'Look out!' to 'Aha! I see it all now!' A pair indicates that there is 

nothing to choose between the two terms they introduce: ha geldi ha 

gelecek amounts to 'he'll be here any minute'. See also p. 248, footnote. 

6. hem ... hem ... or hem ... hem de ... 'both ... and ... ': hem 

ziyaret hem ticaret 'both pilgrimage and trade' (a proverbial expression, d. 

our 'combining business and pleasure'). 

A single hem or hem de means 'and indeed, moreover': sicak, hem ne 

sicak or hem de ne sicak 'it's hot, and how hot!' 

7. ister ... ister ... '(either ... ) or ... '. In origin, ister is the aorist parti

ciple of iste- 'to want'; its use is not confined to the third person: ister git, 

ister kal, bana ne? 'go or stay; what is it to me?'; ister gitsin, ister kalsln, 

bana ne? 'let him go or let him stay; what is it to me?' 

8 .... olsun ... olsun 'both ... and ... " 'whether ... or ... '. This is the 

third-person imperative of 01-, lit. 'let it be', repeated: lokanta olsun, otel 

olsun, her ~ey var orada 'let it be restaurants, let it be hotels, that place has 

everything.' 

A single olsun means 'if only', as in: yuzunu bir kere olsun gormek 

istiyorum 'I want to see his face, if only once' (lit. 'let it be one time'); bir 

dakika olsun istirahat edelim 'let us rest, if only for a minute'. 

9. ya ... ya ... veya ... 'either ... or ... or ... ': ya ben, ya sen, veya 

Mehmet 'either you, or I, or Mehmet'. The third choice can be introduced 

by ya da (occasionally written yada) or yahut [P] instead of veya. 

veya, yahut, and veyahut all mean 'or': elma veya (or yahut or veyahut) 

~eftali, ne istersen al 'apples or peaches, buy whatever you want'. yahut is 

decreasingly used in this sense, but is current in the sense of 'or indeed', 

offering a total change of plan: bu ak~am bize gelin yahut biz size gelelim 

'come to us this evening-or let us come to you'; bu mektubu postaya 

ver, yahut dursun, ben kendim gotlirurum 'post this letter-or let it stay, 

I shall take it myself'. ct. the use of yoksa in § 34. veyahut is distinctly 

old-fashioned. 
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10. ama, fakat, lakin, ne var ki 'but'. The first three are Arabic in origin, 

but ama, being the least alien in shape and having many idiomatic uses, is 

the most assured of survival: sen de gel, ama gel 'you come, but come!' 

(i.e. be sure to come). giizel ama! is a slightly surprised 'it's good, mind 
you!' 

At the end of a sentence it may convey a slight reproof: bu soz soylenmez 

ama! 'one does not say this, though!' 

For emphasis it reverts to its original form amma, with the second a long: 

amma (or amma da) yaptm hal 'now you've done it!' 

It is sometimes preceded, sometimes followed, by a comma; the latter if it 

introduces a change of subject or if for any other reason there is a slight 

pause after it: klz giizel, ama bencH 'the girl is beautiful but selfish'; yarm 

gelmek istiyor ama, ben evde bulunmlyacaglm 'he wants to come 

tomorrow but I shall not be at home'; ben de ona yardlm ettim ama, 

pi~man oldum 'I too helped him-but I repented (of it)'. 

Between simple adversative clauses, 'but' need not be expressed at all (d. 
ve): yalancmm evi yanml~, kimse inanmaml~ (proverb) 'the liar's house 

burned, (but) no one believed'. 

The purist expression for 'but', ne var ki, has an overtone of 'but, mind 

you', even 'but unfortunately'. Unkind critics claim-erroneously-that it 

owes its existence to the English 'nevertheless'. 

11. ancak, yalnlz 'only'. ancak iki bu~uk liram var 'I have only two and a 

half liras'; yalnlz ~unu demek istiyorum 'I want to say only this'; 

kiitiiphanede e;:ah~mam lazlm, ancak bugun gidemem 'I have to work in 

the library, only I cannot go today'; geldi, yalnlz biraz gee;: kaldl 'he came, 

on Iy he was a bit late'. 

12. mamafih [A], bununla beraber, bununla birlikte, gelgelelim 'how

ever, nevertheless'. The h of the first is not always pronounced. The next two 

are literally 'together with this'. gelgelelim, lit. 'come, let's come', has the 

sense of the mildly expostulatory 'Come!' or the more forceful 'Come on!' 

used in English to protest at or to deprecate a remark. The best translation is 

usually 'after all' or 'all the same'. 

13. mad em, mademki, degil mi, degil mi ki 'since'. The a of madem(ki) 

is long < ma dam [A] 'as long as'; for the ki see § 15. madem(ki) anlamlY

orsun, nie;:in karl~lyorsun? 'since you do not understand, why do you 
interfere?' 
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degil mi (ki) is a provincialism now being groomed to succeed mad em

(ki): degil mi or degil mi ki dedigimi yapmadm, yuzume bakma 'since 

you have not done what I said, do not look at my face'. 

14. meger [P], megerse 'it seems that, apparently'. This introduces infer

ences and is consequently used with an inferential verb: ben de seni arka

da~ sanlrdlm; megerse aldanml~lm 'I thought you a friend; it seems I have 

been deceived'; meger ne kadar seviyormu~um bu klzi , , ,yanlmda iken 

neye anlamaml~lm? 'I realize how much I love this girl; why did I not 

understand when she was by my side?' 

It may end a sentence: ~ar~lya pkml~ meger 'he has gone to the market, 

apparently', 

A colloquial alternative is megerleyim. 

15. ki 'that'. The importation of this Persian conjunction opened the door to 

the Indo-European pattern of sentence, which is in many respects the reverse 

of the native Turkish literary pattern: 

yarm gelecegine eminim 

eminim ki yarm gelecek 

gelecegi ~uphesiz 

~uphesiz ki gelecek 

beklemesini istiyorum 

istiyorum ki beklesin 

kaplYI kapamlyan bir ~ocuk 

bir ~ocuk ki kaplyl kapamaz 

'I am sure he will come tomorrow' 

'it is indubitable that he will come' 

'I want him to wait' 

'a child who does not shut the door' 

In this last example, the only one from which the ki cannot be omitted, even 

in the roughest colloquial, ki looks like a relative pronoun. It is possible that 

such uses may have been helped to gain currency by the resemblance 

between ki and the Turkish interrogative pronoun kim; indeed, kim is a 

very ancient alternative for ki, still occasionally heard and, in the written 

language, surviving in nitekim (§ 17). Grammatically, however, ki is purely a 

conjunction. This is not a pedantic question of nomenclature but is of prac

tical importance in translation, particularly of sentences like the following: 

kirazl yedim 'I ate the cherry' ki ~eker gibi not 'which was like sugar' but 
'and found it was like sugar'. This will be clearer if we consider such uses as 

baktlm ki, lit. 'I looked that', but to be translated 'I looked and saw that', 'I 

looked and behold!': baktlm ki, kapi a~lk 'I looked and saw that the door 
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was open'; geldim ki, kimseler yok 'I came and found there was no one 

there'; ~antaml a~tlm ki, bombo~ 'I opened my bag and found it absolutely 

empty'. 

Although the attachment of ki has become habitual in such sentences, it is 

not essential. Ediskun gives an example of its use -biberi dilime degdir

dim ki zehir gibi 'I let the pepper touch my tongue and found it was like 

poison'-which he glosses by simply putting a comma in place of the ki. 

ki cannot be omitted: 

(a) When it introduces a relative clause of the Indo-European type, with a 

finite verb, following the qualified word instead of the Turkish type with a 

participle preceding it. 

(b) When it introduces a clause which is the subject of a preceding verb: 

gori.iluyor ki, bu karar hakslzdlr 'it is evident that this decision is wrong'; 

anla~llryor ki, yeni yol Haziran ayrnda a~llacaktlr 'it is understood that the 

new road will be opened in June'. 

This situation often occurs when a sentence begins with an introductory 

adverbial clause such as bu sebeptendir ki 'it is for this reason that ... '. 

Many such expressions contain a postposition: bundan dolayldlr ki, plan 

tatbik edilemedi 'it is on account of this that it has not been possible to 

apply the plan'; Islamiyetin kabul-i-yle-dir ki, Turk dili uzerine bir taraf

tan Arap~a, obur taraftan Fars~ etki yapmaya ba~laml~tlr 'it is with the 

acceptance of Islam that Arabic on the one hand, Persian on the other, began 

to exercise influence on the Turkish language'. 

(c) When it links two sentences of which the first indicates the time at which 

the action of the second occurs: gune~ batml~tl ki koye vardlk 'the sun had 

set when we reached the village'; telefonu kapayarak yerime heni.iz 

donmi.i~tum ki, kapl zilinin i.isti.iste birka~ kere ~ahndlgml duydum 

'putting down the telephone, I had just returned to my seat when I heard the 

doorbell ring several times in quick succession'. 

The link between ki and the preceding word is very close (in accent it is 

enclitic and some writers habitually put a comma after it), whereas it may be 

separated by a word or phrase from the clause it introduces: 1 bu dil kalkmah 

ki ortadan, ba~lryabilelim Turk~e dij~unmege 'this language must disap

pear, so that we may be able to start to think in Turkish'. The writer has 

chosen to reverse the normal phrase for 'to disappear', ortadan kalkmak, 

1 The three following examples are from Sabahattin Eyuboglu, as is the text in XXIV, 40, which 
contains two instances of ki translatable only as 'when'. 
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but has not displaced ki from immediately after kalkmah. The sentence 

would be complete without it, but it serves as a warning that a consequence 

is coming; d. the premonitory use of eger in XX, 8. bir yazar diyormu~ ki, 

bir dergide gec;en ay, ... 'it seems a writer was saying, in a journal last 

month, that ... '. daha ileri gidip diyecegim ki size ... 'I shall go further 

and say to you ... '. 

Parenthetic remarks are introduced by ki. eger bu mektubu 

okuduysan ki okuduguna eminim onun ne yaptlgml biliyorsundur 'if 

you have read this letter-as I am sure you have-you certainly know what 

he is doing'. hal eyle olsa bile ki degil elbette sana ne? 'even if the 

situation were thus as it certainly isn't-what is it to you?' 

Clauses expressing consequence are introduced by ki. eyle zaylfladl ki 

bir deri bir kemik kaldl 'he grew so thin that he remained only skin and 

bone'. bir baglrdl, bir baglrdl ki yer yerinden oynadl 'he gave such a 

shout, such a shout that the earth started from its place'. 

The consequence, however, is frequently left to the imagination, as it is in 

English, except that the ki is retained whereas we omit the 'that': oyle zay

Ifladl ki! 'he grew so thin!' 0 kadar gi.ildi.ik ki! 'we laughed so much!' bir 

baglrdl ki! 'he gave such a shout!' An intermediate stage is seen in the next 

example, where the three dots indicate that the expression of the thought is 

not going to be completed and then the writer (0. Hanc;erlioglu) completes 

it after all: 0 kadar sevdim ki bu ~ehri ... oturup aglayaslm geldi (IX, 9) 'I 

loved this city so much ... I felt like sitting down and crying'. The vestigial ki 

is very frequent in the colloquial: Deveye 'Neden boynun egri?' demi~ler, 

'Nerem dogru ki?' demi~ 'They said to the camel, "Why is your neck 

crooked?" Said he, "What part of me is straight, that (you should single out 

my neck)?'" 'Hangi partidensiniz?' 'Memlekette birkac; parti var ml ki?' 

'Of which party are you?' 'Are there several parties in the country that 

(you need to ask)?' The ki in both these last examples may be translated 

'then', 

There are several other colloquial uses of ki. At the end of a question it 

indicates anxiety: bu borcun altmdan kalkabilir mi ki? 'can he ever rise 

from-under this debt?' Between repeated words it shows admiration 

or surprise: vapur ki vapur! 'such a fine ship!' okudu ki okudu! 'my 

goodness how he studied!' bilmem ki means 'I wonder' (not 'I don't know 

that, , , '): bilmem ki ne yapsam? 'I wonder what I should do?' bilmem 

ki kime ~ikayet etsem? 'I wonder who to complain to?' This ki, how

ever, like the ki of the common Anatolian geldi mi ki 'I wonder if he has 
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arrived', owes nothing to the Persian ki but is a vestige of the ancient erki 'I 
wonder'.' 

For ki with the subjunctive, see Chapter XIX. 

16. megerki 'unless' is followed by the subjunctive: Omidimiz yok, 

megerki hukumet mudahale etsin 'we have no hope, unless the govern
ment intervene'; vapura yeti~emiyeceksin, megerki ko~asm 'you will not 
be able to catch the steamer unless you run'. 

17. nitekim 'just so, just as' introduces the second clause of a comparison: 
ben hata yaptlm, nitekim siz de hata yaptmlz 'I made a mistake, just as 
you made a mistake'. 

Even when it begins a sentence, it refers not forward but back to the 
preceding sentence: DOnkO toplantlda bulunmadlm. Nitekim yarmki 
toplantlda bulunmak niyetinde degilim 'I was not at yesterday's meeting. 
In just the same way, I do not intend to be present at tomorrow's meeting'. 

The synonymous2 nasll ki is used in the same way, but may also introduce 

the first clause of a comparison, often with an oyle 'thus' in the second 

clause: nasll ki ben hata yaptlm, slz de oyle hata yaptlOlz 'just as I made a 
mistake, so did you too make a mistake'. 

18. halbuki, oysa(ki) (accented on the u and 0 respectively) 'whereas', 
'though'. These represent the backward- not the forward-looking 'whereas' 
or 'though', even when they begin a sentence, in which case the correct 

translation is 'Yet' or 'But': bana gOcenmi~, halbuki aramlzda bir ~ey 
ge~tlginl hatlrlamlyorum 'I gather he is vexed with me, though I do not 
recall that anything has passed between us'. Halk, ~ok defa softaYI idealis
tie karl,tlrlr. Oysaki softa, idealistin tam tersidir 'The people often con

fuse the bigot with the idealist. Yet the bigot is the exact opposite of the 
idealist' . 

19. ~OnkO, zira 'for'. These Persian borrowings almost always begin a sen
tence but, like the English 'for', always explain the preceding statement (d. 
nitekim, halbuki): Dillerin dogu,u demek, kelimenin dogu~u demektir. 

~OnkO, her d en kO~Ok birligi kelime'dir3 'The origin of languages 
means the origin of the word ('to say "the origin of languages" is to say ... '). 

1 See Saadet C;agatay, 'Tiirk~ede ki < erki', TDAYB 1963, pp. 245-50. 
2 nite being an old word for 'how?', surviving in nitekim and the neologisms nitelik 'quality' 

and nitelemek 'to define'. 
3 For the function of the apostrophe here, see I, 2 (b). 
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For the smallest unit of every language is the word'. 'lakin' baglacl, Eski 

Turkc;ede yoktur; c;unku Arapc;a aSllhdlr 'the conjunction lakin does not 

exist in Old Turkish, because it is of Arabic origin'. 

zira could replace c;unku in these examples, but is not much used. The 

spelling c;unki for c;unku is not recommended. 

20. demek 'it means': Sene YII demektir. Senevi de Yllhk demek olacak 

'Sene means "year". So senevi will mean ("will be to say") "annual'" 

(senevi < sanawT (A». A sentence of the following type can be puzzling at 

first sight: bakmak gormek demek degil'looking does not mean seeing.' 

A fuller form of the expression is seen in the first example of the preceding 

section and in: demokrasi demek adalet demektir 'to say "democracy" is 

to say "justice" '. 

At the beginning of a clause demek, demek ki, or demek oluyor ki ('it 

becomes to say') signifies 'that is to say': du~unuyorum, demek ki varlm 'I 

am thinking, which means I exist.' (This Turkish translation of Descartes' 

Cogito ergo sum is right-'I am thinking'-and the usual English version-'I 

think' is wrong.) 

demek alone can be used when seeking corroboration of an impression: 

paramz yok demek? 'so you have no money?' demek 0 da geliyor? 'that 

means he is coming too?' demek toplantl ertelendi? 'that means the meet

ing has been postponed?' 

21. diger taraftan [P, A] and ote yandan, lit. 'from the other side', are not 

as adversative as they look; 'moreover' or 'at the same time' is usually the 

best rendering, not 'on the other hand', which is buna kar~lhk. 

22. gerc;i [P] 'it is true that': gerc;i pek sevimli degil, ama gayet iyi bir 

arkada~tlr 'it is true he is not very attractive, but he is a very good friend'. 

23. guya [P], sozde 'allegedly'. guya or guya is usually pronounced and 

sometimes written goya. For an example see XXIV, 12. Its modern replace

ment is sozde 'in speech', used for 'so-called', 'pseudo', as in sozde aydmlar 

'pseudo-intellectuals'. The spread of this use has been encouraged by the 

tenuous resemblance between the sounds of the two words (fractionally less 

tenuous if one thinks of the French pronunciation /psodo/, with the accent 

on the last syllable, like sozde and unlike the English fsYudo/). For an 

example, see sozde-reformlara (note the hyphen, as in 'pseudo-') near the 

end of XXIII (b). 
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24. hani, an old word for 'where?', has several idiomatic uses. It may be 

reinforced by ya, written together with it or separately. 

(0) It asks the whereabouts of someone or something expected but not 

in evidence, or lost and unattainable: haniya arkada~mlz, gelmedi mi? 

'where is your friend; hasn't he come?' hani 0 gunler! 'where are those 

(good old) days!' 

(b) It draws attention to a failure to carry out a promise: hani ya bana bir 

hediye getirecektin? 'I thought you were going to bring me a present?' 

(c) 'You know' covers most other uses: hani buronuzda esmer ~ocuk var 

ya, i~te 0 sizi anyor 'you know there's the dark boy in your office; well it's he 

who is looking for you' (for i~te see § 28); hani yanh~ da degil'and it's not 

wrong, you know'. 

(d) A parenthetic hani yok mu lends weight to the following words: bu 

problemi ~ozmek i~in, hani yok mu, tam u~ gun ~ah~tlm 'to solve this 

problem, would you believe it, I worked exactly three days'. 

(e) hanidir (for the syntax see XII, 23) 'for a long time now': hanidir onu 

gormuyorum 'I haven't seen her for ages'. 

25. hele 'above all, at any rate'; with an imperative, 'just': hele siz bunu 

soylememeli idiniz 'you above all should not have said this'; hele insan 

kaybl yokmu~ 'at any rate there is no loss of life reported' ('there-is-said-to

be-no human-loss'); ~una bak he Ie 'just look at that!'; ~ocuk slnlfml 

ge~mesin hele, doverim onu 'just let the child not pass up ("Iet-him-not

pass his-class "), I'll beat him'. 

A doubled he Ie hele is hortatory: he Ie hele soyle daha neler olmu~ 

'come on then, tell what else happened!' 

26. herhalde 'certainly, surely'. The literal translation is 'in every case', but 

this gives a misleading idea of the use. In the first two examples it indicates a 

strong supposition: herhalde biliyorsunuz 'you surely know'; gazetede 

okumu~sunuzdur herhalde 'you have certainly read (it) in the newspaper'. 

ister dan Ism, ister danlmasm, herhalde hakklml istiyecegim 'let him 

get cross or not, I shall certainly ask for my due'. 

27. ise ('if it is') and its suffixed forms (VIII, 8) draw attention to the preced

ing word and may be translated 'as for', 'whereas', 'however' according to 

context: ben ise (bense) patates hi~ yemiyorum 'as for me, I don't eat 

potatoes at all'; lit. 'if it is I (about whom you are asking) ... '; babasl 
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ingiliz, annesi ise (annesiyse) Amerikah 'his father is English, whereas his 

mother is American'. 

The word before ise may be in whatever case the syntax of the rest of the 

sentence demands: kendisi pek ho~, sesini ise hie; sevmem 'he himself is 

very pleasant; his voice, however, I don't like at all'. Here sesini is accusative, 

object of sevmem. For ise following the genitive, see the fifth paragraph of 

XVI, 6. 

28. i~te 'behold!' 'there!' 'precisely': hani benim kalem? i~te! 'where is 

my pen?'-'there!'; i~te otobus geldi 'there, the bus has arrived'; i~te bu 

sebepten dolayl ona oy vermedim 'precisely for this reason I did not vote 

for him'. 

29. sakm. In origin it is the imperative of sakmmak 'to be cautious'. As an 

interjection, sakm or sakm ha means 'beware! don't do it!' It is also used 

with a negative imperative: sakm du~me! 'mind you don't fall!' 

With the periphrastic perfect tense of the negative imperative it expresses 

anxiety: sakm unutmu~ olmaym 'I do hope you have not forgotten' ('do

not-be having-forgotten'). A question-mark may emphasize the doubt in the 

speaker's mind: soylediklerimi sakm unutmu~ olmasm? '1 do hope he 

hasn't forgotten what I said.' 

30. sanki 'as if' (lit. 'suppose that') is usually construed with gibi following 

an inferential verb or a tense-base, or with an inferential verb alone: sanki 

dunyada ba~ka bir kadm yokmu~ gibi hep Nur'u du~unuyor 'as if there 

were no other woman in the world, he thinks entirely of Nur'; sanki bilmiyor 

gibisiniz! 'as if you didn't know!'; sanki kabahat benimmi~! 'as if the fault 

were mine!' 

In a question it conveys an argumentative or scornful 'do you think?': 

ablana e;ok uzuntu verdin de iyi mi ettin sanki? 'you have greatly upset 

your big sister and have you (thereby) done well, do you think?' 

Otherwise it is to be translated 'it is as if': Makine sabah ak~am e;ocuga 

elinin ve kafasmm gucunu hesaplatlyor; sanki ona 'Benimle yapacagm 

her i~ten sen sorumlusun, ben karl~mam' diyor 'The machine all day 

long makes the child take account of the power of his hand and head, as if it 

is saying to him "For every job which you are going to do with me, you are 

responsible; I do not interfere" '. 

31. ~oyle dursun (lit. 'let it stand thus'), often with an infinitive as subject, 

means 'let alone ... , never mind about ... ' 
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radyoda dinledigimiz ~arkllann ~ogu m olmak ~oyle dursun musiki 

bile degildir 'most of the songs we listen to on the radio are not even music, 

let alone national'. 

tercumanhk yapmak ~oyle dursun, kendi lisamm bile bilmez 

'never mind about acting as interpreter, he doesn't even know his own 

language' . 

Son mekam ~oyle dursun, / Adml da bilen yok (Nazlm Hikmet) 

'Leave aside his last resting-place; / There is no one who even knows his 

name.' 

32. ya has a wide variety of functions in the colloquial, e.g. at the end of 

rhetorical questions: her ak~am sinemaya gidilir mi ya? 'does one go to the 

cinema every evening?' 

In the sense of 'you know', 'isn't that so?': bugun niye okula gitmedin?

pazar ya! 'why haven't you gone to school today?' -'it's Sunday, you 

know!' ko~ede ku~lik bir dlikkan var ya, i~te orada aldlm 'you know 

there's a little shop on the corner; well I bought (it) there'. 

In the sense of 'yes indeed' the a is pronounced long: size e;ay vereyim 

mil ya, ver 'may I give you (some) tea?- 'yes, do'. 

At the beginning of a clause it means 'and what about ... 7'; this is the use 

most likely to be found in the written language: bu kadar yeti~ir, diyorsun, 

ya yeti~mezse? 'this much will be enough, you say; and what if it isn't 

enough?' A versified slogan of the 1960 revolution ran: Gerekirse / Ollirliz / 

Biz. / Ya siz? 'If necessary / We are ready to die, / We. / And you?' 

33. yok is used colloquially for 'no' in reply not only to questions containing 

var ml oryok mu (VIII, 45): gidiyor musun? yok 'are you going?'-'no'.ln 

this sense it is often pronounced without the k and with the vowel length

ened, and may be phonetically spelled yooo! 

When retailing an unlikely story, a sarcastic yok may preface each clause, 

and every verb ends in the inferential -mi~: yok kagldl kalmaml~, yok 

mlirekkebi iyi degilmi~, haslh bir alay bahaneler 'oh no he had no paper 

left, oh no his ink was no good; in short, a host of excuses'. Yok ben kaYlgl 

batlramaml~lm, yok lie; ki~i bir beke;iyi enterne edemezmi~, yok, yok 'Oh 

no, I couldn't sink the rowing-boat; oh no, three people couldn't restrain a 

single watchman, oh no' (from an unsympathetic newspaper account in 

1967 of a botched attempt at a secret landing in Cyprus). For the accusative 

bek~iyi, see the last sentence in XVI, 4. 

34. yoksa 'if not, otherwise': uslu durursun, yoksa seni bir daha buraya 
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getirmem 'you'll stand nice-and-quiet, otherwise I shan't bring you here 
again'. 

It then comes to be used to introduce the second half of double questions: 
bu mumkun mu yoksa degil mil 'is this possible, or is it not?'; bugUn mU 
yoksa yarm ml gidiyorsunuz? 'is it today or tomorrow you are going?' 

When two possibilities are considered but only one is expressed, yoksa 
may begin the sentence: yoksa gitsem mil 'or should I go?' 

At the end of a sentence it means 'it suffices': Allah insamn akhm ba~m
dan almasm yoksa! (Sabahattin Ali), 'Let God not take a man's wits out of 
his head, that's all we ask', literally 'otherwise (we have no hope).' 



XIV 

ord-formation 

1. Deverbal substantives. In sections 2-19 are discussed the principal suf

fixes added to verb-stems to make nouns and adjectives, excluding those 

dealt with under the headings of participles and verbal nouns in Chapters IX 

and X. These suffixes have been the chief weapons in the campaign to substi

tute words from Turkish roots for Arabic and Persian borrowings. 

2. -ici. Like the related -ci (IV, 5), this indicates regular activity: 

ak- to flow 

oku- to read 

gul-dur- to make to laugh 

uyu~-tur- to benumb 

et- to make 

ol-dur- to kill 

don-dur- to turn 

akici fluent 

oku-y-ucu reader 

guldurucu amusing 

uyu~turucu narcotic 

sarho~ edici intoxicant 

(' drunk-making') 

bocek oldurucu insecticide 

('insect killer medicament') 

ba~ dondurucu hlz vertiginous 

('head-turning') speed 

ver- to give hayat verici life-giving 

The first vowel of the suffix has been lost in 'beggar' from dilen-

'to beg'. ogrenci 'student, pupil' was manufactured analogously from 

ogren- 'to learn'. 

3. -men. A suffix -man occurs in a number of time-honoured words, appar

ently with intensive significance; e.g. from koca 'big', kocaman 'huge'; from 

~i~ 'swollen', ~i~man 'fat'.1 

The language-reformers have used -men to make nouns of occupation: 

ogret- to teach ogretmen teacher 

oku-t- to make to read okutman lector 

, As for Tiirkmen 'Turcoman', the author inclines to the view of Vambery and Ligeti, who 
considered the -men in this word to be a collective suffix. See ibrahim Kafesoglu, 'Tiirkmen, adl, 
manasl ve mahiyeti' in Jean Deny Armagam (TDK 1958), pp. 121-H. 
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say

se~

yaz-

to count 

to choose 

to write 

sayman 

se~men 

yazman 

accountant 

voter 

secretary 

XIV, 4 

In this use the suffix is a hybrid, deriving, on the one hand, from the Turkish 

-man and, on the other, from the English -man, familiar to the Turks in four 

borrowings from French: vatman 'tram-driver', sportmen 'sportsman', 

barmen 'barman' and rekortmen 'record-holder'. 

egemen 'sovereign' purports to be derived from ege or ege 'guardian'. In 

fact it is a distortion of the Greek ~i'efJCfJl' 'leader'; the French hegemonie was 

borrowed in the form hegemonya by liya G6kalp (d. 1924). 

4. -ik makes adjectives, mostly with passive meaning, and nouns, mostly 

denoting the result of action: 

birle~- to unite 

boz- to destroy 

~Ik- to come out 

degi~- to change 

oksur- to cough 

sok- to undo 

tOkur- to spit 

birle~ik 

bozuk 

~Iklk 

degi~ik 

oksOrOk 

sokOk 

tukuruk 

united 

broken 

dislocated 

varied 

cough 

unravelled 

spittle 

5. -i denotes action or result of action. It occurs (neologisms aside) only with 

monosyllabic consonant-stems: 

dol- to be filled dolu full 

kork

ko~-

01-

yap-

to fear 

to run 

to die 

to make 

korku 

ko~u 

010 
yapl 

fear 

race 

dead, corpse 

construction 

The reformers made good use of it to create replacements-not only from 

monosyllabic stems-for non-Turkish words: 

kaz- to dig kazl 

kon- to be placed konu 

ba~ar- to succeed ba~arl 

~evir- to turn ~eviri 

buyur- to command buyuru 

6. -ti, -inti. 

(a) -ti denotes action or result of action: 

belir- to appear belirti 

excavation 

subject 

success 

translation 

command 

symptom 
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buyur-ul

bula-n

~alka-n-

to be ordered 

to be nauseated 

to be agitated 

buy(u)rultu 

bulantl 

~alkantl 
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command 

nausea 

agitation 

(b) Analogously with the last two examples, there are a number of nouns 

ending in -in-ti from verbs with no reflexive in use, e.g.: 

ak- to flow akmtl stream 

bur- to twist buruntu colic 

~Ik- to come out ~Ikmtl projection 

~ok- to collapse ~okuntu debris 

kur- to brood kuruntu melancholy 

fancy 

From ya~an-, the passive of ya~a- 'to live', comes the neologism ya~antl 

for 'experience of life, what one has lived through'. 

7. -gi denotes action or its result or its instrument: 

sev-
• 
I~-

~al

as-

bur

or

yar-

to love 

to drink 

to play 

to hang 

to twist 

to interlace 

to split 

sevgP 

i~ki 

~algl 

askl 

burgu 

orgu 

yargl 

affection 

(alcoholic) drink 

musical instrument 

pendant, braces 

(U.K.), suspenders 

(U.S.A.) 

gimlet 

plait 

decision 

8. -~ makes adjectives and abstract nouns, primarily from reflexive stems 

and other stems in n: 
.~ 

to be disgusted 
.~ 

loathsome, loathing Igren- Igren~ 

• to believe • belief man- man~ 

kazan- to win kazan~ 
• gam 

klskan- to envy klskan~ jealous 

usan- to be bored usan~ boredom 

1 A cautionary word may not be out of place about sevda 'passionate desire', since at least two 
Western writers on Turkish grammar have described it as from sev· 'to love' with an otherwise 
unknown invariable suffix ·da. It is in fact the Arabic sawda' 'blackness > black bile > melancholy 
> longing'. 
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By analogy, korkunc; 'terrible' is formed from kork- 'to fear', although this 

verb has no reflexive. 

9. -ek, -k (the latter after vowel-stems) makes nouns of place and instru

ment, and nouns or adjectives with active meaning: 

dur- to stop durak stopping-place 

yala- to lick yalak trough 

bat- to sink batak marsh 

ele- to sift 

tara- to comb 

ole;- to measure 

yed- to tow 

aksa- to limp 

biiyii- to become great 
~ 

to become cold sogu-

iirk- to shy 

elek 

tarak 

ole;ek 

yedek 

aksak 

biiyuk 

soguk 

iirkek 

• sieve 

comb 

scale of a map 

tow-rope > led 

animal > spare 

lame 

great 

cold 

timid 

From at- 'to throw' comes atak 'bold, daring', not to be confused with the 

identical-looking noun meaning 'attack', a French borrowing used by sports

writers and military experts. 

10. -gen, added to verb-stems, originally made adjectives with intensive 

meaning, as in list (0). The reformers have used it in the creation of technical 

terms that function also as nouns, as in list (b): 

(a) e;ekin- to withdraw e;ekingen 

dovii~- to fight dovu~ken 

sokul- to worm one's sokulgan 
• way In 

unut- to forget unutkan 

retiring 

bellicose 

ingratiating 

forgetful 

(b) degi~- to change degi~ken variable 

et- to do etken effective, factor 

ilet- to transmit iletken conductive, conductor 

yallt- to isolate yahtkan insulating, insulator 

The neologism for 'planet' is gezegen from gez- 'to wander'. 

A rare by-form is -egen: 

01- to happen olagan normal 

pi~- to cook (intr.) pi~egen easily cooking 
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There is another -gen, a made-up invariable suffix inspired by the suffix 
seen in pentagon and hexagon. Added to numerals it makes the names 
of plane figures: u~gen 'triangle', altlgen 'hexagon', ~okgen 'polygon', and 
so on. 

11. -gin makes nouns and adjectives with active or passive meaning: 

to mature • adult er- ergm 
klz- to become heated klzgm fevered 
sol- to fade solgun faded 

• • to exile • • • • exile sur- surgun 
bit- to end bitkin exhausted 
kus- to sulk kuskun sulky 

~a~- to go astray ~a~km bewildered 
co~- to overflow co~kun exuberant 

ge~kin 'past' and a~km 'exceeding' may govern an object: e"i ya~ml 
ge~kin bir adam 'a man past his fiftieth year'; boyu, iki metreyi a~kmdl'his 
height was over two metres'. 

12. -it, -t (the latter after vowel-stems). This noun-suffix, though not very 
productive in former times, is a favourite of the neologizers; witness the last 
five examples: 

aylr- to distinguish aylrt distinction 
ge~- to pass ge~it passage, ford 

~ 

to knead ~ 

yoghurt yogur- yogurt 
an- to call to mind anlt memorial 
soy- to strip soyut abstract 
ta~l- to carry ta~lt vehicle 
yak- to burn yaklt fuel 
yaz- to write yazlt inscription 

It occurs also in a few adjectives manufactured from substantives: 

age 
mate 
opposite 

ya~lt 

e~it 

kar~lt 

coeval 
equal 
contrary 

An analogous coinage is somut, not from a verb but from som 'solid', for 
'concrete', as opposed to soyut 'abstract'. 
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13. -im makes nouns, many of them denoting a single action.' This too is an 

abundant source of neologisms, e.g. baslm and the four following examples 

below. 
• to drink i~im draught I~-

yut- to swallow yudum swallow, mouthful 

dil- to slice d slice, strip 

dog- to be born dogum birth 

al- to die alum death 

tut- to hold tutum thrift, behaviour 

The noun of unity of tut- is irregular: tutam 'handful'. 

bas- to press, pri nt baslm printing 

bil- to know bilim knowledge, science 

de- to say deyim 
• expression 

dur- to stand durum situation 

yat-Ir- to lay, deposit yatlrlm investment 

See also XII, 1; surum surum, etc. 

14. om. Before the reform, the only deverbal noun in -m from a vowel-stem 

seems to have been yem 'fodder' (ye- 'to eat'). The reform, however, 

brought a stream of them, starting with anlam (ct. anla- 'to understand'), 

alleged, on very shaky evidence, to be used in Konya for 'meaning', in which 

sense it has largely replaced manii. Here are some more of the commonest: 

bag la- to link baglam context 

gozle- to observe 

iste- to wish 

i~le- to operate 

kavra- to grasp 

gozlem 

istem 

i~lem 

kavram 

observation 

req uest, vol ition 

process 

concept 

The same suffix appears in gundem 'agenda', from gunde 'in the day'. 

15. -in makes nouns: 

ak

ek-

to flow 

to sow 

akm 

ekin 

stream, rush, raid 

crop 

1 Elove (p. 507, footnote 4) criticizes Deny's calling these 'noms d'unite', on the grounds that 
the idea of unity is not intrinsic in, for example, i"im but emerges only when one puts bir before it. 
Deny, however, is right and his translator is wrong, not having realized that one can have more 
than one unite; e.g. 'two draughts of medicine', iki i~im ila~. 'Noun of unity' is an accepted telill 
of Arabic grammar for, for example, <;Iarba 'blow'; the fact that this can be put in the plural, as in 
'he struck him ten blows', does not make it any the less a noun of unity. 
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tOt-
w 

y19· 
bas-

to smoke (intr.) 

to pile up 

to press, print 

tiitiin 
w 

y l9m 
basm 

tobacco 

heap 
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the Press 

16. ·ge~, -gi~. These two related suffixes make a few nouns, mostly denoting 

agent or instrument: 

dal- to plunge dalgl~ diver 
•• to filter •• filter, strainer suz- suzge~ 
•• to swim •• swimmer, float yuz- yuzge~ 

ba~la- to begin ba~la-n-gl~ beginning 

patla- to explode patla-n-ga~, patla-n-gl~ 

pop-gun, fire-cracker 

17. -tay. This neologism was extracted from the Mongol quriltai 'assembly 

of the nobles', as if the word were derived from the Turkish kur-ul- 'to be 

established' + *-tay. kurultay is the name given by the Turkish Language 

Society to its annual congress. The 'suffix' has been used (with substantives 

as well as with verb-stems) to create a number of administrative terms, all of 

which, except the first, appear in official language. The older terms are given 

in parentheses. 

kamu (an archaic Persian 

borrowing for' all', now a 

noun meaning 'the public') 

dam~- to consult 

sayl~- to settle accounts 

yargl decision 

Kamutay Grand National 

Assembly (Buyuk Millet 

Meclisi) 

Dam~tay Council of State 

(~ura-YI Devlet, Devlet 

~urasl) 

SaYI~tay Exchequer and Audit 

(Divan-I Muhasebat, 

Muhasebat Divanl) 

Yar91tay Supreme Court of 

Appeal (Temylz Mahkemesi) 

From ~ah~- 'to work' comes ~ah~tay 'workshop', in the sense of 'session of 

a working party', 'seminar'. 

18. -ev, -v. This was borrowed by the neologizers from some Central Asian 

dialect, such as Bashkurt or Kazakh, in which it is the suffix of the infinitive. 
• • 

gor-

sayla-

to see, perform 

to choose 

gorev 

saylav 

duty 

deputy, M.P. 
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sma

sayle-

to test 

to tell 

smav 

saylev 

examination 

speech 

XlV, 19 

19. -ey, -yo This suffix, of Chaghatay origin, is also beloved of the 

neologizers. 

dene- to try deney experiment 
dik- to set up dikey perpendicular 

01- to happen olay event 
yat- to lie yatay horizontal 

It is rarely added to nouns: 

yuz- face • • yuzey surface 

20. Denominal verbs. Relatively few substantives are also verb-stems; 

among the commonest are: 

aCI 

boya 

ek~i 

eski 

gerek 

go~ 

kuru 

grief 

paint 

sour 

old 

necessary 

migration 

dry 

aCI-

boya· 

ek~i-

eski-

gerek-
•• 

go~-

kuru-

to grieve (intr.) 

to paint 

to become sour 

to become worn out 

to be necessary 

to migrate 
to dry (intr.) 

On the other hand, many verbs are formed by adding suffixes to substan· 
tives. These suffixes are discussed in §§ 21-30. 

21. -eo. This is now unproductive. 

bo~ empty bo~a- to divorce 

har~ expenditure harca- to spend 
kan blood kana- to bleed 
oyun game oyna- to play 

ya~ age ya~a- to live 

22. -Ie-. This, with its derivatives (§§ 23-25), is the most productive of all 

verbal suffixes. The precise relationship between the meanings of the basic 

substantive and the derived verb is not always guessable; compare the last 

two examples in list (0). The aorists of these verbs must not be confused with 

the plurals of the substantives from which they derive; baltalar can be 'axes' 

or 'he sabotages', while ku~ukler can be 'little ones' or 'he belittles'. -Ie- is 

added to: 
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(a) Nouns: 

balta 

goz 

kilit 

kir 

su 

yumurta 

kuzu 

kopek 

(b) Adjectives: 

ku~uk 
• serm 

temiz 

lir; 

axe 

eye 

lock 

dirt 

water 

egg 

lamb 

dog 

small 

cool 

clean 

three 

(c) Onomatopoeic words: 

hay hay 

miyav 

plit 

bow-wow 

miaow 

puff 

baltala

gozle-

tle

kirle-

sula

yumurtala

kuzula

kopekle-

kur;likle

serinle

temizle

lir;le-

havla

miyavla

plifle-
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to sabotage 

to keep an eye on 

to lock 

to dirty 

to irrigate 

to lay eggs 

to lamb 

to cringe 

to belittle 

to become cool 

to clean 

to increase to three 

to let a farm in 

exchange for 

one-third of the crop 

to bark 

to mew 

to puff, blowout 

23. -Ien-. In origin the reflexive and passive of -Ie-, it also makes some verbs 

synonymous with those in -Ie-, and some of which there is no -Ie- form in 

use: 

temizle

kirle

serinle

can 

ev 

to clean 

to dirty 

temizlen

kirlen-

to become cool serinlen-

soul, life 

house 

canlan

evlen-

to be cleaned 

to become dirty 

to become cool 

to come to life 

to marry 

Its causative is -Ien-dir-: canlandlr- 'to vivify', evlendir- 'to give in 

marriage'. 

24. -Iet-. The causative of -Ie-. Some verbs formed with it are synonymous 

with the forms in -Ie-. 

temizle

kilitle

kirle-

to clean 

to lock 

to dirty 

temizlet

kilitlet

kirlet-

to get cleaned 

to get locked 

to dirty 
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25. -Ie~-. Originally the reciprocal of -Ie- (for an example, see XXIV, 21), it is 

also freely used to make verbs meaning 'to become .. .': 

kar~lla- to meet kar~lla~- to meet one 

another 
• cool serinle~- to become cool serm 

dert pain, trouble dertle~- to tell each other 

your troubles 

mektup letter mektupla~- to correspond 

Tann God tannla~- to become divine 
olmez (IX, 4) olmezle~- to become 

immortal immortal 

Amerika-h American amerikahla~- to be Americanized 

garp-h westerner garphla~- to be westernized 

bir one birle~- to become united 

Its causative is -Ie~-tir-: olmezle~tir- 'to immortalize', garphla~tlr- 'to 

westernize', birle~tir- 'to unite'. 

26. -el-, -1-. Added to a number of adjectives, but very few nouns, it conveys 

'to become ... '. Disyllables in final k lose it before this suffix: 

az little azal- to diminish (intr.) 

~ok much ~ogal- to increase (intr.) 

bo~ empty bo~al- to be emptied 
• • sharp-pointed sivril- to become slvrl 

prominent 

al~ak low al~al- to condescend 

utak tiny utal- to diminish (intr.) 

yuksek high yuksel- to rise 
.. 

direction yonel- to direct oneself yon 

The causative is -elt·, ·It-: azalt- 'to diminish' (tr.), yukselt- 'to raise'. 

27. -er-. No longer productive, with adjectives of colour it conveys 'to 

become ... '; added to other words it usually has an active sense. Disyllabic 

adjectives of colour lose their final syllable before it; more accurately, -er- is 

added to the monosyllabic stem from which the disyllabic adjective is 

derived: 

ak 

boz 

white 

grey 

v 

agar-

bozar-

to become white 

to become grey 
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gok blue, green 
•• w 

to become goger- or 
gover- (I, 10) blue, green 

ye~iI green ye~er- to become green 

klzil red klzar- to become red, 

be roasted 

sari yellow sarar- to become yellow 

ev house ever- to marry off 

ot grass otar- to pasture 

su water suvar- (II, 6) to water an animal 

ya~ moisture ya~ar- to become wet 

28. -se-. This was once not uncommon in the sense of 'to want ... " e.g. in 

tUtunse- 'to crave tobacco'. The only surviving example in common use is: 

su water susa- to thirst 

In a few words it has the sense of 'to regard as ... ': 

benim 

muhim 

~irkin 
• ganp 

of me benimse-

important muhimse-

ugly ~irkinse-

stranger, strange garipse-

to regard as one's 

own 

to think 

important 

to think ugly 

to consider strange, 

to feel lonely 

From the neologism onem 'importance' comes onemsemek as replace-

ment for muhimsemek. 

29. -imse-. A suffix -imse- with the same meaning as -se- appears in: 

az little 

~ok much 

aZlmsa-

w 

~ogumsa-

to consider 

inadequate 

to consider 
• excessive 

In the postvocalic form -mse- it has made two neologisms: 
• • Iyl 

kotu 

good 

bad 

• • Iylmse-

kotumse-

to be optimistic 

to be pessimistic 

The aorist participles iyimser 'optimistic' and kotumser 'pessimistic' have 

ousted the Persian nikbin and bedbin. 

Different in sense and in being formed from a verb-stem is gulUmse- 'to 

smile'; ct. gul- 'to laugh'. This -imse- may have been formed on the analogy 
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of benim-se- and miihim-se- but is more likely related to the adjectival suffix 

-imsi (IV, 3). 

30. -de- is added to a number of onomatopoeic words ending in r or I 

which, when repeated, are used as adverbs. For example, clzlr imitates the 

sound of sizzling; 'sizzlingly' is clzlr CIZlr, while clzlrdamak is to make this 

noise. Such verbs in -de- have a corresponding noun in -di or -ti, thus CIZlrtl 

'sizzling'. There is also a verb clz-Ia-mak 'to sizzle'. A series like this exists for 

many onomatopoeic words, though in some the verb in -Ie- is wanting. 

Where there is a verb in -Ie-, it is used with the doubled adverb in preference 

to the verb in -de-. Thus 'to snore snortingly' is horul horul horlamak rather 

than horuldamak. 

IMITATIVE 

WORD 

glClr 

hml 

horul 

kiitiir 

patlr 

parll 

pml 

taklr 

REPRESENTS 

creaking 

growling 
• snonng 

crunching 

footsteps 

glittering 

" 
tapping 

VERB NOUN VERB 

glclrda- glclrtl -
hmlda- hlrlltl hlrla-

horulda- harultu harla-

kOtOrde- kOtOrtO -
patlrda- patlrtl 1 -
panlda- parlltl parla-

pm Ida- pmltl -
taklrda- taklrtl -

31. Compound nouns and adjectives. The various ways in which these may 

be formed are dealt with in this and the following sections. 

Two nouns juxtaposed: 

baba father anne mother 

kaym brother

in-law 

ba~ head 

i~ interior 

ata father 

ana mother 

bakan minister 

~avu~ sergeant 

parmak finger 

yOz face 

kale fort 

babaanne paternal grandmother 

anneanne maternal grandmother 

kaynata father-in-law 

kaynana mother-in-law 

ba~bakan prime minister 

ba~~avu~ sergeant-major 

ba~parmak thumb 

i~yOz 'the inside story' 

i~kale citadel 

1 There is a verb patlamak but it means 'to explode, to go bang!' 
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orta middle 

goz eye 

aga chief 

hamm lady 

yuz face 

on front 

'rag epoch 

okul school 

kulak ear 

bey lord 

efendi master 

•• goz eye 

ayak foot 

soz word 

yargl judgement 
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orta'rag the Middle Ages 

ortaokul middle school 

gozkulak alert, interested 

agabey elder brother 

hammefendi Madam 

beyefendi Sir 

yuzgoz over-familiar 

onayak pioneer, ringleader 

onsoz foreword 

onyargl prejudice 

32. Abbreviated nouns. Some military terms have been formed on the 

pattern of Russian officialese, from abbreviated nouns: 

tumen division general general tlimgeneral major-general 

ordu army orgeneral general 

list top 

33. Izafet groups: 

donatlm equipment 

tegmen 2nd 

lieutenant 

YII year ba~ head 
el hand birlik oneness 

i'r interior 

hamm lady 

saman straw 

cuma Friday 

tarih history 

uluslar nations 

harp war 

su water 

• aCI pain 

elhand 

yol way 

erte morrow 

once before 

ara interval 

sonra after 

list top 

( 4-star) 

ordonat equipment 

branch1 

listegmen 1 st 

lieutenant 

yilba~1 New Year 

elbirligi co-operation 

i'rler aCISI heart-rending 

hammeli honeysuckle 

samanyolu the Milky Way 

cumartesi Saturday 

tarih oncesi prehistoric, 

prehistory 

uluslararasl international 

harp sonrasl post-war 

sulistli surface (adjY 

34. Frozen izafet groups. The following words, though izafet groups in 

origin, are treated like simple vowel-stems (d. II, 24). Thus denizaltllar 

'submarines', binba~lya 'to the major', ayakkabici 'shoemaker'. 

1 The English ordnance may have contributed to this coinage. 
1 denizaltlnln suiisW siirati 'the submarine's surface-speed'. 
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deniz sea 

bin thousand 

yuz hundred 

on ten 

ayak foot 

alt underside 

ba~ head 

kap cover 

denizaltl submarine (noun 

and adj.) 

binba~1 major 

yuzba~1 captain 

onba~1 corporal 

ayakkabl footwear, shoes 

XIV; 35 

35. Surnames ending in -oglu. Surnames that originated as izafet groups 

are treated as simple vowel-stems, like the words mentioned in the previous 

section. 'To Karaosmanoglu' is not *Karaosmanoglu'na but Karaosman

oglu'ya; 'from Eyuboglu' is not *Eyuboglu'ndan but Eyuboglu'dan. 

36. Adjective + noun: 

buyuk great anne mother 

kara black yel wind 

top-Iu knobbed igne needle 

kirk forty ayak foot 

37. Noun + noun + -Ii: 

cin demon 

koyun sheep 

orta middle 

fikir thought 

ba~ head 

boy stature 

38. Adjective + noun + -Ii: 

a~ hungry 

al~ak low 

deli mad 

iki two 

goz eye 

gonul soul 

kan blood 

can soul 

39. Noun + adjective: 

slit milk 

komur coal 

beyaz white 

siyah black 

buyukanne grandmother 

karayel north-wester 

topluigne pin 

klrkayak centipede 

cinfikirli shrewd 

koyunba~It mutton-headed 

ortaboylu of medium height 

a~gozlU avaricious 

al~akgonullu humble 

delikanll young man 

ikicanlt pregnant 

slitbeyaz milk-white 

komursiyah coal-black 

40. Noun + third-person suffix + adjective: 

din-i his religion butun whole dinibutun devout 

el-i his hand a~lk open elia~lk generous 

see XVIII, 1. 

41. Noun + verb: 

kUl ash bastl it pressed kUlbastl grilled meat 
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dal branch 

unutma do not forget beni me 

al take 
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dalbastl fine and 

large (of cherries) 

unutmabeni forget-me-not 

alben attractive 

To this class belong the names of two dishes made with aubergines: 

hunkarbegendi 'the Sovereign approved' and imambaylldl 'the Imam 

swooned'. 

The verb may be a participle: 

kervan caravan 

oyun game 

yurt land 

klran breaking 

bozan spoiling 

sever loving 

42. Onomatopoeic word + verb: 

~It crack! klnldlm I have 

~IP plop! 
, 

43. Verb + verb: 

c;akar it strikes 

fire 

kaptl it snatched 

vurdum I hit 

been broken 

sevdi he has fallen 

in love 

almaz it does not 

take 

kac;tl it fled 

duymaz he does 

not feel 

kervanklran the morning 

star 

oyunbozan spoilsport 

yurtsever patriot 

C;ltkmldlm fragile, 

effeminate 

~Ipsevdi susceptible, 

impressionable 

c;akaralmaz useless, not 

working; facetious term 

for gun, 'blunderbuss' 

kaptlkac;tl small, 

privately owned 

omnibus, 'pirate bus' 

vurdumduymaz thick-

skinned 

44. Hyphenated compounds, The hyphen is hardly ever used in compound 

words, except in one or two modernisms like okur-yazar 'literate' ('reader

writer') and aktor-rejisor 'actor-producer', phrases like Ankara-Konya yolu 

'the Ankara-Konya road' and ogretmen-ogrenci oram 'teacher-pupil ratio', 

and names of commercial firms like ipek-I~ 'Silk-Work'. 

Some of the compounds shown above as one word may be spelt as two, 

and vice versa. 

45. Repetitions. As in English, a verb may be repeated to indicate 

the duration of activity: c;ah~acaksm, c;ah~acaksm ve muvaffak/ba~anh 

oiacaksin 'you will work, you will work, and you will be successful', 
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Similar locutions are frequent in the colloquial: kalahm kalahm ak~ama 

kadar kalahm, sonra? 'all right, suppose we stay till evening; what do we do 

then?' (lit. 'let us stay, let us stay, till evening let us stay; after?'). arabayl 

surmu~, surmu~, nihayet yeti~ti 'he drove and drove the car and finally 

arrived'. If the object of the repeated verb is also repeated, inversion is auto

matic: si.irmi.i~ arabayl, si.irmu~ arabaYI, nihayet yeti~ti. yapacaglm da 

yapacaglm 'I'll certainly do it' ('I'll do and I'll do'). gitti mi gitti! 'I'I! say he 

went!' ('did he go? he went!'). 

This last construction is found with adjectives too: ihtiyar zengin mi 

zengin! 'the old man is certainly rich' (' ... rich? rich!'). 

When repeated adjectives qualify nouns in the plural, the sense is more 

than simply intensive; e.g. guzel guzel klzlar means not just 'very beautiful 

girls' but 'girls each more beautiful than the last'; yeni yeni umitler are not 

'very new hopes' but 'ever-new hopes'. 

Repeated nouns: avuCj: avuCj: paralar 'coins by the handful'; araba araba 

odun 'cartload after cartload of wood'; sira slra daglar 'range on range of 

mountains'; demet demet otlar 'bundles and bundles of grass'; kume 

kume evler 'masses and masses of houses'. A once-popular song begins: Ey 

miralay, miralay! / Askerin alay alay '0 Colonel, Colonel! / Your soldiers are 

regiment on regiment'. (For the next line, see end of XIX, 1.) 

46. Doublets. Turkish abounds in nouns and adjectives consisting in pairs of 

assonant words. Such doublets are of three kinds. 

(0) Each element is a regular word: 

i~gu~ 

kanh canh 

yorgun argm 

derme c;atma 

employment 

robust 

dead-tired 

jerrybuilt 

('work toil') 

('having blood and life') 

('tired exhausted') 

(,collection fitting-together') 

(b) Only one element is a regular word, the other exists only in this doublet: 

c;ocuk child c;oluk c;ocuk wife and 

family 

slkl close slkl flkl intimate 

c;arplk crooked c;:arplk c;urpuk crooked and 

twisted 

alaca motley alaca bulaca garish, discordant 

of colour 
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(c) Neither element has independent existence: 

allak bullak 

abuk sabuk 

IVI r ZIVI r 

topsy-turvy 

nonsensical 

miscellaneous rubbish 
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47. m-doublets. The largest class of doublet is that in which a word is fol

lowed by an echo of itself but with m replacing its initial consonant or pre

ceding its initial vowel. The meaning of this form beginning with m is 'and so 

on, and . dergi okumuyor 'he doesn't read journals'; dergi mergi 

okumuyor 'he doesn't read journals or periodicals or magazines'. bah~ede 

aga~ yok 'there are no trees in the garden'; bah~ede aga~ maga~ yok 

'there are no trees or shrubs or bushes in the garden'. It must be emphasized 

that it is useless to seek such words as mergi and maga~ in the dictionary; 

they are manufactured ad hoc. l partiler, martiler, hep reform meform 

diye baglnp ~aglnyorlar 'the political parties and suchlike are always shout

ing and screaming about reform and all that'. i~in sonunu anlat sonu 

monu yok 'tell (me) the end of the business'-'it has no end or anything 

resembling an end'. 'But me no buts' is fakatl makatl yok, lit. 'it has no 

"but" (fakat) or anything like a "but" (makat)'. 

A one-off variant, taking advantage of the fact that Anayasa, the neolo

gism for 'Constitution', is compounded of ana 'mother' and yasa 'law': 

butun anayasa, babayasa degi~i ne ragmen ... (Metin Toker) 'In 

spite of all the changes in the Constitution and all that ... ' (,mother-law 

father-law changes'). 

Making m-doublets from verbs is regarded by some as vulgar, and written 

examples are hard to come by; here is one based on yutkunmak 'to 

swallow': Mufetti~ neye ugradlglnl ~a~lrdl_ Allar bastl yuzune, yutkundu, 

mutkundu, bir ~ey diyemedi (Hasan Pulur). 'The inspector didn't know 

what had hit him ("was bewildered about what he had encountered"). He 

went red in the face ("reds assailed his face"); he swallowed, he gulped, he 

couldn't say a thing.' See also XXIV, 42. For allar 'reds', see XVI, 3 (0). 

And another, from <;:etin Altan, quoting an eccentric author enraged at a 

1 A similar device, of Yiddish origin, exists in New York colloquial, e.g. 'mink, shmink', meaning 
approximately 'who cares about mink or any such expensive furs?' It differs from the Turkish 
locution (0) in being used as an exclamation and not as a syntactic member of a sentence, and (b) 
in being intrinsically depreciatory. See W. R. Lockwood, 'Herabsetzendes shm- im Jiddischen', 
Zeitschrift fur Vergleichende Sprochforschung (Gottingen, 1978), 300-5. 
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publisher's offer to print his work: Benim bastlrllacak mastlrllacak 

romamm yok'i have no novel to be printed and all that that entails'. 

The late Prime Minister Menderes, on hearing that Harold Stassen was 

retiring as administrator of United States foreign aid, remarked: Stassen 

giderse, yerine Mtassen gelir. Yardlml ondan ahnz 'If Stassen goes, some 

close facsimile of Stassen will take his place. We'll get the aid from him.' A 

Turkish workman who had married a German girl, when asked how they 

managed to communicate, replied: Tarzanca marzanca idare ediyoruz 

i~te 'We manage in the manner (or "language"; see XII, 2 (e» of Tarzan and 

his mate Jane, that's how it is'. See also XXIV, 41. 

It will be seen that this is essentially a colloquialism; for a neat literary use of 

it see XXIV, 14. An ingenious political use was made of it before the 1960 

revolution, when the opposition weekly Kim was suspended but immediately 

reappeared under the title of Mim. Besides meaning, in this context, 'some

thing closely resembling Kim', this is the name of the Arabic letter m which 

was used by the Ottoman bureaucracy as a 'black mark', to put against the 

names of those politically suspect. Hence mimli, still current for 'on the black 

list'. 

This device is possible only because of the lack of native Turkish words with 

initial m. With words which do begin with m, m-doublets cannot be made 

and falan or filan (V, 21) is used instead: mi.lfetti~ler talan geliyor 'the 
• -_ .... -II t'" It' , 1r;\'i!;)9Ctt;.\l;~ .rut.V"u. -..,'t.!:., t;\!,,¥N~0!7iV~ . 
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The Order of Elements 
in the Sentence 

1. The principles of word-order. The cardinal rule is that the qualifier 

precedes the qualified; i.e. the adjective, participle, or qualifying noun 

precedes the noun; the adverb or complement precedes the verb; the 

modifying phrase or adverb precedes the adjective: 

bi.iyi.ik ev the big house 

donen tekerlek the turning wheel 

~ift~inin evi 

~abuk geldi 

~abuk 01 
buraya geldi 

buradan uzak 

Hindistan kadar bi.iyi.ik bir memleket 

Hindistan'dan bi.iyOk bir memleket 

pek kO~Ok bir bah~e 

the farmer's house 

he came quickly 

be quick! 

he came here 

far from here 

a land as big as India 

a land bigger than 

India 

a very small garden 

To leave aside, for the moment, the flexibility given to the written word by 

writers of the devrik cOmle school (see § 2), the typical order of the elements 

in a literary sentence is: (1) subject, (2) expression of time, (3) expression of 

place, (4) indirect object, (5) direct object, (6) modifier of the verb, (7) verb. 

If any of these elements is qualified, the qualifier precedes it. The definite 

precedes the indefinite, so elements (4) and (5) will change places if the 

indirect object is indefinite and the direct object is definite. Thus ~ocuga 

oykOyi.i anlattl 'she told the child the story', but oyki.iyO bir ~ocuga anlatt. 

'she told the story to a child'. 

By 'modifier of the verb' in position (6) is meant what Turkish grammarians 

call ti.imle~ 'complement'. This may be: 

(0) a noun in the dative, locative, or ablative case: vesikalan Ankara'ya 

yolluyorum 'I am sending the documents to Ankara'; misafir otelde bek

liyor 'the guest is waiting in the hotel'; onu penceremden gordOm 'I saw 

him from my window'. 
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(b) an adverb or the equivalent: dl~an ~Ikahm 'let us go outside'; bizim 

kadar c;ah~mlyor 'he is not working as much as we are'. 

(c) a particle: evet, gelirim 'yes, I am coming'; haYlr, gelmem 'no, I am 

not coming'. 

An example of the typical word-order: (1) ressam (2) ge~en hafta (3) 

Bebek'te (4) bize (5) resimlerini (6) ikinci defa olarak (7) gosterdi; i.e. (1) 

the artist (7) showed (4) us (5) his pictures (6) for the second time (2) last 

week (3) at Sebek. The definite precedes the indefinite, so, if he showed his 

pictures not to us but to a journalist, elements (4) and (5) will change places: 

resimlerini bir gazeteciye gosterdi. Any element which is to be 

emphasized may be placed immediately before the verb: gec;en hafta 

Bebek'te bize resimlerini ressam gosterdi 'it was the artist who showed 

us ... '; ressam Bebek'te bize resimlerini ge~en hafta gosterdi 'it was 

last week that the artist showed us ... '; ressam ge~en hafta bize resim

lerini Bebek'te gosterdi 'it was at Sebek that the artist showed us ... ' 

If the verb is intransitive, elements (4) and (5) are replaced by the com

plement or modifier of the verb: (1) klzkarde~im (2) ~imdi (3) Paris'te (4) 

trenden (5) iniyordur; (1) my sister (5) must be alighting (2) now (4) from 

the train (3) in Paris. (1) iki sarho~ (2) dun ak~am (3) Taksim'de (4) kara

kolluk (5) oldular; (1) two drunkards (5) became (4) police-station-material 

(2) yesterday evening (3) at Taksim (i.e. they were locked up). 

The subject of var and yok adjoins them as a rule: dagda bir ayl var or bir 

ayl var dagda 'there is a bear on the mountain'; evde kimse yok or kimse 

yok evde 'there is no one in the house'. 

It will not escape the reader's attention that such 'typical' sentences are 

relatively infrequent among the enormous variety that can occur in human 

speech, especially in its written form. Nevertheless, although not every sen

tence will have all these elements, the order given above will be found to fit 

not only most sentences but also most clauses within the sentence. 

2. The inverted sentence, devrik cumle. In English, which has discarded 

most of its inflexions, the rules of word-order must be obeyed or the syn

tactic relationships of the various parts of the sentence will be upset. In an 

inflected language like Turkish or Latin one can take liberties with the con

--vetinon'al wotcr-otoerarla"s~l!r oe-I1'Tt~·lnglble. 

Romahlar, barbarian yendiler 

Romani barbaros superaverunt 

The Romans defeated the barbarians 
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Let the Romans and the barbarians change places in the Turkish or Latin 

sentences, and the basic implication remains the same, though there is a shift 

of emphasis ('it was the Romans who defeated the barbarians'). If they 

change places in the English, the sense is totally reversed. 

In the past, Turkish prose-writers, like classical Latin authors, in the main 

denied themselves the freedom of word-order which the structure of their 

language offers. The qualifier in a definite izafet had to precede its noun, just 

like the attributive adjective; the verb had to come at the end of the sen

tence.' Any departure from these laws could be dismissed as colloquial. 

Under the Republic, however, new factors have altered the situation: the 

'Anatolian' school of novelists and short-story writers have made peasant 

speech a familiar element of literature; the language-reformers have largely 

succeeded in establishing the principle that the gap between the written and 

spoken languages must be narrowed if not eliminated; the writers of the 

devrik d.imle (,inverted sentence') school have deliberately departed from 

the conventional word-order even in formal writing. As they are widely 

admired and imitated by the younger generation, it seems likely that their 

style will one day impose itself on all but the most formal and solemn prose. 

To ignore the 'inverted sentence' in the hope that it will go away, as some 

conservative Turkish grammarians do, is to confuse the duties of grammarian 

and literary critic. 

In fact, the devrik d.imle school's deviations from conventional word

order can all be paralleled in the works of the most venerated writers of all 

periods. Where the more inept adherents of the school go wrong is that they 

do not use such deviations occasionally, so that by their novelty they may be 

the more telling, but make them into a new norm. 

In the 'inverted sentence', the qualifier in a definite izafet may follow the 

word it qualifies. The rule that attributive adjectives (in which we may 

include participial qualifiers, the equivalent of English relative clauses; see 

XVIII, 2) must precede their nouns is unbreakable, simply because an adjec

tive which is placed after its noun automatically becomes predicative. mavi 

deniz 'the blue sea' reversed becomes deniz mavi 'the sea is blue'. ilk 

akllma gelen cevap means 'the answer which comes first to my mind'. If 

ilk ... gelen is put after cevap, the meaning becomes 'the answer is that 

which first comes to my mind'. But if we take a definite izafet group such 

as ~ift~i-nin ev-i 'the farmer's house' and invert it, evi ~ift~inin, the 

1 See Deny, §§ 1062-5. 
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grammatical suffixes still show the relationship between the two words 

and the meaning is unaltered. True, they might also mean 'his house is the 

farmer's', but in context there could be no ambiguity. In informal speech 

the answer to a question like 'what's that place over there?' may well be in 

the form evi ~ift~inin. The inverted order is even more likely if the phrase is 

part of a longer sentence, e.g. evi biiyiik, ~ift~inin 'his house is big, the 

farmer's'. This may look as if the qualifier ~ift~inin is added as an after

thought, but in fact this is at least as common a form of sentence in the 

spoken language as the formal ~ift~inin evi buyiik. In poetry this type of 

inversion is frequent; there are two instances of it in two consecutive lines 

in Yahya Kemal's Ar;lk Deniz ('The Open Sea'): Gittim 0 son diyara ki 

serhaddidir yerin. / Hala dilimdedir tuzu engin denizlerin! 'I went to 

that last land which is earth's boundary. / Still on my tongue is the salt of 

the limitless seas!' In formal prose, serhadd-i-dir yer-in would be yerin 

serhaddidir, while tuz-u engin deniz-Ier-in would be engin denizlerin 

tuzu. Prose examples are not so frequent: giyini~i ... hayli acayipti bu 

adamm (Yakup Kadri) 'this man's mode of dress was very peculiar'; here the 

effect is racy and conversational. halkm konu~tugu dille, bilim, felsefe 

ve edebiyatm dilini birle~tirmek, ba~ka bir deyimle dii~iindiigiinii 

konu~ur gibi yazmak, ilk i~i olmu~tur Avrupa'da aydm ki~ilerin 

(S. Eyuboglu) 'to unify the language spoken by the people and the language 

of science, philosophy, and literature, in other words, to write one's thoughts 

as if speaking them, has become the first task of intellectuals in Europe'. The 

inversion in the last six words is probably due to the desire to avoid the ugly 

assonance of ki~ilerin ilk i~i. 

The commonest manifestation of the devrik ciimle and the one which 

most infuriates conservative critics is that the verb does not come at the end 

of the sentence. In the colloquial, an imperative often begins a sentence, 

because someone with urgent instructions to give will naturally put the 

operative word first: ~Ik oradan! 'get out of there!' yakma lambayl! 'don't 

light the lamp!' Similarly with an urgent question; the bus-conductor in the 

rush-hour will shout, with his finger poised over the bell, var m'inecek? 'is 

there anyone about to get off?' although at quieter moments he may ask 

inecek var ml? In a statement, however, the verb tends not to come first. 

The use of ~ey 'thing' for 'what-d'ye-call-it?' is an indication of the strength 

of this tendency; if one wants to say 'I saw the exhibition' and momentarily 

forgets the word, one is more likely to say ~eyi gordiim sergiyi than 

gordiim sergiyi. Similarly for 'I am going to the what-d'ye-call-it-the 
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exhibition': ~eye gidiyorum sergiye rather than gidiyorum sergiye. 1 

Consequently, even in the writings of the devrik dimle school, it is rare to 

find a sentence beginning with a verb other than an imperative or a ques

tion, except for introductory formulas which are part of the standard written 

language, such as gorUluyor ki 'it seems that'. But the verb frequently pre

cedes its subject, object, or modifier. beni burada bulursa Abdi Aga, 

oldurur (Y. Kemal) 'if Abdi Agha finds me here, he'll kill me'. Nasll der Yunus 

Emre: Bir ben var bende benden i~eri. Fiili sona koyun da, bakm ne 

oluyor cumle (5. Eyuboglu) 'What is it Yunus Emre says? "There is an '1' in 

me, within the 'I"'. Put the verb at the end and see what becomes of the 

sentence' ('what the sentence becomes'). u~ be~ ki~iyiz boyle soyliyen, 

biliyoruz ~ogunluga bunu anlatamlyacaglmlzl (N. Atac;:) 'we are a hand

ful of people who talk like this; we know that we shall not be able to make the 

majority understand it'. 

3. The sentence-plus. For one type of devrik dimle there is a useful term 

invented by C. s. Mundy;2 he applies the name 'sentence-plus' to the sort of 

statement in which qualifiers or modifiers are added to the end of a sentence 

that is already grammatically complete in itself. He gives the example Kay

seri'de bir damadl var 'he has a son-in-law at Kayseri'. If this is expanded 

into 'he has a son-in-law who is a doctor at Kayseri', it becomes, in the formal 

written language, Kayseri'de doktor olan bir damadl var, but in speech 

Kayseri'de bir damadl var, doktor. Besides being the regular mode of 

expressing such meanings in speech, the sentence-plus occurs frequently in 

Old Ottoman texts, so that the outsider's sympathies are with those modern

ist writers who make full use of it, rather than with the pedants who con

demn it as un-Turkish. The first of the three following examples is from the 

fifteenth-century historian A~lk Pa~azade: hem iki Ylldlz dogdu 01 zamanda 

kuyruklu 'moreover two stars rose at that time, tailed' (i.e. comets). kapllar 

da goniilleri gibi hep yan a~lhr misafire; gorUlmeden once gormek, 

gormekten de ~ok gozetlemek ister gibi (5. Eyuboglu) 'the doors too, like 

their hearts, are always (only) half-opened to the guest, as if wanting to see 

without being seen and to spy rather than to see'. gi.ire~~iler, bir avu~ tuz 

ahp yere atarlar, ~ans getirsin diye 'wrestlers take a handful of salt and 

throw it on the ground for luck' (lit. 'saying let it bring luck'). 

, ~ey is also used when there is no lapse of memory, as a device to draw attention to the object 
or complement, which is then placed after the verb: ~eye gidiyorum-Paris'e 'I'll teli you where 
I'm going-Paris'. 

2 pp. 303--4. 
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Number, Case and Apposition 

1. Concordance of subject and verb. It used to be stated as a rule of gram

mar that inanimate plural subjects took a singular verb, plural verbs being 

used with animate subjects or with inanimates personified or considered as 

individuals, e.g. aga~lar, yuzumuze konfeti atlyorlar 'the trees are throw

ing confetti into our faces'. Conversely, an animate plural subject could take 

a singular verb if it represented a number of people acting as one. This rule 

needs to be modified in one respect: another factor nowadays seems to be 

the distance between subject and verb; i.e. if an inanimate plural subject 

takes a plural verb for no obvious reason, it will be because subject and verb 

are widely separated: F-84 jet u~aklan, tayin edilen hedefleri roket atarak 

tahrip etmi~lerdir 'the F-84 jets destroyed the assigned targets by firing 

rockets'. 

2. Singular and plural in izafet groups. In an izafet group whose qualifier is a 

plural, the qualified word, if singular, has the singular possessive suffix: 

~arklar donuyor, ku~uk ~ark buyugunu donduruyor (Sait Faik) 'the 

gears turn, the little gear turns the big one of them'. If the penultimate word 

were buyuklerini it would mean 'the big ones'. Bu yuzukler ~ok pahall. 

Daha ucuzu yok mu? 'These rings are very expensive. Have you no cheaper 

ones?' Here the singular suffix of ucuz-u refers to the class yuzuk of which 

bu yuzukler are individual members. This rule may be broken to avoid 

ambiguity: tUrlU ailelere bilhassa Hind-Avrupa mensup olan dil ve 

leh~elerin yayllma taw mekanizmasl, ait olduklan aile ~er~evesi i~inde 

incelenerek tespit edilmi~ bulunuyor 'the mechanism of the manner of 

spreading of languages and dialects belonging to the various families

especially the Indo-European-has been established by being studied within 

the framework of the family to which they belong'. As 'to which they 

belong', ait olduklan, refers to the inanimate plural 'languages and 

dialects', it could have been singular, ait oldugu, except that this might 

have been taken as referring to one of the preceding singulars 'spreading', 

'manner', or 'mechanism'. 
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3. Idiomatic uses of the plural. 

(a) A plural noun is sometimes employed where English prefers the singular: 

soguklar sebebiyle ~ehrin su borular. patlaml~tlr 'because of the cold, the 

city's water-pipes have burst', What the city has had to face is not just soguk, 

cold in general, but soguklar, some specific instances of cold. bu haber, bizi 

hayretlere du~urdO 'this news reduced us to astonishment'. iyi gecelerl 

'good night!' Allah akillar versinl'God give (you) sense!' Fethi Bey, 0 gece 

haSlmlarl Ozerine saldlrarak birer birer yerlere seriyordu (Agaoglu 

Ahmet) 'Fethi Bey that night, attacking his opponents, was strewing them 

one by one on the ground'. gel in, beyazlar giymi~ti 'the bride wore white'; 

dul kadm, karalar giymi~ti 'the widow wore black'. In English, although 
brides wear white, cricketers wear whites, 

Note also: gerilere gitmek 'to go back'; uzaklarda 'in the far distance'; 

yakmlarda 'in the vicinity'; ge~enlerde 'in recent times'; buralarda 'in 
these parts'. See further III, 3. 

(b) The use of the plural for a single second or third person is a mark of 

respect: orada yalmz ba~mlza ml oturuyorsunuz? 'do you live there all 

alone?' e~iniz daha gelmediler mil 'has your wife not yet arrived?' 

(c) On the other hand, the use of the first plural for the first singular is 

modest: boynumuz klldan ince 'our neck is finer than a hair'. This is a 
jocular expression meaning 'I'll have my head cut off if I don't do as I'm told', 

(d) The first person plural verb is used when the speaker and another person 
are joint subjects: onunla tiyatroya gittik 'she and I went to the theatre'. 

If the speaker is regarded as the prime mover while the other plays a 
subordinate part, the verb may be singular: onunla beraber tiyatroya 

gittim 'I went to the theatre, together with her'. 

In the next example, from a newspaper headline, the first plural of the 

reCiprocal verb means not 'I and another' but 'we and others': Bulgaris

tan'la yeni~emedik 'we and Bulgaria were unable to defeat each other'; 
i.e. the Turkish and Bulgarian football-teams drew. 

(e) The fact that the plural suffix -Ier never occurs more than once in the 

same word1 makes possible a useful distinction: tam~tlglmlz adamlar 

muhendistiler (= mOhendis idiler) 'the men whom we met were engin

eers'; tam~tlglmlz adamlar mOhendislerdi (= muhendisler idi) 'the men 

whom we met were the engineers', misafirseler (= misafir iseler) 'if 
they are guests'; misafirlerse (= misafirter ise) 'if they are the guests', 

1 Unless the word contains ·ki, as in V, 3, last example. 
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mahkemeye girenler yargl~ degiller 'those entering the court are not 
judges'; mahkemeye girenler yargl~lar degil'those entering the court are 
not the judges'. 

4. The accusative with biro Although the accusative suffix shows that the 
word to which it is attached is definite, the use of it is not precluded by the 
presence of bir, since this, as well as being the 'indefinite article', is the 
numeral 'one'. Nevertheless, even in such contexts, 'a' and not 'one' may 

often be the better translation. Compare her gun bir gazete okuyorum 
with her gun bir gazeteyi okuyorum. Both may be translated 'every day 
I read a newspaper', but the second, unlike the first, implies that I always 
read one particular newspaper. Turk hukumeti, anla~malarm aynen uygu
lanmasml istiyen bir notaYI Bulgar hukumetine vermi~ti 'the Turkish 

Q9vernment had qlven the Bulqgrian Q9vernment a note askinq)hat the 
agreements should be given effect as they stand'. Here the nota is defined, by 

the preceding participial clause ending in istiyen, and therefore has the 
definite accusative ending. ne a~lklarl, ne a~larl, ne beni klzma munasip 

gormeyen zengin tUccan hi~ bir ~eyi du~unmiyecegim (Sait Faik) 'I am 
going to think neither of the naked nor the hungry, nor the rich business

man who does not regard me (as) suitable for his daughter; not anything 
at all'. Because hi~ bir ~ey 'not any thing' resumes and expands the definite 
objects about which he is not going to think, it too goes into the accusative. 

Note bir bek~iyi in the last example in XIII, 33; this was not any old 
watchman but the specific one whom the three intruders had failed to 
overpower. 

5. Two idiomatic uses of the dative case. 

(0) The absolute case of the present participle, followed by its dative case, 
conveys the idea of a multitude of people doing something in excessive 

haste: kumsah gorseydin, Ylkanmak i~in gelen gelene 'if you had only 
seen the beach; people coming in droves to bathe', lit. 'the one coming in 
order to bathe (is added) to the one coming'. bizde hukumetten ka~an 

ka~ana 'amongst us, people fall over each other to avoid being in the 
government', lit. 'in us, the one fleeing from government (is added) to the 
one-fleeing'. From klrmak 'to smash' comes klran klrana, as in rekabet 
klran klrana 'the competition is cut-throat'. 

(b) karde~im bize gelmiyor diye merak etme; geliyor gelmesine 'don't 
worry about my brother not coming to us; he does come, for what it's 
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worth', lit. 'he comes for its coming'. The implication is perhaps that he does 

not come very often and certainly that when he does come the visit is never a 
great success. ger~i, bulundugum yer denizi gormuyor degil; goruyor 

giirmesine, ama en a~agl bir, bir bu~uk bir yerden (Orhan Veli) 'It 

is true that the place where I am is not without a view of the sea; it has a view 

all right, but from a distance of at least an hour to an hour and a half'; lit. 'not 

it does not see the sea, it sees for its seeing'. para iidenmesine iidenirdi 

ama aradan aylar gec;erdi 'the money would be paid all right, but months 

would intervene'. Rustaveli, batl dillerine c;evrilmi~tir c;evrilmesine 'Rus

taveli [a Georgian poet] has been translated into the western languages, for 

what it is worth' (i.e. but nobody reads the translations). 

This construction, with the third-person suffix of the -me verbal noun, is 

used even when a second person is addressed; the antecedent of the third

person suffix is vague: guzel olmaslna guzelsin ama bir de kusurun var 

'you are beautiful, as far as that goes, but you also have a fault'. An old

fashioned English equivalent is 'you're beautiful, to say beautiful', i.e. but not 

to say anything complimentary beyond that. ct. 'Oh she's beautiful enough, 
if that were all!' 

In the first of the two following examples, which are from Aziz Nesin, the 

-me verbal noun has no personal suffix; in the second, there is no verbal noun 

at all, the abstract noun being used instead: ~air olmaya ben ~airim ama 

okuyamam '1 am a poet all right, but I can't recite'. gine guzel

mi~sin 'you are said to be beautiful, as far as that goes'. giizelligine here 

is ambiguous, as its suffix might be that of the second- or third-person sin

gular; it is in fact third-person singular, 'for the beauty of it', and does not 

vary with the person, so '1 am said to be beautiful, as far as that goes' would 

be guzelligine g(jzelmi~im. 

6. The genitive as logical subject. Although as a rule the subject comes first 

in the sentence, we not infrequently find a sentence beginning with a word 

or phrase in the genitive case. The reason is that if the logical subject, the 

topic-word of the sentence, does not coincide with the grammatical subject, 

it is the logical subject which comes at the beginning. bu geli~melerin, 

dogulu vatanda~larlmlzm hayatJarmda ne gibi etkiler yaratacagl orta
dadlr 'what sort of effects these developments will create in the lives of our 

eastern fellow-citizens is manifest'. The predicate is ortada-dlr 'is in the 

middle', that is, in media, in full view. The subject is all the rest of the sen

tence, bu ... yaratacagl, these words being the substantivized form of the 
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question bu geli~meler ..• ne gibi etkiler yaratacak? 'what sort of effects 

will these developments produce ... ?' The process of turning this question 

into a noun-clause has put bu geli~meler into the genitive-'these devel

opments' creating what sort of effects' but these two words are still the 

logical subject and are marked as such by their position at the beginning of 

the sentence and by the comma. 

bu kazanm, hayatma mal olmasma ramak kaldl 'this accident all but 

cost him his life', lit. 'of this accident, a last breath remained to its being the 

cost for his life'. 

kocasmm, tlpkl dl~arda oldugu gibi, evde de az konu~mak 2ldetiydi 

(ilhan Tarus) 'her husband was in the habit of speaking little at home too, just 

as he was outside', lit. 'of her husband, just as it was outside, to speak little at 

home too was his custom'. 

Hamdi beyin ~ocuklarma tek bir fiske bile vurdugu gorulmeml~ti. 

Oysa ki ikisi de oldum oiasl ha~anydllar (idem) 'Hamdi Bey had never 

been seen to strike his children even a single flick of the fingers. Yet both of 

them were pests and always had been.' Lit. 'Hamdi Bey's striking ... had not 

been seen'. The lack of a comma after beyin must be due to an oversight, as 

one is needed not merely to mark the logical subject but to prevent the 

reader from taking the first three words as an izafet group ('to Hamdi Bey's 

children'). 

bu insanlarmsa i~ine bir kurt du~mO~tOr (Eyuboglu) 'as for these 

people, they are full of misgivings', lit. 'as for of these people, a worm has 

fallen into the inside of them', with the logical subject insanlar-m 

emphasized by -sa; see XIII, 27. 

iktisadi buhranln, bu gOne kadar bir tOrlO finO almamadl 'the eco

nomic crisis has been in no way preventable up to the present day'. 'To 

prevent something' is bir ~eyin onOnO almak 'to take the front of a thing'. 

Here the phrase is in the passive: 'its front has not been able to be taken', 

bu kuwetin onune durulmaz 'this force is irresistible', 

The largest class of sentence with the logical subject in the genitive is that 

denoting possession or the lack of it: Mehmed'in parasl var 'Mehmet has 

money'; Mehmed'in parasl yok 'Mehmet has no money'. Such expressions 

must not be thought of as consisting in an izafet group + var or yok.' The 

syntactical grouping is not Mehmed'in parasl / var 'Mehmet's-money 

1 The author is indebted to Mundy (pp. 291-5) for bringing this point home to him. 
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exists' but Mehmed'in / parasl var 'Mehmet has-money'. The proof is as 

follows. 

An izafet group cannot be split by an adverb unless the qualified element is 

a verbal noun. Consider the group cemiyet-in topianti-si 'the society's 

meeting'. If the meeting occurred yesterday and we wish to include that 

information in the izafet group, we cannot insert the adverb dun but must 

make it into an adjective: cemiyetin dunku topiantisl 'the society's meeting 

of yesterday'. sakalll ihtiyar-m durum-u ho~uma giderdi 'I liked the 

bearded old man's attitude' ('his attitude used to go to my pleasure'). If we 

wish to insert in the izafet group the adverbial clause 'especially when he was 

accepting a tip', bilhassa bah~i~ allr-ken, this clause must be made 

adjectival by the addition of -ki: sakalll ihtiyann bilhassa bah~i~ allrkenki 

durumu .... Similarly, if we wish to say 'Mehmet's money in that bank is 

over a million', the adverbial phrase of place 0 banka-da must be made into 

an adjective: Mehmed'in 0 bankadaki parasl (or Mehmed'in 0 bankada 

bulunan parasl) bir milyondan fazladlr. But the Turkish for 'Mehmet has 

money in that bank' is Mehmed'in 0 bankada parasl var.l It follows that 

what we have here is not an izafet group plus var but a statement, 0 

bankada parasl var 'he has money in that bank', to which Mehmed'in is 

the subject. 

7. Apposition. Although the normal method of linking two nouns is by 

izafet, considerable use is also made of apposition. The usual way of saying 'a 

shepherd-girl' is bir c;oban klZl, i.e. a girl belonging to the category of shep

herd. Also possible, however, is bir c;oban klz or bir klz c;oban, the emphasis 

in the latter being on klZ, 'a girl shepherd'. So with bir kadm doktor 'a 

woman doctor', as against bir doktor kadm 'a woman doctor'. bir kadm 

doktoru, however, with izafet, is 'a gynaecologist'. A lady gynaecologist 

might be referred to as bir kadm kadm doktoru, but bir kadm jinekolog 

would be more usual in sophisticated circles. 

Izafet groups may be used as qualifiers in apposition to nouns: ev sahibi is 

'householder' and ev sahibi taklm is 'the home team'; soz konusu 'subject 

of discussion' and soz konusu kanunlar 'the laws under discussion'. tarih 

oncesi, literally 'the before of history', and harp sonraSl, literally 'the after of 

war', are nouns of this class, although we translate them as adjectives: tarih 

1 Mehmed'in 0 bankadaki parasl var would mean 'there is Mehmet's money, which is in that 
bank' . 
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oncesi dunya 'the prehistoric world'; harp sonrasl Avrupa 'post-war 

Europe'; ku~u~u~u ('bird-flight') Trablus-Istanbul, 1620 kilometredir 

'Tripoli-Istanbul is 1620 kilometres as the crow flies'. 

A curious use of apposition is seen in such expressions as siz ya~ta 'of your 

age', literally 'in you-age'; siz ya~takiler 'people of your age'; ben ya,ta 

yahut daha buyuk ~ocuklar 'children of my age or older'. 

Apposition is the rule with titles: Osman Gazi, Balaban Bey, Ali 

Efendi, Halide Hamm, Mare~al Fevzi <;akmak, Doktor Adnan, ProfesOr 

Mansuroglu. It will be noticed that the ancient titles follow the name,1 
whereas the modern Marshal, Doctor, and Professor precede it, in the west

ern fashion. Sultan is an interesting exception; it preceded the names of 

sovereigns Sultan Mehmet, Sultan Suleyman-but followed the names 
of non-regnant members of the dynasty, male and female: Cern Sultan 

'Prince Jem', Esma Sultan 'Princess Esma'. 
Apposition is not used, however, as it is in English, to show a person's 

occupation in such expressions as 'Ahmet Bilen, a professor of the Faculty of 
Letters'; Turkish idiom demands 'from the professors of the Faculty of Letters 

Ahmet Bilen': Edebiyat Faki.iltesi Profesorlerinden Ahmet Bilen. So gen~ 

aktrislerimizden Ay~e Guzel 'Ayse Guzel, one of our young actresses'; 

gumriik memurlarlOdan Orhan Soysal'Orhan Soysal the Customs officer'. 

These expressions in the ablative, like other qualifiers, precede the word they 
qualify; efendiden, durust insanlar 'respectable, honest people' (efendi

den 'from the class "gentleman" '). 
Expressions consisting of a numeral and the name of a container or a unit 

of measurement are followed by the name of the commodity in apposition: 

bir bardak su 

iki ~i~e sut 
u~ kutu ki brit 

dort araba odun 

be~ YII hapls 
altl avu~ dolusu ~eker 

or altl avu~ ~eker 

yedi ka~lk dolusu ~orba 

sekiz dakika gecikme 

dokuz metre kuma~ 

a glass of water 

two bottles of milk 

th ree boxes of matches 
four cartloads of wood 

five years' imprisonment 
six handfuls of sugar 

seven spoonfuls of soup 

eight minutes' delay 

nine metres of cloth 

1 In fact Gazi 'warrior for the Faith' could also precede the name, as could Hoca and Malia, both 
titles of religious dignitaries. The proverbial expression ha Hoca Ali ha Ali Hoca means 'it all 
amounts to the same thing'. See XIII,S. 
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The same construction is used with words like taklm 'set', grup 'group', 

cins, nevi, c;e~it 'sort': bir taklm c;ama~lr 'a set of linen' (d. V, 9), bir grup 
ogrenci 'a group of students', bir c;e~it armut 'a sort of pear'. 

With ara 'interval' the distributive numerals are used in such sentences as 
otobusler, be~er onar dakika ara ile gec;iyordu 'the buses were passing at 
five- or ten-minute intervals'. 

Either or both of the nouns in apposition may be separately qualified: bir 

tencere pis su 'a saucepan of dirty water', iki buyuk ~i~e beyaz ~arap 'two 
large bottles of white wine'. 
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The Noun Clause and the 
Substantival Sentence 

1. The verbal noun in -me and the personal participles. It will be recalled 

that the personal participles have three functions: as adjectives, as nouns 

meaning 'that which I do', and as nouns meaning 'the fact that I do'. It is 

the third of these functions which will be discussed in this section, as it 

must be distinguished from the functions of -me in its sense of 'the act of 

doing'. 

-me is used in indirect commands, -digi and -ecegi in indirect statements 

and questions: c;ocuklara a~aglya inip kendisini sokakta beklemelerini 

soyledi 'she told the children to go downstairs and wait for her in the street'. 

With the substitution of beklediklerini for beklemelerini, the sentence 

would mean 'she told the children that they went down and waited ... '; 

with bekliyeceklerini, , ... that they would go and wait ... '. onba~l-ya 

ko~eye dogru ko~masml emretti 'he ordered the corporal to run towards 

the corner'; yann sabah gelmeniz ic;in telefon etti 'he has telephoned 

for you to come ("for your coming") tomorrow morning'; kaplyl kilitle

meyi unutmaymlz 'do not forget to lock (lithe locking") the door'; kaplYI 

kilitlemenizi tavsiye ederim 'I recommend that you lock ("your locking") 

the door'; kaplYI nizi unutmaymlz 'do not forget that you have 

locked the door'; 10kantamlZda miiskiirat istimal olunmadlgmdan (XI, 

25) talep edilmemesi muhterem mii~terilerimizden rica olunur 'as 

intoxicants are not used in our restaurant, our honoured clients are 

requested not to ask for them' ('their not being demanded is requested from 

our ... clients'); en ~ok bunun yapllmasml isterdim 'most of all I should 

like this to be done'. 

Although the function of the personal suffixes is to indicate the agent 

of the -me verbal noun, the third-person suffix is used with the -me verbal 

noun of impersonal passives: de Gaulle, dolar yerine altm esasma 

doniilmesini istedi 'de Gaulle has demanded a return to the gold standard 

instead of the dollar'; kapllara dayamlmamasl rica olunur 'it is requested 

that one should not lean against the doors' ('its not being leaned to the 

doors is requested'); ileri gidilmesi rica olunur 'going (lithe being-gone-
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of-it") forward is requested'. The -si in these examples performs no visible 

function and is to be ascribed to analogy with sentences of the type of 

the two preceding examples (see II, 22, and, for a similar use of the third

person personal participle of an impersonal passive, XVIII, 3 (0». In sen

tences like the next two, it can be omitted with no change of meaning: 

klzlmlz kitap okumasml/okumay. sever 'our daughter loves reading 

books'; taksitle e~ya almasml/almaYI sevmem 'I don't like buying goods 

by instalments'. 

Indirect questions are made by turning the verb of the direct question into 

the appropriate personal participle: ne yaplyorum? 'what am I doing?' ne 

yapacaglm? 'what am I going to do?' ne yaptlglml, ne yapacaglml bilmi

yorum 'I do not know what I am doing <or) what I am going to do'. paraYI 

kimden aldlmz? 'from whom did you take the money?' paraYI kimden 

aldlgmlZl soracak deg m 'I do not intend to ask from whom you took the 

money'. klzlarm yanma yakla~tl ve kendilerine ne ~ekilde yardlm edebi

lecegini sordu 'he approached the girls ("came near to the side of the girls") 

and asked in what way he could help them' (for the conditional force of 

edebilecegini see XX, 9). 

In the following example (from EyOboglu), the -me verbal noun is used in 

the indirect question beginning with nasll, to convey the idea of necessity; 

i.e. there is an indirect command within the question: her yerde, her zaman 

okuryazarlar toplum hayatmm nasll bir duzene girmesi gibi meseleler 

uzerinde az ~ok bir fikir sahibidirler 'everywhere and always the literates 

have more or less of an idea on questions such as what sort of order social life 

should enter'. The personal participle girdigi, girmekte oldugu, or gire

cegi would mean not 'should enter' but 'has entered', 'is entering', or 

'would enter'. 

When a personal participle is the subject of a sentence whose predicate is a 

noun, care must be taken not to read it as qualifying the noun: Bu iki kaygu 

bir araya gelmiyorsa kabahat kim in? Orasl ayn mesele: ama gelmedigi 

ortada (EyOboglu) 'If these two concerns do not coincide ("do not come to 

one place"), whose fault is it? That side of it is a separate problem, but that 

they do not coincide is manifest' (XVI, 6, first paragraph). To take gelmedigi 

as an adjectival qualifier of ortada ('but in the middle to which they do not 

come') is grammatically possible but fruitless. 

In this example, both subject and predicate are personal participles: zaten 

bizim de merak ettigimiz bunlarm kimler oldugu 'just so; what we are 

curious about is who these people are'. The subject is merak ettigimiz 'that 
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of our exercising curiosity', the predicate bunlann kimler oldugu 'of these, 

their being who?' 

2. The substantival sentence. This term has been coined to cover a situation 

which often arises in Turkish: a complete sentence functions as a noun clause 

or adjectival clause within a longer sentence. An obvious example, not pecu

liar to Turkish, is in reporting speech: gune~ daha batmadl, dedi' "the sun 

has not yet set", said he', where the words quoted are the direct object of 

dedi 'said he'. But in Turkish the substantival sentence is more widely used 

than this, especially in the colloquial and therefore in the latest literary 

idiom. The regular literary practice with a sentence that is to be the subject 

or object of a verb is to turn it into a noun clause by substituting a personal 

participle for the finite verb of the original sentence: kumar merakhsi idi, 

bir gece bin lira kaybettigi olurmu~ 'he was a gambling enthusiast; it 
was said that there were occasions when he lost a thousand lira in a night'. 

Here the subject of olurmu~ 'was said to happen' is bir ... kaybettigi 'his 

losing ... '.' 'yer yok' diye mu~teri ~evrildigi gorulmu~ ~ey degildir 'for 
customers to be turned away with the words "no room" is a thing that has 

never been witnessed'. Here the subject is ~evrildigi 'their being turned'. 

In the next example, however, the original finite verb has not been 

changed to a personal participle: du~unu~ aynhklan hayatlmlZl allak bul

lak eder de dostluga dokunmaz olur mu? (Eyuboglu) 'is it possible that 

differences of ways of thinking can throw our lives into chaos and not affect 

friendship?' The subject of olur mu is the complete sentence du~unu~ ... 
dokunmaz. 

3. The substantival sentence as adjectival qualifier. ku~ u~maz kervan 

ge~mez bir yer 'an inaccessible spot', lit. 'a bird-does-not-fly, caravan-does

not-pass place', with the sentence ku~ ... ge~mez occupying the normal 

position of the attributive adjective, before biro a~agl tukurse sakah, yukan 

Wkurse blYlglydl 'he was in a quandary', lit. 'he was if he spits down, his 

beard; if he spits up, his moustache'; d. XII, 10 (d). seyahattan ufUr u~tum, 

tut ka~tlm, dondum 'I came back from the trip so skinny that a breath of 
wind would have blown me away', lit. 'I came back, puff! I've flown; hold 

me! I've gone!' The four-verb sentence ufUr ... ka~tlm stands in place of 

an adjective such as 'emaciated'. In the essay which gives its name to 

1 The same construction is found with -mi~lik, the abstract noun of the -mi~ participle; for 
examples see XXIV, 29, 30. 
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Eyuboglu's Mavi ve Kara, the 'blue' and the 'black' symbolize respectively 

art and money: Hi~ bir ~ey vermez mi olur paramn kulu olmu~ sanat~l? 

Verir, kolayma ka~tlgi i~in daha da bol verir; ama ne? Kirli bir mavi, 

olmasa da olur bir mavi 'Is it totally unproductive that he becomes, the 

artist who has become the slave of money? He produces; because he has 

taken the easy course ("fled to-the-easy-of-it") he produces even more 

abundantly, but what? An impure blue, a blue we could well do without'. 

The adjectival qualifier of the final bir mavi is the complete conditional sen

tence olmasa da, olur 'even if it were non-existent, that would be all right'. 

It may be noted that whole sentences can similarly be used as qualifiers 

in colloquial English: 'a headmaster of the "this is going to hurt me more 

than it's going to hurt you" type'; 'a sheriff of the "shoot first and then ask 

questions" breed'. 

4. The substantival sentence as qualifier in izafet. The sentence so used 

can be of as little as one word, or longer: oldU haberi 'the news that he has 

died', lit. 'he-has-died the-news-thereof'; olmaz cevabl 'the answer flit is not 

possible"'; kalk borusu 'reveille' ('the "Rise!" trumpet'); nereye gidiyoruz 

sorusu 'the question "where are we going?"'; ben yaptlm iddiasiyle 'with 

his claim of "1 did it"'; ne oldum delisi 'a parvenu who gives himself airs' 

(' "what I have become!" madman'). nasll olup da ... tabiri franslzca'nm 

'comment se fait-il que' sU manasiyle kullamhr 'the expression nasll olup 

da ... is used with the meaning of the French "comment se fait-il que'''. The 

sU is the third-person suffix linking the French phrase to its qualifier franslz

ca'nm and it has this particular form because it takes its vocal colour from 

the 'que', whose vowel is more or less the Turkish o. 

5. The sentence with case-endings. As a whole sentence can thus take 

the syntactic place of a substantive, it is not surprising that we sometimes 

find a sentence to which a case-ending is attached: kom~u hasta, ge~mi~ 

olsun'a gidelim 'the neighbour is ill; let's go and wish him better', lit. 'Iet

us-go for-the-"may-it-be past"'. The literary Turkish for 'he makes no men

tion of when it will be finished' is ne zaman bitirileceginden hi~ bahset

miyor, with the personal participle in the ablative (because that is the case 

required by bahsetmek 'to mention') replacing the finite verb of the simple 

question ne zaman bitirilecek? But a vivid colloquial version could be ne 

zaman bitirilecek'ten hi~ bahsetmiyor, which has the feeling of 'When will 

it be finished? That he doesn't mention'. 

Neden mi olsunu kabul ettiniz de, sonra tekrar yabanci sermayede 
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karar klldmlz?' 'Why did you accept that it should be national and after

wards again decide on foreign capital?' The final u of olsunu is the direct 

object suffix, which makes milli olsun 'let it be national' into the object of 

kabul ettiniz 'you accepted'. See also the last example in XI, 33. 

1 Saklp Sabancl, lite Hoyotlm (n.p., 1985), p. 153. 



XVIII 

Adjectival Phrases and 
Participial ualifiers 

1. The ba~lbozuk construction. 1 This type of qualifier derives from a 

statement whose subject is an izafet group: ~u adam-In ba~-I bozuk 'that 

man's head is deranged'. The words ba~1 bozuk 'his head deranged' can be 

used to qualify adam by placing them before it: ba~1 bozuk adam 'the his

head-deranged man, the man whose head is deranged'. Now when a sen

tence whose verb is not simply 'is' (as it is in ba~1 bozuk(tur» is made into a 

qualifier, the verb becomes the corresponding participle; thus to make a 

qualifier out of Oniversitede hukuk okuyor 'she is reading law at the Uni

versity' we substitute for the present tense okuyor the present participle 

okuyan: Oniversitede hukuk okuyan klz 'the girl who is reading law ... '. 

But this construction offers further possibilities. Beginning with the state

ment klzl hukuk okuyor 'his daughter is reading law', we can turn it into a 

qualifier on the ba~lbozuk pattern: klZI hukuk okuyan adam 'the man 

whose daughter is reading law' ('the his-daughter-reading-Iaw man'). 

babasl ~in'de dogdu 'his father was born in China'. The participle corres

ponding to dogdu is dogmu~: babaSI C;in'de dogmu~ bir tamdlglm var 

'I have an acquaintance whose father was born in China'. ihtiyar-m ak 

sakal-I kana boyanasl (VIII, 23) 'may the old man's beard be dyed in blood!' 

The -esi base may be used adjectivally (IX, 3): bu ak sakah kana boyanasl 

ihtiyar tfitiin ka~ak~llariyle ortaktlr (F. Cel~lettin) 'this damned old scoun

drel (lit. "this may-his-white-beard-be-dyed-in-blood old-man") is in league 

with the tobacco-smugglers'. 

When the verb of the original statement is simply 'is', the use of a participle 

meaning 'being', i.e. olan or bulunan, is optional in the derived ba~lbozuk 

qualifier. It is perhaps a little more usual when the subject of the qualifying 

phrase, the ba~ of ba~lbozuk, is something or someone external to the thing 

or person qualified, as in the first three of these examples: evi bUyUk olan bir 

arkada~lm 'a friend of mine whose house is big'; bah~esi bOyUk olan bir ev 

1 This name has been chosen because it may be familiar to the reader; the word exists in English 
in the form bashibazouk, 'irregular soldier'. 
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'a house which has a big garden'; amcasl bakan bulunan bir c;ocuk 'a child 

whose uncle is a minister'; eli aC;lk bir dost 'an open-handed friend'; adl 

unutulanlardandl 'he was one of those people whose name one forgets' 

('of those who are his-name-forgotten'). 

The construction provides a large number of phrases, some so common 

that, like ba~lbozuk itself, they are generally written as one word, e.g. gel

i~iguzel'random' (lit. 'its-way-of-coming beautiful', i.e. however it comes it 

is all right); karmyank 'stuffed aubergine' ('its-belly split'); dini butun 

'pious' ('his-religion complete'); gozu pek 'unyielding' ('his-eye firm'); eli 

bo~ 'empty-handed'. 

If such an adjectival phrase is used predicatively, the personal suffix may 

vary with the person: sakm elin bo~ gelme 'mind you don't come empty

handed'; but sakm eli bo~ gel me is also possible. 

As alternatives to many such expressions, phrases with -Ii may be used: 'a 

garden with a tumble-down wall' may be duvar-I ylklk bir bahc;e or Ylklk 

duvar-h bir bahc;e; 'the keen-eyed colonel' may be bakl~lar-1 keskin albay 

or keskin bakl~-h albay; 'the open-windowed room' pencere-si aC;lk oda or 

aC;lk pencere-Ii oda. 

2. Translation of English relative clauses. The purist may object that such 

a heading as this has no place in a Turkish grammar. The uses of the Turkish 

participles, however, are difficult to grasp through a purely descriptive 

treatment and the author is therefore emboldened to hope that he may be 

forgiven for approaching the topic from the wrong end. 

The English-speaker composing in Turkish must resist the temptation to 

translate relative clauses with the help of ki (XIII, 15); this use is regarded as 

alien and is increasingly rare in modern Turkish. 

(0) When the English relative pronoun is in the nominative, use -en, -mi~ 

(olan), -ecek (olan): 'the man who is now speaking' ~imdi konu~an adam; 

'the letter which came yesterday' dun gelmi~ olan mektup; 'the congress 

which will begin tomorrow' yarm ba~hyacak olan kongre. 

(b) Use the personal participles: 

(i) When the relative pronoun is either the object of the verb in the relative 

clause-'the letter which I wrote' yazdlglm mektup; 'the lawyer whom he 

chose' sec;tigi avukat-or the object of a preposition other than 'of', or one 

whose Turkish equivalent is a secondary postposition (in which cases rule (d) 

applies): 'the ship on which they came' geldikleri vapur; 'the door from 

which we emerged' c;lktlglmlz kapl; 'the beggar at whom you looked' 
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baktlgmlz dilenci. When the relative pronoun is the object of 'with', bir

likte or beraber 'together' may be inserted: 'the friends together with 

whom he drank' birlikte i~ki i~tigi arkada~lar. 

(ii) When the relative pronoun is 'whose' or object of 'of', while the noun it 

governs is the complement of the verb in the relative clause, the equivalent 

noun in Turkish takes the third-person suffix: 'the man whose servant I am' 

hizmet~isi bulundugum adam; 'a society of which I am a member' uyesi 

bulundugum bir dernek; 'the province of which you are going to become 

governor' valisi olacagmlz vilayet; 'the village of which he has been elected 

mayor' muhtan se~ildigi koy. 

The rule holds good if the verb with the complement is dependent on 

another verb: 'the society of which I intend to become a member' uyesi 

olmak niyetinde bulundugum dernek ('the society of-my-being-found 

in-the-intention-of to-become its-member); 'the village of which he wishes 

to be elected mayor' muhtan se~ilmek istedigi koy ('the village of-his

wishing to-be-elected its-mayor'). 

(c) When the relative pronoun is 'whose' or object of 'of', while the noun it 

governs is the subject of the verb in the relative clause, use the ba~lbozuk 

construction with participle: 'the man whose father is now speaking' babasl 

~imdi konu~an adam; 'the jockey whose horse came first' atl birinci gelmi~ 

olan co key; 'the society whose congress will start tomorrow' kongresi yarm 

ba~hyacak olan dernek. 

(d) When the relative pronoun is 'whose' or object of 'of', while the noun it 

governs is the object of the verb in the relative clause, or when the relative 

pronoun is object of a preposition whose Turkish equivalent is a secondary 

postposition, use the ba~lbozuk construction with personal participle: 'the 

artist whose pictures we are seeing' resimlerini gormekte oldugumuz res

sam; 'the artist at whose pictures we looked' resimlerine baktlglmlz res

sam; 'the society to whose congress we shall go tomorrow' kongresine 

yarm gidecegimiz dernek; 'the cave from the inside of which we emerged' 

i~inden ~Iktlglmlz magara; 'the ideal for whose sake he died' ugrunda 

oldugu ulku. 

(e) Rules (c) and (d) apply also if the noun following the 'whose' is itself in 

the genitive. If the noun governed by that noun in the genitive is the subject 

of the verb in the relative clause, proceed according to rule (c); if it is the 

object of the verb or of a preposition, proceed according to rule (d): 'the man 

whose father's house is near ours' babasmm evi bizimkine yakm olan 

adam; 'the man whose father's house we bought' babasmm evini 
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aldlglmlz adam; 'the man in ("with") whose father's car we came' 

babasmm arabaslyla geldigimiz adam. 

3. Two variant types of participial qualifier. The previous section does not 

cover two situations which arise in Turkish. 

(0) When an impersonal verb is made into a qualifier, it can be either as a 

participle or as a personal participle: saghk istatistiklerine gore mart en 

~ok hastalamlan, hatta en ~ok olUnen aydlr 'according to health statistics, 

March is the month in which most illness arises, indeed in which most deaths 

occur'. hastalan-II-an and ol-Lin-en are the participles corresponding to 

hastalan-II-Iyor and ol-Lin-Liyor, impersonal passives meaning 'being-ill-is

done' and 'dying-is-done'. yava~ yava~ normale donuldugLi bir mada, 0 

adam iktidara ge~ti 'at a time when things were slowly returning to normal, 

that man came to power'. donLildLigu is the adjectival form of the statement 

donUluyordu 'returning was being done', but the function of the third

person suffix here is not obvious. The best explanation is that the use of the 

personal participle in expressions of time with Slra, zaman, etc., has become 

habitual. 

(b) Sometimes in situations where rule (b) of the previous section would lead 

us to expect a personal participle, we find instead -en, -mi~, or -ecek: gune~ 

girmiyen eve hekim girer 'the physician enters the house which sunshine 

does not enter'; balta girmemi~ bir orman 'a forest which no axe has 

entered'; yangm ~Ikan bir Amerikan u~ak gemisinde 47 olU saYlldl 'on 

an American aircraft-carrier on which fire broke out, 47 dead have been 

counted'; slrtmdaki gomlek, bazl kasabalarda ilkokul ogrencilerine 

goguslUk yapllan yerli gri bezdendi 'the shirt on his back was of the local 

grey cloth of which in some towns pinafores are made for primary-school 

pupils'; elektrik getirilen Istlranca koyunde sanayile~me ba~ladl 'in the 

village of I., to which electricity is being brought (or "has just been brought"; 

see IX, " penultimate paragraph), industrialization has begun'; AtatUrk'un 

istedigi ilk ogretim raporunu hazlrlamak uzere ~Iktlglmlz bir koy 

gezisinde hi~ ogretmen girmemi~ bir koyde okur yazar ~ocuklar bulduk 

'on a village-tour, which we went on in order to prepare the report on pri

mary education that A. wanted, we found children who could read and 

write in a village which no teacher had ever entered'; kaliteyi muhafaza 

etmek i~in tUtUn ekilecek sahalan tesbit edecegiz (or, as they would now 

say, kaliteyi korumak i~in tutUn ekilecek alan Ian saptayacaglz) 'in order 

to preserve the quality, we shall determine the areas where tobacco is to be 
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sown'. In these examples we might have expected not girmiyen but gir

medigi, not C;:lkan but C;:lktlgl, not ekilecek but ekilecegi, and so on. This 

construction is not due to ignorance of grammar on the part of those who 

use it; girmiyen is the adjectival form of the present tense of the verb, as 

glrmemi~ is of the past, and ekilecek of the future. Thus tutun ekilecek 

alanlar in the last example may be translated 'the areas of tobacco-about-to

be-planted'. This function of the participles has survived since ancient times. 

In the older language, adam yiyen ekmek, which now means only 'man

eating bread', meant 'the bread eaten by the man', lit. 'bread characterized 

by-adam yiyor the man eats'. The modern equivalent would be adamm 

yedigi ekmek. See also XI, 8. 



XIX 

The Subjunctive 

1. Clauses of purpose. Clauses of purpose containing a subjunctive may, but 

need not, be introduced by ta ki (sometimes written ta ki) or by ki alone: 0 

vakit, bir saga bir sola ba~vurmaga ba~hyorsunuz; ta ki daldlglmz bu 

toprak deryasl i~inden kendinize bir iz bulup pkasmlz (Yakup Kadri) 
'then you begin to cast about, now to right, now to left, so that you may find 

a track for yourself and emerge from this ocean of earth into which you have 

plunged'. oturdum ki bir dakika dinleneyim 'I sat down so that I might rest 
a minute', Note that there is no 'sequence of tenses'; the main verb in the 

past tense is followed by the present SUbjunctive, herkesten ~ok ko~acaksm 

ki pa~ayl kurtarasm 'you will run more than everybody so that you may 
save your skin', ~imdi uyuyun ki, sabah kalkmca din~ kafayla ~ah~asmlz 

'now sleep, so that when you get up in the morning you may work with a 
sound head'. 

It must be emphasized that ki merely introduces such clauses; it is the 

subjunctive (in which term is included the third-person imperative) that 

expresses purpose, so that the ki may be omitted from purpose-clauses, 
especially in less formal language: pencereyi a~, oda havalansm 'open the 

window, so that the room may air', Muhalefet ne yapllsm istiyor? 

Soylesinler ogrenelim 'What does the Opposition want done? Let them 
say, so that we may learn', lit. 'What does the Opposition want should-be

done? Let-them-say let-us-Iearn'. The second line of the song cited at the end 

of XIV, 45 runs: Klzlar da al askere / Olsun askerlik kolay 'Take girls too into 

the Army / So that military service may become easy'. 

2. The subjunctive after a negative main verb. After a negative main verb, 

the subjunctive with ki is used to show what would have been the con

sequence had the main verb been positive but, as things stand, is now 
impossible: odedigim taksitlerin makbuzlarr yammda degil ki ~Ikarrp 

gostereyim (Aziz Nesin) 'the receipts of the instalments I have paid are not 

on me that I should produce and show them'. Olum bu, Siyaset hayatl 

degil ki, bir 0 yana bir bu yana donesin (idem) 'It's death, this. It isn't 

political life, that you should swing now to that side, now to this'. Ben 
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gittik~e ofkelenmege ba~lIyorum: "Nasil arabaclhk but diyorum; ne yol 

billrsin, ne de ... "Yol nerede efendi? yol yok ki bileyim; diyor. BI~arenin 

hakkl var. Evet yol yok ki ... (Yakup Kadri) 'I am gradually beginning to get 

annoyed. "What sort of driving is this!" I say; "you neither know the road, 

nor ... ". "Where is the road, Sir? There is no road for me to know," says he. 

The poor fellow is right. Yes, there is no road' (for the untranslated final ki, 

see XIII, 15, third paragraph from end). 

The subjunctive occurs in other types of subordinate clause after a nega

tive main verb: gun ge~miyor ki turistik teslslerden blr ~ikayet mektubu 

almaml~ olahm 'a day does not pass without our receiving ("that we be not

having-received") a letter of complaint from the tourist establishments'. The 

logic behind the use of the subjunctive here is that as we in fact receive such 

letters daily, our not receiving one is only a concept, with no objective reality. 

hi~ bir gerici yoktur ki, Ataturk du~manl olmasln 'there is no reactionary 

who is not an enemy of Ataturk'. hi~ tahmin etmiyorum ki vaziyette bir 

degi~iklik olabilsin 'I do not reckon that there can be a change in the 

situation'. zannetmem ki pa~a veyahut valdesi buna razl olsunlar 'I do 

not think that the Pasha or his mother will agree to this'. 

3. The subjunctive in noun clauses. The third-person imperative without ki 

makes noun-clauses which can be the subject or object of a verb; for an 

instance of the latter use, see the last example in § 1. boyle bir millet esir 

ya~amaktansa mahvolsun evladlr (Ataturk) 'for such a nation, to be 

annihilated is preferable to living (as) slaves'. The predicate is evla-dlr 'is 

preferable'; the subject is boyle ..• mahvolsun 'that such a nation be 

annihilated'. ev benim olsun da ziyam yok tek kath olsun 'let the house be 

mine and it doesn't matter if it is single-storied'. Here the subject is tek katll 

olsun 'that it be single-storied', the predicate ziyan-I yok 'there is no harm in 

it'. du~uncelerimizin yonu bir olsun yeter 'that the direction of our 

thoughts be one (and the same) is sufficient'. hi~ oimasin daha iyi 'that it 

should not exist at all is better'. bu kadar basit bir i~i yapamasln, hayret 

dogrusu 'that he should be unable to do a job as simple as this is truly 

surprising'. ~ahku~u aglasm? On senedir ne muallimelerinden, ne arka

da~lanndan bunu goren olmaml~tl 'That the Wren' should weep? For ten 

years none of her teachers or friends had seen this' ('neither of her teachers 

, The Wren is the eponymous heroine of Re~t Nuri Guntekin's <;alrku}u (Istanbul, 1928, in the 
old alphabet). 
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nor of her friends the-one-seeing this had-not-occurred'). The question-mark 
indicates wonder at the unusual event; the author could not make a question 
of it in the normal way, because <;ahku~u aglasm ml could only mean 'Is the 
Wren to weep?' 

An alternative way of analysing these examples is to explain them as con

sisting of two separate main clauses, e.g. mahvolsun evlAdlr 'let it be annihi
lated; (that) is preferable'. Against this is the fact that such sentences are 
pronounced with no pause between the two verbs. Nor will this explanation 
fit the example bu kadar basit ... dogrusu, or indeed the last one. 



XX 

Conditional Sentences 

1. Open conditions. These are expressed by the conditional form of the 
appropriate tense. 

(a) present: halklmizi ger~ekten seviyor-sak, onun i~in ~ah~lyoruz der
ken yalan saylemiyor-sak, onu ku~kulardan korkulardan kurtarmak ilk 
i~imiz olmah 'if we truly love our people; if, when saying we are working for 
them, we are not telling lies, our first task ought to be to deliver them from 
doubts and fears'. 
(b) future: sayliyecek-sen (or sayliyecek olur-san) sayle 'if you are going 
to tell, tell'. 

(c) aorist: this is by far the commonest tense of open conditions: hi.iliisa 
eder-sek ~uraya vanyoruz 'if we summarize, we arrive at this point'; ~unu 
bir anlar-samz bana bi.iyi.ik bir iyilik etmi~ olacakslnlz 'if you will only 

understand this, you will have done me a great kindness'; bu trene 
yeti~emez-sem i~i ka~lracaglm 'if I cannot catch this train I shall lose the 
job'. 

(d) past: 0, yola ~Ikml~-sa biz niye oturuyoruz burada? 'if he has started 
out, why are we sitting here?'; gi.inah ml i~ledik be~ on para kazandl
ysak? 'have we committed a sin if we've earned five or ten coppers?' 

2. Alternatives to the conditional verb. Open conditions may also be 
expressed without a conditional verb, in four possible ways: 

(a) The protasis may have a personal participle with takdirde; see XI, 24. 
(b) The protasis may be a question in the di-past: 0 geldi mi ben burada 
durmam, lit. 'has he come? I do not stop here', which may mean either 'if he 
has come I'm not stopping here' or 'if ever he comes I don't stop here'. A 
macabre old saying ran aSlldln ml ingiliz sicimiyle asll'if you are hanged, 

be hanged with English rope'. 
(c) The sentence may be cast as a reductio ad absurdum; the protasis con
cedes what the speaker regards as false, the apodosis, introduced by de, asks 
for an alternative: sen yapmadln da kim yapt!? 'you didn't do it and who 
did?'; Tann, Dogru'nun, iyi'nin, Gi.izel'in yardlmcisl olmaz da neyin 

yardlmcisl olur? 'if God does not help the True, the Good, the Beautiful, 
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what does He help?' (lit. 'God does not become the helper of ... and of what 

does He become the helper?'). 

(d) In the colloquial, the protasis may have an imperative instead of a con

ditional verb: uzatma blraklr giderim 'don't prolong (the discussion 

because if you do) I shall abandon (it and) go'. 

3. Remote and unfulfilled conditions. The verb of the protasis is in the 

appropriate tense of the conditional mood; the verb of the apodosis is, with 

unfulfilled conditions, in the aorist past or, less commonly, the future past; 

with remote conditions or for greater vividness with unfulfilled conditions, 

the aorist present or future simple: evimiz do~eli dayah ol-sa buyurun de

r-dim ama goruyorsunuz ... 'if our house were properly furnished I should 

say "please come in" but you see ... '; ba~ka bir kaynaglmlz ol-ma-sa-ydl 

bu alimin tetkikleri bu meseleye tam bir cevap vermi~ olacaktl 'if we had 

no other source, this scholar's researches would have given a complete 

answer to this problem'; bakmakla usta olun-sa kopekler kasaphk ogrenir 

'if one became (impersonal passive) a master craftsman by watching, the 

dogs would learn the butcher's trade'; sen ol-san ne yap-ar-sm? 'if it were 

you, what would you do?' Note that the idiom is 'if you were', i.e. the person 

responsible; d. the next example. medeniyetin maddisi manevisi diye 

aYlrmalar yapanlara ben ol-sam hi~ elektrik ver-mem 'to those who make 

distinctions between material and spiritual civilization ("distinctions saying 

'of civilization, its material, its spiritual"'), I should give no electricity, if it 

were up to me'. ~u adam kar~lmda ol-sa glrtlagma sanl-acaglm 'if that 

man were facing me I should wrap myself round his throat'. 

4. Apodosis to an unexpressed protasis. The aorist past is used in expres

sions like ol-ur-du 'it would be' and iste-r-dim 'I should like', which are 

apodoses of an implicit remote or unfulfilled protasis such as 'if possible, if it 

were so': Baudelaire'in Dorduncu Mehmed'in hayatml tanlml~ olmasml 

isterdim; hakkl olan bir ~ohret kazan-Ir-dl 'I should have liked Baudelaire 

to have been acquainted with the life of Mehmet IV; he would have won a 

fame which is his due'. Sen san~msm, ben de esmerim. Ne guzel ~ocug

umuz olurdu, dedi' "You are blonde, I am dark. What a beautiful child we 

should have", said he'. 

5. Alternative protases. Pairs of alternative protases are expressed in the 

remote form (because the two conditions, being mutually exclusive, are not 

both open), with a de after the verb in each protasis: biz iste-sek te iste-me-
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sek te klz begenmedigi adama var-maz 'whether we want it or whether 

we do not want it, the girl will not marry a man she does not like'; ~ehirde i~ 
bul-sam da bul-ma-sam da koye hi~ donmem gayn 'whether I find work 
in the city or not, I shall never go back to the village any more'. 

6. Concessive clauses. A single conditional verb followed by de is con
cessive: koye iste-sem de donemem gayn 'I cannot go back to the village 
any more even if I should want to'; i~mem! dedi-ysem de, Israr ettiler 
'though I said "I don't drink!", they insisted'. See also XI, 23 and 30, last 
paragraph. 

7. 'Whatever, whenever, whoever, wherever'. Such words are expressed 
by ne, ne vakit, kim, nerede, etc. (with or without a preceding her; ct. the 
penultimate paragraph of XI, 14) followed by a conditional verb: ne 

ylkl!ml~-sa softalar Ylkml~tlr bu memlekette 'whatever has been demol
ished in this country, the bigots have demolished'. ne kadar yukandan in

er-se 0 kadar derine gir-er 'the greater the height it falls from, the deeper it 
goes in' (of a pile-driver; lit. 'from whatever amount high it descends, to that 
amount deep it enters'). ne vakit evlerine git-sek veyahut onlar bize gel
se-Ier hep kavga ederler 'whenever we go to their house or they come to 
us, they always quarrel'. nasll with a conditional verb is usually best trans

lated not 'however' but 'just as' or 'in just the same way that': nasI! istanbul 

mimarhgl bir gunde te~ekkUl etmemi~-se, Bogazi~i de tek bir zamanm 
eseri degildir 'just as Istanbul architecture did not take shape in one day, so 
too the Bosphorus is not the work of a single time'. 

Sentences of the type discussed in the preceding paragraph can be put 
into the past tense by making the verb of the apodosis past: ne kadar yuk
andan inerse 0 kadar derine gider-di 'the greater the height it fell from, 
the deeper it would go in'. 

8. eger, ~ayet. Both these words are Persian in origin and they mean 
respectively 'if' and 'if perchance'. As the sense of 'if' is conveyed in Turkish 

by the conditional verb, neither is syntactically essential. eger is useful in a 
long and complicated sentence to give warning that a conditional verb is 
coming, in the same sort of way that Spanish uses a premonitory inverted 

question mark and exclamation mark. eger Augsburg ittifakl akdedil
memi~ olsaydl bugunku dunyamn pek ba~ka bir dunya olacagl 
du~unulemezse de, eger Newton 1687 de Principia'sml ne~retmemi~ 
olsaydl, bugunku ilim ve medeniyet iUemini aym vaziyette bulacaglmlz 

pek ~upheli idi 'although it cannot be thought that if the Treaty of Augsburg 
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had never been concluded the world of today would be a very different 

world, if Newton had not published his Principia in 1687 it is very doubtful 

whether we would find today's world of science and civilization in the same 

position'. One might have expected the last verb to be olurdu 'it would have 

been', but the conditional notion, the 'would have', is contained in the 

bulacaglmlz; see the following section. 

The use of ~ayet has much the same effect as stressing the 'if' in an English 

conditional sentence: 

gelse 

~ayet gelse 

gelirse 

~ayet gelirse 

if he should come (as he might) 

if he should come (which I doubt) 

if he comes (as he perfectly well may) 

if he comes (which I am not guaranteeing) 

9. Conditional sense of the future personal participle. The future per

sonal participle is used to turn into a noun- or adjective-clause the apodosis 

of a remote or unfulfilled condition: bugunku Hanhay bolgesinde Rus 

jeologlar ara~tlrmalar yapml~lar ve sonunda bu bOlgenin 1000 YII once 

ormanh olamlyacagml ortaya koymu~lar 'Russian geologists have con

ducted researches in the present-day Hanhay region and have finally shown 

that a thousand years ago this region could not have been forested'. Here 

olamlyacagl (in the accusative as object of ortaya koymu~lar 'they have 

placed into the middle, have revealed') is the nominal form not of olamlya

cak 'it will not be able to be' but of olamlyacaktl 'it could not be'. eskiden 

kimbilir kae; gun, kae; gecede kona goe;e gidecekleri bir yere ~imdi ue; 

be~ saat ie;inde ku~ gibi ue;acaklardlr 'to a place to which in the old days 

they would have gone (gidecekleri here not "pertaining to their future 

going" but "pertaining to their future-in-the-past going") in who knows how 

many days and nights, constantly camping and moving on, they will now fly 

like birds in a few hours'. See also XXIV, §§ 27, 28. 

10. The conditional base. Turkish grammarians call the conditional base, 

e.g. geise, 'the wish-condition mood', dilek-~art kipi. When it expresses 

wishes it may be introduced by ke~ki or ke~ke (P), which syntactically is as 

redundant as eger. The reader is once again reminded to distinguish 

between (a) the past tense of the conditional mood and (b) the conditional 

mood of the past tense: 

(a) bil-se-ydim 

(b) bil-di-ysem 

if I had known 

if I knew 
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(0) can be the protasis of an unfulfilled condition-bilseydim buraya 

gelmezdim 'had I known I should not have come here' -or can stand alone 

as a hopeless wish: bilseydim! or ke~ki bilseydim! 'if only I had known!' (b) 

is the protasis of an open condition in the past: 0 zaman bildiysem ~imdi 

unutmu~um 'if I knew then, I have forgotten now'. 

The first persons of the conditional base can express a diffident first-person 

imperative: ~ar~lya gitsek 'if we were to go to the market', with an implied 

apodosis olmaz ml? 'would it not be all right?' ct. e~yalanml ~uraya 
koysam olmaz ml 'wouldn't it do if I were to put my things over there?' An 

intermediate stage may be seen in ltar~lya gitsek mil 'how about going to 

the market?' (lit. 'if we were to go ... ?'). But no apodosis seems to be 

implicit in ne yapsam? 'what should I do?' For an alternative explanation of 

these uses, see the end of § 14, below. 

11_ -sene, -senize. The interjection e/a is suffixed to the second persons 

of the conditional base to make an imperative: desene! 'do say!' otursamza! 

'do sit down!' This may be followed by ya for greater emphasis. 'Oh if you'd 

say/sit' is a literal translation but has a petulant note not found in the Turkish, 

which can be courteous or impatient according to the tone of voice in which 

it is said. 

12. -se begenirsin? The second persons of the aorist present of 

begenmek 'to like, to approve', are idiomatically used with a conditional 

verb: bana ne deseler begenirsin? The meaning is a mixture of 'can you 

guess what they called me?' and 'what they called me will amuse you'. 

Note that the expression is a question, despite the absence of mi or an 

interrogative such as kim, nasI I, etc. bizi goriince ne yapsa begenirsiniz? 

'you'll never guess what he did when he saw us!' ertesi gun ne olsa 

begenirsiniz? 'you'll never guess what happened the next day!' ~ekercinin 

siipriintUleri arasmda ne arasalar begenirsiniz? 'you'll never guess 

whatever they were looking for among the confectioner's sweepings!' 

13. olsa olsa. This expression will be found in the dictionary with the 

meaning 'at the very most'. This is a special case of an idiomatic use of the 

conditional, namely that when repeated it conveys a sense of limitation. In 

this use, the subject can be (0) that of the main verb or (b) impersonal: 

(0) bilse bilse bunu b r 'if he knows anything he knows this'; bu taklm, 

yese yese, bir gol yer 'if this team gives away anything, they'll give away 

one goal' (gol yemek 'to have a goal scored against one'). 
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(b) bilse bilse karde~im bilir; 'if anyone knows, my brother knows'; din

sizin hakkmdan gelse gelse ancak imam ~ok kuwetli olan gelir 'if any

one can get the better of the atheist, only he whose faith is very strong can'; 

arada olsa olsa bir derece farkt vardlr 'if there is anything in between, 

there is a difference of degree'; ben sana olsa olsa, bir okuyucu olarak bu 

pazarda iyiyi kotUden aYlrmanm ~artlarlm soyleyebilirim 'at the 

very most I can tell you, as a reader, the conventional rules for distinguishing 

the good from the bad in this market'. 

The paucity of examples under (0) reflects the infrequency of this use. 

Elbve gives one example each in the first and second persons (p. 1096): bir 

saat i~inde okusam okusam kirk elli sahife okuyabilirim 'if I read at all in 

an hour I can read forty of fifty pages'; onlara yardlm i~in versen versen 

lira verirsin 'if you give anything to help them you will give fifty lira'. 

14. olsa gerek 'it must be'. Sait Faik'in kaygusu yeni olmak degil, 

sahih olmak: ger~ekten yeni olmasml saglayan da bu olsa gerek 

(Eyuboglu) 'Sait Faik's concern is not to be original but to be authentic; this 

must be what in fact makes him original'. The construction is rare with verbs 

other than 01-: bu tikir, yanh~ bir dunya telakkisinden dogsa gerek 'this 

idea must originate from a mistaken attitude to the world'. gerek means 

'necessary' and the construction may be an elliptical conditional sentence: 'if 

it be, (then it is as) is necessary'. This possibility is supported by olsa yeridir 

in the next example, 'if it be, it is its place', i.e. it is appropriate: Biz insanlar 

Allahl araYlp dururuz. Bulsak acaba ne diyecegiz? ilk ~ikayetimiz 

tlynetimizin bozuklugu hakkmda olsa yeridir (Huseyin Rahmi) 'We 

humans are constantly seeking God. If we should find (Him), I wonder what 

we shall say? It is appropriate that our first complaint should be about the 

corruptness of our clay'. An alternative explanation is that the conditional 

sometimes overlaps the subjunctive and that the literal sense of olsa gerek 

is 'necessary (that) it be'. Thus we might explain ne yapsam? (§ 10) as 

synonymous with ne yapaylm? 
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Asyndetic Subordination 

Just as co-ordination can be expressed asyndetically, i.e. with no conjunction 
(d. XIII, 1), so subordination may be expressed with no visible subordinating 
link. 

(0) With verbs of thinking and perceiving: vagonu doldu sanarak ba~ka 

yere gidecekler (Re~at Nuri) 'thinking the compartment full, they will go 
elsewhere'. sanmak 'to think' regularly has two objects, e.g. seni arkada~ 

sanlyordum 'I used to think you (a) friend'. The second object here is the 
finite verb doldu 'has become full'. zihni gayriihtiyari bir hayal yaptl; bir 
lahza yumurcagl yatagmda sapsan yatlyor gordO (idem) 'her mind 
involuntarily created a vision; for an instant she saw the awful child lying 
deathly pale in his bed'. 

The common locution sizi gitti mi bildi is puzzling unless one remembers 

that bilmek means not only 'to know' but also 'to consider, to guess': 'he 
wondered whether you had gone', lit. 'he considered you (as) "has he 
gone?'" Note that the verb of the subordinate clause is in the third person, 
although a second person is being addressed, as in this example: ben seni 
oldO biliyordum 'I was thinking you were dead' ('I was considering you (as) 
"he has died"'). The subordinate verb may be in the first or second person 

and the pronoun object can then be omitted: memleket geri, diyoruz; ve 

memleketi geri buldugumuzu a~lklamakla, ileri oldugumuzu isbat 
ettik zannediyoruz 'we say "the country is backward" and, by making it 
clear that we find the country backward, we think we have proved that we 

(personally) are advanced'. This is a neat and euphonious alternative to ... 
ileri oldugumuzu isbat ettigimizi zannediyoruz. ~imdi ona ne soylO
yordur biliyor musun? (Y. Kemal) 'do you know what he must be telling 
him now?' bana ne oldu hi~ sormaymlz 'don't ask what has happened to 
me'. bir de baktlm, son duraga gelmi~iz 'I gave a look, we have arrived, I 

realized, at the last stop'. To assume an ellipsis of ki in this last example is 
natural for English-speakers, who feel that 'I saw we had arrived' is short for 'I 
saw that we had arrived'. But, as we have seen in XIII, 15, ki is not an essential 
element of such sentences. 
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Besides the verbs already mentioned, the construction is found with say

mak and addetmek 'to count', farzetmek and varsaymak 'to suppose', and 

duymak and hissetmek 'to feel'. 

(b) With expressions of time formed with -dir and 01-. To the examples given 

in XII, 23 may be added: iki defa-dlr muhacir olduk 'it is twice we have 

been exiles'; 0 gOn bugun-dur devam eder 'it has been going on like that 

ever since', lit. 'that day is today it continues'; yazarm da gOnleri olur, 

kaleminden bal akar 'the writer too has days (when> honey flows from his 

pen; bir gOn gelecek, beni unutacaksm 'a day will come (when) you will 

forget me'. 

(e) bir klyamettir koptu, etc. See VIII, 43. 

(d) soylenir durur, etc., and Ismamadlm gitti, etc. See XI, 36 (0) and (h). 

(e) Conditional sentences with a question or an imperative as protasis. See 

XX, 2 (b) and (d). insan ~ah~tl ml her ~eyi ba~anr 'if one works one accom

plishes everything', lit. 'has man worked? he accomplishes everything'. 

yapma, oldurOrOm seni 'stop it, I'll murder you'. In translating, we provide 

a subordinating link by inserting respectively 'in that case' and 'or', but the 

subordination is clear to a Turk without any such device. 

It is debatable whether to include under this heading the use of the sub

junctive past in unfulfilled conditionals, e.g. bileydim buraya kadar 

gelmezdim 'had I known, I should not have come thus far'. On the whole it 

seems best to call it an instance of asyndetic subordination ('if only I had 

known!-I should not have come ... '), as this explains how the use arose, 

whereas the stock explanation, that in such sentences the subjunctive past is 

synonymous with the conditional past, explains nothing. 
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Punctuation 

There is no general agreement among Turkish writers or printers on how to 

punctuate and the reader must be prepared for anything. The advice given 

in the Introduction to oro is not without its occasional value: 'If you are 

completely bewildered by some sentence, try cutting out all the punctuation 

marks and often you will find it quite easy to translate.' One cannot, how

ever, afford to ignore a comma near the beginning of a sentence, which 

usually indicates the subject: bu Bakanm karandlr 'it is this Minister's deci

sion'; bu, Bakanm karandlr 'this is the Minister's decision'. universiteli klZl 

kae;lrdl 'he abducted the girl undergraduate'; universiteli, klzi kae;lrdl 'the 

undergraduate abducted the girl'. 

The semicolon is rare; the reader may have noticed how often the transla

tion of an example uses a semicolon where the original has a comma. 

A colon, even when it does not introduce direct speech, may be followed 

by a capital letter: Kan~lk bir duygu var ie;imde: Bu YII bana hem pek klsa, 

hem de pek uzun geliyor (N. Atac;) 'I have a mixed feeling inside me: I am 

finding this year both very short and very long'. Bir gun ewel kurdugu 

kapana baktl: Kapan nasll blraktlysa oyle duruyordu 'He looked at the 

trap he had set a day earlier: the trap was standing just as he had left (it)'. 

Quotation marks are entirely dispensed with by some writers: Nie;in diye

cegim geliyor (S. Kocagoz) 'I feel like saying "Why?"'. Some use a dash and 

quotation marks or a dash alone to mark a change of speaker in a dialogue: 

-Oyleyse sorumlu kim? diye baglrdlm. 

Gozleri gozlerimde, 

-Sorumlu duzen, butUn sue; duzenin ... dedi (A. Nesin) 

, "In that case, who is responsible?" I cried. His eyes on mine, he said, "The 

one responsible is the system; all the fault lies with the system" '. See also the 

last example in the first paragraph of XIX, 2, where each speaker's words are 

introduced but not closed by quotation marks. 

The word of saying, etc., may be written with a capital letter: Babamm 

beni dinlemesi Ifjzlm ... Deyip duruyordu. '''My father must listen to 

me", he kept saying'. Cf. Diye in the next example. 
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In Ottoman printing, parentheses or brackets were used round quotations 

and words especially emphasized. Relics of this practice may still be 

encountered: ileri giden de yok. Tramvayda: [ileri gidilmesi rica olunur] 

Diye yazlh olmasma ragmen (B. Felek) 'Nor is there anyone going forward, 

in spite of the fact that there is a notice in the tram reading "Passengers 
are requested to go forward'" ('in spite of its being written saying ... '). 

Ziyaret~iler, heyet mensuplarmdan birinin deyimi ile (utan~ verici) bir 

kabul gormu~lerdir 'The visitors, in the words of one of the members of the 

group, had a "shameful" reception'. 
The use of three dots to indicate that something has been left to the 

imagination, is very common, especially after a final ki: Ni~in cevap 

vermiyorsun? Bir~ey sormadm ki ... 'Why don't you answer?' -'You 
haven't asked anything (for me to answer)'. 

The question mark is often omitted after rhetorical questions or replaced 

by an exclamation point: C;ocuk cop ile dovulUr mut 'Does one beat a child 
with a truncheon?' It may be omitted after polite requests couched in 

question-form: Bir su lutfeder misiniz 'Will you be so kind as to let me have 
a glass of water?' 

Question marks and exclamation marks, in orout of parentheses, are used to 

indicate sarcasm, presumably by those who do nottrusttheir readers to detect 

it unaided. akrabam olacak 0 zat-I ~erifin? bana etmedigi kalmadl 'there 

is nothing which that honourable gentleman who is supposed to be my 

kinsman has not done to me'. her yazdlgl cumlede iki u~ hata yapan 

buyuk fllim (!) ~imdi ne diyor? 'what is the great scholar, who makes two 
or three mistakes in every sentence he writes, saying now?' 

Names of months and days are now generally written with a capital 

though not in all of the examples cited in this book. 
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Sentence-analysis 

The present chapter is devoted to a word-by-word demonstration of how 

one sets about translating a complicated sentence. The great difficulty is not 

so much that the Turkish verb usually comes at the end. It is that, as the 

Turkish qualifier precedes whereas the English relative clause follows, a native 

English-speaker has virtually to read the Turkish sentence backwards. One 

important reservation must, however, be made. When a writer has used side 
by side several words or clauses of the same grammatical function, whether 

or not they are joined by a conjunction they must be translated in the order 

in which they are written and not backwards, i.e. not in the order in which 

they are met as one works back from the verb. 

(0) The first two specimen sentences are both somewhat longer than the 

modern nOIIll. The first, which is from I. H. Dani~mend's izah/I Osman/I Tarihi 

Kron%jisi (Istanbul, 1947-1955), ii. 183, also exceeds the modern norm in 
its proportion of Arabic words. 

Muazzam bir devletin fakir, zaYlf ve muhta~ bir millete bir taklm 

siyasi ve askeri m0l3hazaiaria sadaka ~eklinde vermi~ oldugu bu 
mOs3adelerin istikl31 mefhumunu ihl31 eden birer siyasi imtiyaz 

mahiyetini almasl, Osman!! imparatorlugunun inhitat devrinde 

kuwetlenmi~ olan Avrupa devletlerinin bu eski musaadeleri gittik~e 

sQiistim31 etmelerinden mutevellit ve bilhassa son devirlere munhaslr 
bir vaziyettir. 

In a sentence of some length one can generally rely on the author's put

ting a comma after the subject. The first comma is afterfakir 'poor', which is 

indeed in the absolute case. But if this is the subject the preceding words 

must qualify it; being in the genitive case, however, they can only qualify in 

izafet, i.e. they can only qualify a word with the third-person suffix. More

over, as the three words after the comma mean 'weak and needy', they 

clearly belong with fakir as qualifiers of bir millete. The next comma is after 

almasl, which is also in the absolute case, so we shall assume that this is the 

subject and that everything preceding qualifies it. alma-sl 'its taking' is the 

second element of an izafet, the first element of which cannot be mahiyetini 
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as that is in the accusative; the izafet must be a definite one and we have to 

find its defining genitive. The nearest preceding genitive is bu musaadeler

in 'these concessions'. So far we have 'these concessions' taking', i.e. 'the 

fact that these concessions take', and the object of 'take' is mahiyet-i-ni 

immediately preceding it: 'its nature'. This is the second element of an izafet 

of which imtiyaz 'privilege' is the qualifier. It is itself qualified by birer siyasi 

'each-one-a political': 'the nature of so many political privileges'. The four 

preceding words must also qualify imtiyaz: ihlal ed-en 'which violate' / 

istiklal mefhum-u-nu 'the concept of independence'. Now we fit together 

the izafet muazzam bir devlet-in 'a mighty State's / oldug-u 'pertaining to 

its being' / vermi~ 'having-given'; i.e. 'which a mighty State had given' / 

sadaka ~ekl-i-nde 'in the form of charity' / -Ia 'with' / bir taklm .. . 

mUiahazalar 'a number of political and military considerations' / fakir .. . 

bir millet-e 'to a poor, weak, and needy nation'. 

So much for the subject. Now we look at the end of the sentence for the 

verb: -tir 'is'. Its complement is bir vaziyet 'a situation'. The remainder of 

the sentence qualifies this word. munhaslr 'confined' / son devirler-e 'to 

the latest periods' / b 'especially'-but now we come to ve 'and', so 

we should first have translated the clause before it. mOtevellit 'originating' 

/ etme-Ieri-nden 'from their doing' / suiistimal 'abuse,;l i.e. 'from their 

abusing' / whose abusing? Avrupa devletler-i-nin 'the European States" / 

kuvvetlenmi~ olan 'which had grown strong' / Osmanh ... devr-i-nde 

'in the Ottoman Empire's period of decline'. All we need now is an object 

for 'abusing': bu eski musaadeler-i 'these ancient concessions' / gittik~e 

'gradually' . 

'The fact that these concessions, granted by a mighty State as charity to a 

poor, weak, and needy nation in view of a number of political and military 

considerations, assumed the character of political privileges which violated 

the concept of independence, is a situation born of the gradual abuse of these 

ancient concessions by the European powers, which had grown strong 

during the Ottoman Empire's period of decline; a situation peculiar to the 

latest times.' 

(b) The second specimen is from Niyazi Berkes's 200 Ylldlr Neden 80call

yoruz (Istanbul, 1965), pp. 129-30. 

Turkiyede devlet~ilik programmm uygulamh~ma giri~ilirken, 

planlamanm yalmz sanayi alamna teksif edilmesi, toprak hukuku 

I This is a Persian izafet group, composed of two Arabic words: 511' 'evil' and isti'mal 'use', 
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reformunun onlenmesi, sanayile~me ilerledikc;e bunun tanmsal mak
inele~meye hem teknik hem ekonomik sebeple tesir edememesi tarim 
alanmm plan lama dl~mda ayn bakanhklarm surekli olmayan, c;ok defa 
birbirini tutmayan geJi~i guzel tedbirlerine blrakllmasl, ozellikle egitim 
alan! ile tarim alan! arasmda hic;bir planh ili~iklik kurulmamasl, okuma
yazma ogretmekle koyliinOn kalkmacagma inamlmasl, ve en sonunda 
da sanki c;ok kahramanca bir i~ imi~ gibi koyliiye mOkafat tevzi eder 
gibi, toprak dagltma gibi sozde-reformlara gidilmesi devletc;iligin 
ba~anslzhga ugratllmasmda ba~hca rolleri oynaml~tlr_ 

We may leave aside for the moment the first clause, ending in -ken 'while', 
as it is obviously an adverbial clause of time, and concentrate on the main 
sentence. 

A rapid glance shows seven -me verbal nouns with the third-person suffix 
but no case-ending, five of them followed by a comma (the omission of 
commas after edememesi and gidilmesi must be accidental). These verbal 
nouns we may take to be the subjects of the final verb oynaml~tlr 'has 
played', or rather, as there are several subjects, 'have played' I ba~hca rolleri 
'the principal roles' / devletc;ilig-in ugratllma-sl-nda 'in etatism's being 
brought' I ba~arlSlzhg-a 'to successlessness'. Now we deal with the seven 
noun-clauses. planlama-mn teksif edil-me-si 'planning's being condensed' 
/ yalmz sanayi alan-I-na 'only to the sphere of industry'. Then comes a four
word izafet chain: toprak hukuk-u reform-u-nun onlenme-si 'Iand-Iaw
reform's being-prevented'. sanayile~me lIerledikc;e 'as industrialization 
advanced' / bu-nun tesir ed-eme-me-si 'its inability to affect' / tanmsal 
makinele~me-ye 'agricultural mechanization' (tesir etmek 'to affect' is con
strued with a dative) / sebep-Ie 'by reason' I hem teknik hem ekonomik 
'both technical and economic', tarim alan-I-nm blrakllma-sl 'the agri
cultural sphere's being-left' / planlama dl~mda 'on the outside of planning' 
/ ayn bakanhklar-m geli~i guzel tedbirler-i-ne 'to the haphazard measures 
of different ministries'. surekli olmayan and c;ok defa birbirini tutmayan 
both end in present participles and amount to relative clauses qualifying 
tedbirlerine: 'which were not continuous and which often did not hold 
each other' -i.e. which were often mutually conflicting. hic;bir planh iIi~ik
Ilk kurul-ma-ma-sl 'no planned relationship's being-established'; the izafet 
is indefinite as the qualifier, being negated, cannot be definite. . . , 
arasmda 'especially between the sphere of education and the sphere of 
agriculture'. inan-II-ma-si 'its being believed'; the passive is impersonal, as 
inanmak 'to believe' is construed with a dative and cannot be made into a 
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true passive. The -51 has no visible antecedent and its presence is clearly due 

to analogy with the five preceding verbal nouns, which are in izafet with 

qualifiers. The dative required by inan- is koylU-nun kalkmacag-I-na 'the 

villager's future progressing': 'the belief that the villager would progress' / 

okuma-yazma ogretmek-Ie 'by teaching reading-writing'. ve en sonunda 

da 'and at the most last of it' / gid-il-me-si 'going's being done', another 

impersonal passive, which we may paraphrase by 'having recourse' /sozde

reformlar-a 'to reforms in word', i.e. 'to so-called reforms' (XIII, 23). toprak 

dagltma gibi 'such as distributing land' / sanki ..• imi~ gibi 'as if it were a 

very heroic action' / koylUye ... eder gibi 'as if distributing largesse to the 

villager'. Now the first clause. The verb giri~mek 'to enter upon' is another of 

those which take a dative, so the passive giri~-il- is impersonal. 'In Turkey, 

while one was entering upon' / devlet-;ilik program-I-nm uygulan-II-I~-I

na 'the etatism-programme's being-applied'. It is probably best to break up 

this huge structure when translating into English. 

'The following factors, which existed when the programme of etatism was 

being put into effect in Turkey, were largely responsible for the failure of 

etatism. (a) Planning was confined to the sphere of industry. (b) The reform 

of the land-law was prevented. (c) As industrialization advanced, the less was 

it able, for technical as well as economic reasons, to affect agricultural mech

anization. (d) The sphere of agriculture was left outside the scope of planning 

and abandoned to the haphazard measures taken by several ministries; 

measures which were discontinuous and often in conflict with each other. 

(e) No planned relationship was set up, in particular between education 

and agriculture. (f) There was a belief that the advancement of the peasant 

could be achieved by teaching him to read and write. (9) Recourse was had 

to such pseudo-reforms as land-distribution, as though this were a piece of 

great magnanimity; as if bestowing largesse on the peasantry.' 

(c) It is hard to find a modern sentence needing so elaborate an analysis; 

this one, from Bernar Nahum, Kor;'ta 44 Yllim (Istanbul, 1992), p. 127, has 

been chosen more for its length than for its difficulty. 

Bu projelerin, zamanla birbirlerine rakip olabileceklerini, veya 

yekdigerlerini tamamlayabileceklerini gormekle beraber, tatbikatta 

birbirlerinden farkh olmalarl, ikisinin de memleketimiz sanayiinin 

geli~mesinde buyuk bir rol oynayacagma kat'i kanaatlmlz bulundu

gundan, bu kanaatlmlzm ispatl maksadlyla, ikisine de buyuk yatlrlm

larla giri~meye hazlr oldugumuzu tebaruz ettirmek isteriz. 

Bu projelerin 'of these projects' / olabileceklerini 'their future ability to 
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be' / rakip 'rival' / birbirlerine 'to each other' / zamanla 'with time' /veya 

... tamamlayabileceklerini 'or to complement' / yekdigerlerini 'each 

other' / gormekle beraber 'together with seeing' / tatbikatta 'in appli

cation'. olmalan and kanaatlmlz are parallel, both being subjects of 

bulundugundan: 'because their being different from each other, and our 

firm conviction, exist'. / The second element of the izafet introduced by 

ikisinin de 'of both of them' (XIII, 2 (f» is not geli~mesinde, which must 

belong with the immediately preceding sanayiinin, but the next word with 

a third-person suffix: oynayacagma 'to both's future playing'; its dative 

ending is because that is the case required by kanaat 'conviction'. buyuk bir 

rol'a large role' / memleketimiz sanayiinin geli~mesinde 'in the develop

ment of our country's industry'. For the absence of a genitive suffix on 

memleketimiz, see the last paragraph of II, 19. / bu kanaatlmlzm ispatl 

maksadlyla 'with the purpose of the proving of this conviction of ours'. 

Now for the main verb: isteriz 'we wish' / -tir-mek 'to cause' tebarUz et

'to become manifest' / hazlr oldugumuzu 'our being ready' / ikisine de 

giri~meye 'to engage in both' / buyuk yatlnmlarla 'with big investments'. 

'While we see that these projects may in time be in competition with one 

another or complement one another, the fact that in practice they differ from 

one another, and our firm conviction that both will playa major part in the 

development of our country's industry, lead us to make it clear, in proof of 

this conviction of ours, that we are ready to undertake both of them with 

substantial investments.' 

The writer, born in 1911, was clearly not an admirer of the language 

reform; in this extract, his one concession to 'pure Turkish' is yatlnm for . -
'investment'. His adherence to the Turkish he had spoken all his life, however, 

enabled him to avoid using birbirleri three times in as many lines, by using 

the Persian yekdigerleri for the middle one. 

(d) To complete the picture, a fairly long sentence in Ozturk~e. These are 

infrequent; the intricate Ottoman style, with its interlocked subordinate 

clauses rambling on for page after page, is dead and buried. This passage is 

from Karaba~ and Ye~il~ay, TUrkiye'de Toplumsal Bilim Ara~tlrmalannda Yak

la~/mlar ve Yontemler (' Approaches and Systems in Social Science Researches 

in Turkey') (Ankara, 1977), p. 204. The syntax is reasonably straightforward, 

but some of the vocabulary calls for comment. For tUm, see V, 15. The 

neologism bilim has won acceptance as the word for 'science', largely 

because of its fortuitous similarity to the old ilim [A]. For 'linguistics', len

gUistik was replaced by dil bilimi, while jeoloji became yer ('earth') bilimi, 
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and astronomi became gok ('sky') bilimi. The latest trend is to discard these 

izafet-compounds in favour of dilbilim, yerbilim, and gokbilim, and so 

with other names of sciences. bil-dir-i~-im 'exchange of information' is 

derived from bil- 'to know' plus the causative and reciprocal suffixes (VIII, 47, 

48 (0)), plus -im (XIV, 13). ileti~im 'communication' is from ilet- 'to send', 

with the reciprocal suffix -i~- plus -im. For anlam and baglam, XlV, 14. 

ongor-, in common use for 'to foresee, envisage', is so far the only generally 

accepted coinage with on prefixed to a verb (ct. XIV, 31, end). For the algi of 

algllaYlp, XIV, 7. algi was derived from al- 'to take', to replace idrak [A] 

'perception'. algllamak, the replacement for idrak etmek 'to perceive', was 

created from algi with -Ie- (XIV, 22). 

Tum bu c;alr~malar gosteriyor ki modern dilbilim, dili yalnrzca bic;im 

degil, anlam ve baglam baklmmdan da c;e~itli etken ve degi~kenleri 

goz onunde bulundurarak ele almakta; dili yalnlzca bir bildiri~im, 

ileti~im araci olarak ongormeyip dilin yardlmlyla insanm gerc;egi nasil 

algllaylp yorumladlgml ve degerlendirdigini de aramakta; tum dunya 

d arasrnda yapisal, anlamsal ve du~unsel evrensellikler bulmaya 

c;ah~maktadtr. 

Tum. , , dilbilim 'All these studies show that modern linguistics'. There is 

our subject, dil m, with the object, dili, immediately following, and three 

verbs in the -mekte tense. Before translating the final c;alr~maktadlr, we 

should take note of the almakta and aramakta preceding it, and remember 

that all three must be translated in the order chosen by the writer, / dili 

'language' (what shows that dili is the accusative of dil, and not 'his/her/its 

language', is the absence of any preceding noun that could be its qualifier). / 

yalnrzca bic;im degil'not only from the point of view of form' (baklmlndan 

is in izafet with bic;im as well as with anlam and baglam) / anlam ,., 

baklmrndan da 'but also from the point of view of meaning and context', / 

c;e~itli 'various' / etken ve degi~kenleri 'factors and variables' / bul-un-dur

arak 'keeping' (lit. 'causing to be found') goz onunde 'before the eye' / ele 

almakta-dlr 'is taking in hand', / Now the second -makta: aramakta(dlr) 

'is in (process of) seeking' / insanrn nasil ". degerlendirdigini 'how, 

having perceived, one interprets and evaluates' / gerc;egi 'the truth' / dilin 

yardlmlyla 'with the help of language' / ongormeyip 'not envisaging' / 

'language' / yalnrzca olarak 'only as being' / bir .. , araci 'a means of ... 

communication'. / Lastly, bulmaya c;alr~maktadlr 'it is working to find' / 

tum, , . arasrnda 'among all world languages' / yapisal .. , evrensel er 

'structural, , , universalities'. 
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'All these studies show that modern linguistics deals with language not 

only from the aspect of form but also from the aspects of meaning and 

context, keeping in view the various factors and variables; not envisaging 

language only as a means of exchanging information, of communicating, 

it seeks how, with the aid of language, having perceived the facts one 

interprets and evaluates them; it strives to find structural, semantic, and 

intellectual universalities among all the languages of the world.' 



XXIV 

Further Examples 

The sentences below are intended to provide supplementary illustrations of 

various points of grammar. 

1. Baraj'da toplanacagl hesaplanan 15 milyar metrekiip su ile, kurak 

bolge rahat~a sulanabilecektir 'with the 15 thousand million cubic metres 

of water which, it is calculated, will be collected at the dam, it will be possible 

for the dry zone to be irrigated quite easily'. toplanaeagl hesaplanan su 

'the water whose future collecting is being calculated'. See XVIII, 2 (c). 

2. O~ii yumurthyan on bir tavugu var 'he has eleven hens, three of them 

laying'. See XVIII, 1. 

3. Solcu piyes sagel piyes diye bir aylrlm yapmak, omiirlerinde ka~ defa 

tiyatroya gittikleri meraka deger bu saym iiyelerin haddi degildir 'to 

make a distinction between "leftist plays" and "rightist plays" is not the place 

of these honourable members, concerning whom one may well wonder how 

many times in their lives they have ever been to the theatre'. ka~ defa ... 

gittikleri merak-a deger 'their having gone how many times (being) 

worthy of curiosity'. 

4. Kansmm evlerine slgmdlgl iki kadml oldiiren adam tevkif edilmi~tir 

'the man who killed the two women in whose house his wife had taken 

refuge has been arrested'; lit. 'the two women pertaining to his wife's taking 

refuge in their house'. 

5. iki hem~eri oldugu sozlerinden anla~lIan iki hamlaCi (Sait Faik) 'two 

chief rowers, from whose speech it was evident that they were two fellow

townsmen'; ... oldugu sozlerinden anla~llan 'their-being ... being

understood from their words'. 

6. ~ayet goriirsem elini opeeegim (XVIII, 1) bir okuyueu, bir mektup 

yazdi bana 'a reader, whose hand I shall kiss if I happen to (XX, 8) see him, 

has written me a letter'. 

7. Sen de ticaret mi yaplyorsun, delikanh? Neden yapmlyaeakml~lm? 

'Do you engage in commerce too, young man?'-'Why shouldn't I?' 
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yap-ml-y-acak-ml~-Im is the inferential form of yapmlyacaktlm 'I should 

not', and the literal meaning of the question is 'why is it implied (by you) that 

I should not?' 

8. KIZ, ~ansm varml~ ... Va bu herifle evlenseymi~sin ... Allah 

korumu~ (Aziz Nesin). 'Daughter, it is to be inferred (from what we now 

see) that you were lucky (~ans-m "your luck" var "existent" -ml~ "I gather 
that it was"). And what if-I see it all now-you had married this scoundrel!' 

(the words in dashes in this last sentence represent the difference between 

the conditional inferential evlen-se-y-mi~-sin and the conditional past 

evlen-se-y-din)-'God protected me, I now realize' (the last three words of 

the translation would have been unnecessary had she said korudu instead 

of korumu~). 

9. Gec;:mi~ olsun, evinize hlrslz girmi~. Girdi, dedim (idem). '''I hope 

you soon get over it; I hear your house has been burgled." -"It has indeed", I 

said.' Lit. '''May it be past; thieves, I gather, have entered your house."
"They have in fact entered", I said.' 

1 O. Hanlm ~oforlerimiz iftihar etsinler, yalnlz Turk erkeklerinden degil, 

8elc;:ika ~oforlerinden de ihtiyath vas Ita kullanlyorlar. Daha dogrusu 

kullanlyorlarml~. 'Let our lady drivers take pride; they drive ("use vehicle") 

not only more carefully than Turkish men, but also more carefully than 

Belgian drivers. To be more accurate, they are said to do so.' 

11. Eski bir nahiye mudurU (ki orada kalsa imi~ ~imdi vali olabilirmi~) 

kendini sinemaya vermi~ (Dogan Nadi). 'A former regional director (who, if 

he had stayed there, it is said (-imi~), could now have been a provincial 

governor, it is said, (-mi~) is said to have dedicated himself to the cinema.' 

12. GUya sen, C;:lkardlgm Kadro mecmuasmda iktisadi siyasetimizi 

baltalayan ve hatta Parti Umumi Katibinin iddiasma gore Rejim'in 

temellerini sarsan (!) ne~riyatta bulunuyormu~sun. Bu, boyle gider

seymi~ Ticaret Vekili tuttugu yolda emniyetle ilerleyemezmi~. Ote 

yandan Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi de hiziple~mek tehlikelerine maruz 

kahrml~ (Yakup Kadri). 'Allegedly, you, in the magazine Kadro which you 
put out, have been engaging in publication which sabotages our economic 

policy and even, according to the assertion of the Party General Secretary, 

shakes the foundations of the regime. If this were to go on like this, they say, 

the Minister of Commerce would not be able to proceed safely on the road 
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he has taken. Furthermore, the RPP would, they say, be left exposed to risks 
of breaking up into factions.' 

13. Dokunmu~lar; dedi ve gittikc;e aglrla~an bir sesle ilave etti: 
Dokunmu~lar degil dokundular; benim gozOmOn onOnde ... (idem). '''I 

heard they assaulted (her)", he said and added, in a voice which grew 

gradually heavier, "No, I didn't hear it; they actually did it, in front of my 
eyes" '. 

14. Ama bUtOn bu gerc;eklere inat, sanatl paramn, maviyi karanm 

OstUne C;lkaranlar var ya? Binde bir de olsun var ya? i~te onlar sanatC;l: 

Ost taratl manatc;1l <;ok mu sert oldu bu yargl? Yumu~atahm biraz: 

bOtUn manatC;llarm sanatC;1 oldugu zamanlar vardlr (Eyuboglu). 'But 

despite all these facts, there are, are there not, those who put art above 

money, the blue above the black (XVII, 3)? They exist, even though they be 

one in a thousand, don't they? It is precisely these who are artists; the 

remainder are etceteras! Has it been very stern, this judgement? Let's soften 

it a little: there are times when all the etceteras become artists.' Here 

manatC;1 has been extracted from the m-doublet sanatC;1 manatC;1 'artists 

and so on' and given an independent life of its own. 

15. Ama devletliler bir ku~kulanmlya gorsOn (XI, 36 (d)), en merhamet

liIer en zalimler bir anda birle~iyor, din karde~i min karde~i dinlemiyor
lardl (idem). 'But let the Establishment not grow suspicious; the most 

compassionate and the cruellest would unite in an instant and would not 

heed any considerations of common religion or common anything else' 

('they would not listen to "religion-brother" or "anything-else-of-the-sort
brother"'; din min). 

16. Bizde ele~tiri olup olmadlgl Yillardir tartl~lhp durur. Van Ian sonuc;, 

bizde ele~tiri olmadlgldlr. 'Whether or not we have any literary criticism 

has been constantly debated (XI, 36 (0)) for years. The conclusion arrived 

at is that we have no literary criticism.' varmak 'to arrive' is intransitive; 

varllan is therefore the impersonal passive participle; see XVIII, 3 (0). 

17. Bazl gOnler, Cafe Soufflot'nun mutad toplantllarma Sami Pa~azade 

Sezai Bey ve Prens Mehmet Ali gibi Raglp Beyin tabirince
aristokratlarm da i~tirak ettigi olurdu. 'On some days it would happen 

that-to use Raglp Bey's expression aristocrats too like Sezai Bey, the son of 

Sami Pasha, and Prince Mehmet Ali, would join in the usual meetings at the 
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Cafe Soufflot.' tabir-i-n-ce XII, 2 (b). i~tirak ettigi 'their participating' / 

olurdu 'used to occur'. 

18. Haci olan bir MuslUman sosyal hayatlnl nasil tanzim etmelidir?

islamiyet "husn-u ahlak" olduguna gore haci olup olmamakhgln buna 

bir tesiri yoktur. This is a reader's question and a newspaper columnist's 

answer (Refik Ulunay). Its grammatical interest lies in the use of the some

what rare verbal noun in -meklik (see X, 6). There could have been no 

possibility of ambiguity, as the verbal noun is negative and in the genitive, if 

the writer had chosen to use the -me verbal noun instead: olmamanln. But 

clearly he wished to be both precise and impressive, hence olmamakhglO 

'of the fact of not being'. 'How ought a Muslim who is a pilgrim to order 

his social life?' 'As Islam is moral excellence ("beauty of morals"; see II, 26), 

the fact of being or not being a pilgrim has no effect on this.' 

19. Ey Allahlm, butun insanlara, onlarm senln ~ocuklann ve birbirler

inin karde~i olduklanm ogretmen zamam gelmedi mi? (Halide Edip). '0 

God, has not the time come for You to teach all mankind that they are Your 

children and each other's brothers?' The in of ~ocuklarln is not the genitive 

suffix but the second-singular possessive. A writer of a later generation would 

have chosen an alternative to ogretme-n 'your teaching', because ogret

men is now the accepted neologism for 'teacher'. 

20. Ismet Pa~anln ~imdiye kadar olmaz dediginin, oldugunu bilen 

varsa parmak kaldlrslO! 'Hands up anyone who knows of anything ever yet 

happening which Ismet Pasha said wouldn't happen!' Lit. 'if there is anyone 

who knows the happening of that pertaining to Ismet Pasha's saying "It 

won't happen" (olmaz) till now, let him raise finger'. 

21. Bayramla~amadlklarlmlz. 'Those of our number with whom we 

cannot exchange the season's greetings.' This splendid word headed the 

obituary column of a newspaper at the Bayram, the festival which ends the 

month of fasting, in 1960. Bayramla~- 'to exchange Bayram greetings'; 

-ama- VIII, 55 (b); -dlklanmlz IX, 7. 

22_ Daha sonra Hazreti Muhammedin Medineye ilk ayak bastlgl gun 

devesinin kaplsmda dlz ~oktugu Eyup Sultanm turbesi ziyaret edildi. 

'later a visit was paid to the mausoleum of EyUp Sultan, at whose door the 

Prophet Muhammad's camel knelt the day he first set foot in Medina.' This is 

an involved example of the rule given in XVIII, 2 (d): 'EyUp Sultan, 
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characterized-by-its-bending knee' (diz ~oktUgu) 'at-his-door' (kaplsmda). 

The 'its' refers to Hazreti Muhammedin devesinin 'His Excellency 

Muhammad's camel's'. Hazret (A) means 'Presence' and is used in Persian 

izafet as an honorific. 

23. Bu konuda yaylmlanan degerli bir makalede, ~inasi'nin piyes 

yazmasl, "Franslz tiyatrosunu yakmdan gorup tamdlktan sonra Garp 

tiyatrosunun edebi degerini iyice kavraml~ olmasl" ile yorumlanml~, 

ve, eserini "oynatma umidi olmakslzm yazdl"gl soylenmi~tir (Cevdet 
Kudret). 'In a valuable article published on this theme, ~inasi's writing of 
plays has been interpreted by "his having thoroughly grasped the literary 
value of the Western theatre after seeing and becoming acquainted with the 

French theatre from close at hand" and it has been said that "he wrote with 
no hope of producing" his play.' This sentence is remarkable for a grammat

ical oddity: the quotation oynatma umidi olmakslzln yazdi 'he wrote 
without there being hope of getting-performed' has been turned into a 
noun clause, subject of soylenmi~tir, by adding gl to the finite verb yazdi, 

instead of closing the quotation at olmakslZln and then putting yazdlgl. 

This is not a unique example of this use. 

24. GorulUyor ki, verdigimiz orneklerde ve veremedigimiz binlerce

sinde, dil mantlgl kolayhk ve surati saglamak i~in, kendi kanunlarlna 

aykln da olsa bazl tasarruflara gitmektedir. 'It is seen, in the examples we 

have given and the thousands that we have not been able to give, that the 

logic of language, in order to ensure ease and speed, resorts to certain econ
omies, even though they be contrary to its own laws.' Noteworthy here is the 

substantivizing effect of the third-person suffix on the adverb binlerce 'by 

thousands.' 

25. Dun Kopruden ge~erken Fatih camiinin minaresine bayrak ~ekil

digini gordum. Yarm oburgun bu adet de yerle~irse Demokrat Parti 

zamanlnda yerle~mi~tir diye tarih kitaplan yazsm i~in, ben de buraya 

yazlyorum. (B. Felek). 'Yesterday while crossing the Bridge I saw that flags 
had been hoisted on the minaret of the Fatih mosque. I am writing (this) 

here so that if this custom too takes root, tomorrow or the next day, the 

history-books may write that it took root in the Democrat Party era.' The rare 
use of i~in with a third-person imperative to express purpose (VIII, 41) is 

doubtless to avoid repeating diye; yazsln diye would have been the natural 
way of saying 'so that they may write'. 
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26. Kink Ali Musaaden olursa kalkahm hoca efendi, bize izin ver! 

dedi. Vara demiyeydi. Bekir Hocadlr bu, yakasma bir yapl~masiyle Kink 

AlI'yi sandalyeye ~okertti (Aziz Nesin). 'Broken Ali said, "With your permis

sion (lit. 'if your permission exists'), Hoja Efendi, let's go; give us leave!" He 

might as well not have said it (VIII, 37 (0), at end). It was Bekir Hoja that he 

had to deal with (V, 5); with one grab at his collar he sent Broken Ali flopping 

back into the chair.' 

27. Eger ogrenci bir sorunun be~ ~Ikklndan birini i~aretJiyecekken iki 

~Ikkl dogru diye i~retlemi~se, elektronik beyin oyuna gelmeyip hemen 

bunu farketmekte ve ogrencinin kurnazhk yaptlglnl ortaya koymak

tadlr. 'If the student, while supposed to mark one of the five alternatives (i.e. 

alternative answers) of a question, has marked two alternatives as correct, 

the electronic brain is not taken in but notices this at once and reveals that 

the student is guilty of sharp practice.' Note the necessitative sense of the 

future participle in i~aretli-y-ecek-ken, not 'while he will mark' but 'while he 

should mark'. See the first sentence of VIII, 21, and ct. the next example. 

28. Tavuklar en yumurtalayacaklarl zamanda yumurtala-maYlverdiler. 

'The hens, at the time when they should most have laid, suddenly stopped 

laying.' See XI, 36 (f). 

29. Benim de gulmu,lugum vardlr Ataturk'un kullandlgl bir~ok terim

lere (EyOboglu). 'There have been times when I too have laughed at a num

ber of terms which AtatOrk used.' For the construction, see XVII, 2, and d. 
the next example. 

30. Bu sec;lmin butLin problemleri ~ozmi.i~lOgi.i ileri surulemez. 'It 

cannot be suggested that this election has solved all the problems.' lit. 
'this election's state-of-having-solved all the problems cannot-be-pushed 

forward.' 

31. Proje ger~ekle~seydi hakikaten TLirklere du~ecek pay ancak bu 

ruhani pay olacaktl; maddi payl varsm maddeye tapan gavurlara 

kalslndl (Niyazi Berkes). 'If the project were to materialize, in fact the share 

that would fall to the Turks would be only this spiritual share; the material 

share of it might as well be left to the infidels, who worshipped the material.' 
A 

32. Adeta kahn bir yagmur bulutu i~ine girdik ve etrafl degil, 

gittigimiz yolu goremez olduk (R. N. GOntekin). 'We entered what was 

virtually a dense rain-cloud and ceased to be able to see not (just> our 
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surroundings but the (very) road on which we were going.' For goremez 

olduk 'we became unable to see', see IX, 11. 

33. ButOn mesele, i~inden ge~mekte oldugumuz bu ~ok dar ve teh

likeli ge~idin gerektirdigi uyamkhk ve sorumluluk bilincini son una 

kadar gosterip gostermeyecegimizdir (i. Giritli). 'The whole problem is 

whether or not we shall show ("our future showing and not showing") 

awareness of the vigilance and responsibility necessitated by this very narrow 

and dangerous passage through which we are going, until the end of it.' 

34. Demokrasi, halk sevgisine ve halkmm sevgisine dayanan bir 

dOzendir (S. EyOboglu). 'Democracy is an order based on love of the people 

("people-Iove") and on its people's love.' 

35. Ate~e verilen ozel ve resmi arabalarm saYlsl ise onlarla ifade 

edilmektedir. 'As for the number of private and official cars lost in ("given 

to") the fire, it is reported to be in the tens' (lit 'is being expressed by tens', 

not' ... with them'). 

36. Yuzba~lhktan emekli olan amcam, yetmi~ altl ya~mdan sonra kendi

sine, herkese pa~a dedirtirdi (Aziz Nesin). 'My uncle, who retired with 

("from") the rank of captain, after the age of 76 used to make everyone call 

him Pasha'. For de-dir-t-, see VIII, 49; the -ir-di is the ending of the aorist 

past The title Pa~a, officially extinct since 1934, is still regularly used of, and 

when addressing, generals and admirals. 

37. Ben bizim memlekette demokrasinin olmu~ olduguna degil, olacak 

olduguna ve olmasl Ihlm geldigine kaniim (F. R. Atay). 'I am convinced, 

not that democracy has come into existence in our country, (but) that it is 

going to do so and must do so,' 

38. Yazmm iki yerinde $eyh Galip, XIX. yOzY11 ozam olarak gosterilmek

tedir. Oysa, bilindigi gibi Galip, 1757'de dogmu~, 1799'da olmu~tur. 

Buna belki, "Bu denll onemll mi?" diyecekler ~Ikabilir. Ancak, bu yanh~ 

bir yerde ge~seydi, "dalgmhktlr" denilir, uzerinde durulmayabilirdi 

(Mehmet DeligonUl). 'In two places in ("of") the article, Sheikh Galip is 

shown as lithe nineteenth-century poet", whereas, as is (well) known, Galip 

was born in 1757 and died in 1799. Of this, some will perhaps say ("those 

who will say may emerge"), "ls it so important?" But, had this mistake 

occurred in (just) one place, it would have been called a piece of absent

mindedness, and might not have been dwelled on' ('stopping on it might 

not have been done'). 
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38. Demincek sigara alsm diye para verdigim i~eri girdi (<;etin Altan). 

'In came the one to whom I had just now given some money to buy ("he of 

my giving money, saying 'let him buy' ") cigarettes'. 

39. Kadm boyle idi hep. Bir i~in ba~ma ~okmeye gorsundu (VIII, 40; XI, 
36 (d), saatlerce oturur, bitirmek bilmezdi (Orhan Han~erlioglu). 'The 

woman was always like this. Beware lest she (XI, 36 (d) settle down to a job; 

she would sit for hours, she just could not manage to finish it.' bitirmek 
bilmezdi 'she did not know (how) to finish (it)'. 

40. Ozgur du~unce hem tutumcu, gelenek~i, hem de ozgur olamaz. 

Nasll olabilir ki du~unce ozgurlugu eski du~unce kahplanm klrmanm ta 
kendisidir. Kendi akhm kullanmlyan insan, kitaplann en guzeline de 

inansa, ozgur du~unemiyor demektir. Buna kar~lhk yalmz kendi akhm 

begenen de ozgur du~unuyor saYllmaz. Nasll saYllsm ki ozgur du~unce 

butun akillara ba~ vuran, kendini begenmiyen, durmadan geli~mek 

istiyen du~uncenin ta kendisidir (5. Eyuboglu). 'Free thought cannot be 

conservative, traditional, and, at the same time, free. How can it be, when 

freedom of thought is tantamount to ("the very self of" (XII, 25» breaking 

the old moulds of thought? A person who does not use his own 

intelligence-it means that, even though he believes the most admirable of 

books, he is not free-thinking. On the other hand, nor can the one who 

esteems only his own intelligence be considered as free-thinking. How 

should he be so considered, when free thought is tantamount to thought 

that has recourse to all intelligences, is not self-esteeming, and wants to 
improve constantly?' 

41. Bir gun padi~ahlardan biri, vezirine 'halk sank mank, giyim miyim, 

pabu~ mabu~ diye konu~uyor. Sank giyim pabu~'u anladlk. Mank, 

miyim, mabu~ ta ne oluyor?' demi~. Akllh vezir bir par~a du~undukten 

sonra 'zat-I devletlerinin mubarek ba~mdaki, sank; kulunuzun fakir ve 

hakir ba~mdaki, mank; hunkanmm ustundeki elbise, giyim; benden

izin aciz vucudunda ta~ldlgl, miyim; zat-I ~ahanelerinin mubarek ayak

lanndaki, pabu~; bendelerinin ayagmda ta~ldlgl nesne ise mabu~'tur' 

diye a~lklaml~tlr (anecdote attributed to Ataturk). 'One of the Ottoman 

Emperors is reported to have said one day to his Vizier, liThe people speak 

using the words 'turban murban, raiment maiment, footwear mootwear'. 

We understand 'turban, raiment, footwear'. But what are the 'murban, mai

ment, mootwear' about?" After thinking a bit, the sagacious Vizier explained: 
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"That which is on Your Felicitous Person's blessed head is a turban; that 
which is on your slave's poor and lowly head is a murban. The clothing on 
my Sovereign Lord is raiment; what your bondman wears on his humble 
body is maiment. That which is on Your Kingly Person's blessed foot is foot
wear; whereas the object your bondman wears on his foot is mootwear.'" All 
the imperial titles except hunkar are in the third-person plural. For ta, see 
XIII, 2. ne oluyor, lit. 'what are they becoming? what happens to them?' 

42. Kose Hasan'la Pehlivan Ali barakanm duvan dibine ~omeldiler. 
Ifl3hslz'm Yusuf kar~llarma bagda~ kurdu. Ufaktefek, kupkuru Kose 
Hasan: Uyur muyuruz da, dedi. Yusuf IMml agzma tlkadl: Uyunur 
muyunur muymu~? Evel Allahm izniyle ~ukurova'ya diye ~Iktlk koyden! 
(Orhan Kemal). 'Bald Hasan and Ali the Wrestler squatted down at the foot 
of the wall of the shed. Yusuf, son of Reprobate, sat cross-legged, facing 
them. The tiny, emaciated Bald Hasan said, "We may fall asleep or something 
and (who knows what may happen?)" Yusuf shut him up: "Do you reckon 
there's going to be any sleeping or anything? We've left the village to go to 
("saying 'To ... !''') C;ukurova, God willing!'" 

For see the penultimate paragraph of II, 17. ifl3h means 'salva-
tion'; iflahslz is 'without (hope of) salvation'. 'Do you reckon?' translates 
muymu~ (VIII, 13 (c». uyunur muyunur, impersonal passive. Evel (for 
Ewel) Allah 'first, God' by itself means 'with the help of God'. Here it is 
expanded to 'with the permission of God, who is the First'. 
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In arranging the entries in alphabetical order, no regard has been paid to divisions 
between words or suffixes; thus -mesine precedes -mesin mi. 

Suffixes which may begin with c or ~, d or t, 9 or k, will be found in the fOllllS 
beginning with c, d, and 9 respectively. See p. 11. Suffixes subject to vowel harmony 
which may occur with e or a will be found in the forms with e; similarly, those which 
may occur with I, I, U, or u will be found in the forms with i. See pp. 16-17. Thus for 
-tuk see -dik; for ·~a see -ceo The index includes not only individual suffixes but also 
such combinations of suffixes as may be difficult for the novice to unravel; for example, 
·emememe. 

A hyphen following a suffix indicates the omission of -mek; i.e., it shows that the 
suffix makes verb stems. The few exceptions to this rule are noted; see, for example, 
the first of the two entries ·n-. 

Bold figures are used under some entries which have several page references, to 
indicate the principal reference if it does not happen to be the first. 

The following abbreviations have been used in addition to those shown on p. xxiv: 
adj. adjective neg. negative 
adv. adverb subj. subjunctive 
interj. interjection vbl. verbal 

-a, ·a (adv.), 196 
abbreviated nouns, 231 
ablative, 

followed by adjective, 51 
followed by adverb, 196-7 
partitive use of, 45, 248 
postpositions with, 87, 91 

absolute case, 26, 33-4, 34-5, 83-5, 87, 
91, 195 

postpositions with, 83-5 
abstract nouns, 58-9, 173, 2521 

acaba, 196 
accentuation, 19-22, 45, 71, 73, 134 

of adverbs, 20-1 
of compound words, 21-2, 71 
of diminutives, 23 
of foreign words, 20 
of gerunds, 177-8, 180, 182 
of izafet groups, 45 
of place-names, 20, 47 
of verbs, 20, 120, 122, 134, 146, 171 

accusative, 26, 34, 35-36, 50, 244 
ada~, 60-1 
adet, 77 
adeta, 197-8 
adjectives, 42, 48, 50-3, 54, 55-63 
adverbial forms of the verb, 175 

adverbs, 35, 182, 193-204 
of place, 198-200 
of time, 200-4 

agabey, 38, 231 
Ahmet,5-6 
ait, 86 
ak~amustO, 200 
alafranga, 91 
aleyh, 91 
alphabet, xxi, 1 
alt, 87, 88, 89 
Altaic, xix 
ama, 209 
aman, amanrn(.z), 140 
Amerikalr, Amerikan, 43 
amma (da), 209 
·an (adv.), 195 
-an (PerSian pl.), 25 
ana (dat. of 01),64 
anbean, 196 
ancak,209 
anda,andan,64 
-ane, see -hane 
·ane (adj. and adv.), 50, 62-3 
anI, anrn, 64 
anlam, 224 
anne, 12,20 
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aorist tense, 115-22 
participle, 162-3 

apodosis, 22, 263 
apostrophe, 2, 8, 33, 77,2133 

apposition, 247-9 
ara,87,89,233,249 
Arabic borrowings, xx, 2, 3-4,5, 7-11, 

13, 17-8, 23, 52, 72-3, 84, 87, 
91,156,158,195-6 

dual,26 
ordinal numerals, 79-80 
plurals, 24-5 

arasmda,87 
arithmetical terms, 33, 81 
Armenianisms, 108, 118 
artlk,202-3 
asia, 196 
assimilation: 

of consonants, 11 
of vowels, 14-1 5 

asyndetic subordination, 269-70 
a~agl, 198 
a~m, 199 
a~km, 223 
-at (Arabic pl.), 23 
-ot- 8' 61 , , 
auxiliary verbs, 156-9, 177 
aykm, 86 
ayn, 7, 13, 14, 31 
aym, 49, 73 
aymsl, ayni, 73 
az, 51, 72 
azar azar, 193 
az buc;uk, 78 
Azeri, Azerbaijani, xix, 179' 

baklmmdan, 90, 196 
bakmdl, 141 
bases, tense- and mood-, 106 
ba~ (classifier), 78 

(secondary postposition), 87-8 
ba~a ba~, ba~ ba~a, 1 95 
ba~lbozuk construction, 255-6 
ba~ka, 73, 86, 184 
ba~kasl, 73 
ba~tan ba~a, 195 
bazl,51,71 
-be- (Persian preposition), 196 
begOm, 23 ' 
Belediye Zablta Vakfl, 75 ' 
ben, 64-5, 179' 
bencileyin, 201 
ben deniz, 65 
beraber, 187, 257 

beri, 86,181,190,198 
beriki, 69 
blldlr, 204 
bic;imde, 193-4 
bile, 197 
bilir bilmez, 182 
bir, 34, 50-1, 76, 197, 244 
bir an ewel, 195 
biraz, 72 
bir bir, 193 
birbir, 73 
birc;ogu, birc;ok, 72 
bir daha, 203 
bir de, 197 
birdenbire, 195 
bir de ne goreyim, 197 
birer, 80, 193 
biri, 46, 71 
biribir, 73 
birisi, 47, 71 
birkac;, 72 
bir -Ier, 51 
birlikte, 187, 257 
bir taklm, 21, 71,249 
birtaklm, 21, 71 
bir tOrlO, 197 
biz, 64-5, 145,243 
bizcileyin, 201 
bizler, 65 
borc;lu, 157 
boyle, boylesi, 68-9 
boylece, boylecene, 195 
boyunca,90 
brackets, 272 
bu, 22, 68 
buc;uk, 78, 80 
buffer-letter, 26 
bugOn, 15, 201 
bugOnden, 201 
bulunmak, 151, 161 
bundan boyle, 202-3 
bununla beraber/birlikte, 

209 
bura, bura-, 199-200 
burasl, 46, 199-200 
burda, burdan, 199 
bu yana, 86 
buyurmak, 155 
bOtOn, 72-3 

caba, 196 
camm,40 
capital letters, 1-2, 271-2 
cardinal numerals, 76-7 



cases: 
endings after figures, 77 
endings after sentences, 253--4 
summary of endings, 33 
uses, 26, 33-7 

causative verb, 147-50, 157 
-ce (adv.), 21, 54, 183, 185, 194-5, 

199-200,236 
-ce (diminutive), 54 
-cecik, 55 
-cegiz, -cek, 54 
-cene, 195 
-cesine, 21,188-9,195 
characteristics, tense- and mood-, 107 
CHP, 44' 
ci (after figures), 79 
-ci, 11, 17,48, 55-7, 219 
-cik, 21, 54, 200, 202 
-cil, 62 
-cileyin, 201 
circumflex accent, 2, 36 
classifiers, 77-8 
collective numerals, 81 
colloquialisms, xxii, 3, 6, 30,42-3,57, 

59,71,84-5,94-5,97-8,99, 
11 1, 122, 136, 141, 161, 162, 
166-7, 176, 182, 188-9, 192, 
195,196,200,202,203,208, 
210,212,217,234,235,23~ 
240,241,252,253,264,269 

comparison of adjectives, 37,51 
of adverbs, 196-7 

compound adjectives and nouns, 21,42, 
230-3,255-6 

compound verbs, 190-2 
concessive clauses, 185-6, 187 
conditional, 97-103,105-6,108,11 1, 

118-19,124,125-6,128,130, 
131-4,139 

conditional sentences, 22, 253, 263-8, 
270 

consonants, 2-9 
alternation of, 10-11, 17,29,96, 106, 

111 
clusters, 8-9 
doubled, 7-8, 10-11, 31-2 
non-final, 2-3 
non-initial, 2-3, 18 
unvoiced and voiced, 10-11 

converbs, 1 75 
co-operative verb, 146 
culinary terms, 45-6 

•• currency, XXII 

curSing, 114-15 

-c;, 221-2 
c;ala, 176 
c;evre, 87, 88 
c;eyrek, 79, 201-2 
C;lkagelmek, 190 
-c;in, 16, 85 
c;ogu, 72 
c;ok, 12, 72, 196 
c;oktan, 201 
-c;un, 16, 85 
c;unki, c;unku, 213-14 

daha,51,203 
daha hatta, dahasl, 197 
dahi,206 
dahil, 87, 88 
dair, 85 
dara dar, 195 
-da~, 60-1 
dates, 201 
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dative, 26, 35, 85-6, 149, 157, 189, 195, 
198,244-5 

de, 22, 179, 197,205-6,234,263,264 
-de see locative 
-de- (denominal verb), 230 
decimals, 76 
degil, 100-3, 111,167 
degil mi (ki), 209 
degin, dek, -dek, 85-6, 180-1 
demek (ki), 214 
demonstratives, 34, 42, 68-9 
-den see ablative 
denli, 83--4 
-dense see medense 
denominal verbs, 226-30 
derken, 204 
destur, desturun(uz), 140 
determinatives, 71-5 
deverbal substantives, 219-26 
devrikcumle, 161, 237, 238--41 
dev~irme, 1722 

-deyim, 111 
dl~, 87, 88, 89, 198 
dl~arda, dl~ardan, di~an, 198 
di (interj.) 141 
-di, 96, 170 
dice numbers, 81 
-di-eli,181 
-di gitti, 192 
diger, 5, 73 
diger taraftan, 214 
-digi see personal participles 
-digi gibi, 186 
-digi hal de, 185-6 
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-digi ic;in, 186 
-digi kadar, 186 
-digi muddetc;e, 185 
-digince, 183 
-diginde, 183 
-diginden, 186 
-diginden ba~ka, 184 
-digine gore, 166 
-digi nispette, 186 
-digi surece, 185 
-digi takdirde, 186, 263 
-digi vakit, zaman, 184 
-dik (first pl.), 97, 127 

(participle), 183 
-dikc;e, 183, 186 
-dikleri, 166 
-dikse, 98 
-dikte, 183 
-dikten ba~ka, 184 
-dikten sonra, 183-4 
-dikti, 129 
dilek-~art kipi, 266 
dilenci,219 
-diler, 97, 128 
-dilerdi, 129 
-dim, 96, 128 
-dimdi, 129 
-di -medi, 182 
-di mi (conditional) 263 
diminutives, 21, 54-5, 200, 202 
-dimse, 98, 130 
-din, 96, 128 
-dindi, 129 
-diniz, 100, 128 
-dinizdi, 129 
-dinizse, 98, 130 
-dinse, 98, 130 
di-past tense, 106, 128-31, 138-9 
diphthongs, 9-10 
-dir, 93-5, 105 

after verb, 107, 142 
with following verb, 143 

-dir- (causative), 147 
-dir gider, 143 
-dirler, 94 
-dirt-, 147 
distributive numerals, 80-1, 193, 249 
divine names, 6' 
-diydi, 129 
diye, 141-2, 175-6,272 
-diyse, 97-8, 130 
dogru, 85, 193 
dogrudan dogruya, 195 
dolayl, 86-7 

doublets, 234-6 
donme, 1722 
dual, 9, 26 
durmamacaslna, durmamaslna, 189 
durmamaslya, 181, 189 
durundu, 141 
durup dururken, 180 
diizeltme i~areti, 2 

e (interj.), 267 
-e (dat.), 26, 33 
-e- (denominal verb), 226 
-e (gerund), 175-7, 190-1 
-e (subj.), 105, 134 
-ebil-, 153 
-ecegi, 85, 165, 250 
-ecegi gel-, 166 
-ecegi gibi, 186 
-ecegi kadar, 1 86 
-ecegi tut-, 167 
-ecegim, 112, 165 
-ecegimiz, ecegin(iz), 165 
-ecegine, 186-7 
-eceg iz, 11 6 
-ecek, 111, 160-2 
-ecek kadar, 161-2 
-ecekleri, 165 
-ecekti, 11 2 
-ecek yerde, 186-7 
ede, 177 
-e dur- 190 , 
-egel-, 191 
egemen, 220 
-egen,222 
eger, 5, 265 
-egit-, 190 
-egor-, 191 
-eh -ek 135 , , 
-ek (deverbal), 222 
-ekal-, 191 
-ekle- 151 , 
ekmek,170 
-e ko(y)-, 190 
el, 13, 78 
-el (adj.), 50,61-2 
-el- (denominal verb), 228 
-ele- 151 , 
-eli, -eliden, 181 
-elim, 106, 134 
-elt- 228 , 
-em, 135 
-eme-, 154 
-ememe, -emememe, 171 
-emez, 154 
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83-5 
145,245-7 

... , 207-8 

9,42-3 
184-7 

188 

) 

5 

6,20,25,220 

• -eml- see -eme-, 
-emiyebil-, 154-5 
-emiyecegine, 189 
emphatic pronouns, 67-8 
emzirmek, 148 
en,54,196 
-en (adv.), 195-6 
-en (participle), 160, 180 
enclitics, 20-1 
-ene degin/-dek/kadar, 181 
-en -ene, 244 

factitive verb, 34-5 
fa kat, 209 
falan, falanca, 74, 236 
falan festekiz, fe~mekan, 74 
faraza, 196 
fevk, 18, 89 
filan, filanca, 74,236 
filanmCl, 79 
fractions, 78-9 
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English borrowings, xxi-xxii, 8-11, 16, 

French borrowings, xxi-xxii, 8-9, 11, 16, 
17,23,45,62',156, 159,220 

future tense, 111-14, 139 
20,159,220 

epenthetic vowels, 8-9, 18, 55 
epey, epeyi, 53 
-er (aorist), 115 
-er- (causative), 143 
-er- (denominal verb), 228-9 
-er (distributive) 80, 193 
erat, 25-6 
-erek, 21, 177-8 
-erekten, 1 77' 
erenler,24 

, , 
, 

participle, 158-61 
conditional use of, 255, 270-1 
depreciatory use of, 160-1, 190 
quasi-passive use of, 159-60 

galat-I me~hur, 49 
galiba,4 
gayn,202-3 
gayri,87 
-ge~, 225 
ge~e, 175, 202 

ermek, 93, 166, 189 
-ert- 148 , 
ertesi,202 
-esi tense, 114-15, 162, 181, 

255 
-esice, 162 
-esi gel-, 1 66-7 
-esin, -esiniz, 105, 106, 134 
-esiye, -esiye kadar, 181 
eskiden, 202 
esna, esnasmda, 90, 201 
etmek, 106, 153, 156 
etraf, 87, 88 
-ev, 225 
-evuz, 1 35 
ewel, 86, 182, 195, 202 
ewela,l96 
eweline kadar, 202 
ewelki, ewelsi, 202 
extended stems, 143, 146, 154-6 
-ey, 226 
-eyaz-, 191 
-eydi, 136 
-eyem, 1 34-5 
-eyim, 105, 134 
-eyin, 134 
eylemek, 1 56 
-eymi~, 137 
-eyn,26 
-eyor, 107 
ezme, 172 3 

ge~kin, 223 
ge~mi~ ola/olsun, 1 
gelince, 180 
-gen, 11, 222, 223 
gender, 23, 48 
gene, 203 
geni~ zaman, 115 
genitive, 16, 26, 35, 

logical subject in, 1 
predicative, 35, 66 

ger~i, 214 
gerek, 128, 268 
gerek ... gerek(se) 
gerekmek, 1 28, 226 
geri, 198 
German borrowings, 
gerund-equivalents, 
gerunds, 92, 168 
getirmek, 148 
-gi, 221 
gibi, 22, 83--4, 186, 
-gi~, 225 
-gil (imperative), 14( 
-gil (noun), 61 
-gin, 223 
gittik~e, 183 
glottal stop, 7-8 
gore, 85-6, 166, 17: 
gostermek, 148 
goya, 214 
Greek borrowings, 11 
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gOya, 214, 281 
gule gOle, 177 
gunbegun, 196 
gundem, 224 
gunden gune, 195 
gunO gunune, 195 
guya, 214 
guzelim,40 

h 5' . , 
ha, 216 
ha ... ha ... , 208, 248 ' 
hakkmda,90 
hala, 196, 203 
Mia daha, 203 
halbuki, 213 
halde, 185-6, 193-4, 194 
halen, 196 
hamza, 7-8, 13, 14,32 
-hane,62 
hangi, 69, 71 
hamm, 6, 23" 248 
hamm hammClk, 193 
hani (ya), hanidir, 215 
hani yok mu, 215 
hari~, 87-8 
hatta, 197 
haydi, haydiniz, 21, 140 
hele, hele hele, 21 5 
hem (de), 208 
hemen, hemencecik, hemencek, 

hemen hemen, 203 
hem ... hem (de) ... , 208 
henuz, 203 
hep, hepsi, 72 
her, 71-2, 183, 265 
her biri, 71-2 
herhalde, 215 
herkes, her ne kadar, 72 
hi~, hi~bir, 74 
husus,90 
hyphen, 11 ' ,48-9,214,233 

IY, 4, l3 

-i, see third-person suffix 
-i (ace.), 26 
-i, -I (adj.), 2,50,61 
-i (deverbal substantive), 220 
-i (diminutive of personal names), 55 
-icek, 180 
-ici, 219 
i~, 87, 89, 198 
i~e, 23 

i~erde, i~erden, 1 98 
i~eri, 198 
i~in, 15 ',22,83,85, 141-2,284 
i~in i~in, 193 
i~re, 83 
i~un, 15" 85 
idi, idik, idiler, idim, 96 
idimse, 97-8 
idin, idiniz, 96 
idiyse, 98-9, 113, 124, 130 
idugu, 166 
-ih, -ik (for -iz), 118 
-ik (deverbal substantive), 220 
iken, 144, 189-90 
-il- 152 , 
ila, 91 
ile,83,84,87,93-4 
ilen, 84 
ilerde, ilerden, ileri, 198 
-im ('I am'), 93 
-im ('my'), 37 
-im (deverbal noun), 193, 224 
imdi,141 
-imdir, 142 
'imek',93 
imi~, 99-100, 122, 125,280-2 
imi~in, imi~iniz, 99 
imi~se, 100 
-imiz, 37 
imperative, 106, 134-5, 138, 140-2, 

267 
diffident first-person, 267 
in protasis, 264, 270 

impotential verb, 154 
-imse-, 229-30 
-imsi, 55, 230 
-imtrak, 55 
-in (ace. with third-person suffix), 39 
-in (Arabic pl.), 24, 25 ' 
-in (deverbal noun), 224-5 
-in, see genitive 
-in, see imperative 
-in, see instrumental 
-in ('your'), 37 
-in- (reflexive), 151-2 

(passive), 152 
inat, 85 
-ince (adv.), 180, 194 
-ince (gerund), 21, 180 
-inceye degin, -dek, kadar, 180 
-inci, 79 
-inde, -inden, 39-40 
indefinite article, 150-1, 244 
indefinite pronouns, 71 
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indirect command, 170-1, 250-1 
indirect question, 251 
indirect statement, 254 
-ine, 39 
inen,84 
inferential, 99-100, 108-9, 113-14, 

119-20,122-6,127,129,132, 
133-4, 137-8, 139, 142-3,210, 
216,280-2 

infinitive, 83, 85, 90, 93, 110, 168-71, 
187-8 

with subject, 169-70 
-ini, -inin, 39-40 
-inil-, 150 
-iniz (imperative), 105-6, 138, 140-1 
-iniz ('your'), 37 
insan, 74 
instrumental, 20, 21, 168, 195,201 
intensive adjectives, 52-3 
interjections, 8, 21, 140,216,269 
interrogative particle, 22, 24, 103, 105 
interrogatives, 69-71 
-inti, 220-1 
intonation, 22 
inverted sentences, 238-41 
-ip, 15 ' , 178-80, 190,205 
-ip de, 179 
-ip dur-, 190 
-ir (aorist), 116 
-ir- (causative), 147 
-irt- 148-9 , 
ise, 97, 215-16 
istemezuk, 121 
ister istemez, 1 82 
ister ... ister ... , 208 
-i~ (diminutive of personal names), 55 
-i~ (verbal noun), 168, 173 
-i~- (reciprocal), 146 
i~bu, 68 
i~de, 11 
-i~li, 173 
i~te, 11,216 
-i~tir-, 150-1 
-it (deverbal noun), 223 
-it- (causative) 148 
Italian borrowings, 8, 16,20,91, 158, 196 
italyah, italyan, 43 
itibaren, 86-7 
-ittir-, 148 
-iver-, 153, 191,289 
iy, 13 
-iyor, 21, 106-7, 139 
-iyordur, -iyormu~, 143 
-iz (collective), 81 
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-iz ('we are'), 93 
izafet, 8 ' , 22, 40-8, 48-9, 83, 87, 88, 

90,168,231-2,239,242,253 
frozen, 47, 231-2 
of material, 40' 
Persian, 21,48-9,65, 74, 79-80, 188, 

199,274' 
-izli,81 

j, 3 
Janus construction, 48-9 

-k (deverbal substantive), 222 
-k (Type II ending), 105 
kaba Turkr;:e, xx 
kar;:, 69, 71 
kar;:ar, 80-1 
kar;:mcl, 79 
kadar, 83, 84, 85-6, 161-2, 180-1, 186, 

190,203 
kala, 175,202 
kaldlrmak, 148 
karde~, 15, 60 
kare,50 
kar~l, 85, 88' , 198 
kar~m, 85, 86 
kar~lsmda, 88' 
kazaen, kazara, 195, 196 
-ken (gerund), 21, 144, 189-90, 204 
-kendenberi, 190 
kendi,41, 65,67-8, 152 
-kenki, 241 
kesme i~areti, 2 
ke~ke, ke~ki, 136,266 
kllmak, 157 
kirk, kirk bir bur;:uk, 77 
klYlslra, 89 
ki, 22, 210-13, 256, 260-1, 269 
-ki, 65, 66-7, 69, 248' , 251, 252 ' 
kim, 69, 83 
kimi, 71,72 
kimileyin, 201 ' 
kimse, kimsecik, 74-5 
-kle- 151 , 
kolay gele/gelsin, 136 
-ku, 16, 66 
kultlirel,62 ' 
kup, 50 

-I (adj.), 61 
-1- (denominal verb), 228 
lakin, 209 
language reform, xx-xxii. See also 

neologisms 
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lazlm, 128 
-Ie ('with'), 21, 84 
-Ie- (denominal verb), 226-7, 230 
leh, 91 
-Ien-, 227 
-Ier (pl.), 17,23-4,29,243-4 (also 

aorist of -Ie-) 
-Ieri (ace. pl.), 27, 37 
-Ieri ('their'), 37 
-Ie<- -Ie<tir- -Iet- 227 'tl 'f' , 

-Ieyin, 21, 201 
-Ii, 42, 43, 48, 57-8, 81, 126, 170, 

172-3,200,232,256 
-lik, 58-60, 252 ' 
... -Ii ... -Ii, 58' 
lira, 22 
locative, 11, 26, 35-6, 60 
-It- 228 , 

m-, 235-6, 285 
-m ('my'), 37 
-m (Type II ending), 105 
-m (deverbal noun), 224 
maada,87 
ma(a)mafih, 209 
madem(ki), 209 
-man, 219 
ma~allah, 772 

-masyon, 173 
m-doublets, 235-6, 282, 287-8 
-me (vbl. noun), 171-2, 250-1 
-me- (neg.), 21, 109 
-mece (noun), 54-5 
-mecesine, 189 
-mede, 111, 169 
-meden, 171 ' , 182 
-medense, 188 
-medeyim, 111, 168 
-medik, 131, 162-3, 164-5 
medyun, 159 
-mege, 169 
meger, 5,210 
megerki, 21 3 
megerleyim, megerse, 210 
-megi, 169 
-megin, 168' 
Mehemmed, Mehmet, 5-6 
-mek, see infinitive 
-mek i~in, 168 
-mekle, 187 
-mekle beraber/birlikte, 187 
-mekli, 170 
-meklik, 168, 171, 283 
-meksizin, 188 

-mekte tense, 110-11, 169 
participle, 160 

-mekten ise, -mektense, 187 
-mek uazere, 168-9 
-meli, 126-8, 172-3 
-mem, 120-1, 1 71 
-mememe, 171 
-memesiye, 181 
-memezlik, 173-4 
-men, 219-20, 283 
merhum(e),50 
mesela, 196 
-mesine, 244-5 
-mesin mi, 141 
-meti(n), 182' 
-meye (neg. subj.), 137 
-meye (dat. of verbal noun), 

169 
-meyi, 169 
-meyiz, 121 
-mez 120-1 , 
-mezden, 182 
-mezlik, 173-4 
-mezuk, 121 
mi,2-3, 22, 103, 182,234 
mimli,236 
'mink, schmink', 235' 
-misin, misiniz, 103-4 
-mi~, see inferential, mi~-past 
-mi~~esine, 188 
-mi~e, 188 
-mi~in, -mi~iniz, 99, 123 
-mi~lik, 252 ' , 285 
-mi~mi~, 124-5 
mi~-past, 106, 122-6, 139 

participle, 163-4 
-mi~se, 100 
-mi~tir, 122-3, 170 
-miydi, 104 

• -mlye, see -meye 
-miyebil-, 154 
-miyecek, 114 
-miyegor-, 191, 282 
-miyeli,181 
-miyesi, 115 
miyim, miyiz, 103-4 
miymi~, 104 
-miyor, 109 
-miz, 37 
Mongolian, xix 1 

-mse- 229-30 , 
-msi, 55, 229-30 
-mtrak,55 
Muhammed,S 
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mukabil,86 
Mustafa Bey, 3 
mLiddett;:e, 1 85 
mLidLir, 103' 
mLitaaklp, 83 

-n (Type II ending), 105 
-n ('your'), 37 
-n- (before case-endings), see 

pronominal n 
-n- (passive), 151-2 

(reflexive), 151 
namma, 90, 176 
nasll, 70 

with conditional, 265 
nasll ki, 213 
nasll olup da, 253 
nationality, 42-3 
nazaran,85 
-nee, 194 
-nei,79 
ne, 2-3, 69-71 
nece, 70, 194 
necessitative, 106, 126-8, 1 39 
neei, 56, 70 
negative pronouns, 74-5 
negative suffix, see -me
ne idLigLi belirsiz, 166 
-nen,84 
ne ... ne (de) ... , 206-7 
neologisms, 50, 61-2, 84, 86, 149, 154, 

195,213',219-31 passim. See 
also language reform 

nerde, nerden, 199 
nerdeyse, neredeyse, 200 
nere, nere-, 199-200 
... nerede, ... nerede, 200 
ne var ki, 209 
ne yaplp yaplp, 180 
nice, 71 
nit;:in, 70 
-nil-, 152, 156 
n'inei,81 
nitpkirn.~<'1J ••• , ..... I -' 

-niz (Type II ending), 105 
-niz ('your'), 37 
nominal sentences, 239 
nouns, 23-49 

of nationality, 42-3 
of place, 20-1, 199-200 
of unity, 224' 

number, 242-4 
numerals, xix', 24, 60,76-82,91-2, 

193,248 
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o (pronoun), 23, 64-6, 68, 94 
-0 (diminutive of personal names), 55 
o bir, 15, 73 
object omitted, 65 
-oglu, 41, 232 
ogul, 9, 30 
01 (imperative), 144 
01 (pronoun), 64 
olacak, ironic use of, 162, 190 
olarak, 1 78, 194 
oldukt;:a, 183 
oldum olasl(ya), 181 
oldu olmadl, 181 
olmak, 143-4, 145, 158, 167 
olmak Lizere, 168-9 
olmasma, 245 
olmaz, 117 
olsa gerek, 263 
olsa olsa, 267-8 
olsun, 144, 208 
... olsun, ... olsun, 208 
olunmak, 153 
olup bitmek, 180 
olur, 21, 11 7 
olur olmaz, 182 
onomatopoeia, 2, 193,227,230,233 
optative, 1 34 
ora, ora-, 199-200 
~rda, ordan, 199 
ordinal numerals, 79 

Arabic, 79 
Orkhon Turkic, 269 
orta,87 
ortakla~a, 175-6 
o saat, 8, 200 
Osmanltca, xx 
-o~ (diminutive of personal names), 55 
otomatikman, 196 
Ottoman, xx 
oxytone, 19 
oysa(ki), 213, 246 

obLir, 15, 73 
;':'~"I'II""'''Jy1¢A\''" L I 7 

ogretmen, 219, 283 
on, 87-9, 231 
once, 86, 182,200-1 
onceden, 201 
ornegin, 195 
ote, 198 
oteki,69 
ote yandan, 214 
otLirLi,86-7 
oyle, oylesi, 68-9 
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oylece, 195 
oyle gibime geliyor ki, 84 
ozbeoz, 196 
oztUrkc;e, xxi 

palatalization, 3-4, 6-7 
parentheses, 272 
parenthetic remarks, 212 
participles, 160-7 
passive, 152-3 

used impersonally, 153,250-1,258 
pek,196 
percentages, 78 
periphrasis, 128 
periphrastic tenses and moods, 167 
Persian borrowings, xx, 3-4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 

13,16, 18,23',25,52,62,65,74, 
81,196,213,265-6 

izafet, 48-9, 65,71,81, 189,274' 
plurals, 25 

personal names, 5-6,24,41,55,61,232 
diminutives of, 55 

personal participles, 85, 165-7, 184-7, 
250,251-2,256-8 

personal pronouns, 23, 64-8 
personal suffixes, 37-40 
pe~, 87, 89 
place-names, 20, 34, 45 
playing-card numbers, 82 
pluperfect, 123-4, 129-30, 131 
plural, 23-26 

Arabic, 24-5 
honorific, 24, 25', 243 
idiomatic uses of, 243-4 
subject in, with sing. verb, 24, 25, 94, 

242 
Persian, 25 

postpositional expressions, 83 
postpositions, 22, 35, 83-92, 85-95, 

94,97 
primary, 83-7 

with abl., 86-7, 93 
with abs., 83, 91-2 
with abs. or gen., 83-5 
with dat., 85-6 

secondary, 87-91 
potential verb, 153 
prefixation, 53 See also m-doublets, 

'pseudo-' 
preposition, 91-2 
present tense, 106-10, 116-17, 136 

participle, 160, 1 80-1 
pronominal n, 39,64-5,67, 68, 194 
pronouns, 64-75 

protasis, 22, 263 
provincialisms, 5, 13, 54, 62, 97-8, 118, 

135,181,195,210 
'pseudo-', 214, 276 
pseudo-causative, -passive, 1 54-5 
punctuation, 76, 209, 271-2 
purpose, 141, 168, 169, 176,260 

q, 4, 19 

-r, 115 
ragmen, 85 
rasgele, 1 36 
ra~idinler, 25' 
-re, 199-200 
reciprocal verb, 146,243 
reflexive pronouns, 67-68 
reflexive verb, 151-2 
-rek, 51,54 
relative clauses, translation of, 256-8 
repetitions, 233-4 
repetitive verb, 150-1 
-rih, -rik, 118 
-r -mez, 182 
Romah,43 
Roman numerals, 79 
Romen,43 

saatbesaat, 1 96 
sahi, 6, 21 
sakm (ha), 216 
sanki,216 
sapa, 175 
sayesinde, 91 
-se, see conditional 
-se- (denominal verb), 229-30 
-se begenirsin(iz), 267 
-se gerek, 268 
-sek, 97, 132 
-sel, 50, 61-2 
-seier, 97, 132 
-sem, 97, 132 
-se mi, 133, 267 
sen, 64-5 
-sen, 97, 132 
-sene (ya), 261 
seni (with terms of abuse), 65 
-seniz, 97, 132 
-senize (ya), 267 
sentence-analysis, 273-9 
sentence-plus, 244 
Serbo-Croat borrowings, 16,23 
sevda, 221' 
-seydi, 132 



slra, slrasmda, 89, 91, 201 
-si, see third-person suffix 
-si (adj.), 55 
-sin (,you are'), 93,105,140 
-sin (imperative), 105, 138, 140 
-sindi, 141, 285 
'singular', 23-4, 25-26, 44 

verb in, with pI. subject, 24, 94, 242 
-sin i~in, 141-2, 284 
-siniz, 94, 96, 105 
-sinizdir, 142 
-siyle, 84 
siz, 64-5, 182 
-siz, 58, 170, 182 
-sizin, 170, 188 
sizler, 65 
sonra,46,86,200-1,203 
sonradan, sonralan, 200-1 
sozde, 214, 276 
su, 26, 33, 38,230 
subjunctive, 105-6, 134-8, 139 

after negative main verb, 261-2 
in noun clauses, 262-3 
in unfulfilled conditions, 270 
with derken, 204 
with ki, 260 
with megerki, 213 

substantival sentence, 252 
substantive, xxii 
suffixes, order of, 26, 39, 126, 154-6 

consonant assimilation in, 11 
vowel harmony in, 16-18, 27-33 

Sultan, 248 
surette, 193-4 
suspended affixation, 34, 40, 41, 106, 

l37, 186 
sure, surece, 185' 
synopsis of verb, 138, 139 

-~ (diminutive of personal names), 55 
-~- (reciprocal), 146 
~ayet, 265, 285 
~ehir, 9 
-~er, 80-1, 193 
~ey,25,27, 33,34, 74,77,243-4 
~eyisi, ~eysi, 47, 74, 240-1 
~imcik, ~imden(geri), ~imdi, ~imdicik, 

~imdik, 202 
~imd1den, 201, 202 
~imdilik, 60 
-~in, -~iniz, 99, 123 
~ol, 68 
~oyle, 68-9 
~oylece, 195 

~oyle dursun, 216-17 
~oylesi, 69 
-~tir-, 150-1 
~u, 71-2 
~ura, 199-200 
~uracikta, 200 
~urda, ~urdan, 199 

-t (deverbal noun), 223 
-t- (causative), 147-8 
til,204 
takdirde, 186,263 
to'morbOto, 8 ' 
tane, 77 
tarafmdan, 90, 194 
tavla, 81 
-tay, 225 
teker teker, 193 
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third-person suffix, 37, 94, 242, 250-1, 
258 

doubled, 47, 71, 74,202 
substantivizing force of, 46, 69, 71, 

284 
vocative use of, 48 

tlpkl, tlpklSI, 73-4 
-ti (deverbal noun), 220-1 
time, expressions of, 184-5, 203-4, 

270 
time, telling the, 175,201 
titles, 61,248 
'to be', 143-4 
-ttir-, 143 
Turkic, xix 
turur, 93 ' 
tUm, 72-3 
tUmle~, 237 
Turk~e, xix 
Turk Oil Kurumu, xxi 
Turk i~, 42-3 
Turkmen, xix, 219' 
Types I-IV (personal suffixes of verb), 

105 

u ('and'), 205 
ugruna, ugrunda, 91 
umak,154 
Ural-Altaic, xix-xx 
uydurmasyon, 173 

u ('and'), 169,205 
u~ be~, 76-7 
usde, 11 
ust, 11,87-9,200,231 
uzer-, 87-9, 200 
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uzere, uzre, 83, 168-9 
uzerine, 89 
-v, 225 
vakit, 18, 32, 1 85 
var, 144-6, 238, 246-7 
-vari, 50, 62 
varken, 190 
varsm ... (me)sin, 137, 285 
ve, 185-6, 205 1 

verb, 93-159 
synopsis, 1 38-9 

verbal nouns, 168-74 
Arabic, 156, 177 

verb-stem, 93 
verb 'to be', 93-104 

in temporal expressions, 203-4, 
270 

summary, 143-4 
veresi, veresiye, 181 
veya, veyahut, 208 
vocative, 21, 34,48 
vowel harmony, xx, 14-19 

exceptions, 15-16, 66, 85 
in foreign borrowings, 16, 30 
of suffixes, 16-19 

vowels, 11-19 
alternation of, 19 
classification of, 12 
doubled,4, 14 
epenthetic, 8-9, 18, 56 
length of, 1 3-14 

vu,vu, 205 

word-formation, 219-36 
word-order, 48, 51, 68, 160-1, 

237-41 

-y (substantive), 226 
-y- (buffer-letter), 19,26, 93, 111, 135 
ya, 217, 267 
yalnlz, 200 
yan,87,89 

yana,86 
yapiim, yapim, 135 
yapmak,157 
yar, 18 
yan, 78-9 
yan bu~uk, 78 
yanm, 78, 80 
yanm~ar, 80 
ya~antl, 221 
ya ... ya ... ya da/ya ... ya ... veya/ 

ya ... ya ... yahut, 208 
-y~in, y~un, 16, 85 
-ydi, see idi 
yeg,yegrek,51, 130, 187-8 
yer ('place'), 94 

(also aorist of ye-) 
yerde, 186-7 
yerine, 91 
yllbeyll, 196 
yine, 203 
-yken, see iken 
-yle, see ile 
-ymi~, see imi~ 
yok, 12, 144-6,217,238,246-7 
yoksa, 217-18 
-yor, 21,23, 106, 108-9, 136 
yonmak, 107 

• -yse, see Ise 
yukarda, yukardan, yukan, 198 
yumu~ak ge, 1, 4, 10, 111 
yuz, 77, 90 
yuzba~l, 47, 231-2 
yuzunden,90 

-z 91 , 
zaman, 185, 201 
zarfmda,91 
zaten, 112 
zat-I aliniz/alileri, 65 
zira, 213-14 
ziyade, 196 
-zli, 81 


